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PREFACE

This book is an improved edition of that published by the Romanian
Academy Press (Editura Academiei Române) in 1991, which won the
Romanian Academy’s “Nicolae Iorga” Prize for history and was awarded the
“Radu Rosetti” Prize by the Cultural Foundation of the Magazin Istoric
journal. It also received good reviews and positive evaluations in scientific
publications, and has remained a work of reference in the field ever since.
Meanwhile, the book has become a rarity; it is demanded not only by
academics and students, but also by the general public interested in history.
The short history of this book, although there are numerous similar
examples, may suggest the conditions under which scientific research was
carried out during the final days of the communist dictatorship.
As a researcher with the Institute of History “Nicolae Iorga”, Bucharest,
in the academic year of 1984 –1985, I decided to start writing a monograph
on Romanian-Ottoman relations from the beginnings (mid-fourteenth
century) until the war for national independence of 1877-1878. I planned
this challenging work in five volumes, hoping to get through with it in about
15 to 20 years. It was the first scientific research project of such dimensions
to be entirely dedicated to the history of Romanian-Ottoman relations. I was
confident that Romanian historiography had reached a level of excellence that
allowed it to carry out a project that was so wide in scope as to include not
only Romanian relations with the Ottomans, but also Romanian relations
with other states that influenced the country’s history. I consciously took on
this heavy burden, trusting in my own abilities, convinced of the importance
of the work (which I thought would attract the support of the authorities) and
proud of the prestige of the academic institution under whose auspices I
wished to write it.
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The first volume of the work, the one dedicated to the first two centuries
of Romanian-Ottoman relations, was completed according to the provisions
of the contract, prepared for print, and handed over to the Romanian
Academy Press in October, 1988. The editor, in accordance with the rules of
the day, sent the manuscript to be approved by the Propaganda Section of the
Romanian Communist Party’s Central Committee, where it lay forgotten
until December 1989. In the summer of that year, a benevolent colleague,
close to those responsible for censorship of Romanian historiography at the
time, told me that my book had been carefully read, and that it was beyond
reproach. For all this – the colleague told me – it was very unlikely that my
work should be approved for printing, because some “comrades” did not like
its author’s name… I consequently deemed it prudent to have a second copy
of the final manuscript hurriedly sent abroad.
This discussion made me understand why, after finishing the first volume,
I had been placed in a group of researchers charged with writing… The
History of Romanian Agriculture, instead of being encouraged to continue the
work I had begun.
The work was published after the fall of the communist regime in the
form that had been handed over to the editor in 1988. Now conditions had
become favourable for the full implementation of this ambitious scientific
project. However, caught in the whirl of the events which followed the fall of
communism, I had less contact with libraries and archives. I deeply regret that
even now, after so many years, I have not managed to consult them as
frequently as I wished. Nor have I been able to resume work on this historical
monograph. However, I have never abandoned the project even for a
moment; I have tried to enlarge it and gather further documentary material
from the remote places where I have been working since 1998. At the same
time, it saddens me that over the last two decades, no historian has taken on
this project, least of all the younger generation. Now, they are being offered
opportunities we dared not dream of. I strongly believe that a monograph
synthezing the history of Romanian-Ottoman relations should and could be
written.
The changes that I have introduced in this edition of the book concern
form rather than content. I have given up phrases and evaluations which
would sound too strident nowadays; I have rewritten some passages to
increase their accuracy. I have made no substantial additions or corrections
however. The alert reader who has access to more recent works can easily see
that they in no way alter what was written in this book (see Bibliography).
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Naturally, when I say this, I am not referring to the works of those “Taliban”
of Romanian historiography who, even today, are unable to understand that
a political idea is no substitute for fundamental scientific research.
Unprejudiced study of the evolution of Romanian-Ottoman relations
remains a major objective of Romanian historiography. My firm conviction is
that we should resume systematic research of foreign archives and libraries, of
Turkish-Ottoman documentary sources in particular, at the earliest possible
opportunity, under the patronage of the Romanian Academy and the
Romanian Cultural Institute.
It is imperative that we first organise teams of young specialists capable of
investigating and exploiting these historical sources for maximum benefit.
Conditions are far better now than they used to be when we, the few
‘survivors’ of the older generation, completed our education. I am confident
that the new generation of young Romanian historians will bring this
ambitious project to a successful end in the event that, for some reason, I
might not be able to continue it.
I would like to thank Mr. Ahmed Çalïk, president of ÇALIK
HOLDING, who has offered to provide his financial backing for the
publication of this book.
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INTRODUCTION

The half-millennium of relations between the Romanian Pricipalities and the
Ottoman Porte has been a privileged theme of research for Romanian
historiography. When studying the evolution of the Romanians’ feudal-vassal
relations with the Ottomans, historians have focused heavily on identifying
those factors that influenced the historical formation of the Romanian people.
The constant interest taken in this direction of research appears to be justified
by the major implications it has for Romanian history as a whole.
Until recently, Romanian-Ottoman relations have only been analysed
within the narrow framework of bilateral relations. Such an approach cannot
but hinder researchers’ understanding of the true significance of the Ottoman
phenomenon for Romanian history. The Eurocentric perspective from which
Romanian historians approached the question of Romanian-Ottoman
relations (until a few decades ago) and the almost complete absence of
Turkish-Ottoman historical sources from their documentary base were
directly responsible for this situation. Historians limited themselves to
examining the reactions of the Romanian countries and of the neighbouring
kingdoms, which the emergence and the growth of Ottoman power triggered.
Marred by flaws in documentation and conception, to which one should add
self-indulgence and, occasionally, highly negative or completely inaccurate
assessments of Ottoman history, such studies reduced the nature and
magnitude of Romanian-Ottoman relations to the dimensions of a regional
problem. Consequently, the universal coordinates of Romanian history were
grossly distorted. Nicolae Iorga has the merit, rare in his age, of having
demolished many of the clichés that others took for granted about the
relationship between the Romanian countries and the Ottoman Porte,
including the period examined by us in this book, and to have overcome the
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limitations of other historians in the treatment of the subject, as he did with
many other aspects of the Romanian history. His numerous works, especially
Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches (vol. I-V, Gotha, 1908-1915),
demonstrate a deep and comprehensive understanding of the Ottoman
phenomenon, both in its intimate processes of development. They make a
critical and objective evaluation of its impact upon Europe and, implicitly,
upon the Romanian countries. His extraordinary intuition and remarkable
capacity to interpret historical processes allowed him to overcome the narrow
unilateral understanding characteristic of his time. However, little of N.
Iorga’s research was based on Turkish documents and chronicles, which he
could consult only indirectly and in small numbers. The great Romanian
historian’s evaluations and conclusions about Romanian-Ottoman relations –
so generously distributed throughout various studies – thus remained
relatively undeveloped.
It was only in the 1960s-1970s, when a vast program of research and
systematic exploitation of Turkish-Osman sources on Romania’s history was
initiated, that Romanian historiography made a major breakthrough in the
study of Romanian-Ottoman relations. Since then, fragmentary translations
of about 50 Ottoman chronicles and integral translations of about 1,500 old
Turkish chancery documents1 have been made available to researchers.
Though insufficient, this documentary base has opened new avenues of
research for Romanian historians, and allowed them to examine aspects that
had been little and/or erroneously understood. It has placed Romanian
history in a wider universal context; it has also unveiled and improved the
understanding of many related issues in different fields. Thus, it has helped to
fill in the gaps in our knowledge of the Romanian past.
It is no surprise that in the last 15-20 years (before 1989), Romanian
historiography has recorded some of its most important successes in
understanding the intricacies of the Romanian countries’ relations with the
Ottoman Porte. Remarkable progress has been made in this respect. The legal
framework within which these relations developed has been established in its
essential elements by moving the focus of investigation towards the classical
Islamic conception of Muslims’ relations with non-Muslims. Careful
1 See Tasin Gemil (Tahsin Cemil), Çagdaº Romen tarihçiliginde eski Türk
kaynaklarïnïn degerlendirilmesi (The Use of Ancient Turkish Sources in
Contemporary Romanian Historiography), in Erdem, vol. 2, no. 4, Türk Tarih
Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara, 1986, pp. 205-217.
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consideration should also be given to the old Turkish-Mongol traditions that
the Ottomans preserved and turned into customary law. The data provided
by documents from Ottoman archives, in particular those issued by the
Treasury, have clarified – albeit only in part – the difficult question of the
evolution of the harach paid by the three Romanian countries. The amount
of the harach paid by Moldavia, Wallachia and Transylvania in the latter half
of the XVIth century and the XVIIth century has already been established with
considerable accuracy2.
In spite of serious documentary deficiencies relating to the economic and
commercial aspects of these relations, the overall picture of the Romanian
countries’ supply obligations to their suzerain power from the latter half of the
XVIth century3 has been constructed. However, little progress has been made
in studying their trade relations, as this problem has remained deeply
indebted to European documentation. Extensive and detailed investigations
into the documentary records of the Ottoman Chancery are necessary in
order to identify the customs registers at the border points through which
Ottoman trade was conducted with the Romanian countries as well as the
normative acts regulating economic life in those centres and regions directly
connected with the Romanian countries. Among these, special attention
should be given to those sources reflecting the fluctuation of prices as exactly
as possible. The evolution of prices on the Ottoman market directly
influenced the Romanian countries’ commerce as well. Contemporary
Turkish historiography shows particular interest in the history of Ottoman
2

See Mihai Maxim, Relaþiile Moldovei ºi Þãrii Româneºti cu Imperiul Ottoman în
a doua jumãtate a veacului al XVI-lea:evoluþia haraciului ºi peºcheºurilor anuale (The
Relations of Moldavia and Wallachia with the Ottoman Empire in the Latter Half of
the XVIth Century: The Evolution of the Yearly Harach and Peshkeshes), Summary
of the Doctoral Thesis, University of Bucharest, 1976; Tasin (Tahsin) Gemil, Date
noi privind haraciul þãrilor române în secolul al XVII-lea (New Data on the Romanian
Countries’ Harach in the XVIIth Century), in Revista de istorie, no. 8, 1977, pp.
1433-1446; Valeriu Veliman, Câteva consideraþii privind haraciul Moldovei la mijlocul
secolulului al XVI-lea (Some Remarks on Moldavia’s Harach in Mid-XVIth Century),
in Anuarul Institutului de istorie ºi arheologie «A. D. Xenopol», Iaºi, XIX (1982), pp.
283-301. See also Mihail P. Guboglu, Le tribute payé par les Principautés Roumaines à
la Porte jusqu’au debut du XVIe siècle (The Tribute Paid by the Romanian Principalities
until the Beginning of the XVIth Century), in I. Û. Iktisat Fak. Mecmuasï, vol. 41, nos.
1-4, Istanbul, 1984, pp. 59 – 143.
3 See note 4 from Chapter III (infra).
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economy. So far, the evolution in the prices of staple commodities has been
traced, and the factors which contributed to the permanent mobility of the
Ottoman market4 have been identified. It has been established that between
1489 and 1585 (that is for about 100 years) the prices of staple foods had a
relatively normal evolution, rising by 182%; between 1585 and 1606 on the
other hand (in other words, within twenty years), they grew by 631%.
This sudden increase in prices primarily resulted from the chronic
inflation which engulfed the Ottoman economy from the latter half of the
XVIth century onwards. Now we have at our disposal works which have
thoroughly analysed the phenomenon, have identified its main elements as
well as the causes that generated and deepened it5. The seemingly strange
practice of “hiding” one Ottoman budgetary year every 32 calendar years has
also been convincingly explained. This procedure, with obvious repercussions
for Romanian-Ottoman financial relations, was generated by the eleven day
difference between the solar year used in economic life, and the lunar year
used in public life in the Ottoman Empire6. The economic and political
consequences of these financial phenomena for the Romanian countries have
already been examined. However, analysts have restricted their research to few
specific aspects of the issue, or have only covered a limited time-span7.
4

See Ömer Barkan, XVI. Asrïn ikinci yarïsïnda Türkiye’de fiyat hareketleri (Price
Fluctuations in Turkey in the Latter Half of the XVIth Century), in Belleten, cilt
XXXIV, no. 136, Ankara, 1970, pp. 557-607.
5 See Halil Sahillioglu, XVII asrïn ilk yarïsïnda Istanbul’da tedavüldeki sikkelerin râici
(The Course of the Coins in Circulation in Istanbul in the Former Half of the XVIIth
Century) in Belgeler, I (1964), no. 2, Ankara, pp. 227-233; Bekir Sïtkï Baykal, Osmanlï
Imparatorlugunda XVII. ve XVIII. Yüzyïllar boyunca para düzeni ile ilgili belgeler
(Documents on Financial Regulations in the Ottoman Empire in the XVIIth and XVIIIth
Centuries), in Belgeler, IV (1969), nos. 7-8, Ankara, 1969, pp. 49-77; Mithat Sertoglu, XVI
yüzyïlda Orta – Doguda çürük altïn meselesi ve Osmanlïlar (The Problem of the Spoiled Gold
in the Middle East and the Ottomans in the XVIIth Century), in Belgelerle Türk Tarihi
Dergisi, no. 32, 1970, Istanbul, pp. 21-25. See also Mustafa Akdag, Türkiye’nin iktisadî ve
içtimaî tarihi (Economic and Social History of Turkey), vols. 1-2, Istanbul, 1974.
6 Halil Sahillioglu, Année sïvïº et crises monétaires dans l’Empire ottoman (The Sivish
Year and Monetary Crises in the Ottoman Empire), in Annales, year 24 (1969), no.
5, pp. 1070-1091.
7 Nicoarã Beldiceanu, La crise monétaire ottomane au XVI-ième siècle et son influence
sur les Principautés Roumaines (The Sixteenth Century Ottoman Monetary Crisis and
Its Influence on the Romanian Principalities), in Südost – Forschungen, XVI (1957),
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Some first steps, although tentative, have been made in analysing the
information provided by the financial ledgers of the historical Romanian
territories under Ottoman administration. These documents are likely to
contain extremely detailed and valuable elements that will allow us to
correctly trace the demographic dynamics, the structure and the economic
situation of the region (see Bibliography).
A methodical study of Romanian-Ottoman economic relations is absolutely
necessary, all the more so since, from the latter part of the XVIth century, these
obviously influenced the course of mutual relations, to a much greater degree
than has thus far been estimated. As we have already shown, we must make
determined efforts to enrich the database extracted from Turkish documents
and then analyse the information thus collected by means of quantitative and
computer-assisted comparative methods. It would be naïve to believe that such
a complex and at the same time important problem could be unravelled or that
the entire evolution of the Romanian-Ottoman relations could fully described
on the basis of the information which we have gained so far.
Whereas the legal and economic aspects of these relations have practically
remained the domain of specialists in Turkish-Osman documentary sources –
without them, studies would never go beyond playing around with mere
presuppositions, borrowed value judgements, or clichés – the political aspect
of the problem has been repeatedly dealt with by all those who have turned
their attention to the history of the Romanian countries’ foreign relations in
the Middle Ages. Given the important role the Ottoman factor played in the
international political system of the Romanian countries, this interest is both
natural and necessary. However, the prolonged ignorance of old Turkish
documentary sources has left serious lacunae in this field. Fresh information
collected from Turkish documents preserved in foreign archives and libraries,
in Turkey especially, has led to important new conclusions; it has also
brought corrections, clarifications, and new meanings. They have not
essentially changed the established context of the Romanian countries’
position with regard to the Ottoman Porte. However, they have raised the
no. 1, pp. 70-86; Mihai Maxim, Considérations sur la circulation monétaire dans les Pays
Roumains et l’Empire ottoman dans la seconde moitié du XVIe siècle (Some Remarks on
Monetary Circulation in the Romanian Countries and the Ottoman Empire in the
Latter Half of the XVIth Century), in Revue des Études Sud-Est Européennes, XII (1975),
no. 3, pp. 407- 415; Tasin Gemil, op. cit.
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issue of rewriting whole chapters of the history of Romanian-Ottoman
relations.
Turkish sources available for the early period of Romanian-Ottoman
relations, which represents the matter of this book, are considerably fewer
than those for the later periods in the history of these relations. However,
Romanian-Ottoman relations have been dealt with in numerous works,
whose contribution to the progress of research in this direction has been of
varying importance. However, with few exceptions, most of them have
focused only on the political aspects of the problem. Studies that have been
published so far are rather limited thematically or chronologically and cover
neither the whole range of implications, nor the true dimensions of the
Romanian-Ottoman relations. Nor has the necessary attention been given to
understanding the motives which dictated the direction of the Ottoman
impact or to the internal processes which governed the evolution of the
Ottoman phenomenon in general, and its relations with the Romanian
countries in particular.
Despite the growing number of specialised studies, many aspects of
Romanian-Ottoman relations remain obscure, mainly because of the paucity
of collected data. For all this, at a certain moment, we decided it was high
time we ventured writing a first synthesis of these relations, from the
beginning until their natural end, when Romania regained its independence.
The earliest (armed) contacts between the north Danubian Romanians
and the Ottoman Turks date to the time of Vladislav Vlaicu (1364-1377).
However, their interaction became a constant phenomenon and a major
element in the history of south-eastern Europe, at the beginning of the reign
of Mircea cel Bãtrân [Mircea the Old] (1386-1418).
Romanian-Ottoman relations were conditioned by numerous factors, and
their sinuous evolution was often discontinuous. The course of these relations
was mainly determined by the degree of Ottoman pressure and the guidelines
of the Porte’s policy on the one hand, and by the Romanian capacity to resist
on the other (by which we understand not only military force but also the
ensemble of internal and external elements mobilised in the struggle to defend
the independence of the Romanian body politic). It is self-explanatory that
these two essential factors were conditional upon many others that were
directly or indirectly involved in the evolution of Romanian-Ottoman
relations. Thus, for example, the Oriental factor played a very important role
in Ottoman history. So far, Romanian historiography has ignored the
implications for Europe in general, and for the Romanian countries in
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particular, of events and phenomena in the East, in which the Ottoman Porte
was so often involved throughout its existence. Except for some relatively
short periods, the Porte was especially preoccupied with problems in Anatolia
and the Near East, at least until the XVIIIth century. Its European policy and
implicitly its relations with the Romanian countries cannot be fully accounted
for without taking into account the Oriental dimension of Ottoman history.
Hence, we have paid particular attention to the unfolding of Ottoman policy
in the Orient in this study.
The Ottoman Empire reached its zenith during the reign of Süleyman the
Magnificent (1520-1566). His policy aiming at world domination had
serious repercussions upon the Romanian principalities’ international
situation too. In the 1530s and 1540s – which constitute the upper
chronological limit of the present volume – restrictive limits were imposed on
the regime of Ottoman suzerainty over Wallachia and Moldavia, while
Transylvania became a distinct political entity (principality) under the
protective suzerainty of the Ottoman Porte (1541). Thus a new period began
in the Romanian-Ottoman relations that was deeply influenced by the
evolution of the general Ottoman crisis (which broke out at the end of the
reign of Süleyman the Magnificent) as well as by the rise of religious ideology,
of its institutions and representatives, and their impact upon the structures
and the activity of the Ottoman state. This phenomenon emerged soon after
the sultan assumed the authority of “Supreme Caliph“(1517) and it prevailed
in the latter half of the XVIth century.
We owe our readers an explanation concerning the term “Ottoman” we
have used in the title. As our readers will understand from the second chapter
of the book, the mentality of the empire‘s ruling classes underwent significant
changes from the reign of Mehmed II (1451-1481) onwards, when
non-Turkish slaves established their absolute supremacy over the Ottoman
leadership, and when the plan for a “universal monarchy” was devised.
Among other things, the term “Turkish” (Türk) was removed from official
documents and, in time, it became a pejorative term (referring to the
Turkmen population of Anatolia, who adhered en mass to the heterodox
Shi’ite Islam and provoked the great Celâlî revolts that shattered the empire
for a long time, at the end of the XVIth century); from that moment on, the
ruling Ottoman class aligned themselves with the aspirations of Islam.
Therefore, the Ottoman sultan`s ascent to the role of the greatest leader and
protector of the whole Islamic world and the dominant position gained by
slaves (of foreign origin) in the empire were the main factors which distanced
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the Ottoman power from its Turkish-Asiatic origins and from the people who
had brought it about. Significantly, the official language of the Ottoman
Empire (“Turkish-Osman”) was (and still is) almost unintelligible to the
majority of Turkish people.
Therefore, the word “Ottoman” (Osmanlï) is not an etnonym, but rather
an historical-political concept (like “Habsburg,” for example). In the age,
“Ottoman” denoted the “Ottoman house” or the “Ottoman dynasty” (Al-i
Osman) and, by extension, all the elements of its power. In the official texts
and old Turkish-Osman chronicles, the Ottoman army was designated
through the appellatives “Muslim” (müslüman) or “Islamic’’ (Islâm), while the
subjects of the empire were referred to according to their religious
denomination (a practice that was otherwise peculiar to medieval mentality in
Europe), or under the generic term re’aya (‘flock’, in the Biblical sense of
‘believers’). Meanwhile in Europe, the word “Turk” gained currency with
reference to Ottoman power. Moreover, even the current official designation
of Turkey (firstly Turkiya, now Türkiye) derives from the Italian Turchia and
the French form Turquie, respectively8.
It follows that the word Turk(ish) in the European documents of the times
(including Romanian sources) must be accepted with reservation. It
corresponds to the historical and political concept of Ottoman, which refers
to those heterogeneous elements (only a few being of Turkish origin) that
came to power in the empire of the same name, rather than to its meaning.
However, the Turkish character of Ottoman power cannot be denied.
Although removed from power, the Turkish people left their distinct mark on
Ottoman history. The Ottomans’ civilisation, their political and military
might, essentially emerged from Turkish mentality and historical tradition,
although they took on new and specific forms of manifestation. Hence we do
not think it wrong to use both terms (Turkish and Ottoman); the former
better reflects the historical and ethnic reality of the XIVth –XVth centuries,
the latter, those of the following centuries. Ottoman history is an integral part
of the history of the Turks in general and Turkey in particular.
This work (which is only the first part of a larger project in five volumes)
reflects both the achievements and the failures of Romanian historiography in
researching this fundamental issue. The present study is also the result of our
8

Adile Ayda, Une théorie sur l’origine du mot “Türk”, in Belleten, nr. 158, Ankara,
1976, p. 231. See also Rubruck (XIIIth century): “iter Sarracenorum omnium
venientium de Perside et de Turkiae” (ed. Richard Hakluyt, 1598, chapter 1 and 20).
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extending the field of investigation beyond the limits thus far familiar. Based
on the achievements of Romanian and foreign historiography, and using new
data and evidence collected from ancient Turkish manuscripts and
documents, we have re-evaluated, reinterpreted and shown, in their own
light, both well-known and unknown processes, phenomena or events, for the
first time. The collation of new evidence with European sources – first of all
diplomatic reports published in great collections – has become a ‘must’. Thus
we have been able to establish interesting and occasionally unexpected
connections.
Our aim here was not to elucidate all issues of the Romanian-Ottoman
relations in the period covering the XIVth to XVIth centuries. Rather, we have
sought to combine in a unitary structure the results of partial research with
new evidence provided by historical sources available to us and by the
widening of the area of research. We simply wanted to establish a platform for
further research and suggest some directions of future work, which the
complexity of these historical international relations seemed to demand.
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CHAPTER I

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF THE ROMANIAN
PRINCIPALITIES’ RELATIONS WITH THE OTTOMAN
PORTE IN THE XIVTH–XVITH CENTURIES

The Romanian Principalities preserved their political statehood unbroken. Thus
the Ottoman Porte’s formal suzerainty and, later, its effective domination over
them were especially aspects of bilateral relationships. The establishment,
preservation and evolution of these rapports, although shaped by a multitude of
factors, were essentially conditioned by Ottoman objectives and pressure, as well
as by the Romanian countries’ fundamental interests and the efficiency of their
resistance. We cannot appreciate the impact of the Ottoman phenomenon on
Romanian history correctly if we focus only on the reactions and the effects it
provoked, as Romanian historiography has done until recently; we must also
identify its root causes. To this end, we have to consider the specific elements of
Ottoman history as a whole and in its various stages of development.

1. “The Holy War” and “The House of Peace”
It is generally known that the Romanian principalities came under Ottoman
suzerainty once they agreed to pay harach.
The institution of harach is older than Islam8 bis. It took its classical form
under Muslim law, before being adopted by the Ottoman political and
judicial system.
8 bis

See Sadi Irmak, Islâm tarihi (History of Islam), vol. II, Istanbul, 1965, pp.
188-190.
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From the very beginning, the need to create an economic basis for the
policy of Islamist expansion and reinforcement led to the creation of an
institution called fi (also fay or fey), which administered the Islamic
community’s public revenues deriving from non-Muslim residents, of which
the harach and the djizia were the most important9.
Outlining the rationale behind Caliph Omar’s institutionalization of the
harach, Abu Yusuf (731-798), Chief Justice and disciple of the famous Abu
Hanifah, observed that it simply furthered the interests of Islam, because – he
noticed – unless the conquered non-Muslims were encouraged to work their
land, “fortresses would not be able to defend themselves, nor would the army
be able to continue the jihad” (the holy war of Islam)10. In other words,
non-Muslims had to meet the needs of Muslims, seen as a military force in an
operational theatre. To prevent the weakening of the new institution and the
diminishing of the Islamic state’s revenues, the law-giver (Caliph Omar)
specified that lands under harach regime should not change their legal status,
even if the rightful landowners converted to Islam11.
In the Islamic law system, the harach was a land tax levied on
non-Muslims who, by virtue of the rights of the Muslim conqueror, lost their
land titles, but retained possession of their lands as tributaries and
usufructuaries for his benefit. Islamic law however granted the caliph
complete liberty to decide on the legal regime of territories conquered from
non-Muslims. These could be administered under either the harach regime or
the âºar regime; in the latter case, the owners, being non-Muslims, did not
have to pay the harach 12. If territories submitted peacefully, the lawgiver
specified that they became harach lands, and the owners were granted zimmî
status, that is, non-Muslim protected by the Islamic community (state)13.
9 See Mehmet Zeki Pakalïn, Osmanlï tarih deyimleri ve terimleri sözlügü (Dictionary
of Expressions and Terms in Ottoman History), I, Istanbul, 1949, pp. 297-303 (djizia),
pp. 622-624 (fey), pp. 734-737 (haraç); Corci Zeydan, Islâm medeniyeti tarihi (History
of Islamic Civilization), I, trans. Zeki Megamiz, Istanbul, 1971, pp. 305-328.
10 Hacï Ebu Yusuf, Kitabü’l Haraç (The Book of Harach), trans. Ali Özek, Istanbul,
1970, pp. 55-61. For djihad (gaza), see Viorel Panait, Din istoria dreptului islamic al
popoarelor: doctrina “djihad”-ului (From the History of the Peoples’ Islamic Law: the
Doctrine of the Jihad), in Anuarul Institutului de istorie ºi arheologie «A. D. Xenopol», Iaºi,
tom. XXII/2 (1985), pp. 707-718, and tom. XXIII/1 (1986), pp. 409-418.
11 Hacï Ebu Yusuf, op. cit., p. 56.
12 Ibidem, pp. 108-109.
13 Ibidem, p. 121.
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The provisions for the harach closely resemble those for the djizia, another
tax payable by non-Muslims. Like the harach, the djizia was not an Islamic
invention, but an ancient Middle East institution adapted to the economic
and political interests of Islam. According to Muhammad, the djizia was
meant to support the expansionist policy of Islam and, at the same time, yield
revenue for the Muslim community. Hence, a verse in the Qur’an [Koran]
calls for Muslims to fight those not believing in Islam “until they pay the
djizia with willing submission, and feel themselves subdued”14.
The djizia was an individual head tax, analogous to the Western capitatio.
The non-Muslims who converted to Islam were normally exempted from this
obligation, since it was a pay for the protection offered by the Islamic
community (later, state)15. We believe however that the harach (initially
confused with the djizia) in its pre-Islamic sense, did not necessarily involve
a relation of submission. Chapter XVIII, Paragraphs 83-98 (94), of the
Qur’an, where an Asiatic community offers to pay harach to Zu’l Karnayn16
and thus obtain his support against their enemies, reflects – in our opinion –
the primitive Arabic conception of harach as payment for protection. Islam
adapted this institution to its own interests, made the superiority of the
protector more prominent, and gave him the right to rule over non-Muslim
protégés.
For all this, there is no clear connection between the superiority of the
Islamic state and its effective domination of the non-Muslim communities
that agreed to pay the harach or the djizia (which once more became confused
at a certain moment). At some level, the imposition of the harach upon the
Byzantines in the early days of Islam and, later, upon such sovereign
European states as Venice and the Habsburg Empire, is evidence of the
14

Qur’an, chapter IX, paragraph 29.
However, these theoretical principles were not fully observed in practice. Many
cases are known when djizia was levied even after the natives subjected by their
Muslim Arab conquerors had converted to Islam. Moreover, illegal actions were often
committed, as the one told by at-Tabari (d. 923). According to him, the new governor
of Transoxiana, Nasr b. Sayyar (738-748), tried to transfer the djizia (“harach”),
abusively raised from 30,000 Muslims, to the 80,000 non-Muslims, who had illegally
been exempted from paying this tax (W. Barthold, Turkestan Down to the Mongol
Invasion, Oxford University Press, London, 1928, pp. 188-192).
16 The name of Zu’l Karnayn (“Who has two horns”) refers either to Alexander the
Great or Darius of Persia (see ªevket Beysanoglu, Eshab-i Kehf’in yeri (The Eshab-i Kehf
Site), I. Uluslararasï Türk Folklor Kongresi Bildirileri’, IV, Ankara, 1976, pp. 41-48).
15
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Ottomans’ wish to impose the superiority and, not least, the domination of
the Islamic state. At another level, they used it to demarcate the territories
under their authority. In other words, it was a pragmatic application of the
judicial principles formulated by Muslim lawyers about the Islamic
community’s rapport with non-Muslims17. For those non-Muslim states
which were “too strong for the Muslims to subdue,” a modus vivendi was
found in provisional peace treaties, by means of which these states were
obliged to pay a regular tribute, in return for peace. This arrangement – which
lawyers called ahl-i fidya (“ransom”) – was meant to spare the pride of the
Islamic community, and avoid the risks of long bloody wars of uncertain
outcome. The earliest Romanian-Ottoman treaties fell into this category, but
offered only a temporary solution dictated by circumstances.
There were disputes between the various schools of Islamic law over the
political status of land. Some of them (for example the Hanafi School)
accepted the existence of only two categories: the Dar ul-islam (“The House
of Islam”, or lands under Islamic ownership) and the Dar ul-harb (“The
House of War” or enemy lands; territories which had to be brought under
Islamic control and turned into dar ul-islam through the djihad). Taking into
account historical reality and political necessity, other schools (al-Mawardi,
al-Shafi’î, Yahya b. Adam) identified an intermediate category, called the dar
ul-ahd or the dar as-sulh (land of testimony or “The House of Peace”), where
the harach [kharaj] or the djizia was paid in exchange for Islamic peace and
protection (ahd wa aman). The dar ul-ahd was a covenant between the imam
(the Islamic chief) and the leader of the non-Muslim community: if the
infidels consented to pay the harach, no war was waged against them18.
However, in the Islamic conception, which saw the “holy war” (the jihad or
gaza) and the conquest as the only possible attitude towards non-Muslims,
the regime of the dar ul-ahd was a special privilege granted, through the
17 See M. Khadduri, The Islamic Law of Nations: Shaybani’s Siyar, Baltimore,
1966, p. 154.
18 At the basis of this status of “protected tributaries” stood the frequently invoked
treaty that Prophet Muhammad concluded in 632 with the little Christian state of
Nadjiran; the treaty guaranteed Christians the possession of their own assets and the
free practice of their religious cult, in exchange for the regular pay of a tax
(Dominique Sourdel, Janine Sourdel-Thomine, Civilizaþia Islamului clasic (The
Civilization of Classical Islam), vol. I, Editura Meridiane, Bucharest, 1975, pp. 55,
270; vol. III, pp. 96-97.
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benevolence of the imam19, only to keepers of books of revelation
acknowledged by Islam (Jews and Christians). The act through which a
territory was given the dar ul-ahd status was called ahd-name20. Given the
provisionel regime of the dar ul-ahd, the ahd-name was granted for a limited
period of time only and, if no specific mention was made, it was deemed valid
for the lifetime of the person who issued it.
Despite the variety of forms and content, the status of the ahd-name for
non-Muslims essentially conditioned “peace and protection” (ahd wa aman)
upon the payment of the harach, as a material recognition of Islamic
suzerainty. Failure to pay it rendered the ahd-name null and void. This
necessarily meant that the respective territory passed into the dar ul-harb
regime, as a consequence of which it was absorbed into the dar ul-islam. The
ahd-name (in its Ottoman context) essentially guaranteed the following to the
country or the community to which it was granted: individuality and
inviolability of territory, continuity of rule for local leaders (who were also
19 See Halil Inalçïk, Dar al-Ahd, in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, < New Edition>,
vol. II, Leiden, E. J. Brill, <1965>, p. 116. As a matter of fact, the same exclusivist
principle, far tougher than the Islamic one, drove the Christian spirit of the age;
according to it, the army of Jesus had to fight for the destruction of Muslims, an
armistice with them was possible but peace was an insult to the Church, to fight
against Muslims was an honour, as well as an obligation... (see Benda Kálmán,
Hristiyan Birligi ve XV. asïrda Osmanlï Imparatorlugu–Macaristan münasebetleri
(Christian Unity and the Ottoman-Hungarian Relations in the XVth Century),
translated in Istanbul Üniv. Edebiyat Fak. Tarih Dergisi’, no. 28-29 (1974-1975),
Istanbul, 1975, pp. 86-87).
20 Ahd-nâme or ahid name is made up of the Arab word ahd (pledge) and the
Persian word nâme (letter). In other words, in Islamic interpretation, the ahd-nâme
had a unilateral meaning. Given the Islamic conception of excluding any equality with
non-Muslims, the acts, which through their content are true bilateral treaties, had the
same form (see Mihai Maxim, Cu privire la statutul de ’ahd al þãrilor române faþã de
Poartã. Consideraþii pe marginea unor izvoare otomane (On the ‘ahd’ Status of the
Romanian Countries in their Relations with the Porte. Considerations on Some
Ottoman Sources), in Revista de istorie, no. 6, 1986, pp. 523-533). However, we
should not absolutize the character of the ahd-name, as an act issued by a sovereign
authority (central), because the same designation was borne – a contemporary source
mentions – by the written pledges of loyalty and submission of provincial governors
in the Timurid Empire, sent by Pîr Muhammed, the inheritor of the throne,
designated by Timur himself, in 1405 (Tacü’s – Selmâni, Tarihnâme (History Book),
ed. Ismail Aka, Türk Tarih Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara, 1988, pp. 26-27).
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allowed to keep their armed forces), protection against foreign aggressors
(Islamic ones included), freedom of religion, non-interference in internal
affairs, self-rule based on local laws and traditions, commercial privileges in
Islamic territories, etc. In exchange for all these, and in addition to the harach,
the dar ul-ahd status involved the Muslim occupation of certain strategically
and economically important zones within the country. It also guaranteed
security and protection for the lives and goods of Muslim merchants and
subjects during their journeys through the country. In its foreign affairs, the
state benefiting from the ahd-name had to comply with the demands and
interests of the Islamic authority that had unilaterally bestowed upon it this
privilege21.
These principles of Islamic law regulating the relationships between Islamic
and non-Muslim states and communities were adopted by the Ottomans, who
applied them in accordance with their own interests, by taking into account
pre-Ottoman traditions and the influences of Byzantine and local institutions22.
Almost all the pre-Ottoman Turkish states had established bilateral treaties of
alliance and acts of submission, whether written or not. The Kagan Turks,
nomads of the pre-Islamic period, were convinced that they had descended
from the eternal sky to rule the world23. The universalism promoted by Islam,
grafted onto this fundamental political principle of the ancient Turks, became
a driving force among the Ottomans in the establishment of what came to be
known as Pax Ottomanica. This Ottoman expansionist policy sought for world
21 Cf. Ion Matei, Quelques problèmes concernant le régime de la domination
ottomane dans les Pays Roumains (concernant particulièrement la Valachie), in Revue des
Études Sud-Est Européennes, no. 1, 1972, pp. 69-70; Dominique Sourdel, Janine
Sourdel-Thomine, op. cit., I, pp. 270-271; Bahaeddin Yediyïldïz, Islâm hukukunda
zimmilerin yeri (The Place of zimmi-s in Islamic Law), in Türk Kültürü, no. 290,
1987, Ankara, pp. 335-339; Mihnea Berindei, Gilles Veinstein, L’Empire Ottoman et
les Pays Roumains. 1544-1545, Paris, 1987, pp.52-53.,
22 See M. Fuad Köprülü, Osmanlï Imparatorlugunun Kuruluºu (The Making-up
of the Ottoman Empire), 2nd ed, Türk Tarih Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara, 1972; Sadri
Maksudi Arsal, Türk tarihi ve hukuk (Turkish History and Law), I, Istanbul, 1947;
Ismail Hakkï Uzunçarºïlï, Osmanlï devlet teºkilatïna medhal (An Introduction to the
Ottoman State Organization), 2nd ed., Türk Tarih Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara, 1970.
23 Ch. Lemercier-Quelquejay, La pace mongola, Milan, 1971, p. 49; Bahaeddin
Ögel, Türk kültürünün geliºme çaglarï (The Development Stages of Turkish Culture),
vol. II, Istanbul, 1971, p. 54-62 (the pagan Turkish Kagans called themselves “masters
of the world”, a concept that was taken over from the Mongols).
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domination with the ideological support of Turkish-Mongol universalism and
Arabic-Islamic messianism; thus it only admitted the rivalry of other powers in
the short term, the more so where these were non-Muslim. In other words,
theoretically, the Ottomans’ foreign relations were purely circumstantial.
Rapports established with other states were understood to be a favour granted
to them, and in no case an acknowledgement of equality. This conception
prevailed after the setting up of the Ottoman Empire, in the latter half of the
XVth century. Until then, the Ottoman state had been a small emirate, located
on the edge of the Turkish and the Islamic world24. Born as a “synthesis” of the
numerous Turkish states that had preceded it25, the Ottoman state was bound
more to Asiatic traditions than to the principles of Islam, because the religious
supremacy of Arab caliphs obviously hindered the earliest Ottoman sultans
from implementing their own policy. They did not follow the Islamic ideal of
gaza in the name of religion, but as a means of extending and consolidating
their own power; thus they enforced the principles of Islam with relative
tolerance and liberalism26. Only after 1517, when the Ottoman sultan assumed
the position of khalifa-i kûbra (supreme caliph) and became absolute religious
leader as well, did the Islamic principles gain predominance in state policy 27.
By the end of the XVIth century, the Ottoman Empire had become a body
politic captive within the norms of Islam and insensitive to new
developments. The ancient religious tolerance of the Turks – springing from
the historical traditions of Central Asia and so efficiently practiced until then
– gradually gave way to discriminatory practices against non-Muslims, both
in domestic and foreign relations28. From the perspective of Ottoman history
24

See Halil Inalçïk, The Place of the Ottoman –Turkish Empire in History, in
Cultura Turcica, I, no. 1, Ankara, 1964, p. 57-64. Significant is the fact that the
mameluc historiographer Aynî (1360-1451) usually designates the Ottoman state as
“the border country” of the Islamic world (Âdile Abidin, Aynïnïn, Ikdülcuman Fi
Tarihi Ehlizzeman Adlï Tarihinde Osmanlïlara Ait Verilen Malûmatïn Tetkiki (The
Critique of the Information about the Ottomans Included in the Chronicle of
Aynî…), in Tarih Semineri Dergisi, II, Istanbul, 1938, pp. 186-215.
25 Fuad Köprülü, op. cit., p. 13.
26 Halil Inalçïk, The Ottoman Empire. The Classical Age 1300-1600, London,
1973, p. 7.
27 Idem, L’Empire Ottoman, in Actes du premier Congrès International des Études
Balkaniques et Sud-Est Européennes, III, Sofia, 1969, p. 88.
28 P. Wittek, The Rise of Ottoman Empire, London, 1938, p. 54; Belgelerle Türk
Tarihi Dergisi, XIII (1973), no. 73, Istanbul, p. X.
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as a whole, the end of the XVIth century represented the turning point, when
the Ottomans lost their competitivity with Western Europe29.
This paradigm shift in the evolution of Ottoman power has not yet been
taken into consideration in the study of Romanian-Ottoman relations.

2. From ‘Ransom for Peace’ to Suzerainty
Although the earliest contacts between Romanians and the new forces that
were developing in Anatolia date from the mid-XIVth one can only talk of
organised relations since the end of the same century.
The earliest systematic attempts by the Ottomans to conquer Europe were
made during the rule of Murad I (1362-1389) who created a system of vassal
states in the Balkans. Bayezid (Beyazit) I (1389-1402) made repeated efforts
to capture Constantinople and to make it the capital of a centralized empire
under his absolute power. Although he eventually obtained the title of sultan
ar-Rum (ruler of Byzantium) from the Abbasside caliph, his imperial projects
met with little success. The offensive of Timur in Anatolia and the menace of
the crusades initiated by the Holy See and Hungary prevented effective
centralisation, particularly in Anatolia, until the latter half of the fifteenth
century. Under these conditions, the Ottomans were constrained to pursue a
flexible policy towards the Orthodox peoples they had conquered, or were
threatening conquest. N. Iorga emphasizes that the Ottomans appeared in
Europe not as fanatical Muslims, but rather as Asiatic warriors, who “offered
alliance, friendship and brotherhood, according to the patriarchal Asiatic
custom”30. On the other hand, Ottoman policy was declaredly anti-Catholic
from the very beginning. The Ottoman state, claiming the sole right of
inheritance to Byzantium, considered any Latin (Catholic) hold or
interference in Anatolia and the Balkans to represent usurpation of this right.
Even if they later accepted Latin (Catholic) presence in the form of a
merchants’ community, this was an act of amnesty (amân-nâme) rather than
the recognition of any territorial rights. Here the provisions of Islamic law
29 Carl Max Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism During the Reformation: Europe and
the Caucasus, London-New York, <1973>, p. VIII.
30 N. Iorga, Istoria Românilor (History of Romanians), III, Bucharest, 1937, pp.
289-290.
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were applied to the letter because the Ottoman policy coincided with these
principles. Nuanced and modified, these principles were also used in the case
of the Orthodox peoples, whom the Ottomans took it upon themselves to
protect.
The Ottomans knew how to exploit the anti-Catholic sentiments of these
peoples, consciously and systematically; the Greeks of Byzantium blamed
Italian merchants for their business losses, while the Serbians and the
Bulgarians in the Balkans felt they were menaced by the forced
Catholicisation promoted by the Holy See and Hungary31. Ultimately, such
an attitude to the Orthodox people represented collaboration with
non-Muslims, which flagrantly contradicted the basic principles of Islam32.
After the conquest of Constantinople, Mehmed II sought to be
acknowledged as the greatest Islamic ruler since the first four caliphs and to
be accepted as the legitimate heir of Rome. Considering himself entitled to
bring under his authority all the territories that had once belonged to the
empire he had just overcome, Mehmed II established the essential elements
for a universal monarchy. To this end, he tried to unite the old Turkish,
Islamic and Roman traditions33 under his authority. The re-establishment of
the Orthodox Patriarch authority and the bringing of the Patriarch of the
Armenian Church and of the Chief Rabbi to the new Ottoman capital were
concrete measures meant to align the whole non-Catholic world under
Ottoman protection and to construct the ideological and the material base for
world domination34. This religious tolerance actually led to the realization of
a true Pax Ottomanica, corresponding to the Pax Romana35 and the more
recent Pax Mongolica of Genghis Khan and his descendants. The ideal of
31 See Halil Inalçïk, The Question of the Closing of the Black Sea under the
Ottomans, in Arheion Pontou, 35 (1979), pp. 77-78. See also Cevdet Küçük, Osmanlï
yönetiminde gayrimüslimler ve ‘millet sistemi’ (Non-Muslims and the “Millet System”
in Ottoman Adminstration), in Sögüt. II. Osmanlï Sempozyumu, Ankara, 1986,
pp. 61-86.
32 Muammer Sencer, Osmanlïlarda din ve devlet (Religion and State with the
Ottomans), Istanbul, 1974, pp. 77-78.
33 See Halil Inalçïk, The Ottoman Empire, pp. 23-30, 56.
34 Cf. Osman Turan, Turk cihân hâkimiyeti mefkûresi tarihi (The History of the
Turkish Ideal of Universal Domination), II, Istanbul, 1969, pp. 189-190.
35 N. Iorga, Rapports entre l’Etat des Osmanlis et les nations des Balkans, in Revue
Internationale des Etudes Balkaniques, Tome II, Beograd, 1935, p. 134; Halil Inalçïk,
The Place of Ottoman Turkish Empire in History, pp. 57-58.
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universal domination became a fundamental objective of Ottoman policy
after 1517, when sultans combined roles of temporal monarchs with those of
spiritual leaders of the whole Islamic world. As heirs of Roman emperors and
caliphs, Ottoman padishahs considered themselves entitled to universal
domination. Officially this mission was launched in the name of Islam, yet
behind this Muslim façade, one can easily discern ancient Turkish-Mongol
aspirations, as well as Romano-Byzantine policy. The dynastic principle
(although alien to Islam) directly appealed to the allegiance the Turks and the
Mongols had shown towards Genghis Khan and his successors for centuries36
and was strictly observed in the Ottoman Empire, although tempered with
some elements borrowed from Imperial Roman law.
The conquest of the Arab regions of Asia and Africa brought not only
changes to the objectives of Ottoman policy but also the material means
necessary to implement them. The economically rich Arab centres trebled the
revenues of the Ottoman state. From that moment on, Islamic principles
became dominant in the Ottoman Empire, even if they did not totally
eliminate tradition and interpretation. Although Ottoman state policy was
never entirely subordinate to religion, it was increasingly limited by Islamic
precepts from the reign of Suleiman the Magnificent (1520-1566) onwards.

*
These essential features of Ottoman policy had a great influence on
Romanian-Ottoman relations. In spite of their location in a region where
Turkish-Islamic and Hungarian-Catholic expansionist tendencies clashed, the
Romanian principalities managed to defend their long-term independence
and permanently preserve their statehood. Military and political resistance
was the essential condition that guaranteed fundamental Romanian interests.
Since they were small states, their capacity for self-defence depended upon
internal and external factors. The Romanian states were obliged to monitor
the balance of power in the region continuously and pursue appropriately
realistic and proactive policies. Their approach to external affairs was
subordinate to their fundamental aspiration to preserve their independence.
The acceptance of Hungarian, Polish or, later, Ottoman suzerainty was meant
to provide protection not only against the danger coming from a third party
but also against the suzerain power itself. By cultivating two suzerainties the
36

Cf. Ch. Lemercier –Quelquejay, op. cit., p. 69.
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Romanian states tried to control and counterbalance the expansionist
tendencies of their protectors.
The so-called “capitulations” of Wallachia and later Moldavia to the
Ottomans actually aimed to contain the Ottoman danger itself. All
contemporary European sources mention payment of harach and the
settlement of peace. However, it is impossible to infer from this that
Romanian-Ottoman relations were established by means of a written treaty,
explicitly stating their subordination to the Ottoman sultan. Nor, admittedly,
can this possibility be discounted. In our opinion, whether a written treaty
(formal “capitulation”) existed or not is of lesser significance, far more
important is to establish the precise nature of Romanian-Ottoman relations
in these early stages.
Existing evidence does not allow us to say whether the acceptance of the
harach by Vlad I, Mircea cel Bãtrân [Mircea the Old] in Wallachia, and by
Petru Aron and ªtefan cel Mare [Stephen the Great] in Moldavia represented
more than a ‘ransom for peace’ for the Romanian rulers – given the domestic
and external circumstances of the Romanian states at the time – even if the
Ottomans seem to have accepted this as evidence of vassalage.
Later on, similar documents became a source of frustration in the
Romanian and European consciousness. It was not their content, either
presumed or real, that generated this sentiment, rather the belief that the
Romanian states, otherwise known as active elements in the anti-Ottoman
struggle, were thus neutralized and even used to favour Ottoman expansion.
However, historical reality has proved that the Romanian states – while
permanently focusing on the defence of their fundamental interests – did not
further the Ottoman impact on Europe. On the contrary, by acting as buffer
states, they mitigated it37.
Taking into account the similarities between the political objectives of
Bayezid I and Mehmed II, we can make an analogy between the course of
events leading to the submission of Moldavia, which is well understood, and
the circumstances surrounding the submission of Wallachia, which remain
less clear. The participation of Mircea the Old in the battle of Kosovo (1389)
had revealed to the Ottomans both the Romanian ruler’s political stance and
his military potential. Within the scope of the coordinated measures ordered
37

Histoire des relations internationals, publ. sous la direction de Pierre Renouvin,
II, Paris, 1953, p. 158; Olgierd Górka, Polonais et Roumains à travers les siècles, in Les
Cahiers Polonais, 1937, no. 11-12-13, Paris, pp. 11-13.
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by the sultan immediately after this battle to prevent future anti-Ottoman
actions – such as the one initiated by Knez Lazar of Serbia – the Wallachian
territory was invaded by akïnci forces led by Firuz Bey. It was the first time
that the Ottoman army had crossed the Danube, which highlights the
significant role that Wallachia had thus far played in the battle against the
Ottomans. Firuz Bey’s attack was meant to neutralize Wallachia, and prevent
it from intervening south of the Danube. Ashïkpashazade mentions that,
before launching any military action, Bayezid I sent an ultimatum to Mircea
the Old38,asking him to pledge submission, in conformance with the
Turkish-Islamic procedure. The Ottoman chronicler dates this ultimatum to
1391. Other Ottoman chronicles date the sultan’s great campaign in
Wallachia to the same year, although we believe it took place much later;
most likely in the summer or autumn of 139539.
It is very likely that before this campaign, Mircea the Old had had tried to
prevent the Ottoman invasion by establishing direct relations with the sultan.
The delegation and the gifts sent by the Romanian ruler were accepted by the
sultan – in accordance with ancient Turkish and Islamic tradition – as tokens
of acceptance of his protective suzerainty40. An anonymous Ottoman
chronicle, probably from the end of the sixteenth century, mentions that
“Bayezid Khan passed into Rumelia, wishing to make a gaza of it. When he
got near the borders of Wallachia, Mirciu, Voyevod of Wallachia, submitted
to him and promised him to pay harach”41.
38

Cronici turceºti privind þãrile române. Extrase (Turkish Chronicles on the
Romanian Countries. Excerpts.), I. M. Guboglu and Mehmet A. Mustafa eds.,
Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1966, p. 83: “ªi i-a spus celui din Þara Româneascã:
‘vino îndatã ºi slujitor sã-mi fii !” (“And they told the <ruler> of Wallachia: come here
immediately and be my subject !”).
39 Tasin (Tahsin) Gemil, Mircea l’Ancien face à la politique impériale de Bayezid
I-er, in Revue roumaine d’histoire, t. XXV (1986), no. 1-2, pp. 13 et seq.
40 A passage in Oguznâme (VIII-IX centuries) reads: “the one who complies with
my orders, I shall accept his gifts and I shall consider him my friend” (M. Necati
Sepetçioglu, Türk destanlarï (Turkish Epics), Istanbul, 1978, p. 49. See also Aydïn
Taneri, Osmanlï devleti’nin kuruluº döneminde hükümdarlïk kurumunun geliºmesi ve
saray hayatï teºkilâtï (The Institution of Monarchy and Palace Organisation during the
Creation of the Ottoman State), Ankara Üniversitesi Basïmevi, Ankara, 1978,
pp. 84–87.
41 Süleymaniye Library, Istanbul, mss. Esâd Efendi, no. 2362, p. 92.
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Romanian historians are still divided over the issue, yet Mircea the Old
and Bayezid I may have reached an agreement in 1392-139342. We do not
believe that this agreement, or better this relationship, was drafted as a written
document. Since the Romanian ruler sent a mission and gifts to the sultan,
either on his own initiative or because he had been forced to, the Ottomans
consequentially considered Wallachia vassal. This would explain why
Turkish-Ottoman sources mention – if authentic – that Wallachia paid
harach as early as 139143. It was in line with the Turkish-Islamic conception
of foreign relations that an amiable attitude be regarded as an offer of
submission. The Ottoman sultan himself may have demanded that Mircea
the Old pay harach. We do not know whether or not the Romanian ruler did
indeed pay this tax, but what is certain is that, after improving his relations
with Sigismund of Luxembourg, Mircea the Old adopted an open
anti-Ottoman position, which obviously precluded payment of harach.
The legal justification (from the Ottoman point of view, of course) for the
sultan’s campaign against Wallachia was the Romanian prince’s refusal to
submit to his rule. Theoretically, the Romanian state should have been
liquidated at that moment. Given the stiff resistance Mircea the Old put up
“at Rovine” (Argeº ?), as well as the political and military interests of the sultan,
an intermediary solution of a dar ul-ahd seemed preferable. This was achieved
through the enthronement of Vlad I by the Ottoman forces. It is possible that
the effective vassalisation of the Romanian prince was realised at this moment,
because he owed his throne to the sultan’s aid. We know neither whether this
aspect was confirmed in writing, nor what form such a document might have
taken (possibly an ahd-nâme was issued)44. The enthronement of Vlad I may
42 ªtefan ªtefãnescu, Þara Româneascã de la Basarab Întemeietorul pânã la Mihai
Viteazul (Wallachia from Basarab the Founder to Michael the Brave), Editura Academiei,
Bucharest, 1970, p. 116, fn. 39, tends to think that a treaty was concluded at that time.
43 See J. v. Hammer, Histoire de l’Empire Ottoman (History of the Ottoman
Empire), I, Paris, 1844, p. 97.
44 An old Turkish-Osman manuscript shows that only in 1475-1476 “the granting
of imperial berats may have become law” (Beravat-ï hümayun virilmek bu senede kanun
oldï) (Bucharest State Archives, Turkey Microfilm Collection, reel 61, frame 283). The
act of privileges granted by Mehmed II, in 1454, to the Genoese from Galata is called
ahd-nâme (in the text itself). In content, this act is in fact a berat (Mahmut H. ªakiroglu,
Fatih Sultan Mehmet’in Galatalïlara verdigi fermanïn Türkçe metinleri (The Texts in
Turkish of the firman which Sultan Mehmed II granted <the Genooese> from Galata),
in Tarih Araºtïrmalarï Dergisi, XIV (1981-1982), no. 25, Ankara, 1982, pp. 211-224.
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have followed the customs of the Turkish-Islamic world, that is, the symbolic
handover of the insignia of authority from the the Sultan to the Romanian
prince: flag, bonnet (signifying the crown), belt, sword (mace), kaftan, and
writ45. In exchange for the pledge of loyalty and regular taxation (harach), the
sultan assumed the obligation of protecting Wallachia against both enemy
attacks and possible hostile actions initiated by the Ottoman forces themselves.
Even if a written document had ever confirmed the subordination of
Wallachia through the vassalisation of Vlad I, this became null and void at the
end of 1396, when Mircea the Old returned to the throne, with Hungarian
assistance. Consequently, Wallachia regained its effective independence from the
Ottomans. Any arrangement that Mircea the Old may have made with Beyazit
(Bayezid) I during his (Mircea’s) second reign most likely kept within the limits
of mutual neutrality. Only in 1417, after Mehmed I had won the bloody
competition for the Ottoman throne, was direct vassalage resumed. The fall of
Dobrudja and serious shortcomings in Wallachia’s defensive capabilities
weakened the country’s resistance. Mircea the Old was therefore forced to find
new means of defence. As in 1392 or 1393, peace was offered by the Romanian
ruler, rather than being imposed by the Sultan, which meant that its conditions
could be negotiated. We are not in a position to speculate as to whether or not
the accord was confirmed in writing. In any case, sources indicate that Mircea
agreed to pay harach, to send his son(s) as hostage(s) to the Sultan, and to
provide military support on request46. Further conditions included the posting
of Ottoman garrisons at Turnu, and later at Giurgiu, which gives us the overall
image of a territory under ahd. In practice however, it was not subordination in
the true sense of the word; the following year, the Sultan made use of his suzerain
rights to interfere in the succession to the Romanian throne. It was much later
that Wallachia provided the Ottomans with the military assistance it had
pledged, in circumstances independent of the 1417 act47.
45 The handing in of all these symbols was not compulsory; two or three were
enough (Aydïn Taneri, op. cit., pp. 213 et seq).
46 See P. P. Panaitescu, op. cit., p. 343-346.
47 See Tasin Gemil, Raporturile româno-otomane în vremea lui Mircea cel Mare
(The Romanian-Ottoman Relations in the Times of Mircea the Old), and Mihai
Maxim, Cu privire la înþelegerile de pace româno-otomane în timpul lui Mircea cel Mare
(On the Romanian-Ottoman Peace Agreements during the Reign of Mircea the Old),
both in Marele Mircea Voievod, Ion Pãtroiu ed., Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1987,
pp. 362-364 and pp. 392-396, respectively.
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We therefore believe that the rapport between Wallachia and the
Ottoman state initially entailed formal recognition of the Sultan’s protective
suzerainty only; in content, it was nothing more than an action of mutual
neutralization (ransom for peace). Undoubtedly, both the Romanian ruler
and the Ottoman sultan had conceived this as a temporary solution. In the
period which followed, the latter could not put into practice his intention of
including Wallachia in dar ul-islam, because of the increasing significance of
the Danube as a security zone. Wallachia, for its part, torn as it was by the
internal struggle for the throne left vacant by the death of Mircea the Old,
lacked the necessary means and capacity to regain full independence.
The infighting for the princely throne in Wallachia (as in Moldavia)
brought to prominence a new factor: the partisan interests of the great boyars;
the nobility. Thereafter, their interests played an ever-increasing role in the
evolution of Romanian–Ottoman relations.
As Wallachia’s capacity for resistance weakened, Hungary’s intentions to
expand into the Danubian region became clearer and as Ottoman forces
exerted increasing pressure in their Carpathian offensive, the most influential
groups of Wallachian nobles adopted a conciliatory attitude to the Porte in
order to defend their own interests. Alexandru Aldea and Vlad Dracul [Vlad
Dracula], in 1432 and 1437 respectively, seem to have been the earliest
Romanian rulers to cross the Danube and pledge allegiance to the sultan48.
However, it is difficult to specify the nature of the commitments made on
these occasions. Idris Bitlisi mentions that Vlad Dracula was granted a berat
(diploma of investiture) of subordinate rule and given a “kaftan of honour”
(hilat-i fahire). The Romanian ruler, on his part, may have undertaken to
“pay an annual tribute” and may have left his two sons as hostages49.
48A. D. Xenopol, Istoria Românilor din Dacia Traianã (The History of Romanians
in Trajan’s Dacia), IIIrd ed., Bucureºti, s. a., pp. 100-101 (IVth ed., Editura ªtiinþificã
ºi Enciclopedicã, Bucharest, 1986, pp. 97-98).
49 Cronici turceºti..., qtd. ed., I, pp. 166-167. Sadeddin, mistakes Dan II for Vlad
Dracul/Dracula, and shows that, in 827 h (1424), the ruler of Wallachia “prepared
large peshkeshes and set off, together with his two sons, on the way to the Threshold
which is the sultan’s residence and, at Edirne was honored by being allowed to kiss
the legs (of the throne), and handed over his two years’ harach; through the good
offices of the great Ottoman officials present when excuses were offered, he was
absolved of his guilt and forgiven; and, leaving his two sons in official positions with
the Porte of Happiness, he returned to his country with the imperial ferman”
(Bucharest State Archives, Turkey Microfilm Collection, reel 61, frame 278).
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Alexandru Aldea may also have left hostages with the Ottoman Porte, since at
the end of 1432 the French traveller Bertrandon de la Brocquière met some
20 Wallachian boyars held hostage at Edirne50. Whatever the case, Vlad
Dracula led an Ottoman expedition in Transylvania in 1438, thus honouring
one of the major obligations of his vassal status: participation in the military
actions of his lord.
The dispute between Mircea the Old’s descendants for the princely throne
created a climate ripe for the Ottomans to seize control of the princely throne.
This subsequently represented the main element of effective Ottoman
domination.
In 1442, the sultan had Vlad Dracula deposed and arrested, which had
serious implications for the great Wallachian nobility51; Wallachia
immediately aligned itself with Iancu de Hunedoara [Janos Hunyadi]. Once
the danger was over, they reverted to their former policy of concessions
towards the Porte, hoping to cushion the impact of both Ottoman and
Hungarian actions52. The peace treaty of November 20, 1451 placed
Wallachia under the joint suzerainty of the Porte and Hungary. Since the role
of Hungary in the anti-Ottoman coalition was diminishing in importance,
Wallachia attempted to reduce Ottoman pressure through a policy of
rapprochement, illustrated by the minting of some coins in imitation of the
Turkish akça53. The fall of Constantinople substantially increased the
geopolitical importance of Wallachia as part of the hinterland of the new
Ottoman capital, and brought about substantial changes in the evolution of
its (and Moldavia’s) relations with the Porte. Wallachia’s new relations with
We believe that this piece of information rather refers to the reign of Vlad Dracula
than the reign of Dan II, because it is well known that, in 1437, Vlad Dracula left his
two sons, Vlad the Impaler and Radu the Handsome, as hostages with the Porte.
50 Apud Aurel Decei, Istoria Imperiului otoman (History of the Ottoman Empire),
Editura ªtiinþificã ºi Enciclopedicã, Bucharest, 1978, p. 87.
51 N. Iorga, Studii ºi documente cu privire la istoria românilor (Studies and
Documents about the History of Romanians), III, Bucharest, 1901, p. XIX.
52 See Fr. Pall, Ciriaco d’Ancona e la Crociata contro i Turchi, in Academie
Roumaine. Bulletin de la Section Historique, t. XX, Bucharest , 1938, pp. 10-68; Halil
Inalçïk, Fatih devri üzerinde tetkikler ve vesikalar (Research and Documents about the
Age of Mehmed II), I, Türk Tarih Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara, 1954, pp. 19-37.
53 Matei Cazacu, L’impact ottoman sur les pays roumains et ses incidences monétaires
1452-1504, in Revue roumaine d’histoire, 1, 1973, pp. 171 et seq.
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the Porte were regulated in 1462. Romanian historiography has clarified the
internal circumstances that led to this result54. It has also revealed that by that
time “Wallachia’s dependence on the Ottomans had increased markedly”,
and that the regulations established on that occasion remained “valid until
about 1540”55.
We have no reliable data about the form and the content of these
“regulations”, which were imposed upon Wallachia at a time when the
Ottoman pressure had increased considerably. Immediately after 1453,
Mehmed II inaugurated his Pontic policy, embarking upon the methodical
liquidation of all the Anatolian and Balkan states. Weakened by internal
struggle, Hungary was practically incapable of defending the Danube line.
Vlad the Impaler therefore assumed responsibility for the defence of this
border, which was vital not only for Wallachia but also for Hungary.
According to contemporary Ottoman chroniclers56, the sultan’s expedition
north of the Danube came in response to Vlad the Impaler’s refusal to pay the
harach, as well as in retaliation for his attacks south of the Danube. “Since he
had been enthroned by the Ottoman Porte – the chronicler Tursun Bey notes
– such acts could not go unpunished”57. In other words, Vlad the Impaler had
not honoured the ahd (pledge) he had made to the sultan. Consequently,
Wallachia became a “war territory” (dar ul-harb), which was to be transformed
into a dar ul-islam, that is a pashalik (Paºalik) through conquest. However, the
fact that the sultan’s imperial centralisation campaign was limited to the
Danube line, and that Radu cel Frumos [Radu the Handsome] accompanied
the sultan during the campaign lead us to conclude that Mehmed II sought
only to remove Vlad the Impaler from the throne. The Ottoman Porte accused
him of facilitating Hungarian expansion into the Balkans. The great boyars
chose to “betray” their prince when it became clear to them that the sultan did
not mean to dismantle Wallachia’s political identity.
Except for Vlad I, unrightfully called the “Usurper” (whose reputation
had no doubt since been cleared) Radu the Handsome the was the first
Romanian ruler to be personally crowned by an Ottoman sultan, following a
54

See B. Câmpina, Complotul boierilor ºi „rãscoala” din Þara Româneascã din
iulie-noiembrie 1462 (The Boyars’ Plot and the “Revolt” of July-November 1462 in
Wallachia), in Studii ºi referate privind istoria României, I, Bucharest, 1954,
pp. 599-624.
55 ªtefan ªtefãnescu, op.cit., p. 117.
56 See Cronici turceºti..., I, pp. 67-73, 92-94, 125-127, 186, 198-206.
57 Ibidem, p. 68.
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military campaign. In the conception of Mehmed II and his pursuit of
Ottoman policy, this Romanian prince was the key to the elimination of
Hungarian influence from the Danube region. Hence the moment when
Radu the Handsome took the throne of Wallachia is of particular
significance. It was not the first time a Romanian ruler had received the
insignia of Ottoman investiture (decorated banner, sword, and belt).
However, the coronation of Radu the Handsome was the first time that the
full Ottoman ceremony, specific to such circumstances, had been conducted.
It would be strictly observed thereafter in the years to follow; first, the new
ruler pledged allegiance (ahd) to the sultan58, then “according to the law, he
was given the golden üsküf (cap) and a hilat (kaftan, overall); afterwards,
accompanied by drummers and flag bearers, horse and servants” (emphasis
added), he walked towards the throne and was seated59. We may presume that
he also received a written document (ahd-name?), stipulating the mutual
obligations of the Prince and the Sultan60. However, we should not expect a
detailed enumeration of all the rights and obligations incurred by the status
of dar ul-ahd from the so-called “capitulations” (still undocumented) that
sultans granted to Romanian rulers, nor should we attach any significance to
them, which they might not have contained61. The document issued to Radu
the Handsome would have borne the official title of ahd-name, yet its content
must have been that of an act confirming the regime of effective suzerainty
instituted in Wallachia at the time. The payment of harach – as we have
already shown with reference to classical Islamic law – meant a contractual
58

Critobul din Imbros, Din domnia lui Mahomed al II-lea. Anii 1451-1467
(From the History of Mahomed II. The Years 1451-1467), Vasile Grecu tr. and ed.,
Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1963, p. 294; Tursun Bey, in Cronici turceºti..., I,
p. 72.
59 Kemalpaºazade, in Cronici turceºti..., I, p. 206; Tursun Bey, qtd. ed., p. 72:
“decorated flag, sword and belt”.
60 Idris Bitlisi (Cronici turceºti..., I, pp. 166-167), relating the investiture of Vlad
Dracul in 1437, mentions the granting of a berat to this ruler. Although we do not
exclude such a possibility, we however believe that this chronicler confuses the
investiture of Radu the Handsome (whom some Ottoman sources refer to as his
father) with Vlad Dracula’s, because further in the text he appreciates that “since then
[1437] and until now [1502-1504], the rulers of Wallachia have never turned away
from the path of submission”. However, the revolt of Vlad the Impaler was
well-known to the early Ottoman chroniclers.
61 Mihnea Berindei, Gilles Veinstein, op. cit., pp. 53-54.
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obligation upon the sultan to respect Wallachia’s political identity, its
administrative, legislative and spiritual autonomy, territorial individuality and
inviolability, and so forth. Since no new territories were annexed in 1462, we
do not believe that the strategic points the Ottomans had already occupied in
Wallachia (Giurgiu, Turnu) were specified. Even if no written document
details these arrangements, they expressed the entirety of obligations and
rights assumed by a non-Muslim prince under the protection of Islam and
thus beneficiary of a status known as “pledge and pardon” (ahd ve aman), in
other words, peace and security. Until then, Ottoman sultans had exerted
control of those Wallachian rulers who agreed to pay tribute within the
judicial framework characteristic of the earlier relations between the Ottoman
state and the Romanian principality. Now, political circumstances required a
more concrete and restrictive understanding of the protection offered by the
Ottoman sultan. In addition to the forced enthroning of new princes, without
the preliminary consent of the country’s great nobility (we should not forget
however that Radu the Handsome was the legitimate successor to the throne),
another extremely serious development was the deployment of Mihaloglu Ali
Bey’s akïncï [light cavalry] to Wallachia, to secure the authority of the
prince62. Thus began a process leading not only to the direct subordination of
the prince to the sultan’s authority, but also to the establishment of military
and political control over the ruler and the nobility by the border beys. As a
sign of Wallachia’s new political and legal status, Radu the Handsome had a
silver coin minted, which closely resembled the Ottoman akça63 in weight
and inscription. In the latter half of the fifteenth century, as the Ottoman rule
expanded over the Romanian Danube region, the akça became “a veritable
yardstick of monetary changes” – not only in Wallachia but also in Moldavia
and Transylvania64.
62

Aurel Decei, op. cit., p. 118.
Matei Cazacu, op. cit., p. 188. Significantly, Vlad the Impaler had also minted
a coin that closely resembled the ban (Octavian Iliescu, Vlad l’Empaleur et le droit
monétaire, in Revue roumaine d’histoire, no. 1, 1979, pp. 107-131).
64 Octavian Iliescu, Un tezaur de aspri turceºti de la începuturile secolului al XVI-lea
gãsit în Bucureºti (A Hoard of Turkish Asper from the Beginning of the XVIth Century
Found in Bucharest), in Studii ºi cercetãri de numismaticã, III (1960), p. 307. See also
Aurel Golimas, Limitele cronologice ale reformei monetare a lui Petru Aron (The
Chronological Limits of the Monetary Reform of Petru Aron), in Buletinul Societãþii
Numismatice Române, LXX-LXXIV (1976-1980), Bucharest, 1981, pp. 321-330.
63
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The boyars did not directly submit to the sultan, rather the ruler imposed
by him65. However, under those circumstances, their acceptance of Radu the
Handsome involved the acknowledgment of Ottoman authority over the
principality. The sultan’s control of the throne ultimately favoured the
interests of Wallachia’s great nobility, whose main aim was to subordinate the
prince’s power too.
As has been already shown66, whether or not these regulations were
written down, historical tradition marks Radu the Handsome’s installation on
the throne in 1462 as a turning point in the evolution of Romanian-Ottoman
relations.
As an expression of Wallachia’s political subordination, the harach
increased to 12,000 ducats67, which must have been stipulated in the
document issued by the sultan on this occasion. In addition, after this date,
Wallachian rulers and their armies, regularly took part in Ottoman military
campaigns in the neighbouring regions. This obligation directly arose from
the Ottoman formula “be enemy to the Sultan’s enemies, and a friend to His
friends”, which appears frequently both in ahd-name(s), and in berate(s)68.
65

Laonic Chalcocondil, Expuneri istorice (Lectures on History), Vasile Grecu ed.,
Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1958, p. 291; Cronici turceºti..., I, p. 206.
66 ªtefan ªtefãnescu, op. cit., p. 117.
67 Ismail Hakkï Uzunçarºïlï, Osmanlï tarihi (Ottoman History), II, Türk Tarih
Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara, 1964, p. 77.
68 The berat of investiture to the throne of Wallachia which the sultan granted
Mihnea II in August 1577 contained the following provisions: “the above-mentioned
voyevod shall carry out the great orders issued by my High Porte in complete
obedience and submission; he shall give, on time and in full, according to established
customs, what has been given until now to my imperial treasury, to my great viziers,
the beilerbey of Rumelia and other dignitaries and notables; he shall be friend to my
friends and enemy to my enemies; and he shall comply with the illustrious orders
issued by my Ottoman Porte in complete honesty.
And those who come on business to the above-mentioned country shall not be
endangered, neither their goods nor their lives, they shall not be bothered, or
troubled; they shall be in complete security and peace. And none of my great viziers,
beilerbeys and subjects of the Porte of Happiness or others shall ever intervene or
touch Wallachia, nor its beys (military leaders), its logofets (high dignitaries), its
boyars (landlords, nobles), its knezis (local leaders), its people, and its sons and
daughters”. In addition, the prince had to “spare no effort and govern the country
well, to defend it, and secure peace for its people;” he had to ensure the integrity of
the assets of those Ottoman subjects who died on the territory of Wallachia too.
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The relationships that Wallachia established with the Ottoman Porte in
1462 did not undergo any rapid or dramatic changes in the following decades.
They were mainly limited to the sultan’s intervention in the succession to the
throne of the principality, and to a (moderate) increase of the harach69.
Wallachia preserved its statehood and could thus promote its own interests in
Europe, sometimes without consulting the Porte70. Wallachia also
maintained its capacity to resist the Ottomans, based on its internal potential
and its external political system, which was clearly demonstrated during the
reign of Radu de la Afumati [Radu of Afumati]. However, Wallachia
continued to accept the suzerainty of the Hungarian Kings too, which simply
validated the Romanian policy of countering those tendencies that seriously
endangered the fundamental interests of the country71. Until Süleyman the
Magnificent, the Ottomans embraced a restrained policy towards Wallachia.
The reasons for this attitude are found in the guidelines of the Ottoman
policy at that time. Mehmed II, busy as he was with the Pontic policy and the
In exchange, the sultan declared that “its [Wallachia] protection is our obligation; its
people being harach payers, I shall not allow them to be oppressed or wronged, not
even one of them; by acting in accordance with the customs and the laws of the
above-mentioned country (emphasis added), indeed, they shall not oppress and harm
its people” (published by Tasin Gemil in Revista Arhivelor, no. 3, 1983, pp. 353-356).
We believe that the contents of the previous berat concerning the rulers of Wallachia
and Moldavia , still unknown to us, does not substantially differ from the provisions
of this one. However, the archaic term of “cneaz”, used here, is an indication of the
perpetuation of older models of berats.
69 At the beginning of the XVIth century, Wallachia’s harach was worth 14,000
ducats (see M. Guboglu, Le tribute payé par les Principautés Roumaines à la Porte, in
Revue des Etudes Islamiques, nr. 1, 1969, pp. 49-80. However, the same author
concluded that „à partir du règne du prince Vlad l’ Empaleur et jusqu’à la fin du règne
de Neagoe Basarab, le montant du tribut de la Valachie est passé de 10,000 pièces d’or
à 700,000 aspres, environ 12,727 pièces d’or” (M. Guboglu, Le tribut payé par les
Principautés Roumaines à la Porte jusqu’au début du XVI-e siècle, in Istanbul Univ.
Iktisat Fak Mecmuasï, cilt 41, sayi 1-4 (1982-1983), Istanbul, 1984, p. 104). See also
Hans Georg Majer, Ein Osmanisches Budget aus der zeit Mehmeds des Eroberers, in Der
Islam, vol. 59 (1982), trans. in Tarih Incelemeleri Dergisi, III, Izmir, 1987, p. 133: in
the times of Vlad the Impaler, the tribute of Wallachia was about 11,363 ducats.
70 See the evidence provided by ªtefan Andreescu, Limitele cronologice ale dominaþiei
otomane în þãrile române (The Chronological Limits of the Ottoman Domination over
the Romanian Countries), in Revista de istorie, no. 3, 1974, pp. 405-408.
71 Laiotã Basarab had a ducat struck that was similar to Matias Corvin’s dinar
(Matei Cazacu, op. cit., p. 189).
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centralization of Anatolia, contented himself with securing the Danubian
border. His successor, Bayezid II (1481-1512), worried about the possibility
of the crusades and constrained by the great political crisis generated by his
brother Djem’s claims to the throne, adopted a policy of restraint. Selim I
(1512-1520), one of his sons, completely neglected initiatives in Europe, and
concentrated almost exclusively on the Middle East.
In other words, the status that Wallachia was granted in 1462 did not
undergo any significant modifications until the reign of Süleyman the
Magnificent (1520-1566).

*
Moldavia’s “capitulation” has been more frequently discussed than
Wallachia’s because the data about it are more reliable.
The privileges the sultan granted the merchants from Cetatea Albã
(literally, “white citadel”) on June 9, 1456 were only the final stage of the
negotiations by which Moldavia acknowledged Ottoman suzerainty. They
officially confirmed the new framework of Moldavian-Ottoman relations72.
At the same time, this “capitulation” also represented a compromise which
the Poles and Turks reached with Moldavia’s assistance and at its expense73.
Like Wallachia, Moldavia recognized Ottoman suzerainty at a time when
it was under great pressure from the Ottomans, and had only a limited
capacity to defend itself. A document of November 10, 1455 shows that
Moldavia had been presented with an ultimatum by the Turks before that
date74. This conformed to the customary Turkish-Islamic procedure
employed when opening dialogue with any state (especially a non-Muslim
one) newly in the attention of Ottoman expansionists.
72

See P. P. Panaitescu, Pe marginea folosirii izvoarelor cu privire la supunerea
Moldovei la tributul turcesc (Vaslui, 1456) (On the Use of Sources on Moldavia’s
Tribute to the Turks (Vaslui, 1456)), in Studii, 3, 1952, pp. 190-191; ªtefan S.
Gorovei, Moldava în “casa pãcii”. Pe marginea izvoarelor privind primul secol de relaþii
moldo-otomane (Moldavia in the “House of Peace”. Some Remarks on the Sources for
the First Century of Moldavian-Ottoman Relations), in Anuarul Institutului de istorie
ºi arheologie «A. D. Xenopol», Iaºi, XVII (1980), pp. 632 et seq.
73 ªerban Papacostea, La Moldavie état tributaire de l’Empire Ottoman au XV-e
siècle: le cadre international des rapports établis en 1455-1456, in Revue roumaine
d’histoire, 3, 1974, p. 460.
74 Matei Cazacu, op. cit., p. 180; ªerban Papacostea, op. cit., p. 446.
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The Conqueror of Constantinople’s specific objective was Cetatea Albã, as
it suited his Pontic policy. Such documents as survive (the letter of Mehmed II
to the new ruler, Petru Aron, and the commercial privileges mentioned above)
fit into the overall picture of vassal-lord relationships: the acceptance of the
summons through the payment of the harach (2,000 ducats), implicitly
included Moldavia among the countries protected by the sultan. The procedure
was customary in both Turkish-Mongol and in Islamic traditions. Whether or
not the act of commercial privileges granted to the merchants of Cetatea Albã was
actually a “capitulation”75 still generates discussions. It is however certain that
the status Moldavia was given at the time represented a new and pragmatic
interpretation of the dar ul-ahd regime, and was meant to secure Ottoman
supremacy over the Black Sea region, while sparing the interests of Poland. The
regime was rather mild and only involved – at least at that time – the payment
of the customary annual harach of 2,000 ducats. However, a few years later – as
we have already shown – the same sultan gave a totally different interpretation
to the dar ul-ahd status granted to Wallachia. Vlad the Impaler had seriously
endangered the security of the Danubian border of the Ottoman Empire and
had facilitated Hungarian expansion into the southern Balkans. The regime set
up in Wallachia in 1462 was meant to prevent similar actions in the future and
to maintain the Ottoman Porte’s control of the region, at the expense of
Hungary, its main rival in Europe, at the time.
On the other hand – as has already been shown76 – good relations with
the Ottoman Porte, secured through the payment of a relatively modest
tribute, acted as a catalyst for the Romanian trade in the Balkans and
Anatolia, as well as for its international trade77. As a result, material
conditions were created which permitted Moldavia and Wallachia to increase
their defence capabilities and to safeguard their acknowledged status against
any abuse by the Ottomans.
The military and political accomplishments of ªtefan cel Mare [Stephen
the Great] secured Moldavia’s full independence from the Ottomans and an
75 Cf. Mihai Maxim, Din istoria relaþiilor româno-otomane. “Capitulaþiile” (Pages
of the History of Romanian-Ottoman Relations: “The Capitulations”), in Anale de
istorie, XXVII (1982), no. 6, pp. 48-49; idem, Din nou pe urmele vechilor tratate ale
Moldovei ºi Þãrii Româneºti cu Poarta otomanã (On the Old Treaties of Moldavia and
Wallachia with the Ottoman Porte), in Revista de istorie, no. 2, 1987, pp. 157-172.
76 Matei Cazacu, op. cit., pp. 186-187.
77 H. Inalçïk, Bursa and the Commerce of the Levant, in JESHO, III (1960), pp.
139-140.
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important role in the anti-Ottoman struggle. However, at the end of the
fifteenth century, international political conditions changed in favour of the
Ottoman Porte, and this had crucial consequences for Moldavia’s
international status too. In 1484, Chilia [Kili] and Cetatea Albã [Akkerman]
fell under Ottoman rule. Moldavia lost not only two important strategic
Pontic-Danubian strongholds, but also its most important centres for foreign
trade. Since the attempts to regain them produced no positive results, Stephen
the Great found it imperative to break the political isolation into which
Moldavia had been forced by the reprehensible attitude of its Polish
sovereign. In April 1486, Stephen the Great made peace with Bayezid II,
conceding the territories lost in 148478. The international political
circumstances unfavourable to the anti-Ottoman coalition and especially the
obviously aggressive tendencies of the Polish-Lithuanian kingdom towards
Moldavia forced Stephen the Great to strengthen rapprochement with the
Ottoman Porte. The ruler did not however compromise on the country’s
independence. For all this, he could not avoid the long-term consequences for
Moldavia which resulted from this new political attitude towards the
Ottoman power. As has been rightfully noted, Stephen the Great “was able to
secure Moldavia the most favourable position possible in its relations with the
Ottoman Porte”79. This aspect is underlined by a contemporary letter (1490)
sent by the Italian humanist Filippo Buonaccorsi-Callimachus –
knowledgeable in Romanian affairs – to Pope Inocentius VIII: “Although
Moldavians have lost the Black Sea towns of Moncastru and Licostomo
(Cetatea Albã and Kilia – author’s note) [...] the rest of the country is still
independent and they are defending it. In the last years, on several occasions,
they have inflicted such heavy losses on the Sultan that he was ultimately
forced to call Stephen, Prince of Moldavia – and vassal of the Illustrious King
of Poland – an ally and a friend, who gave in not to the pressure of arms, but
under certain conditions” (emphasis added)80. Buonaccorsi, a diplomat in the
service of the Polish King, seems to have understood the sense and essence of
the changes that had occurred in the Moldavian-Ottoman relations. By
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See Tasin Gemil, Quelques observations concernant la conclusion de la paix entre
la Moldavie et l’Empire Ottoman (1486) et la delimitation de leur frontière, in Revue
roumaine d’histoire, 3, 1983, pp. 225-238.
79 ªerban Papacostea, Politica externã a Moldovei în vremea lui ªtefan cel Mare:
Puncte de reper (Moldavia’s Foreing Policy in the Times of Stephen the Great: Some
Guidemarks), in Revista de istorie, no. 1, 1975, p. 26.
80 Ibidem, p. 16.
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making some concessions to the sultan (territorial cessation, increase of the
harach, sending hostages to his court, etc.), Stephen the Great preserved the
fundamental elements of the political and spiritual identity of Moldavia. The
course of events, from the final years of his reign and through the reigns of his
successors proved, the prince’s far-sightedness in accepting the limited
suzerainty offered by the Ottoman sultan.
Poland’s aggressive, expansionist policy against Moldavia and Stephen the
Great’s own doubts about the kingdom of Hungary81 forced him to search for
the strong military and political support that only the Ottoman sultan could
provide. The Porte’s reaction to the Polish action against Moldavia was swift
and violent. Units of janissaries – together with Moldavian forces – routed the
Poles at the battle of Codrii Cosminului [Cosmin’s Forest] (1497) and, in the
following years, great successive Ottoman and Tatar incursions devastated
Polish territories82. In exchange for harach, the Porte fulfilled its duty as
suzerain. The pay of the harach ceased to be only a ‘ransom for peace’ and
became a de facto acknowledgement of the sultan’s suzerainty instead 83. At
this moment, another important condition of vassalage was met – hostages
(e.g., Prince Alexãndrel) were sent to the Ottoman suzerain’s court. The
condition incumbent upon the vassal to provide military support was first
exercised in Moldavia initially in its favour, while Wallachia was obliged to
81

See ªerban Papacostea, Þelurile campaniei lui Ioan Albert în Moldova (1497): un
nou izvor (The Objectives of Jan Olbracht’s Campaing in Moldavia (1497): A new
Source), in Revista de istorie, no. 2, 1974, pp. 257-262.
82 See Selahattin Tansel, Sultan II.Bâyezit’in siyasi hayatï (The Political Life of
Sultan Bayezid II), Istanbul, 1966, p. 83 et seq; I. Ursu, ªtefan cel Mare ºi Turcii
(Stephen the Great and the Turks), Bucharest, 1914, p. 154.
83 ªtefan cel Mare sent the sultan a share of the goods and prisoners captured in
Poland and received, in exchange for these, the symbols of the suzerain’a benevolence: a
kaftan adorned with sable fur, two banners (tug), a janissary flag and a cap (see Mouradja
d’Ohsson, Tableau général de l’Empire ottoman..., VI, p. 445; I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, Osmanlï
tarihi, II, p. 186). From this, ªtefan S. Gorovei,op.cit., p. 650) hurriedly concluded that
“here we have, the first case of recognition and confirmation of a Moldavian ruler by the
Ottoman Porte, with all the ceremony, four decades before the enthroning of ªtefan Lãcustã
(author’s emphasis). The piece of information is still missing, but it is likely that Stephen
the Great may have received these insignia of investiture from the very beginning of his
reign, since the great prince had always been careful about his relations with the sultan.
What we have here is the formal aspect, not the real content of suzeranity. In our
opinion the latter aspect of the problem is better revealed by the extent to which the
Porte intervened in the succession to the princely throne.
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participate in Ottoman military campaigns, from the beginning. Moldavia
complied partially with this obligation in 1498, when a Moldavian
detachment (we believe, on the initiative of Stephen the Great) accompanied
Ottoman forces led by Malkoçoglu Bali Bey on their incursion into Poland
and then fully in 1529, when Petru Raresh carried out a raid against Poland
on the direct orders of the sultan (the army of Moldavia was led by the prince
himself). It was not only the magnitude of the Polish threat but also
Moldavia’s geopolitical situation that made the Ottomans intervene in favour
of the Romanian principality in 1497.
In this way, Bayezid II tried to integrate the principality in the Ottoman
political system. Soon, Stephen the Great resumed his policy of preserving a
balance between the European powers and the Ottoman Empire. Thus he
could substantially soften the impact of the Turkish action and make it work
to his own advantage. However he was unable to counter its effects
completely84. The renewed Ottoman-Hungarian peace treaty of 1503
specified that “...the country of Kara Bogdan’s (Moldavia) sons... and the sons
of Radu..., the ruler of Wallachia..., being included in this peace [treaty], shall
pay harach and peshkesh (piºkeº) as they have done so far; they shall not be
asked to pay more. Also, they shall continue to offer the [Hungarian] King the
gifts (adetler) which they have given him so far; they shall not be asked to give
more...”85. Although the treaty may look like a compromise by which the
Hungarian king and the Ottoman sultan accepted co-suzerainty over the
principalities, in fact it represents Hungary’s official recognition of Wallachia’s
and Moldavia’s status quo86. Thus, the established legal limitations of Ottoman
suzerainty over Wallachia and Moldavia in the latter half of the fifteenth
century were acknowledged in an international document.
84 One significant event is the failed attempt by the Porte to impose its own
candidate on the throne of Moldavia (most likely, the future ªtefan Lãcustã) in 1504
(ªtefan S. Gorovei, op. cit., p. 23).
85 The Turkish version of this document was published in photo by Tayyib
Gökbilgin, Korvin Mathias (Mátyás)’in Bayezid II-e mektuplarï tercümeleri ve 1503
(909) osmanlï-macar muahedesinin metni (La traduction des lettres de Korvin Mathias
à Bayezid II et le texte turc du traité hungaro-ottoman de 1503 (909), in Belleten, no.
87, 1958, pp. 369-390, photo VIII; see also Hurmuzaki, Documente, II-1, pp. 20-21.
86 The original (Italian) version of this treaty of “peace and friendship” between
the sultan and the Polish king, (with a golden tugra), dated on October 9, 1502, does
not contain any provision that refers to the Romanian principalities (Archiwum
Glowne Akt Dawnich – Warszawa, Dz. Tureckie, k. 66, t. 11, no. 26).
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During the reigns of Bogdan III and ªtefan cel Tânãr [Stephen the
Young], the legal framework, which Stephen the Great had agreed to,
underwent no significant changes. The so-called pledge of allegiance of 1511
or 1512 was nothing else but a reassertion of a territorial right. The few
amendments made to the Moldavian-Ottoman relations on this occasion
were largely formal and did not affect the basic nature of suzerainty. Rather,
they were brought about both by Moldavia’s international situation at that
particular historical moment, and by the objectives of Ottoman policy,
which, until the reign of Süleyman the Magnificent, had not included the
territories beyond the Danube.
Bogdan III’s letter of September 151187 to the Sultan reasserts Moldavia’s
pledge to pursue a policy of balance between the Porte and its Catholic
neighbours. By informing the Sultan about the situation in neighbouring
regions, Bogdan III hoped to obtain Ottoman support. Stephen the Great
himself had resorted to such means in 149788. Likewise, Stephen the Young’s
letter of August 1521 clearly shows that the “vassalisation” of Moldavia was
not a fait accompli, at that date; the young prince did not consent to any
important modifications of the conditions established during the reign of
Stephen the Great which the Sultan tried to impose upon him, e.g. to carry
out a military operation in the exclusive interests of the Porte89.
Ottoman suzerainty over Moldavia, as defined at the end of the reign of
Stephen the Great, remained almost unchanged until the times of Petru
Raresh. However, it underwent some formal changes; the harach fluctuated
and tended to increase continuously; the Romanian princes’ power to issue
ordinances diminished, and so forth. The differences between Wallachia’s and
Moldavia’s subordination to the Porte, which had existed ever since the latter
half of the fifteenth century, were therefore maintained. While Wallachia had
been included in the Ottoman political system ever since 1462, Moldavia
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Tasin Gemil, Din relaþiile moldo-otomane în primul sfert al secolului al XVI-lea
(pe marginea a douã documente din arhivele de la Istanbul) (From the
Moldavian-Ottoman Relations in the First Quarter of the XVIth Century (on Two
Documents in Instanbul Archives), in Anuarul Institutului de istorie ºi arheologie «A.
D. Xenopol», Iaºi, IX (1972), p. 141.
88 I. Ursu, op. cit., p. 139 et seq.
89 Wallachia obeyed the order of the sultan and made a diversion in Transylvania
while he was besieging Belgrade. It is worth mentioning that the Crimean Khan did
not comply with a similar request to launch an action against Poland, which the sultan
tried to impose upon him (see Tasin Gemil, op. cit.).
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retained its freedom to frame its own foreign policy and exploited its
conditions of vassalage with the Ottoman Porte to promote its own
interests90. This situation had principally arisen as a result of the strong
resistance put up by Stephen the Great and the wise adoption of similar
political strategies by his first two successors.

3. Effective Domination
The expansion of Ottoman rule into the Arab world brought sultans not only
moral authority, as successors to the caliphs, but also significant sources of
revenue. It was on this basis that Süleyman the Magnificent inaugurated his
policy of universal domination. This idea originated in the old
Turkish-Mongol conception of “universal peace”. The Kagans believed they
had been entrusted by the celestial power with the mission to establish
“universal peace”; their fundamental duty therefore was to implement it. The
accomplishment of this objective of Central Asiatic origin depended upon the
lasting propensity of Islam (of any religion, in fact) to promote universality.
By bringing the principles of Islam to the forefront, the sultan-caliphs aimed
to concentrate all the forces of the Muslim world on pressing ahead with this
ambitious plan. Süleyman the Magnificent was the earliest and most active
promoter of Ottoman world domination, in the name of Islam. It was he who
established the guidelines for such a policy, directed against the Habsburgs.
The Ottomans considered the Habsburgs to be the most representative force
of Europe and, at the same time, their main rival in the race for world
domination.
This new orientation influenced both the structure of the empire and its
whole system of foreign relations91.
Under these circumstances, the Romanian principalities were no longer
separate objectives of Ottoman policy. Instead, their economic capacity to
assist the Ottoman’s aggressive territorial expansion into Central Europe
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D. Ciurea, Relaþiile externe ale Moldovei în secolul al XVI-lea (Moldavia’s
Foreign Relations in the XVIth Century), in Anuarul Institutului de istorie ºi arheologie
«A. D. Xenopol», Iaºi, X (1973), pp. 6-7: The Polish king Sigismund Stary admitted
in 1514 and 1525 that Moldavia had not yet been subjected by the Turks (terra ejus
Turco non est subject).
91 Halil Inalçïk, L’Empire Ottoman…, in Actes..., pp. 89-90.
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gained primal significance. At the same time, their geographical position also
became important to the Porte, since it facilitated the movements of Crimean
Tatars as well as the transportation of Turkish troops and military hardware,
via the Black Sea and the Danube, towards the theatres of operations.
These considerations demanded the subordination not only of Wallachia
and Moldavia but of Transylvania too. To achieve this ambitious goal, the
Ottoman Porte took full advantage of its substantial military force and
exploited the fact that the Romanian principalities’ capacity for resistance had
been greatly reduced by serious European dissensions and domestic factors.
Not surprisingly, the earliest attempts to obliterate the Romanian
principalities’ statehood were made during the reign of Süleyman the
Magnificent. Since such an act struck at the vital interests of “boyars”, all the
defending forces of the Romanian principalities stood firmly against it92. The
Porte’s reticence that Romanian opposition might add further complications
to its policy aiming at world domination was one of the main factors which
guaranteed the uninterrupted preservation of Wallachia’s and Moldavia’s
statehood.
However, the Romanian principalities could not totally avoid the
consequences of this new direction in Ottoman policy and the resulting
international situation. More importantly, the sultan gained control of the
princely office and imposed new economic obligations, such as provisioning
Turkish troops and Istanbul. These obligations, which had begun as an
atypical request made to meet military needs, were initially imposed on
Moldavia and Wallachia, then on Transylvania too; in time, they increased
and became permanent. Initially, the Romanian principalities’ economic
subordination resulted from their political dependency on the Porte and was
subsidiary to it. In time, the economic aspect became the determining factor
that strengthened Ottoman domination as a whole. This process depended on
a complex array of factors of which the most important were the Ottoman
Porte’s political guidelines, the general Ottoman crisis (which started in the
latter half of the sixteenth century), the Romanian principalities’ domestic
situation and international circumstances. In such a context, the harach and
peshkeshes ceased to be mere material expressions of Ottoman suzerainty and
became economically important by themselves, which – together with the
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For the conflict of Radu of Afumaþi with Mehmed-bey see Istoria Þãrii
Româneºti (1290-1690). Letopiseþul Cantacuzinesc, C. Grecescu and D. Simonescu
eds., Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1960, pp. 43-45.
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galloping inflation of the day – accounts for their dramatic increase in the
latter half of the sixteenth century.
The form and content of Ottoman suzerainty over the Romanian
principalities – a lasting phenomenon that influenced the making of the
Romanian people – were established in the times of Süleyman the
Magnificent. Political and economic reasons compelled the sultan to stick to
the original fundamental principle of Romanian-Ottoman relations, namely
the preservation of the Romanian principalities’ political statehood, which
implicitly involved respecting their territorial, legislative and spiritual
autonomy. However, this time, the regime of the dar ul-ahd was interpreted
in a very restrictive sense: the authority of the prince began to be exerted not
only formally but also in the name of, and with the authority of the sultan’s
sovereign power. The Ottoman military security line around the Romanian
principalities was strengthened (through the occupation of new strongholds
and zones: Bugeac, Tighina, Brãila, Timiºoara, Arad, Lipova, Cenad, etc.).
The Porte also improved its relations with the Crimean Khanate. All these
measures were intended to annex Moldavia and Wallachia to the Ottoman
policy in Europe; their value was primarily economic.
Unfortunately, none of the “imperial edicts” (berat-ï hümayun) issued by
Süleyman the Magnificent for the investment of Romanian princes is known
to us. We believe that these documents, which served as the basis of the
so-called “capitulations”, were most likely diplomas of privileges. It was
Süleyman the Magnificent who rationalised the Ottoman imperial structure
by drawing up new legislation. This won him the surnames of “Kanunî” (the
Law Giver) and the “Magnificent”, from his own people and from Europeans
respectively. The earliest capitulations – in the true sense of the term – were
granted by this sultan to France (1535) and then to other European states. In
the official documents and narrative sources of the seventeenth century
onwards, the age of Süleyman the Magnificent represents a point of reference,
both for the institutional framework of the empire and for the foreign affairs
strategy of the Ottoman Porte93. It is reasonable to believe that the Porte’s
relations with the Romanian principalities were redefined within this vast
administrative restructuring of the Ottoman Empire. Undoubtedly – as had
been the case with the internal restructuring of the empire – this implied the
93
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adaptation of the old Romanian-Ottoman historical and legal traditions to
the new dimensions of Ottoman power.
The evolution of Romanian-Ottoman relations during, and after the reign
of Süleyman the Magnificent simply confirms the validity of the underlying
legal principles, traditional or otherwise: respect for their political statehood,
for their administrative and legislative autonomy, for their territorial
individuality, inviolability of their borders (hence the firm prohibition for
Muslim subjects to own land in the Romanian principalities), freedom of
religious observance, non-interference in domestic affairs (hence, the
interdiction – strictly observed – against raising mosques and other Muslim
edifices of worship in the Romanian countries). In exchange for harach, the
Porte undertook to protect the principalities against any external attack
(including from Ottoman armies and subjects), to protect the lives and the
assets of Romanian subjects living within its borders (this was a mutual
obligation, however), and so forth. These rights were traditional, because they
had existed prior to the times of Süleyman the Magnificent. Starting with the
reign of this sultan, particularly in the 1530s and 1540s, the number of the
Romanian countries’ obligations to the Porte obviously increased. To the
obligations they had already assumed – tribute, peshkesh, military assistance,
intelligence gathering, etc. – the principalities had to meet new ones,
especially economic: to provision the Ottoman army on its campaigns, the
Ottoman troops garrisoned in the fortresses near the Romanian borders and
the huge Ottoman capital, but also obligations in labour and construction
materials, etc.94 However, one may rightfully ask whether these economic
obligations were imposed through normative acts of the Porte or whether they
simply resulted from the natural adaptation of the Romanian foreign trade to
the demands of the Ottoman market? The truth seems to lie somewhere in
between these two extreme opinions. Researchers are urged to address this
question, which cannot be avoided any longer.
Of late, historians have been trying hard to identify the moment or the
timeframe when Romanian-Ottoman relations underwent this decisive change.
In other words, when did Moldavia’s and Wallachia’s protective suzerainty turn
into restrictive suzerainty and what exactly does the “the period of effective
94 See Mihai Maxim, Regimul economic al dominaþiei otomane în Moldova ºi Þara
Româneascã în a doua jumãtate a secolului al XVI-lea (The Economic Regime of the
Ottoman Domination in Moldavia and Wallachia in the Latter Half of the XVIth
Century), in Revista de istorie, no. 9, 1979, pp. 1731- 1765.
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domination of the Ottoman Porte” designate? From the beginning, we would
like to clarify the fact that, in our opinion, such a decisive moment did not exist,
either in this period, or in the whole evolution of Romanian-Ottoman relations
(even the installation of the Phanariote regime in 1711-1716 was not a sudden
change, because it had been prepared by the long period of
“pre-Phanariotism”). The reason is that the feudal–vassal relations with the
Ottomans were accepted by Romanians not as a result of any decisive defeat,
but after years of heroic struggle and difficult negotiations. Instead of a decisive
moment in the history of the Romanian-Ottoman relations, there were several
points of reference, which marked either shorter or longer stages in their
evolution, from the “ransom for peace” of the initial phase, through the
continuous and accelerated process that resulted in their submission, which
began during the reign of Süleyman the Magnificent. In other words, the
passage from suzerainty to domination was a gradual, complex process, in which
the elements of one form of relations intertwined with the elements of other
forms. However – as we will show in what follows – the sultan’s great campaign
of 1538 against Moldavia was a very important moment, not least as a formal
date in the evolution of relations between the Porte and the Romanian
principalities in general, and with Moldavia in particular.
Though weakened, the Romanian principalities’ capacity for resistance
was still significant at the moment when the Ottomans inaugurated their
world policy. Instead of brutal action, Süleyman the Magnificent adopted a
course of action based on the gradual integration of the Romanian countries
into the Ottoman political, military, economic, and institutional systems.
Even if fears of the Ottoman intentions to transform Moldavia and
Wallachia, later Transylvania, into “pashaliks” (Paºalïk) did not always prove
grounded, such tendencies did exist. They sprang from the Islamic
conception of the dar ul-ahd rather than from military or political needs. P.
P. Panaitescu95 revealed the economic importance of Moldavia and Walachia
(to the Ottomans) and the fact that the two countries were not placed “on the
main axis of the Turkish conquest”. Many other factors should be added, such
as the Romanian countries’ potential for resistance, the interests of Poland
and Hungary (later, of the Habsburg and Russian empires), as well as the
discrepancy between the stated objectives of the Ottoman expansionist policy
in Europe and the Orient and the means of fulfilling them.
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The rapports between Moldavia and the Porte significantly modified for
the first time at the beginning of the reign of Petru Raresh96. In 1529, during
the sultan’s first campaign against Vienna, Petru Raresh carried out a military
operation in Transylvania, on the orders of the sultan, the same order which
Stephen the Young had disobeyed in 1521. Petru Raresh found himself in a
political situation different from that of his predecessor; his own interests
simply coincided with those of the sultan. It was the first time that Moldavia’s
sovereignty had been seriously affected97. The conciliatory policy of Poland
towards the Ottomans substantially altered Moldavia’s international status in
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We stand by our position, which we have taken over from Prof. Halil Inalçïk
(Boghdan, in The Enciclopaedia of Islam, I, Leiden, <1960>, p. 1253), that Petru
Raresh acceded to the throne of Moldavia at a time when the country was not totally
independent from the Porte (see Tasin Gemil, in vol. Petru Rareº, Editura Academiei,
Bucharest, 1978, pp. 144-146).
97 According to an old Turkish-Osman chronicle, the commendation ceremony
during which Ioannes Zapolya paid homage and took the oath of fealty to the sultan,
on 16 Zilkade 935 (July 22, 1529), on the battlefield at Mohács, would have been
conducted as follows: “On that day the divan was summoned, the retinues and the
attendants were organized: the young jenissaries in front, in wagons and carrying
weapons, Behram Pasha, the beilerbey of Anatolia on the right, Hüsrev bey, the
Sandjakbey of Bosnia, and the beys of Rumelias on the left; everyone stood at the places
and in the rows they belonged to. Then, the ban of Transylvania came; the hoard of
people met him, and accompanied him to the divan. The Padishah – champion of the
world was seated on a gold throne; the above-mentioned ban of Transylvania bowed to
the throne and asked to continue ruling under protection of the victorious sovereign;
then, he returned home, with kaftans of honor, swords adorned with precious jewels,
and fine horses, together with ten purses full of gold coins, which had been given to him
<on behalf of the padishah>” (Destan-ï Sultan Süleyman Han (The Epic of Sultan
Süleyman Khan), mss. Topkapï Sarayï Museum Library – Istanbul, R-1286, p. 150. See
also Gelalzade, in Cronici turceºti…, I, p. 260). It is likely that Petru Raresh and the ruler
of Wallachia also swore their oaths of fealty to the sultan during the military campaign
against Vienna. What we know for sure is that the ruler of Moldavia pledged loyalty
through his representatives, as a sort of captatio benevolentiae. To the same end, in 1527,
when the sultan was on his way to Mohács, Stephen the Young sent his messengers,
laden with gifts (Salih b. Djelal, Tarih-i Budun (The Chronicle of Buda), mss. Topkapï
Sarayï Museum Library –Istanbul, R-1280, p. 26 overleaf. See also Karacelebizade, in
Cronici turceºti..., I, p. 531). The commendation ceremony by means of which the
sultan received homage and the oath of fealty from the rulers of Wallachia and Moldavia
may have not differed too much from that of Transylvania’s voyevodes (princes).
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relation to the Porte98. The great Ottoman expeditions mounted against
Moldavia and Wallachia in 1538 and 1462, respectively, produced comparable
results, but under different political circumstances and were based on different
legal interpretations. Hence the similarities and differences between these two
events of unarguably major importance in the evolution of Romanian–Ottoman
relations. Indeed, the campaigns of 1462 and 1538 each was led by a great
sultan-conqueror, who was developing his own policy of continental dimensions.
Moreover, in the Ottoman camp there was a legitimate pretender to the princely
throne. As in Wallachia, the great Moldavian nobility did not support the
prince’s wish to resist the Turks and they made him flee the country instead. The
new ruler installed by the sultan by force of arms and with the agreement of the
boyars received a diploma of investiture and all the traditional insignia. This was
symbolic of the sovereign authority assumed by the sultan. In addition, the
regime imposed in 1538 had an aggravating feature: to integrate into the political
and military system that the Ottomans were building in Europe at the time,
Moldavia had to make some territorial concessions too.
Although the “capitulation”, conditional upon the guarantee of internal
autonomy, was offered by the great Moldavian nobility99, the sultan called the
results of the 1538 campaign a “conquest” (fetih)100. He may have made this
claim in order to justify the large number of forces engaged in the operation,
and to reassert the Islamic conception of the conqueror’s rights101. The legal
basis of its domination of Moldavia had wider implications and came to be
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See Aleksander Gieysztor et al., Histoire de Pologne , Warszawa, 1972, p. 237;
Iancu Bidian, Moldova în tratativele polono-otomane într-un document din anul 1538
(Moldavia in the Polish-Ottoman Negotiations in a Document of 1538), in Studii ºi
materiale de istorie medie, VII (1974), pp. 315-316.
99 Cf. Eugen Stãnescu, Le coup d’état nobiliaire de 1538 et son rôle dans
l’asservissement de la Moldavie par l’Empire Ottoman, in Nouvelles Recherches d’Histoire.
Congres International des Sciences Historiques – Rome, 1955, pp. 241-264. See ªtefan
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Bucharest, 1958, pp. 175-187.
101 Tayyib Gökbilgin, Kanuni Sultan Süleyman’ïn Macaristan ve Avrupa siyasetinin
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seen by the Porte as a declaration of principles that should govern
international relations102.
In form and especially content, the document issued in 1538, at the
beginning of ªtefan Lãcustã’s reign, marked de facto subordination of
Moldavia to the Ottoman Porte103. The settlement reached on this occasion
laid the foundations for the subsequent evolution of the Ottoman regime in
Moldavia and, by analogy, in Wallachia. Later arrangements would only
emphasise or, contrarily, diminish the impact of the legal framework
established at that time.
Recent studies have disputed the claim that 1538 was a turning moment
in the evolution of relations between Moldavia and the Ottoman Porte. Some
historians push forward the date when Moldavia fell under Ottoman
domination later, to the 1570s.104 Others consider that the elements of
“effective Ottoman domination” in Moldavia were present earlier than
1538105. While the supporters of the former position take into consideration
the elements of continuity in Moldavia’s foreign policy in particular, the
defenders of the latter invoke economic arguments: the growing of the harach,
of peshkeshes and of the provisioning obligations imposed upon Moldavia
prior to 1538.
In our opinion, the partisans of both positions have lost sight of the wider
issues and especially fail to give full consideration to the political and legal
consequences of the sultan’s campaign of 1538. In addition, by searching for
“decisive moments”, they neglect the fact that the submission of the
Romanian principalities to the Ottoman Porte was a prolonged and gradual
process.
102 On August 30 – September 8, 1630, Murad IV drew to the Polish king’s
attention the fact that the Romanian principalities had been “conquered by Sultan
Süleyman and since then they had been subjected to Ottoman sultans” (Archiwum
Glowne Akt Dawnich – Warszawa, Arch. Kor., dz. turecki, t. 332, no. 598).
103 See Gelalzade, in Arh. St. Bucharest, Colecþia microfilme Turcia, reel 68,
frame 836, and Cronici turceºti..., I, pp. 270-271; ªtefan S. Gorovei, op. cit., pp.
161-178.
104 ªtefan S. Gorovei, Moldova în “Casa pãcii”..., p. 656ff; Ioan Aurel Pop, Cu
privire la domnia lui ªtefan Lãcustã (On the Reign of Stephen Locust), in Anuarul
Institutului de istorie ºi arheologie, Cluj-Napoca, XXVII (1985-1986), pp. 79-98.
105 Gh. V. Gonþa, Moldavija i Osmanskaja agressija v poslednei èetverti XV-pervoï
treti XVI v., ªtiinþa, Kiºinev, 1984, pp. 52 et seq.; Mihnea Berindei, Gilles Veinstein,
op. cit., pp. 48-51, 78-82.
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Süleyman the Magnificent’s campaign of 1538 resulted in the first enforced
enthroning of a Moldavian prince by the Ottomans, the annexation of a large
region of the country’s historical territory, and the imposition of the sultan’s
direct control over the princely office, including the installation of an Ottoman
garrison in the country’s capital. As we have shown earlier, there are obvious
analogies between the 1462 campaign led by Mehmed II against Wallachia and
the 1538 campaign against Moldavia led by Süleyman the Magnificent. Both
military actions were carried out by the greatest leaders in Ottoman history, in
similar political contexts (although on different scales); both aimed to align the
two Romanian countries with the Ottoman Porte’s objectives of continental
domination. Since the immediate goal of Mehmed II’s 1462 campaign was
limited to securing Ottoman domination over the Romanian Danube (seen as
a prolongation of the Black Sea security line for the new Ottoman capital), the
subordination of Wallachia, although effective, did not seriously affect the
content of the country’s sovereignty. In other words, for the Conqueror of
Constantinople, Wallachia was to play, under Ottoman control, the role of a
buffer state; a security zone for the imperial Danubian limes, against Hungary’s
expansion into the Southern Carpathians. At that time, Mehmed II was
primarily preoccupied with the imperial centralization of Anatolia. It was a new
pragmatic application of the status of the dar ul-ahd, loosely defined and,
consequently, susceptible to various interpretations and modifications.
In 1538, Süleyman the Magnificent came to Moldavia not only as a
Turkish–Osman emperor and successor to the eastern Caesars, like Mehmed
II, but also as a spiritual leader (Supreme Caliph) and sole protector of Islam,
whose obvious intention was to dominate the world. Süleyman the
Magnificent gave the status of the dar ul-ahd granted to Moldavia an
interpretation that differed markedly from that of his predecessors’. The
following basic principles guided the sultan’s political and legislative activity:
1. The country and its people directly depended on the sultan, and any
other interposing authority (Romanian rulers, for example) emanated
from the Ottoman sovereign;
2. The power of the state necessarily presupposed prosperous re’aya
(subjects), which also involved the protection of tax payers106.
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Halil Inalçïk, Süleiman the Lowgiver and Ottoman Law, in Archiwum
Ottomanicum, I, <La Haye>, 1969, p. 126-136; Mihnea Berindei, Gilles Veinstein, op.
cit., pp. 54-55.
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These principles were not new, but Süleyman the Magnificent had the will
and the strength to enforce them. Therefore, we should not be surprised that,
in a letter of 1531 addressed to King Sigismund of Poland, Süleyman considers
the two Romanian princes as “my subjects and my tributaries, whose lands are
in our hands, integrated between the other states of ours, such as Bosnia and
Semendria”107. This declaration does not entirely correspond to reality, but it
does reflect the contemporary Ottoman conception of the dar ul-ahd. The
sultan interpreted the Hanefite doctrine literally: the Islamic sovereign was the
absolute master of his subjects, who paid him taxes (haradjgüzar) for the lands
they owned108. For Mehmed II and his predecessors, the Romanian princes
had been more “allies and friends” than vassals and tributaries, although of
another religious observance, as Filippo Buonaccorsi so clearly appreciated in
the quotation mentioned earlier. The basis of Süleyman the Magnificent’s rule
was different from that of his predecessors’. In this way, he warned possible
rivals that he was not in a mood to tolerate any interference in the Romanian
principalities. At the same time, he threatened the rulers of Moldavia and
Wallachia that the status of dar ul-ahd they were benefiting from could easily
be changed into dar ul-islam (“pashalik”) at any time. This sheds light on the
new political and legal Ottoman conception, as well as on the new mentality
that had been growing in certain power circles of the Ottoman Porte since the
conquest of the Arabic world in 1517, when the Ottoman sultan assumed the
position of Supreme Caliph.
The 1538 campaign was meant to put an end to Moldavia’s plans to free
itself from Ottoman (and Polish) pressure, and transform the Romanian
principality into a docile element of the Ottoman political and military system
in Eastern Europe, an element that had to actively support the Porte’s
expansionist policy. Secondly, through the same campaign, the sultan wanted
to give satisfaction to his ally, Poland, which had asked for the removal of Petru
Raresh. Accomplishment of the former objectives necessitated effective control
of Moldavia; fulfilment of the latter – intended to spare the feelings of Poland,
necessitated Moldavia as a buffer state. The solution was found in a new and
extremely restricted interpretation of the dar ul-ahd status. Illustrative of this
107

Hurmuzaki, Documente, Supl. II-1, p. 26 “sive ille sit Voievoda Bogdanus sive
Valachiae nam ambo isti servi, subditi et tributarii mei sunt, eorumque provinciae
computantur inter alia dominia nostra et in numero provinciarum Bosnae et
Samandriae habentur, nec dissimiles sunt provinciis meis propriis” (Hurmuzaki,
Documente, XI, p. 21).
108 M. Berindei, G. Veinstein, op. cit., p. 54.
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new approach are the unilateral (abusive) actions by which the sultan
confiscated the prince’s treasury from Suceava in 1538 and then the treasury of
Wallachia’s prince, together with the assets of some great Wallachian boyars, in
1545109. The latter action in particular is of major significance since it marked
the sovereign’s direct interference in affairs which, until then, had depended
exclusively on the prince’s authority. Beyond the practical considerations which
may have made him take such measures (the liquidation of the material base of
the princes who opposed him and of the boyars who supported them),
Süleyman the Magnificent extended his own notion of power110 into the
Romanian countries, which ultimately signified the de facto loss of the
fundamental principle of autonomy in Romanian-Ottoman relations.
The separation of Bugeac and Tighina from Moldavia, their annexation to
the Ottoman Porte in 1538 and their transformation into military “marches”
guarding the country’s frontiers, not to mention the presence of Ottoman
military forces in the prince’s proximity, were the first important steps in the
long process of integrating Moldavia into the Ottoman system of government.
The preservation of the country’s autonomy, albeit in a much restricted form,
represented an attempt by the Porte to contain domestic resistance, to secure
the neutrality and even the cooperation of Poland; the sultan ultimately strove
to take the lion’s share of the Hungarian kingdom. Under the circumstances,
Petru Raresh’ return to the throne in 1541 may be regarded as an exceptional
event, even for the reign of the Lawgiver. This still insufficiently explained event
marked a new stage in the economic and mental submission of the country. The
philo-Ottoman trend won new ground, at a time when the Reformation in the
West was making visible progress in the regions neighbouring the Romanian
countries. These changes resulted in two shocking events: the conversion to
Islam of Iliash Raresh (Moldavia) and of Mihnea (Wallachia), in 1551111 and
1591112, respectively. It is worth mentioning that the former prince of
Moldavia, thereafter known as Mehmed Bey, was appointed sandjak-bey of
109 Ibidem. We believe that Stephen the Great’s sword was also taken to Istanbul
under these circumstances.
110 Ibidem, pp. 77-78.
111 Ismail Hakkï Uzunçarºïlï, Onaltïncï yüzyïl ortalarïnda Islâmiyeti kabul etmiº bir
Bogdan voyvodasï (Voyevode of Moldavia Who Coverted to Islam in the
Mid-Sexteenth Century), in Belleten, no. 69, 1954, pp. 83-87.
112 A document dated on April 18, 1547, reads: “The son of Wallachia’s Prince, who
has converted to Islam (the voyevod’s son – author’s note), had a daily pay of twenty-five
akça; he was given a ten akça increase, and was ordered to become Muteferikka at the
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Silistra, while the former Wallachian ruler, under the name of Mehmed Bey,
served as sandjak-bey of Nicopolis; that is, as commandants of those military
zones whose main mission was to control Moldavia and Wallachia.
Placed within the context of the Ottoman policy of European expansion,
the sultan’s campaign of 1538 represented a significant (yet not decisive)
moment for the development of a new attitude towards Moldavia – and
implicitly Wallachia (Brãila and the surrounding area were also occupied in
1538) – as well as towards Transylvania.
Transylvania gained its own political identity in the context of the great
display of forces boasted by the Ottoman-Habsburg rivalry over the former
Hungarian kingdom. Romanian historiography accepts the year 1541 as the
date when the Transylvanian principality formally came under Ottoman
suzerainty, although the implementation of this act took several years. The
creation of the principality was greatly favoured by the tendency of the internal
forces to seek emancipation from the rule of the Hungarian crown113. For the
Ottoman Porte, the new principality, together with the other two Romanian
principalities, was meant to hinder Habsburg expansion to the east and
facilitate Ottoman success in their rivalry with the Habsburgs for continental
domination. However, Transylvania, Moldavia and Wallachia managed to
lessen the violent impact of the clash of both expansionist tendencies, by
pursuing an active defensive policy, based on their unity of action. Together,
they mediated material and cultural exchanges between Orient and Occident.
As Transylvania was more directly involved than Moldavia and Wallachia
in the Ottoman-Habsburg rivalry, the Ottoman Porte spared its role and
function in this part of the continent. Consequently, the principality benefited
from the status of dar ul-ahd conceived within the wider parameters of the
Ottoman Porte. On the 27th [day] of the victorious Sapher, of the year 954”.
(Baºbakanlïk Arºivi, Istanbul, Fekete tasnifi no. 331; State Archives, Bucharest, Turkey
Microfilms Collection, reel 25, frame 715). Paul Markhazi, candidate to the throne of
Transylvania in 1581, converted to Islam in 1593, under the name Ibrahim and served
as bey of Lipova (Samöszközy, ed. I.Crãciun, Cluj,1928, p.95, n.4)
113 The anonymous author of an ancient Turkish-Osman chronicle, while
describing the way in which the Principality of Transylvania was set up, shows that
this historical province was not an organic part of Hungary. Ioannes Zapolya – the
same source shows – “….while he was bey of Transylvania, which was subjected to the
Hungarian countries (memâlik-i Ungürüs’e tabi’ vilâyet-i Erdel’in begi iken), had been
granted permission to bow before his Imperial Highness...” (mss. at the Topkapï
Sarayï Museum Library, Istanbul, R- 1099, p. 158 overleaf).
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protection the Ottomans offered to their tributaries. Until the end of the
Ottoman domination, the Ottoman Porte’s official documents referred to the
Transylvanian prince as kral (king) or hakim (a ruler, prince); he was elected
by the country’s nobility and confirmed by the sultan through an ahd-name
and a name-i hümayun (imperial decree) addressed to the nobility of the
principality114. The ahd-name listed the key mutual obligations of the prince
and the sultan. In exchange for the sultan’s protection, the prince pledged to
pay a tribute (worth 10,000 ducats), to assist the Porte militarily and to gather
intelligence for it, to enforce the country’s own laws and maintain domestic
order, to defend its subjects from oppression, etc. Meanwhile (this holds true
for the other Romanian principalities as well) the document guaranteed the
inviolability of the country’s borders, its political and administrative
autonomy, its territorial individuality and freedom of religious observance, etc.
In the name-i hümayun, the country’s nobility was held responsible for the
prince’s behaviour, in particular, for his foreign policy. There was however a
special provision in the document, prohibiting the Transylvanian prince from
granting asylum to princes and nobles from beyond the Carpathians – which
clearly shows that the Porte implicitly acknowledged the organic connection
between the three Romanian principalities. More importantly, it gave
Transylvanian princes primacy over the princes of Moldavia and Wallachia.
Although the Ottoman Porte continued to grant Transylvania ahd-name
until the disappearance of the principality, these documents soon became
obsolete and turned into mere diplomas of privileges115. For all this and,
despite differences in their titles and form, there are similarities between the
content of the berat and hatt-i ºerif (edicts) granted to the princes of Wallachia
and Moldavia, and the ahd-name and name-i humayün granted to the princes
and the nobility of Transylvania116. Moreover, the political status and the
114

See Tasin Gemil, Considérations sur les rapports politiques roumano-ottomanes au
XVII-e siècle, in Revue roumaine d’histoire, no. 4, 1976, pp. 655-656.
115 The National Archives of Romania, Cluj Branch, Collection of Turkish
Documents, no. 2,, preserve a copy an ahd-name (so called in the text itself), of
evahïr-ï Receb 1013 (December 13-22, 1604), granted by sultan Ahmed I to Kékedi
Görgy, a Transylvanian nobleman, on his coming to the Porte, as representative of
Prince István Bocskai. The document conforms to the norms specific of an ahd-name,
only it was issued to the benefit of the above-mentioned nobleman and his family, not
to the benefit of the country he represented.
116 See Mihai Maxim, Le statut des Pays Roumains envers la Porte Ottomane aux
XVIe-XVIIIe siècles, in Revue roumaine d´histoire, nos. 1-2, 1985, pp. 45-46.
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administrative autonomy of the three Romanian principalities were essentially
similar, despite the freer regime in Transylvania.
The French historian Edgar Quinet neatly captured the quintessence of
the Romanian countries’ autonomy in their relations with the Ottoman Porte
when, more than a century and a half ago, during the European campaign for
the Union of the Romanian Principalities, he wrote the following:
“As regards the Ottoman Porte, I admit, if only for a moment,
but it is not true, that the known treaties through which
Moldo-Vlachia preserved their autonomy and their sovereignty were
lost. I think there is more convincing evidence, more visible than
treaties, which leaves no room for ambiguities... wherever Muslims
have seized a territory, or a kingdom, they honoured their God,
Mohammed, for their victory. This great act of taking land seizure
has been marked through sacred shrines that can be seen in Spain,
Attica, Moreea, the Archipelago, Byzantium, Asia Minor, Serbia,
and Bulgaria. There has been no Muslim conquest without this sign.
Nothing similar can be found in the Romanian principalities. An
extraordinary exception strikes the eye: no sooner had Muslims
entered this country than they denied themselves the right to build
a single mosque. From the very beginning and until the present day,
they have never gone back on their word. There is no other more
compelling evidence that the Romanian lands are not, and have
never been Muslim; they have never borne the mark of conquest,
and their autonomy and sovereignty have always been respected.
Another consequence derives from this principle, which they [the
Turks] have also strictly observed. That Romanian lands remained
Christian lands, legal consequence of which was that, within their
frontiers, no Muslims were allowed to hold property. They were not
allowed to own land, property or even to reside there. For three
centuries, this rule has been enforced more rigorously than the
strictest convention could have stipulated... ”117.

The general Ottoman crisis that sparked off in the latter half of the
sixteenth century may also have hastened the Romanian countries’ economic
117

Edgar Quinet, Les Roumains, Allemagne et l’Italie. Mélanges, Paris, 1857, pp.
93-95 (Trans. into Romanian by Angela Cismaº, in Edgar Quinet, Opere alese, II,
Minerva Publishing House, Bucharest, 1983, pp. 362-365).
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integration. However, the so-called “Ottoman commercial monopoly”, which
Romanian historiography has spilled so much ink about, was actually only “a
right of pre-emption”, as Constantin C. Giurescu rightfully demonstrated.
Ultimately, it proved favourable to Romanian foreign trade (the balance of
trade with the Ottomans remained permanently favourable to the
principalities)118. At the same time, to judge Romanian-Ottoman trade
relations correctly, we must also take into account the influence exerted on
the Ottoman Empire by the western monetary inflation. The rapid increase
of prices in the west led to the intensification of exchanges with the Orient
and the Ottoman Empire in particular, where this inflationist phenomenon
was not manifesting so strongly. A massive export of raw materials from the
Ottoman Empire started – especially grain, animal and farm products, and
technical plants – in exchange for precious metals, especially silver, of which
the Empire accumulated ever larger stocks, but whose value on the
international market was low. The consequences for the Ottoman Empire?
Scarcity of staple goods and a dramatic increase in prices. Sensing the
phenomenon, the Ottoman Porte prohibited the export of such goods119, a
measure which was imposed on the Romanian principalities too – Moldavia
and Wallachia in particular – because smuggling increased, with the tacit
agreement of the authorities, it seems.
The economic importance of the Romanian principalities made the
principle of autonomy valid. It was not only a Romanian desideratum, it was
a view also shared by large Ottoman power circles, whether high-ranking
officials or merchants involved in direct economic trade relations with the
Romanian countries. This does not mean however that the Ottoman Porte
completely gave up its intention of total territorial annexation of the
Romanian countries: except for the measures taken in 1595, the threat of
occupation was used more as a means of political and economic pressure,
rather than a measure dictated by reasons of state. After the epic struggle led
by Michael the Brave, the Ottoman Porte completely gave up its intention of
destroying the Romanian countries’ statehood. Romanian-Ottoman relations
118

Constantin C. Giurescu, Probleme controversate în istoriografia românã
(Controversial Problems in Romanian Historiography), Albatros Publishing House,
Bucharest, <1977>, pp. 111-122. See also M. Berindei, G. Veinstein, op. cit., p. 51.
119 Mithat Sertoglu, XVI. yüzyïlda Orta-Dogu’da çürük altun meselesi ve Osmanlïlar
(The Problem of “Debased Ducats” in the Middle East in XVIth century and the
Ottomans), in Belgelerle Türk Tarihi Dergisi, no. 32, 1970, pp. 21-25.
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had to be re-drawn along new political and administrative lines. Both parties
entered a probationary period originating, we think, in the crisis the Ottoman
domination of the Romanian countries precipitated into, because of Michael
the Brave’s actions, and as a natural consequence of the Ottoman Empire’s
general crisis120. Open anti-Ottoman military resistance (not entirely
abandoned) was replaced – as N. Iorga argues – by a more efficient
“traditional policy of quietly observing events, running fewer risks,
preserving, despite difficulties, the land and its culture, and thus preparing the
people’s future”121.
Indeed, while other more ambitious states, such as Albania, Greece,
Bulgaria, Serbia, Hungary, Crimea, Poland, etc., disappeared from the
political map of Europe for long periods of time, the Romanian countries
endured as lasting and active political entities.

120 See Tasin Gemil, Relaþiile þãrilor române cu Poarta otomanã în documente
turceºti 1601-1712 (The Romanian Principalities’ Relations with the Ottoman Porte
in Turkish Documents 1601-1712), Bucharest, 1984, pp. 24-26.
121 N. Iorga, Valoarea politicã a lui Constantin Brâncoveanu (The Political Value
of Constantin Brancoveanu), Vãlenii de Munte, 1914, p. 15.
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CHAPTER II

THE POLITICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN
THE ROMANIAN PRINCIPALITIES
AND THE OTTOMAN PORTE
IN THE XIVTH–XVITH CENTURIES

In the mid-fourteenth century, when both Moldavia and Wallachia emerged
as independent feudal states, the general political situation in eastern and
south-eastern Europe was being largely influenced by two phenomena of
Turkish-Asiatic origin, whose evolution was antithetical: the decay of the
Golden Horde, and the rise of Ottoman power. On the one hand, the
weakening of Tatar domination in the region facilitated the formation and
consolidation of the independent Romanian states. On the other hand, the
same phenomenon encouraged Poland and Hungary to impose their own
control over these regions. It is known that until then, Tatar supremacy had
effectively barred their interference in the Romanian region.
The two Catholic powers’ offensive against the Golden Horde began as a
crusading alliance. However, the progress they made soon brought them into
rivalry. Nor could the personal union, which they entered into during the reign
of Louis of Anjou (1370-1382), prevent the fracture and split between them,
which broke out violently after the death of the Angevin king. Their programmes
of territorial expansion towards the east first collided on Russian, and then on
Romanian soil. Despite numerous (and temporarily successful) attempts at
reconciliation, the competition between Hungary and Poland for the
domination of the Carpathian-Danubian zone was fierce and of long duration.
The Polish-Hungarian rivalry was a determining factor that shaped the
Romanian principalities’ international situation – Moldavia’s in particular – not
only in the latter half of the fourteenth century, but also in the periods that
followed. It heavily influenced the Romanian countries’ stand on Ottoman
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expansion in the region. Romanian leaders had to closely monitor the balance of
power between the two Catholic neighbours and the evolution of their
expansionist policy, which actually diminished the Romanian countries’ capacity
for self-defence. The permanent and often violent pressure that Hungary and
Poland exerted upon them diverted the attention of Romanian leaders away
from the major danger posed by the Ottoman offensive in the Balkans.
The Romanian countries attempted to counteract the pressure of Hungary
and Poland by accepting the suzerainty of either one or the other. To this end,
Moldavia turned predominantly to Poland; Wallachia to Hungary. In this way,
each Romanian country sought to defend itself, not only against the expansionist
tendencies of its neighbouring Catholic powers, but primarily against the
acquisitive impulses of the power to which it had pledged vassalage122. Later on,
when the Romanian countries felt the direct impact of the Ottoman force, the
relationships of vassalage with Hungary and Poland were used as a pan-European
defence system by Romanian leaders. However, the two suzerain powers failed
to provide either continuous or efficient support to the Romanians’
anti-Ottoman struggle. Moreover, the increasing enmity between Hungary and
Poland, and their expansionist policies – especially Hungary’s – accompanied by
harsh confessional proselytism, facilitated the interference of the Ottoman power
in the Romanian countries’ political systems.
The two expansionist policies operating in the Romanian space, Polish
and Hungarian Catholic on the one hand, and Turkish-Ottoman Islamic one
on the other, wielded enormous and long-term influence on the domestic and
international evolution of Moldavia and Wallachia. To defend their political
independence, and to preserve their statehood later, the Romanian countries
had to make huge material and moral efforts which, although successful in the
end, had serious repercussions for their historical development.
Since they were geopolitically small states, permanently surrounded by
major aggressive powers, the Romanian countries had to strictly monitor the
evolution of the power balance between the expansionist powers in their zone
of contact. On this basis, they adopted the tactics that seemed the most
appropriate for the protection and the promotion of their fundamental
interests, at any given historical moment.
122 See C. Racoviþã, Începuturile suzeranitãþii polone asupra Moldovei (1387-1432)
(The Beginnings of Polish Suzerainty over Moldavia. 1387-1432), in Revista istoricã
românã, X (1940), p. 327. See also Dennis Deletant, Moldavia between Hungary and
Poland, 1347-1412, in The Slavonic and East European Review, vol. 64, no. 2, April
1986, London, pp. 189 et seq.
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1. A New Power Rises
The rise of the small Turkish beylik or emirate led by Osman in western
Anatolia to the rank of a great power, with ambitions of world domination, has
been explained by the propitious combination of internal and external
factors123. The Ottoman Turks were favoured by their geographical location
and, later, by their economic, social, political, military and spiritual position in
Anatolia. The great Mongol-Tatar invasion not only pushed large masses of
Turkish peoples from Central Asia and the Middle East into the area, but also
destroyed the whole extant economic structure in the region. It brought about
the collapse of the Seljuk state and of the whole political and religious system
created by the Arab caliphates. On the other hand, the crisis, which the
Byzantine Empire plunged into, was another important factor that facilitated
the expansion of the Ottoman state. Located on the edge of the Islamic world,
close to the Byzantine borders, the emirate of Osman had only a formal
connection of vassalage with the Seljuks and the Ilhanids – their lords in the
Near East. However, benefiting from the udj beylik (border beylik) status of the
Islamic world, and mobilized by the principle of the “holy war” (gaza or
djihad), the state managed to expand rapidly at the expense of the Byzantines
in the beginning and later, at the expense of its Muslim suzerains, in the east.
The principality of Osman was not the only Turkish state founded at the
western frontiers of the Islamic world. Its privileged and unique destiny owed
much to the political and organizational abilities of its early leaders, who
managed to adapt the imperial vocation of the Turks to given conditions, and
particularly to the principality’s geopolitical location only a short distance
away from the Byzantine capital. The Ottoman beylik had to wage a long,
continuous, hard and intelligent struggle for its own existence and for
territorial expansion. While the other Turkish beyliks could not find further
space to expand and were consequently weakened through internal discord
and lack of looting, the Ottoman state faced Byzantium, from which it
systematically tore out territories and strongholds. Warriors from other
123 See M. Fuad Köprülü, Osmanlï Imparatorlugunun Kuruluºu (The Foundation
of the Ottoman Empire), 2nd ed., Ankara, 1972; Ernst Werner, Die Geburt einer
Grossmacht. Die Osmanen (1300-1481), Berlin, 1972; M. A. Gastratian, S. F.
Oreºkova, Y. A. Petrosian, O™erki istorii Turþii (A History of Turkey), Moscova, 1983,
pp. 15 et seq.
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Turkish principalities, seeking to secure a living for themselves, soon rallied
under Ottoman banners124.
At the same time, the Ottoman state – thanks to its geopolitical position
– was crossed by the trade routes connecting the Byzantine capital with the
great economic centres of the Middle and the Near East.
These commercial roads provided the Ottomans with necessary economic
resources and strengthened their bonds with the Muslim world125. They also
brought new ideas. From Ulema, the young Ottoman state learnt the
administrative principles of classical Islam, according to which the economic
value of subjected Christian peoples was more important than their
(potential) conversion to Islam126.
Grafted onto the Mongol-Turkish tradition of confessional liberalism127,
the principle of religious toleration promoted by classical Islam transformed
the Ottoman state into a focal point for energies, and channelled them into
the conquest of ever larger territories. Expansion was also facilitated by a
flourishing economy based on the native peasantry, who could continue their
age-old traditions, and by the numerous urban populations that had
emigrated from the lands ravaged by the Mongol offensive. Ottoman
conquests gave them new opportunities to practise their crafts and to promote
their lucrative trades.
The Ottomans used the “holy war“128 to promote political, rather than
religious ends. Consequently, they applied it with great pragmatism,
according to circumstances. The Christian peoples of Anatolia, deprived as
they were of efficient means of defence against the ceaseless plundering and
raids by the Ottoman gazi (fighters for the cause of Islam) and burdened by
124 P. Wittek, De la defaite d’Ankara à la prise de Constantinople (un demi-siècle
d’histoire ottomane), in Revue des Eudes Islamiques, année 1938, cahier 1, Paris, 1938,
p. 3-4; ªerban Papacostea et Virgil Ciocîltan, L’expansion ottomane aux XIVe et XVe
siècles à travers quelques ouvrages recents, in Revue des Études Sud-Est Européennes, XIII
(1975), no. 2, Bucharest, p. 275.
125 Albert Howe Lybyer, The Ottoman Turks and the Routes of Oriental Trade, in
The English Historical Review, CXX, October 1915, pp. 577-588.
126 P. Wittek, op. cit., p. 4.
127 See Ch. Lemercier –Quelquejay, La pace mongola, Milano, 1971, p. 69-70.
128 See Viorel Panaite, Din istoria dreptului islamic al popoarelor: doctrina
djihad-ului (From the History of the Islamic Law: the Djihad Doctrine), in Anuarul
Institutului de istorie ºi arheologie «A. D. Xenopol», Iaºi, XXII-2 (1985), pp. 707-718
and XXIII-1 (1986), pp. 409-418.
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the growth of Byzantine feudal oppression, put up little resistance to these
conquerors, who offered them adequate protection – in exchange for stable
taxes – without altering their economic, social and (especially) spiritual life129.
As we have already shown, the earliest Ottoman conquests were instigated
and supported by the migration of Turkish peoples from Central Asia to
western Anatolia and later to the Balkans. The Ottomans, still closely
connected to the historical traditions of their place of origin, found in Islamic
dogmas the necessary ideology for conquest. Their primary objective was not
to spread Islam, but to seize new lands where the newcomers could settle, new
sources of income for the aristocracy and revenue for the Ottoman state.
As its territory expanded, the Ottoman state proportionally strengthened
its central absolutist authority, and thus avoided the risk of fragmentation.
The Ottomans blended the state institutions adopted from the preceding
Islamic states with their own old Asiatic traditions. Emir Osman (1302-1326)
and his son Orkhan (1326-1362) combined tribal sovereignty and state
authority. According to the pre-Ottoman Turkish tradition, the head of the
state, no matter what his title was, owed his authority to divine power (the
god of heaven – Tänrï in the case of the pre-Islam Turks), and ruled in his
name. Indeed, the tradition of the steppes – which granted prerogatives of
sovereignty to a single family (Islam promoted the elective principle) – stood
at the origin of the autocratic, absolutist regime the Ottomans had instituted
ever since the making of their state. However, unlike other nomadic Turkish
empires, the Osmanlis avoided dividing power between the members of the
ruling family; in most cases, through the violent elimination of any other
legitimate pretender to the throne. All the conquered lands and all the
subjects belonged to the sultan130, who then divided parts of these among his
counsellors, soldiers, and high officials as fiefdoms, in return for faithful
service. The timariot system, which we will be looking at shortly, whilst
assimilating many elements of what was known to the Seljuks and to the
Ilhanids as the ikta system (as well as to a certain extent the Byzantine
129

N. Iorga, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches, I, Gotha, 1908, p. 74.
See W. Barthold, Turkestan Down to the Mongol Invasion, London, 1928, p.
268; Norman Itzkowitz, Ottoman Empire and Islamic Tradition, New York, 1971, p.
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pronoia), was however applied under different social, economic and political
circumstances, and was therefore original, in various regards131.
The centralisation of judicial and provincial administration and,
especially, the slave system were the main elements that served to rein in the
ambitions of wilder commanders. The slaves, usually recruited from the
conquered non-Turkish peoples and placed by sultans in high administrative
or military positions – together with the stipendiary state army (janissaries),
who accepted only the sultan’s control – counterbalanced the power of the
Turkish aristocracy, enriched by conquests.
In conclusion, we may say that the “timar regime”, the slave system, the
centralisation of administration and the judiciary systems were the basic
elements of the state and later, of the Ottoman Empire132.

*
However, it was only with the inauguration of the policy of systematic
conquest in Europe – and especially after the capture of Adrianopolis (1361)
– that the Islamic ‘border beylik’ (udj-beylik) of the Osmanlis Turks, still
under the formal suzerainty of the Iranian Ilhanids, acquired a new status133.
Nor did the Ottomans have priority over the “holy war” waged against the
Byzantines and the Balkan peoples, until the middle of the XIVth century134.
The Ottoman principality rose to a dominant position among the small
Turkish-Islamic states of Western Anatolia, achieved complete political
independence and rapidly expanded its borders by interfering in, and using to
its own advantage, the internal conflicts in the Byzantine Empire and the
131 See Ismail Hakkï Uzunçarºïlï, Osmanlï devleti teþkilatïna medhal (Introduction to
the Ottoman State Organization), 2nd ed., Türk Tarih Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara,
1970, pp. 113-117, 235-244; Halil Cin, Osmanlï toprak düzeni ve bu düzenin bozulmasï
(The Ottoman Land System and Its Deterioration), Ankara, 1978, pp. 87-114.
132 See Halil Inalçïk, Ottoman Methods of Conquest, in Studia Islamica, II, Paris,
1954, pp. 104-129 (republished in H. Inalçïk, The Ottoman Empire: Conquest,
Organization and Economy, “Variorum Reprints”, London, 1978).
133 By striking his own silver coin in 1327, Emir Orkhan wished to assert his
political independence, but he failed to regain it because, in the Ilhanid land registers
of the mid XIVth century, the Ottoman emirate appears as a tribute-payer.
134 Until the crusade of Izmir (1345-1347), Turkish conquests in Europe were
initiated and led by the powerful martime emirate of Aydïnoglu Umur Bey, which
was located in this region.
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Balkan Peninsula. In 1363, the Byzantines were forced to acknowledge all the
Ottoman conquests in Europe135; from that moment on, the Balkan states
understood where the major threat came from. The relatively rapid accession of
the Ottomans fuelled well-founded fears among the Turkish-Islamic Anatolian
beyliks too. The Anatolian beyliks and the Balkan states formed coalitions, and
they often launched parallel and correlated actions against the Ottomans.
The Ottoman advance in the Balkan Peninsula upset the great European
powers as well, yet they failed to see the real threat the new conquerors posed
to their own borders. Rather, they were more preoccupied with the Ottoman
presence in south-eastern Europe, because it seemed to further complicate
and even hinder their own expansion in the region. It is fair to say that all
those not directly threatened by the Ottomans failed to appreciate the true
scale of its development136.
The Ottoman Turks’ advance in Europe was actually the first and the
most important warning the Islamic world had given to the Christian
European world. Although Western Europe perceived this phenomenon to be
an Islamic reply to the crusades, as N. Iorga rightly observed, “the Turks of
Murad, Bayezid, Mohamed I, Murad II and Mohamed II – the six
sultan-conquerors – did not avenge themselves on the Christian crusades”137.
Indeed, as we have already shown, the Ottomans did not act in the interests
of Islam right from the start, but for their own economic and political
advantage in particular. However, since the Ottoman Turks belonged to the
Muslim world, the Europeans saw their expansion all along as an attack by the
Islamic world as a whole. This view and the idea of a rival expansionist force,
together with the Ottoman Turks’ advance in south-eastern Europe, made
the great European states move in the direction of the crusades. From the
latter half of the XIVth century onwards, the main objective of the crusades
was no longer the Near East, but the Balkans138.
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In the mid-fourteenth century, when the Ottoman Turks appeared in Europe,
the crusades represented not only a topical idea in the Christian world but also a
real movement channelling diverse interests and forces. First of all, there were the
tendencies of the Holy See and Hungary to extend their ideological and,
implicitly, their political and economic control over south-eastern Europe. In
addition, the crusades served specific interests of Western Catholic countries.
Important transformations in the Western feudal society had generated, among
other things, a huge number of fiefless nobles—knights-errant desperately seeking
ways of earning a living. At the same time, because of a temporary intermission in
their prolonged war, England and France – the latter in particular – were faced
with the problem of the disbanded troops that roamed the country pillaging. Last
but not least, we have to consider the sheer deprivation of the populace who, in
their ignorance and bigotry, were ready to embrace any religious idea that offered
them a way out of their social and economic destitution. All these social categories
and others, driven by more or less similar interests, enthusiastically embraced the
initiative for new crusades. Western courts thus found a means of directing the
energy generated by internal social discontentment and contradictions away from
their own frontiers, while pursuing their own expansionist policies, in the shadow
and in the name of the Cross139.
In other words, the initiators and the organizers of the anti- Ottoman
crusades – the great Catholic states led by the Holy See – pursued specific
objectives which in no way prioritised the protection of those
eastern-European peoples directly threatened by the Ottoman expansion.
They sought to benefit from the manifest weakness of the Byzantine Empire
and the Balkan states to achieve what had eluded them for a long time: the
union of the two Christian churches. The Ottoman danger and the question
of assistance were used therefore as a strategy for imposing ideological
blackmail and political pressure.
shock that drew the attention of the Holy See – and Hungary in particular – to the
Ottoman threat in the Balkan Peninsula. However, until the mid XVth century, ‘the
Turkish problem’ was simply integrated into the great European policy (strategy)
aiming at ‘liberating the holy land’. It was in this spirit that Sigismund of Luxembourg
acted during his long reign (see Benda Kálmán, Hristiyan Birligi ve XV asïrda Osmanlï
Imparatorlugu – Macaristan münasebetleri (Christian Unity and the Ottoman-Hungarian Relations in the XVth Century), translated in Istanbul Üniv. Edebiyat Fak.
Tarih Dergisi, nos. 28-29 (1974-1975), Istanbul, 1975, pp. 83-85).
139 See J. Longnon, Les Français d’Outremer au Moyen Âge, Paris, 1929; A History
of Crusades, III.
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Two episodes among many others from the period when the Turkish
threat to Byzantium and south-eastern Europe reached worrying proportions
assume deep significance.
The 1354 campaign of Stephen Dushan, King (“emperor”) of Serbia,
aiming to drive the Osmanli beyond the Dardanelles in a major military action
under the aegis of the Pope, failed precisely because the Holy Father had
demanded that the Serbian king and his subjects should acknowledge the
religious authority of Rome as a primary condition. Since this claim was
turned down, the Pope did not hesitate too much and urged the Hungarian
king to start the war immediately against the Serbians140 rather than the Turks.
The crusade began in 1366, under the command of Amedeo de Savoia, the
‘Green Count’. It was the first in a series organized against the Ottomans after
they had advanced into Europe. Although officially directed against the Turks,
it was in reality aimed at the Bulgarians. The Christian crusaders, like their
predecessors in previous centuries, were motivated more by material and political
interests than by religious ideals, and made no distinction between Muslims and
the ‘schismatic’ Orthodox. They simply followed the specific orders of the Pope
who early that year had made the “salvation” of Byzantium conditional on its
subjection to Rome “in sinceritate cordium”141. Actually, during the thirteenth
and the early fourteenth centuries, the popes’ calls for crusade urged the crusaders
to fight not only the Turks but also “the non-believers and the schismatics”; the
latter were thought to be “[even] more dangerous than the Saracens”142.
The crusade of the ‘Green Count’ clearly showed the real intentions of the
Western states to the Balkan Orthodox population143. Wishing to capitalise
140 See N. Iorga, Philippe de Mézières (1327-1405) et la croisade au XIVe siècle
(Philippe de Mézières (1327-1405) and the Crusade in the XVth Century), Paris,
1896, pp. 134-136.
141 See A History of Crusades, III, pp. 74-76.
142 See H. Pissard, La guerre sainte en pays chrétien, Paris, 1912, p. 109; O. Halecki,
Un empereur de Byzance à Rome, Warszawa, 1930, p. 108. The great humanist Petrarch
was firmly states that “the Turks are our foes, but the schismatic Greeks are worse then
our foes” (apud. A. A. Vasiliev, Histoire de l’Empire Byzantin, II, Paris, 1932, p. 369).
143 The crusaders plundered and obliged the local population – Bulgarian in
particular – to pay them large sums of money which far exceeded the Turks’ claims.
The Byzantines took the main brunt of the crusaders’ brutal pressure and were forced
to pay them significant sums of money (15,000 florins) in damages. Moreover,
Emperor John V Palaeologos had to effectively guarantee that he would keep his
promise of an “ecclesiastical union”. Except for Gallipoli, the crusaders did no harm
to any Ottoman land in Europe (see N. Iorga, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches, I,
Gotha, 1908, pp. 227-229; A History of Crusades, III, p. 76).
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on their widespread concern over the Ottoman threat, the Pope mounted his
own offensive against south-eastern Europe, sending Franciscan preachers
there and encouraging Hungary to exert political and military pressure144.
On the other hand, the resistance of the south-Danubian peoples to the
Ottoman advance was much undermined by the social, economic and
political situation in the Balkan Peninsula. The differences between the states
in the region had become so glaring, and the social and economic relations so
strained that the Ottoman conquest was seen by many as a sort of “liberation
of the poor”145. It was N. Iorga who emphasized that the Osmanlis entered
Europe not as fanatical Muslims, rather as Asian warriors, who “offered
alliance, friendship and, according to the Asiatic patriarchal custom,
‘brotherhood’”146. Although the historian’s remark is somewhat exaggerated,
it still contains some historical truth – today incontestable – namely that the
Ottoman Turks adopted the role of protectors of Eastern Orthodoxy against
Catholic proselytism147. While the Osmanlis imposed strict public order
upon the regions they conquered, they did not structurally modify the
traditional ways of life of the local people. N. Iorga speculated in this sense
that “the Turks guaranteed peace, order, justice, and promotion by merit; but
for these, the conquered peoples would not have accepted their rule for so
long, after the mayhem of the defeat”148. N. Iorga was surely referring to the
political and social anarchy into which the Balkans slid when the Ottoman
Turks arrived in the region and to the efficient administrative system they
implemented in all the territories they conquered.
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In the mid-fourteenth century, the Balkan Peninsula was a conglomerate
of large and small states, each showing a marked propensity to either
supremacy or independence. Ceaseless hostilities and wars not only prevented
them from presenting a united political and military front capable of
mounting effective resistance to Ottoman expansion, but also fuelled growing
uncertainty among the Balkan peoples, with serious consequences for their
economic and social life. The political division of the region simply mirrored
the process of feudal fragmentation. Divisive tendencies within the Balkan
feudal society seriously deepened the peoples’ suffering and undermined the
region’s capacity to resist external pressure.
Extending their rule in the Balkans, the Turks applied their ordinary
system of administration in the region to secure substantial revenue for the
Ottoman state and its ruling classes. The whole mechanism of the Ottoman
state had been especially created and functioned to exploit new economic
resources. Ottoman expansion therefore targeted the main trade routes and
the regions that possessed substantial economic resources. The Ottomans did
not disrupt the economic system they found in the newly conquered
territories; they adapted it to their own system of exploitation instead.
According to the principle ‘the Sultan is the State’, all the inhabitants and
the land of a conquered country belonged to him. Local rights and
inheritance rights were abolished; solely the will of the Sultan was recognised;
individual and collective rights and privileges derived from it149. The
occupied territory was divided into fiefdoms of various sizes, possession of
which the sultan granted to various individuals in exchange for loyal service
to him. The Ottoman land system was relatively easy to implement because
lands in the Balkans had already been divided into fiefs. Often, local fiefs only
changed the original owner for the Ottoman one (sipahi); in many situations,
no changes were made at all (as with some monasteries, local communities or
Christian nobles who passed into the service of the sultan). The Ottomans
broke the rigid social feudal structure of the region (of Byzantine inspiration,
especially); although essentially feudal, Ottoman social relations were
extremely flexible (at least in the fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries). An
individual’s promotion to, or exclusion from the ruling class depended only
on his relationship with the state, to be precise, the Ottoman sultan150.
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Peasants continued to work their lands, irrespective of the feudal regime.
The holder of a fief (timar) benefited from the revenue (established through
precise regulations) generated by the taxes he collected from his peasant
subjects, whom he was obliged to protect, because, by law, he had no personal
right over the inhabitants of his feud.
To provide steady revenue for the sipahi, the Ottoman state tied peasants
to the land. The taxes they were obliged to pay both to the sipahi and to the
Ottoman state were rather high but stable, at least in the beginning. The
Ottomans imposed strict observance of the ancient principle according to
which the force of the sultan primarily depended on the welfare of its
contributors151. In other words, in the Balkans, the Ottomans introduced a
system of methodical exploitation based on a well-balanced and efficient state
mechanism, at least at that time.
It is no less true that Murad I, the first Ottoman conqueror of the Balkan
Peninsula, pursued a prudent and flexible policy. The policy of expansion that
he framed may not have been based on pre-formulated plans or rigorously
observed political principles, yet we can observe that the Ottoman advance
was gradual and steady, at the time. Murad I exploited and even encouraged
the existing dissent within the Balkan resistance: to this end, he used the
continual pressure of the plundering incursions by the akïncï. He also dealt
with local leaders on a case-by-case basis, depending on the attitude they
adopted towards the Ottoman state.
By taking advantage of the Balkan peoples’ fear of the forced
Catholicisation that the Holy See and Hungary were actively pursuing, and by
skilfully using the powerful mechanisms of a highly centralized system of
government, the Ottomans consolidated their positions, both in western
Anatolia and in the south-Danubian region. Murad I created a system of vassal
states and encouraged mass colonization of the newly conquered territories in
the Balkan Peninsula by Turkish elements from Asia. Thus favourable
conditions were created for extending Ottoman conquests in the region.
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2. Early Romanian-Ottoman Contacts
Unlike the Christian south-Danubian states whose combative force had
weakened, the Romanian Countries were capable of fighting against the
Angevin kingdom successfully because they still possessed substantial means
for resistance, proven in battle.
While social troubles and political fragmentation were hampering the
development of the region south of the Danube, north of the river the state
was consolidating its structures. The economy was flourishing, which fostered
relatively harmonious social relations in the latter half of the fourteenth
century. Documents of the time attest to an important increase in the
population and the real economic prosperity of Wallachia and Moldavia in
late XIVth and early XVth centuries152.
The economic and political situation north of the Danube was therefore
different from the state of affairs south of the river, and the Romanian
countries were able to build a redoubtable and unified battle force of their
own, as well as external alliances153.
Except for sporadic raids and pillagings along the Dobrudjan coast154, the
forces of the Turkish ghazi did not make incursions into Romanian territory
until the end of the fourteenth century. The Danube proved to be a
formidable natural and moral obstacle to the new conquerors. Had they
152 ªtefan ªtefãnescu, Þara Româneascã de la Basarb I “Întemeietorul” pânã la Mihai
Viteazul (Wallachia from Basarab I the Founder to Michael the Brave), Bucharest:
Editura Academiei, 1970, pp. 33-48; Dinu C. Giurescu, Þara Româneascã în secolele
XIV ºi XV (Wallachia in the XIVth and XVth Centuries), Bucharest, 1973; Louis Roman,
Populaþia Þãrii Româneºti în secolele XIV-XV (Population of Wallachia in the XIVth
–XVth Centuries), in Revista de istorie, no. 7, 1986, pp. 669-684; Adina
Berciu-Drãghicescu, Dinicã Ciobotea, Viaþa economicã a Þãrii Româneºti în epoca lui
Mircea cel Mare (Economic Life in Wallachia in the Age of Mircea the Great), in Marele
Voievod Mircea, Ion Pãtroiu coord., Bucharest: Editura Academiei, 1987, pp. 53-96.
153 See Traian Ionescu-Niºcov Contacts entre diplomatique serbe et la, chancelerie
princière de la Valachie pendant les XIVe et XVe siècles (Contacts between the Serbian
Diplomacy and Princely Chancellery of Walalchia in the XIVth and XVth Centuries),
in Bulletin d’AIESEE, X (1972), 2, Bucharest, pp. 277-278.
154 See M. M. Alexandrescu-Dersca Bulgaru, L’expédition d’Umur Beg d’Aydin aux
bouches du Danube (1337-ou 1338) (The Expedition of Umur Beg d’Aydin to the
Mouths of the Danube (1337-or 1338)), in Studia et Acta Orientalia, 2, 1959,
Bucharest, pp. 3-23 (this campaign is hypothetical).
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crossed the river, the Ottomans would have consolidated their rule in the
Balkans, yet this would have marked the beginning of a new policy, because
they would have been confronted with two key elements of the Christian
political and military system in south-eastern Europe: Hungary and
Wallachia. The Ottomans considered the Hungarian kingdom to be a great
European power and their main rival in the competition for supremacy in the
Balkans. Wallachia, on the other hand, was a politically homogenous territory
they knew little about, but whose military strength was remarkable. In fact,
the Ottomans had already had the opportunity to assess Wallachia’s political
and military power south of the Danube.
The earliest battles between Romanians and Ottomans had been fought
before the territory and the independence of Wallachia were subjected to
systematic pressure by the Ottomans.
The Romanian ruling classes soon realized that the new political
phenomenon developing in the Balkans was seriously menacing their
fundamental interests. The internal political order in Wallachia was stable,
and social unrest had not reached such a level as to threaten the country’s
potential to resist external aggression; all social and political forces aligned
against external pressure and interference, be it Ottoman-Islamic, or
Hungarian-Catholic. This explains why the flexible religious policy of the
Ottomans did not meet with the same success north of the Danube as it had
had met south of the river. On the contrary, religious differentiation was an
important factor in feeding Romanian opposition to Ottoman expansion.
Unlike the south-Danubian states, Wallachia and Moldavia were less affected
by the irreversible decline of Byzantium. On the other hand, for Romanians,
its [Byzantium’s] value as a symbol of Orthodox unity and as moral support
against external pressure never diminished155. That is why the crippling blows
the Turks inflicted upon the Byzantine state strongly resonated with the fears
of the north Danubian peoples; they not only alarmed the Romanians but
also mobilised them to counter the threat that had just appeared near their
borders. Moldavia and especially Wallachia assumed an important role in the
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defence of the Byzantine state and of the values which the Byzantine spirit
had created in particular. This complex action ensured that its legacy
endured, which allows us to speak of a “Byzantium after Byzantium”156.
From the latter half of the fourteenth century onwards, Romanian princes
understood that the most efficient strategy to counteract Ottoman expansion
was to form a broad-based south-eastern coalition, with the support of
Hungary. As a great European power, the Hungarian kingdom certainly had
the necessary resources to lead the anti-Ottoman struggle to success.
However, as we have already shown, the main objective of the court at Buda
was to extend its own political domination in the region, rather than to
defend the peoples of the Balkans from the Turkish threat. Furthermore,
Hungarian political initiatives were met with reservation and even open
hostility south of the Danube, because of the aggressive Catholic proselytism
conduscted by the Hungarian kings, inspired and supported by the Holy See.
Hungary was therefore unable to play a major role in the anti-Ottoman
front of south-eastern Europe. In spite of this, its own power and its system
of foreign alliances were significant assets to the anti-Ottoman resistance.
Romanian rulers tried to cultivate good relations with Hungary, but made no
concessions to the confessional proselytism of its kings. By drawing Hungary
into the anti-Ottoman struggle of the Balkan states, Wallachia somewhat
tempered both Hungarian expansionism and the south-Danubian peoples’
reticence towards the policy of Buda.

*
The systematic Ottoman expansion in Europe began once the new
conquerors had secured their rule in Anatolia, consolidated bridge heads
across the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus through colonisation, and
strengthened central power – and implicitly their offensive capability – by
setting up a new army, the janissaries, at the beginning of the rule of Murad I
(1362-1389).
The situation in the Balkan Peninsula facilitated Ottoman conquest. Both
Byzantium and Bulgaria were in an advanced process of decline, while the
Serbian “empire” built by Stephen Dushan had disintegrated after the death
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of its founder (1355). The conflicting commercial interests of the Italian
republics and Hungary, as well as the position of the Holy See in the religious
question amplified the political fragmentation of the region, and made
cooperation against the Ottoman conquerors almost impossible157.
The Ottoman forces launched their European offensive along three main
axes: the first and the most important was Constantinople – Adrianople
(Edirne) – Filipopol (Plovdiv) – Sofia, and later, onward to Belgrade – Buda
– Vienna; the second was directed towards Ipsala – Serez – Albania, with an
additional southern campaign into Greece; and the third aimed northwards
through Stara-Zagora – Karnobad at Dobrudja158. The Ottoman power
advanced deep into Europe as an immense military camp in continuous
movement along the median axis; the southern and northern axes represented
nothing else but the left and right wings respectively of this immense battle
front. The military organization of the Ottoman state – adopted from the
Turkish-Mongol empires159 – was maintained long after the Ottoman
conquests reached the limits of the Balkan Peninsula. Later, as the newly
conquered territories were secured and circumstances permitted, the left flank
moved towards the Mediterranean basin, while the right flank attacked the
north-Pontic region. This system of force deployment characteristic of a
feudal-militaristic state and typical of the Ottoman state from its earliest days
was meant to provide for systematic expansion and effective defence in the
event of a crusading attack. If we look over the map of Ottoman conquests in
the Balkans160 we notice that, from the beginning, the Turks’ main objectives
were economic centres, lucrative commercial routes and strategic zones in
regions of economic importance.

157 See A. A. Vasiliev, op. cit., p. 309; Ivan Dujçev, Contribution à l’histoire de la
conquête turque en Thrace aux dernières decades du XIVe siècles, in Études Balkaniques,
no. 2, 1973, Sofia, pp. 80-92.
158 Halil Inalçïk, L’Empire Ottoman, in Actes du Premier Congrès International des
Etudes Balkaniques et Sud-Est Européennes, III, Sofia, 1969, p. 79.
159 The organization of these empires was based on the system: centre-east-west
(centre-left-right), a system imposed by the geopolitical conditions of Central Asia
(Turkestan), then by the nomadic-conquering character of these political formations
(Bahaeddin Ögel, Türk kültürünün geliºme çaglarï (The Phases of Development of
Turkish Culture), II, Istanbul, 1971, pp. 82-85).
160 Donald Edgar Pitcher, An Historical Geography of the Ottoman Empire. From
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The Ottoman advance along the three axes was followed by a continuous
movement of the border marches (sandjaks) towards the new frontiers. The
central authority advanced along the median axis: first, the capital of the state
moved to Adrianople, and then the centre of Rumelia moved to Sofia.
Dependent marches were formed along the northern and southern axes,
which in turn created their own system of subordinate marches161. The
marches consolidated the conquests and paved the way for new ones through
frequent plundering incursions into neighbouring territories.
Systematic Ottoman expansion occurred in two phases. Firstly, by means
of marauding attacks, the neighbouring countries were obliged to pay ransom
for peace or tribute and thus recognise the suzerainty of the sultan. Then,
when conditions permitted, these countries were brought under the direct
control of the Ottoman state, which entailed the removal of local rulers and
the installation of the timar regime162.
In the beginning, the border sandjaks were placed under the relatively
autonomous leadership of members of the Turkish aristocracy163. These
border beys were entitled to grant timars to their troops from the conquered
territories in order to keep them in a state of permanent mobilization and to
maintain friendly relations with the neighbouring states. It was their task to
promptly organise either offensive or defensive actions, depending on the
situation164.
This method of vassalisation, as a first step towards effective conquest,
became a true political system during the reign of Murad I. He was the first
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For example, the march at the base of the southern line (wing), under the
command of Evrenos bey, continously moved towards Ipsala, to Gümuldjine
(Komotini), then to la Serez; during the reign of Murad II (1421-1451) it was located
at Argyrokastron, in Albania.
162 Halil Inalçïk, Ottoman Methods of Conquest, p. 103.
163 In fact the Mihalogullarï (descendants of Mihail) and the Evrenosogullarï
(descendants of Evrenos), the famous families of akïncï commanders in the Balkans,
were the descendants of Byzantine noblemen who had willingly placed themselves in
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164 In the pre-Ottoman and non-Ottoman Turkish-Mongol states provincial
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Ottoman ruler to adopt the title of sultan, together with the epithet
hüdavendigâr (Augustus). He also and had “the merit of having transformed
the small Asiatic emirate into a European kingdom, on Greek and Slavic
ruins”165.
Murad I concentrated the force of the Ottoman offensive upon the Balkan
Peninsula. In Anatolia, his main objective was to consolidate the positions
that had been already won and to acquire new territories through peaceful
means (purchase, intermarriage etc.). The Ottoman state was not strong
enough to crush the opposition and rivalry of other Turkish-Muslim
principalities (beyliks, emirates etc.). Some of them (Karaman, Eretna etc.)
had not only moral and historical ascendancy over the Ottoman House but
also considerable military might. The Ottomans won supremacy over
Turkish-Muslim Anatolia due to the power they had mustered in the Balkan
Peninsula and the successes they had won in the war against “the infidels” in
the region. The Islamic ideal of the holy war (ghaza or djihad) dynamized and
consolidated Turkish conquests in Europe and encouraged the Anatolian
colonisation of the area. Anatolia and Rumelia, the two basic geographic
components of the state and later of the Ottoman Empire were closely
interrelated. Any crisis in one region would produce an immediate effect on
the other. The Ottomans avoided fighting on two fronts simultaneously;
consequently, they followed a flexible policy so that, when tension broke out
in one region, they defused it somewhere else166.
The system of vassalage set up by Murad I as the first stage of the Ottoman
expansion worked better in the Balkan Peninsula than in Anatolia. While “the
Serbians, the Bosnians and the Bulgarians welcomed the Ottoman support
against Hungary”167, in Turkish-Muslim Anatolia, the Ottoman policy of
conquests, whether moderate or dissimulated, was perceived as contradicting
the Islamic doctrine, not because the Ottomans were attacking other Islamic
states – as was openly claimed – but because the centralizing policy of Murad
I and, later, of Bayezid (Beyazit) I, disregarded “the absolute feudal land
rights” of the Anatolian beyliks. In other words, as Ömer Lütfi Barkan put it,
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the ruling class of the Anatolian Turkish-Muslim principalities resented being
transformed by the Ottomans from “landowners” (toprak beyleri) into
“employed slaves” (köle memurlarï)168.
The leader of the coalitional resistance of the Anatolian principalities
against the Ottomans was the bey of Karaman, who claimed to be the natural
inheritor of Seljuk and Islamic traditions. The Karamanids accused the
Ottomans of betraying the tradition of ghaza (the holy Islamic war).
Therefore, the Ottomans searched to legitimise their conquests in Muslim
Anatolia and justified their position by posing as leaders of ghazas in Christian
Europe. That is why, during the rule of Murad I, Ottoman conquests
primarily concentrated on the Balkan Peninsula. Only after the expansion
and consolidation of their European conquests – as H. A. Gibbons and M. F.
Köprülü rightfully show – could the Ottomans successfully carry out their
policy of conquest and consolidation of Anatolia, under the authority of the
sultan169.
In the first year of his reign, Murad I occupied Adrianople (Edirne), the
capital of Thrace, and second in importance only to Constantinople, in the
Balkan Peninsula. In the following years, Ottoman forces led by Evrenos Bey
reached the Rodope Mountains and the northern coast of the Aegean Sea,
where they occupied important bases at Gumuldjine (Komotini) and Yenidje
Karasu. At the same time, the armies led by Lala Shahin Pasha advanced along
the valley of the Maritza River, and took hold of Stara Zagora and Filipopol.
In addition, during the campaigns of 1365-1366, the troops led by Timurtash
Pasha reached the foot of the Balkan Mountains, after taking possession of
Elkhova, Yanbolu and Sliven. The following year, the Turks started forcing
their way through the Balkan Mountains.
Murad I and his general staff knew the Balkan Peninsula well. The
Ottoman advance divided the region and isolated Constantinople, cutting its
land and water connections with the West, and depriving it of its means of
subsistence. Since the Ottomans had no navy at the time, and since crusaders
typically attacked from the sea or in cooperation with the navy (as the small

168 Apud Vera P. Mutafçieva, De la politique intérieure de Mahomet II le
Conquérant, in Studia et Acta Orientalia, V-VI, Bucharest, 1967, p. 262.
169 Herbert Adams Gibbons, The Foundation of the Ottoman Empire. A History of
the Osmanlis up to the Death of Bayezid I (1300-1403), Oxford, 1916, pp. 30 and 125;
M. Fuad Köprülü, op. cit., p. 36.
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crusade of Amedeo de Savoia had convincingly demonstrated), control of the
Aegean and the Black Sea coasts – and later, of the banks of the Danube – were
of major strategic importance. Immediately after the withdrawal of Western
crusaders in 1367, the sultan himself led an expedition whose main objective
was to set up important military bases on the Black Sea coast, which would
repel crusading attacks in future. Thus in 1368, Aidos, Karnobad, Sozopolis
and Anchialos were captured. Burgas shared their fate a few years later170.
To the north, Ottoman attacks beyond the Balkan Mountains, and the
extension of the sultan’s conquests along the Black Sea coasts, brought
Wallachia within the area under Ottoman threat. From that moment on, the
Ottoman phenomenon gained new dimensions for the Romanian
principality. The country was faced with the problem of defending its
fundamental interests, and had to do it at the expense of the idea of Christian
solidarity, which the great Catholic powers of the day had conceived of as a
means of implementing their own expansionist plans. At that time,
Wallachia’s major objective was to avoid immediate and direct vicinity with
Ottoman forces and to halt their advance towards the Danube. To achieve
this, Wallachia effectively had to intervene south of the Danube.
With a combative potential superior to that of any south-Danubian state
at that time, Wallachia – under the leadership of Vladislav Vlaicu – could play
an important role in organising the Balkan resistance to the Ottoman
expansion. As an important exponent of Orthodox opposition to Catholic
pressure, Wallachia was entitled to the leading position which Vladislav
Vlaicu sought to reserve for his country in south-eastern Europe
It is no surprise that the first military encounter between Romanian and
Ottoman forces took place south of the Danube, in direct connection with the
expansionist policy promoted by the Hungarian kingdom in the region. In the
struggle to defend its independence and borders against the Ottoman offensive,
Wallachia was forced, from the beginning, to be permanently on alert to the
aggressive policy of its Christian neighbour in the north and in the west.
The expedition that Louis of Anjou mounted against Wallachia in 1365
was formally motivated by the claim that Vladislav Vlaicu had not lived up to
his vassal obligations. The truth was that Wallachia’s tendencies towards
Balkan hegemony contravened the expansionist plans of the Hungarian king.
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From the beginning, Louis of Anjou chose not to strike Wallachia directly,
but rather the political system which it sought to create south of the Danube.
In 1365, Hungarian forces unexpectedly turned against the tsarat of Vidin,
which was a much easier prey. Tsar Stracimir, Vlaicu’s brother-in-law and
ally, was taken prisoner while his tsarat was annexed to the Hungarian
kingdom as the “Banat171 of Bulgaria”.
Thus under the patronage of the Apostolic See, Louis de Anjou launched
a vast action aimed at conquering the Danubian and Balkan region, at the
initiative of the great nobles of the kingdom172. The setting-up of the “Banat
of Bulgaria” created an important base for the extension of the Hungarian
conquests in the Balkans. It also offered Hungary an important strategic
position in its rivalry with Wallachia. In addition, immediately after the
capture of Vidin, Louis of Anjou launched a longwinded campaign to encircle
Vladislav Vlaicu from Banat and Transylvania by persecuting local
Romanians and cutting their connections with the principality173.
The Romanian ruler pre-emptively chose to renew his pledge of vassalage
to the king, which, for a short while, forestalled the threat of an attack on his
country. In addition, Vlaicu promised to support the king’s plans for a
crusade against the Bulgarian tsar of Tarnovo and his allies, the Ottomans.
The trumpeted crusade of Louis of Anjou did not take place. On the contrary,
Hungarian expansion and the violent Catholic proselytism that the king
promoted generated increasing hostility towards Hungary in the Balkans.
However, Vladislav Vlaicu refused to support the royal campaign against the
anti-Catholic movement of the Orthodox peoples south of the Danube. The
Romanian ruler was declared a “rebel” and in the autumn of 1368 Hungarian
armies attacked Wallachia from Transylvania and Banat. Louis de Anjou was
defeated near Severin, and the voyevode of Transylvania and his deputy
(vice-voyevode) lost their lives on the battlefield near the fortress of
Dambovitza174.
171 Banat – territory administred by a ban, an ancient title of the warden of the
eastern marches of Hungary.
172 Emil Lãzãrescu, Nicodim de la Tismana ºi rolul sãu în cultura veche româneascã
(I, pânã în 1385) (Nicodim of Tismana and His Role in Old Romanian Culture [I,
until 1385]), in Romanoslavica, istorie, XI, Bucharest, 1965, p. 259.
173 See Maria Holban, Din cronica relaþiilor româno-ungare în secolele XIII-XIV
(From the Chronicle of Romanian-Hungarian Relations from XIIth to XIVth
Centuries), Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1981, p. 165-171, 245 et seq.
174 Ibidem, pp. 175-192.
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Vladislav Vlaicu’s success not only saved Wallachia from political
annihilation and strengthened its independence, but also promoted its ruler
as the most redoubtable defender of the Orthodox world in the Balkans. This
explains why inhabitants of Vidin called him to deliver them from the
Angevin rule and to defend them against the joint attack of the tsar of
Tarnovo and the Turks. In January – February 1369, Vladislav Vlaicu entered
Vidin “as a liberator, not as a conqueror. However, he chose not to tolerate
the excesses of the local populace, thirsty for revenge against their former
lords. He might have thought not only of the present but also of the future of
his relations with the Angevin king when he took this decision. He
understood that if he wanted to put up a wall against the Turkish threat he
needed Hungarian support too. There was only one way out for him: to
reconcile with his former foe, and to contain the new enemy that was
approaching the Danube”175.
The victory of the Romanian armies north and south of the Danube
against the royal armies loosened the Hungarian grip on Wallachia. At the
same time, the threat of the Turks expanding their control over the Lower
Danube forced Louis of Anjou to substantially reconsider his attitude to
Vladislav Vlaicu. As a gesture of reconciliation and goodwill, the king granted
the Romanian ruler the dukedom of Fagarash, restored Stracimir to the
throne at Vlaicu’s request and made him other generous offers (export of
Romanian salt to the kingdom, etc.)176. “We have freed the Tsar of Vidin”
Louis de Anjou declared “on the guarantees given to us by voyevode Laic and
by Dobrotitsa, and we have decided to give the country back to him on
condition he leaves two of his daughters as hostage with us”177. The role of
“guarantor” formally attributed in this act to the Romanian ruler was basically
an attempt by which the proud Angevin wanted to dissimulate the failure of
his policy of south-eastern European expansion178. The Balkan prestige of
Vladislav Vlaicu further grew after his defeat of the Tsar of Tarnovo and the
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Turks who had attacked Vidin and the surrounding regions in the summer of
1369. “I ordered a strong army to be raised against the infidels and the
emperor of Tarnovo”, Vladislav Vlaicu declares in the diploma of dedication
of July 15, 1372; “Ladislav of Dobâca [...] bravely fought alongside us and our
army against the cruel and the infidel Turks and the emperor of Tarnovo, and
did great deeds of arms that are worth honouring”179. These successive
victories demonstrated Vladislav Vlaicu’s combative potential, and placed
him in a position where he could repel both Hungarian Catholic and
Ottoman-Islamic offensives. For some time, the Hungarian king, who had
other agendas, cultivated the friendship of the Romanian prince, while the
Ottoman sultan, faced with the unexpected force of the Wallachian
resistance, avoided any confrontation with it for the next two decades.
The prominent role the ruler of Wallachia was entitled to play in the
general effort aiming at blocking the Ottoman advance in the Balkans was
however undermined by the same factor that antagonized all the
south-Danubian states at that time, namely, the expansion and “absurd and
violent proselytism”180, carried out by the Angevin crown. Louis had not
given up his Romanian objectives, but had been forced by circumstances to
postpone their implementation for the time being. He had fortifications
strengthened and rebuilt along the Wallachian border (Orºova, Bran, and
Tãlmaciu, etc.), not so much to counteract Turkish attacks, as to closely
control the actions of the Romanian ruler181. In fact, soon, Louis of Anjou left
the anti-Ottoman front, heading his forces towards Italy.
The Byzantine-Serbian-Macedonian coalition, to which Vladislav Vlaicu
may have contributed too, was crushed by the Turks at the battle of Cirmen,
in September 1371. It was for the first time that the Balkan states had fought
jointly against the Ottomans182.
This rather easily-won victory practically opened the gates of the Balkans
to the Turks, and favoured those parties in the region that were favourable to
cooperating with the new conquerors. The earliest decisive step in this
direction was made by Byzantium. The position of those reluctant to liaise
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with the West at the cost of confessional union was strengthened by two
factors: the Pope’s long-promised crusade had failed to materialise and the
Constantinopolitan Patriarchy’s pan-Orthodox coalition had proved
inefficient in halting the Ottoman advance. In 1372, or at the latest at the
beginning of the following year, the Byzantine emperor accepted the
suzerainty of the Ottoman sultan. Other political south-eastern European
factions soon followed suit in the face of Hungarian expansion and Catholic
proselytism183.
Despite the reconciliation of 1369, the Angevin kingdom continued to
threaten Wallachia. In 1373 signs of preparations for a new Hungarian
aggression against Wallachia became apparent184. In 1375 (or 1376) Vladislav
Vlaicu lost his Transylvanian territories, and in June 1376 documents
mention Ioan Trentel as Hungarian Ban of Severin, which means that the
Romanian ruler had lost this important stronghold too. The only victory
against Vladislav Vlaicu that the Hungarian king could win was short-lived.
The citadel of Severin was soon reoccupied by the Romanian ruler. The
struggle continued during the reigns of Vladislav Vlaicu’s direct descendants
– Radu I (1377-1383), and Dan I (1383-1386), until the beginning of
Mircea the Old’s rule (1386-1418). This war, in which Wallachia eventually
emerged victorious, was part of the general effort by which the south-eastern
European peoples rejected the political and religious aggression of the
Hungarian kingdom185.
Vladislav Vlaicu and his descendants survived these ordeals largely due to
their foreign policy. They balanced the old Hungarian-Catholic peril against
the new Ottoman-Islamic threat – as was only natural for them to do – to
defend Wallachia’s fundamental interests. In his relations with the Ottomans,
Vladislav Vlaicu was the first Romanian ruler to use the evolution of the
regional balance of power to defend his country’s major interests. Starting
with 1372 or 1373, when the Hungarian menace seemed immediate and
extremely dangerous, Vladislav Vlaicu attempted a rapprochement with the
Ottomans. Though growing rapidly, the Turkish threat represented rather a
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remote problem for Wallachia186. The Romanian ruler’s rapprochement with
the Porte increased tension between Wallachia and Hungary, but freed him
from the southern threat, enabling him to concentrate his forces upon the
danger coming from the north.
On the other hand, Wallachia’s distancing itself from south-Danubian
problems – due to the stubborn hostility of the great Hungarian feudal lords
– eased the Ottoman advance towards the Danube.
When Mircea the Old acceded to the Wallachian throne in 1386, the
Ottoman state had already turned into an important Anatolian-Balkan power
set for expansion, capable of modifying the whole political system in
south-eastern Europe. At the time, the Ottomans were ruling over an
important zone in the centre of the Balkan Peninsula, stretching beyond
Nish, Monastir and Ohrida. Most of the Byzantine Empire, the Bulgarian
tsarat of Tarnovo, the Dobrudjan despotate of Ivanco, the small states of
Macedonia and northern Albania, as well as the Serbian knezate of Lazar were
under Ottoman suzerainty. Turkish forces had conquered a series of strategic
and economic centres on the western coast of the Black Sea and the northern
coast of the Aegean. Practically, most of the Balkan Peninsula was already
under the sultan’s control. In Anatolia, the Ottoman borders included the
whole north-western region beyond the Taurus Mountains and Ankara, as
well as the lakes zone between Akshehir and Beyshehir.
The system of vassalage created by Murad I in Anatolia and especially in
the Balkan Peninsula around the territory directly controlled by his forces was
meant, on the one hand, to prevent opposing coalitions from forming and
launching surprise attacks on the Ottoman borders and, on the other hand,
to pave the way for new conquests. This classical system of expansion seemed
to function perfectly. For all this, it was soon to be badly ravaged by attacks
from both east and west.
Alaeddin, the Bey of Karaman, who claimed to be the rightful inheritor of
the Seljuks, and whose ambition was to establish his own hegemony over
Anatolia, launched the first serious assault of the Turkish principalities in
Anatolia against the dangerously growing power of the Ottomans in 1386.
Alaeddin seems to have acted not only in agreement with the beys whom
186 ªtefan ªtefãnescu, op. cit., p. 45. On May 15, 1373, the Pope asked the
Archbishop of Esztergom and the Archbishop of Transylvania respectively to
excommunicate all those who were selling weapons to “the Turks and the Schismatic
Romanians” (Hurmuzaki, Documente, I-2, p. 207).
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Murad I had already subjected or was threatening with subjection, but also in
accord with those factions of the Balkan Peninsula that opposed Ottoman
expansion187. Murad I had to mobilise significant forces against his rival from
Karaman. In 1387, Alaeddin was defeated and obliged to recognise the
suzerainty of his Ottoman father-in-law (he was married to Murad’s daughter).
The bey of Karaman’s initiative favoured the anti-Ottoman orientation of
the west-Balkan coalition, which had initially formed against the Hungarian
kingdom in the circumstances of the internal anarchy that broke out after the
death of Louis de Anjou (1382). In 1387, the Serbian-Bosnian armies, aided
by the ruler of Shkodër (Albania) and Shishman, the Bulgarian tsar of
Tarnovo, routed the Ottoman forces led by Lala Shahin Pasha, Beilerbey of
Rumelia, on the banks of the Toplitsa River at Ploçnik. It was the first
important defeat which the Turks had suffered in Europe. The victory at
Ploçnik further deteriorated the Ottoman political system. Almost all the
Balkan vassals of the sultan, assisted by the new ruler of Wallachia, took
position against the Ottoman power188. Conscious of the gravity of the
situation, Murad I rushed to mobilize the necessary force to liquidate the
Balkan coalition. He summoned “all the beys and all loyal vassal rulers, both
Muslims and infidels”189 to join his campaign. “However, two infidels
rebelled and did not show up; one was Susmanoz, the son of Alexandres, who
had married his son to the daughter of Despot Lazar, the other was the son of
Dobrice”190. The defection of Shishman, Tsar of Târnovo, and Ivanco,
Despot of Dobrudja, was a threat that the sultan had to attend to without
delay. The campaign of 1388, led by the Grand Vizier Çandarlï Ali Pasha,
concluded with the subjection of Shishman and the removal of Ivanco.
Ottoman borders expanded along the right bank of the Danube at the
expense of the two states. The sixteenth century Turkish chronicler Sadeddin
– who studied contemporary accounts of Ottoman military actions of 1388 –
shows that Shishman had promised the sultan the citadel of Silistra. However,
187 Ismail Hakkï Uzunçarºïlï, Osmanlï tarihi (Ottoman History), I, 3rd ed., Türk
Tarih Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara, 1972, pp. 246-249; Mustafa Cezar, Mithat
Sertoglu et al., Resimli-haritalï mufassal Osmanlï tarihi (A Detailed Ottoman History
with Illustrations and Maps), I, Istanbul, 1958, pp. 129-130.
188 I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., I, pp. 250-251.
189 Sadeddin, quoted edition, I, p. 170.
190 Ðihannüma. Die Altosmanishe Chronik des Mevlana Mehemmed Neschri, Franz
Taeschner ed., I, Leipzig, 1951, p. 66.
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when he later refused to honour this pledge, the sultan entrusted Ali Pasha
with the task of “adding the whole country of Shishman to the Ottoman
lands, and having the ungrateful infidel killed immediately”191. Eventually,
the sultan pardoned Shishman and had him reinstalled at Tarnovo as his
vassal, but deprived him of a substantial part of his tsarat.
The order by which Murad I liquidated the tsarat of Tarnovo, originated
in the Islamic juridical principle, expressly mentioned by Sadeddin: “those
who break a pledge, shall have the evil issue of the abode”192. In other words,
non-compliance with the conditions of the “land of covenant” (dar ul-ahd)
automatically implied its transformation into “Islamic land” (dar ul-islam).
For all this, the tsarat of Tarnovo continued to exist, even if in an amputated
form, until April 1393, when it was liquidated by Bayezid I the Thunderbolt.
That Shishman broke his promise to concede the citadel of Silistra to the
Turks must have been determined by Mircea the Old’s intervention in the
events which were unfolding on the right bank of the Danube in 1388. The
Ottomans’ vicious attack on Shishman and Ivanco naturally alerted the
Wallachian ruler that Ottoman forces were about to eliminate these states and
reinforce their position on the right bank of the Lower Danube. Mircea
intervened in Dobrudja ahead of the Turkish forces, possibly immediately after
the disappearance of Ivanco (killed in battle?), to provide military aid to
Shishman. We think that this timely intervention by the Romanian ruler was
provoked by the siege the Ottomans laid to Shishman’s Nicopole and that it
may have happened before Ali Pasha’s attack on Silistra. Leunclavius notes that
after the Ottomans “had taken Shishtov, they advanced further and occupied
the fortresses and the strongholds which the transalpine Vlachs had taken
earlier, after crossing the Danube into Bulgaria”193. The German compiler of
old Turkish chronicles, Hans Lövenklau, actually reproduces the information
provided by a chronicle written by Mehmed Neshri, who lived close in time to
the events. The original reads that Ali Pasha “occupied the strongholds on the
bank of the river which the Vlachs had taken earlier after crossing it”194. These
must have been the fortifications which Mircea had hurriedly occupied on the
191
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southern bank of the river. The Romanian ruler’s action was well-known in
Bulgarian historical tradition, according to which, in 1388 the Romanians
defeated the Turks and so “the Bulgarians and the Vlachs delivered themselves
from Turkish bondage”195. Interestingly, the ancient Ottoman chronicles
which narrate the same events, make no mention of Ali Pasha’s conquest of
Silistra. In our opinion, the citadel of Silistra was defended – of course with the
assistance of its inhabitants – by Mircea the Old’s forces196.
Mircea’s military intervention was motivated by the strong relations the
Romanian principality had long cultivated with the peoples on the right bank
of the Danube197 and by its major defensive interests.
The fall of the right bank of the Danube with its line of fortifications and
of Dobrudja in particular to the sultan’s rule must have been a serious blow
to Wallachia’s Danubian and Black Sea trade and, above all, to its defensive
capabilities. Mircea the Old realistically appreciated that Dobrudja was of
major strategic importance for Walachia’s defence system against the
Ottoman threat. Dobrudja’s fall to the Ottomans would have cut Wallachia’s
access to the sea, whence it could still expect the assistance of a crusade;
moreover, it would have transformed the region and the lower Danube zone
into bases for campaigns against the Romanian countries, as would happen
later. Mircea’s daring exploits on the right bank of the Danube demonstrated
to the Ottomans Wallachia’s might, and its readiness to defend itself. They
forced the sultan – we believe – to give up his original plan to liquidate the
tsarat of Tarnovo. They also explain why Ali Pasha did not extend his
conquests in Dobrudja, where the Romanian ruler’s forces were deployed.
From this particular moment on, Wallachia became an important factor
of opposition to the Ottomans. This in no way means that until then
Wallachia’s role south of the Danube had passed unnoticed to the Ottomans.
But, starting with the events of 1388, Romanian-Ottoman relations became
direct and systematic.
195 Apud Anca Ghiaþã, Condiþiile instaurãrii dominaþiei otomane în Dobrogea (The
Circumstances of the Establishment of Ottoman Domination over Dobrudja), in
Studii istorice sud-est europene, I, E. Stãnescu ed., Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1974,
p. 63.
196 Cf. Radu Constantinescu, Consideraþii asupra limitelor cronologice ºi teritoriale
ale stãpânirii lui Mircea cel Bãtrân (1386-1393) (II) (Some Considerations on the
Chronological and Teritorrial Limits of Mircea the Old’s Rule), in Revista arhivelor,
no. 4, 1986, pp. 361-371.
197 See Traian Ionescu-Niºcov, op. cit., pp. 277-278.
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The battle fought at Kosovo in 1389 (June 15 ?), between the coalition
formed by Knez Lazar of Serbia and the Turkish forces led by Murad I, was a
consequence of the clash at Ploçnik in 1387 and a continuation of the events of
1388 in the north-east of the Balkan Peninsula. Mircea the Old’s armed
intervention on the right side of the Danube complicated the situation for the
Ottomans. Under the circumstances, and in order to avoid direct confrontation
with the rival force coming from the left bank of the river, the sultan was forced
to maintain the Bulgarian state at Tarnovo (the tsarat of Vidin, as well), as a
buffer zone. Similarly, the Ottomans preserved the Serbian state as a safeguard
against Hungary even after their sweeping victory at Kosovo in 1389.
Although the Turks crushed the Christian coalition at Kosovo, the sultan
satisfied himself with the subjection and division of Serbia and the occupation
of some strategic and economic areas. Nonetheless, he ordered coordinated
plundering campaigns in Serbia, Bosnia, Albania, western Bulgaria and
Wallachia. In other words, these parallel pillaging incursions carried out –
according to ancient Turkish chronicles198 – in the latter half of 1389 and the
former half of the following year, were meant not only to reward the Ottoman
armies, but also to intimidate opposition forces and prevent them from
forming new alliances, like the one that had coalesced around Knez Lazar of
Serbia. We should notice that these Ottoman military operations were directed
especially against the countries that had participated alongside Lazar in the
battle of Kosovo199. We thus touch on the still controversial issue of Romanian
participation in this decisive battle for the destiny of Serbia. We have
previously200 defended the hypothesis that at least one contingent of the
198

Orudj (Die Frühosmanischen des Urudsch. Nach den Handschriften...), Franz
Babinger ed., Hannover, 1926, pp. 26 and 97; Aºïkpaºazade, Nïhal Atsïz ed., in
Osmanlï tarihleri (Ottoman Chronicles), I, Istanbul, 1949, pp. 134-135; Neºri, Fr.
Taeschner ed., p. 84; Anonymous, mss. Topkapï Sarayï Museum Library, Istanbul,
R-1101, f. 32. See also Cronici turceºti... I, M. Guboglu and M. A. Mehmed eds.,
Bucharest, 1966.
199 Sources mention the presence, in the Christian camp, of the armies of the
Bosnian King Tvrtko, of the Albanian Prince George Kastriota, of the Romanian ruler
Mircea and, of course, of the the Serbian Knez Lazar (Stanford J. Shaw, op. cit., p. 21;
Aurel Decei, Istoria Imperiului otoman pânã la 1656 (The History of the Ottoman
Empire Down to 1656), Bucharest, 1978, p. 54).
200 Tasin Gemil, Raporturile româno-otomane în vremea lui Mircea cel Mare (The
Romanian-Ottoman Relations in the Times of Mircea the Great), in Marele Mircea
Voievod, Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1987, pp. 335-336.
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Wallachian army fought at Kosovo in 1389, at the side of Knez Lazar. We have
shown that the main (logical) reason invoked by P. P. Panaitescu in support of
his opinion that Romanians did not participate in this battle – namely that “by
helping Lazar they would have angered Sigismund”201 – does not stand close
examination. It has been proved that “when rumours spread of the sultan’s
decision to confront the Balkan alliance, Sigismund reached an agreement with
Lazar”; however the Hungarian King did not rush to give him the promised
armed assistance, perhaps because of the presence of his rival, János Horváti,
in southern Hungary, at the Serbian border (whose forces did take part in the
battle)202. The “message of victory” (fetih-nâme), which the new sultan Bayezid
I sent from the battlefield of Kosovo to the capital, mentions the presence of
“the Ban” of Wallachia in the Christian camp203. This document has come
down to us in a late copy, so we can accept it only with reservations. In any
case it at least reflects the Turkish historical tradition which granted Wallachia,
from the beginning, a significant role in the anti-Ottoman front in Europe. In
fact, as we have already underlined, Romanian participation in the battle of
Kosovo was not only possible but also necessary for the success of the active
anti-Ottoman policy, which Mircea the Old had been promoting ever since his
accession to the throne. Wallachia’s major interests called for effective and
immediate support for any action against the growing Ottoman power, which
had already reached its borders204.

3. Mircea the Old and Bayezid the Thunderbolt
With the reign of Bayezid I (Beyazit) – who assumed the throne on the
battlefield at Kosovo – a distinct phase in Ottoman history began. Bayezid I
gave up his predecessors’ system of gradual expansion, and pursued a policy
201 P. P. Panaitescu, Mircea cel Bãtrân (Mircea the Old), Bucharest, 1944, p. 219.
A similar position has been expressed by the authors of the latest monograph on the
great voyevode (N. ªerbãnescu, N. Stoicescu, Mircea cel Mare (1386-1418) (Mircea
the Great), Bucharest, 1987, p. 275).
202 Ferenc Szakály, op. cit., p. 72.
203 Ms. Topkapï Sarayï Museum Library, Istanbul, R-1939, pp. 266-270.
Published in the collection of Ahmed Feridun, Münºe’at es-selattin (Letters by
Sultans), I, Istanbul, 1264/1848, pp. 11-113.
204 Tasin Gemil, op. cit., p. 336.
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of force, which aimed to unite Turkish-Muslim Anatolia and the
Christian-Orthodox Balkan Peninsula in an imperial structure. With this end
in view, he intensified his conquests in Anatolia, and, at the same time,
launched frequent attacks on Constantinople, where he wished to establish
the capital of his centralised absolutist imperial power. As an efficient
instrument of centralisation, he promoted slaves to positions of authority, not
only in the army, but also in the administration, by granting them timars (fiefs
conditioned on loyal service). Bayezid I introduced elements of centralisation
of Turkish-Mongol and Roman-Byzantine inspiration in all areas of state
activity, court life included, thus embodying the classical model of the
Ottoman Padishah in advance205. Significantly, Bayezid I was the first
Ottoman ruler to be formally granted the official title of sultan ar-Rum206 by
the Abbasid caliph, and the first Ottoman head of state to be recognised by
Europe as ‘Imperator Turchorum’ 207.
By enforcing imperial centralisation, Bayezid I redirected his predecessors’
expansionist policy towards Anatolia and subordinated his European policy to
the greater objective of liquidating the vassal or independent Turkish-Muslim
principalities208. Old Ottoman chronicles and some contemporary historians
credit Christian renegades, especially Byzantine and Serbian from Bayezid I’s
court, with directing his policy towards Anatolia209. Without denying the role
205

Bayezid I adoped the Ilhanid government system embodied by Ghazan Khan
(1295-1304) (see Joel Shinder, Early Ottoman Administration in the Wilderness: Some
Limits on Comparison, in the International Journal of Middle East Studies,
London-New York, vol. 9 (1978), pp. 489-516).
206 Halil Inalçïk, The Ottoman Empire..., p. 56; P. Wittek, Le sultan de Rûm, in
l’Annuaire de l’Institut de Philologie et l’ Histoire Orientales et Slaves, t. VI, (1938),
Bruxelles, pp. 20-22.
207 N. Iorga, Veneþia în Marea Neagrã (Venice in the Black Sea Region), in Analele
Academiei Române. Mem. Secþ. Ist., s. II, t. XXXVI, Bucharest, 1914, p. 17 (1087).
208 According to Yïlmaz Öztuna (Osmanlï Imparatorlugu (The Ottoman Empire),
in Türkiye Ansiklopedisi, cilt XXVI, Millî Egitim Basïmevi, Ankara, 1977, pp. 90-93), at
the end of Murad I’s reign (1389) the Ottoman borders comprised 291,000 sq. km in
Europe and 208,000 sq. km in Asia, while at the end of Bayezid I’s reign (1402), the
Ottoman territory in Asia was more than 500,000 km2, while in Europe it covered
442,000 km2, which means that Bayezid I had increased the Ottoman territory 2,5
times in Anatolia and only 1,5 times in Rumelia. It seems that the last figure also
includes countries that were fully independent at the time (Wallachia, for example)
which means in fact that the difference greatly favours Bayezid I’s conquests in Anatolia.
209 Stanford J. Shaw, op. cit., I, p. 29; Ferenc Szakály, op. cit., p. 75.
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of that counsellors from Bayezid I’s circle may have played (such as his wife
Olivera, the daughter of Knez Lazar, who did indeed have a great influence
on him), we must emphasise that Ottoman power originated in Anatolia. It
was therefore natural that the process of imperial centralization should focus
primarily on this region, not least because, at that time, the opposition to the
Ottomans was much stronger in Anatolia than in the Balkans. In
Turkish-Muslim Anatolia, the policy of religious tolerance, which the
Ottomans were pursuing so successfully in the Balkan Peninsula, was simply
purposeless. Moreover, expansion in Anatolia generated an anti-Ottoman
reaction in south-eastern Europe, while any coercive action or any offensive
the sultan launched in this part of the world had immediate repercussions in
the other. Bayezid I had to engage in continuous warfare, in both regions,
often at the same time. The campaigns he conducted in quick succession on
either side of the straits of Bosphorus and Dardanelles, earned him the name
of Yïldïrïm (the Thunderbolt).
The Turkish-Osman forces crossed the Danube for the first time during the
reign of Bayezid I. He was also the first Ottoman sultan to personally lead a
military campaign into Romanian territory. Bayezid I’s actions were part of his
imperial policy: they were motivated by the increasingly active role Wallachia
was playing in south-eastern European and Anatolian efforts aimed at blocking
Ottoman expansion, and implicitly at undermining his imperial program.
As we have already shown, according to Turkish chronicles, the Ottoman
armies first crossed the Danube into Wallachia as part of the vast and
coordinated military operations against the Balkan Christian states ordered by
Bayezid I, soon after the battle of Kosovo. Led by remarkable commandants
(Evrenos, Timurtaº, Yigit Pasha, and Firuz), their objectives were not only to
expand the borders of the Ottoman state, but also to occupy strategic and
economic centres (Skopje, Cetruz, Vodina, Kratova etc.), which consolidated
Ottoman rule south of the Danube and prepared conditions for the conquest
of these territories. Orudj bin Adil – who, we believe, lived close to these
events210 – notes: “Yigit Pasha advanced and conquered Skopje, while Firuz
Bey advanced towards Vidin and occupied it. In the end, both returned to
210 I believe that Orudj died before 1453. I defended this thesis in my graduate
dissertation (1965), whose mss. is preserved at the library of the History-Philosophy
Faculty of the “Al. I. Cuza” University, Iaºi. This work is accompanied by an integral
translation of the Cambridge mss. of this chronicle; it is the first and only complete
Romanian translation of an Ottoman chronicle.
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Edirne. Evrenos Bey seized Vodina and Cetruz, while Firuz Bey crossed [the
Danube], made an incursion into Wallachia, and carried off significant spoils
of war. Yïldïrïm Khan advanced and settled at ... in 791(1389)”211. The
Anonymous Chronicle, which in our opinion is only an expansion of the
chronicle of Orudj, shows that “in that year (791), Yïldïrïm Bayezid took
possession of the Kratovo mines and the surrounding region. There was a
brave commandant by the name of Firuz Bey; ‹Bayezid› gave him orders, and
he went and conquered Vidin. From there, Yïldïrïm Khan returned to
Edirne. Afterwards he allowed Firuz Bey to attack [Wallachia]; he made a
quick incursion into Wallachia, and returned with spoils of war from there.
Yigit Pasha, lord of Ishak Bey, on his part, made a swift incursion into [and]
conquered the land of Bosnia. After that, Yïldïrïm Khan reached Bursa ...”212.
Another chronicler, Aºïkpaºazade, who lived in the fifteenth century, writes
that in 791(1389), while at Edirne, Bayezid and those around him “also sent
armies to attack the country of Laz‹ar›, the Kratovo mines and the
surrounding region; they seized all of them. To Skopje, he sent Yigit Pasha,
who was the lord of Ishak Bey and a father to him. It was he whom [Bayezid]
sent there. He sent Firuz Bey to Vidin. In a word, they conquered most of the
country of Laz‹ar›. In the end, they returned to Edirne. The corpse of Gazi
Murad Khan was sent to Bursa. When Bayezid Khan was in Rumelia,
Karamanoglu plundered the country of Hamid. Evrenos was left behind at
Serres. From there, he [Evrenos] advanced and conquered Vodina; he also
conquered Cetruz. While in this region, Firuz Bey crossed (the Danube) at
Vidin, made an incursion into Wallachia and returned with lots of booty.
And in this region, Yigit Pasha Bey occupied the vilayet [country] of Bosnia.
Many slaves and goods were brought to Bayezid Khan at Edirne. Bayezid
Khan came to Bursa, where he busied himself with charity work...”213. On the
other hand, Kemalpaºazade (1468-1534) places these events in 792 Hegira
(December 20, 1389 – 8 December 1390): “The illustrious Firuz Bey raised
the banner of the holy war, advanced [with his troops] and seized the fortress
of Vidin; on a blessed day, they crossed the mighty Danube and made an akïn
[incursion] in the country of the infidels ...”. In the same pompous style,
211 Orudj, Fr. Babinger ed., pp. 26 and 97; Cronici turceºti ..., I, M. Guboglu and
M. A. Mehmed eds., p. 48.
212 Die Altosmanischen Anonymen Chroniken “Tevarih-i Al-i Osman”, Friederich
Giese ed., I, Breslau, 1922, pp. 27-28.
213 Aºïkpaºazade (Aºïkpaºaoglu), ed. N. Atsïz, I, pp. 134 – 135.
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Kemalpaºazade mentions that “at the time Wallachia was not il (el) [in the
sense of Ottoman province or vassal land]; it had rebelled ...”214.The
incursions into Albania, Bosnia and Serbia, together with Bayezid I’s moving
from Edirne to Bursa, are all placed by Kemalpaºazade in the “winter” of the
same year (792)215.
Therefore, except for Kemalpaºazade who wrote a long time after the events,
all the other chroniclers are unanimous in dating these parallel incursions to the
latter half of 1389, when the sultan was still at Edirne216. Only after the
successful conclusion of these military operations did Bayezid return to
Anatolia. Shortly after, from Bursa, he launched his campaigns for the conquest
of Anatolia. In any case, in May 1390, Bayezid was in the camp at
Afyon-Karahisarï, where he received Francesco Quirini, the envoy of Venice217.
While his efforts were being concentrated on Anatolia, Bayezid I wanted
his back (the Balkan Peninsula) secure. The attack led by Firuz Bey achieved
just this. It was the first Ottoman reaction to (and implicitly a recognition of)
the increasingly active role Wallachia had assumed in the effort of the Balkan
peoples to keep at bay the new power that was growing in south-eastern
Europe. Firuz Bey acted on orders from Bayezid I. He did not pursue
economic objectives (plunder), but well-defined political and military ones: to
intimidate Wallachia, and to dissuade it from intervening south of the
Danube. To meet the same objective, Firuz Bey had first hit the tsarat of
Vidin, which had to accept Ottoman suzerainty. Together with the Bulgarian
tsarat of Tarnovo, the tsarat of Vidin created a buffer zone, under Ottoman
control, on the Wallachian border.
Wallachia had played a prominent role in the events of 1387-1389, and
the Turks were aware of the importance of the Romanian principality’s
engagement in the anti-Ottoman struggle. Actually, after the annihilation of
214

Valeriu Veliman, O cronicã turceascã despre domnia lui Mircea cel Mare (A
Turkish Chronicle on the Reign of Mircea the Great), in Revista arhivelor, no. 4,
1986, pp. 372-373.
215 Ibidem, p. 375.
216 The beginning of the Romanian-Ottoman struggle is usually dated by
Romanian historiography at 1391, or even later. There is no convincing evidence to
support this opinion. Thus they try to find an explanation for Mircea’s attack on
Karïnovasï, wrongly dated – in our opinion – at 1393. See N. ªerbãnescu, N.
Stoicescu, op. cit., pp. 279-283, who reiterate this forced chronology.
217 Elizabeth A. Zachariadou, Trade and Crusade. Venetian Crete and the Emirates
of Menteshe and Aydïn (1300-1415), Venice, 1983, p. 77.
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Serbia, Wallachia had remained the only force (together with Hungary)
capable of initiating and leading the anti-Ottoman struggle in this part of
Europe.
The incursion of Firuz Bey into Wallachia was made at a time when the
relations between Mircea the Old and Sigismund of Luxembourg were tense,
mostly because of their dispute over the Banat of Severin218. In December
1389, the envoys of Wallachia signed – with Moldavian assistance – an
alliance treaty with Poland219. Endorsed by Mircea the Old on January 20,
1390, this act stipulated mutual assistance against Hungary220. It is clear that
at the time the Hungarian threat was more serious than the Ottoman one for
Wallachia. But, in the spring of 1390, Mircea was making attempts to weaken
the anti-Hungarian character of his alliance with the Polish king221.
Meanwhile, a thaw in relations between Mircea and Sigismund became
discernible. The reason for this rapprochement between the Romanian prince
and the Hungarian king should be sought in the heightened awareness of the
danger both of them were being faced with – the alarming growth of the
Ottoman threat, clearly demonstrated by the attack of Firuz Bey against
Wallachia, and the Ottoman incursions into Albania and especially Serbia
and Bosnia; in other words, in zones of direct interest to the Hungarian king.
At the beginning of 1390222, Bayezid I inaugurated his policy of force
aiming at centralising Anatolia under his imperial power. In 1389, taking
218 P. P. Panaitescu, op. cit., pp. 231-232; N. ªerbãnescu, N. Stoicescu, op. cit.,
pp. 274-275.
219 Hurmuzaki, Documente, I-2, pp. 315-316.
220 Ibidem, p. 322.
221 Ibidem, pp. 323-324.
222 Halil Inalçïk, Archiwum Ottomanicum, Tomus III, 1971, p. 276, and
Elizabeth A. Zachariadou, op. cit., p. 76, date to 1389 the beginning of Bayezid I’s
conquests in Anatolia. Quoting N. Iorga (Veneþia în Marea Neagrã, loc. cit., p. 1101),
E. Zachariadou dates the sultan’s passage into Anatolia at July 1389. It seems that
immediately after the battle at Kosovo, Bayezid I crossed into Anatolia, and returned
to Edirne shortly afterwards; here he waited for the return of the generals whom he
had ordered to undertake intimidating expeditions in the west and north of the
Balkan Peninsula. The Cambridge manuscript of the chronicle attributed to Orudj
mentions that the sultan went on two different occasions to Bursa, during the period
that immediately followed the battle at Kosovo; the former, immediately after the
battle, the latter, when the above-mentioned coordinated campaigns had ended:
“Evrenos bey seized Vidin (in fact Vodina) and Cernova (in fact Cetruz). Firuz bey,
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advantage of the sultan’s presence in the Balkans, the emir of Karaman had
renewed his claims to hegemony over Anatolia, attacked Ottoman territories
and had striven to form a broad-based coalition of the Turkish Anatolian
states against the Ottomans, under his own leadership. The Aegean beyliks of
Aydin and Menteshe – the emir of Karaman was acting in agreement with the
Holy See and the Italian maritime powers – took the brunt of Bayezid I’s
blow (Venice had commercial bases at Palatia and Theologo, on the territory
of the two emirates). E. Zachariadou believes that Aydin and Menteshe were
seized before March 6, 1390, because this was the date upon which the
Venetian ambassador signed the ‘commisio’ (having been sent to Bayezid I to
obtain the confirmation of the commercial treaties signed by the republic of
the lagoons and the two emirates annexed by the Ottomans223). During the
same campaign, Bayezid I also occupied the Byzantine town of Philadelphia
(Alashehir), as well as the vassal beyliks of Saruhan, Germian and Hamid, in
western Anatolia. Only then did Bayezid go against Alaeddin Ali, Emir of
Karaman. Although his allies from Sivas and Kastamonu, Kadi Burhaneddin
and Süleyman II respectively, tried to come to his assistance, the emir of
passing through Vidin, made an incursion into the country of Wallachia; from there,
he returned with lots of booty. Yïldïrïm Khan went again (our emphasis) to Bursa,
where he had a mosque, a medrese and an asylum built” (Orudj, Franz Babinger ed.,
p. 97). Bayezid’s first journey to Anatolia may have been connected to his need to
strengthen his grasp of the throne and, perhaps, to assess the force of the opposition
summoned by the emir of Karaman. It is known that in the Ottoman camp at
Kosovo, there were armies of numerous vassal Turkish emirates from Anatolia. But,
Ibn Hadjer shows that, “in this year [1390] argument broke out among the emirs in
Anatolia (mülûk-i Rûm) because in the previous year, when Murad bey of the
Ottoman House had been killed, Bayezid had seized the throne and killed Yakub,
Murad’s second son. When the news reached them, the Anatolian emirs gathered
around Karaman-oglu and started warring against Bayezid” (apud Yaºar Yücel,
XIII-XV. Yüzyïllar kuzey-batï Anadolu tarihi Çoban-ogullarï, Candar-ogullarï Beylikleri
(History of North-western Anatolia in the XIIIth – XVth Centuries. The Chobanid
and the Djandarid Beyliks), Türk Tarih Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara, 1980, p. 76).
223 Elizabeth A. Zachariadou, Manuel II Paleologos on the Strife Between Bayezid I
and Kadi Burhan al-Din Ahmad, in Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African
Studies, XVIII, London, 1980, p. 472 (republished in Elizabeth A. Zachariadou,
Romania and the Turks (c.1300- c.1500), Variorum Reprints, London, 1985). See N.
Iorga, op. cit., pp. 1102-1103.
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Karaman had to conclude peace with Bayezid I, concede territory, and
acknowledge him as his suzerain224, perhaps in the autumn of 1390.
Western Anatolia, then northern Anatolia, and later, central and eastern
Anatolia fell to the rule of the sultan. Thus the Ottomans took control of the
most important commercial routes that crossed Anatolia, particularly the Silk
Road, which connected Tebriz with Bursa.
Once the emir of Karaman was excluded – at least for a while – from the
competition for the hegemony of Anatolia, the beys of the states which
Bayezid had liquidated or was threatening to liquidate rallied behind Kadi
Burhaneddin, the ruler of the powerful state of Sivas-Kayseri, in eastern
Anatolia. This political coalition was capable of both stopping the Ottoman
offensive and rivalling Ottoman power for supremacy over Anatolia225.
However, Kadi Burhaneddin’s attempts to keep the alliance under strict
control fomented growing dissent in the camp of Bayezid I’s adversaries,
which facilitated the conquest of Anatolia by the Ottomans.
The Ottoman campaign for the conquest of north-western Anatolia and of
the Kastamonu-Sinop Emirate in particular began in the spring of 1391. This
event is significant for Romanian history, because old Turkish narrative
sources connect it with the daring attack of Mircea the Old against the akinci
based at Karînovasî and, implicitly, with the great Ottoman expedition which
ended in the battle of “Rovine” or (and) of the Argeº. Historians have
expressed conflicting opinions on Bayezid I’s campaigns against the Emirate of
Kastamonu–Sinop226, and his expedition north of the Danube in Wallachia.
Of late, E. Zachariadou has proposed a new chronological scheme of the
events227, which in my opinion is well-argued and in accordance with my
own proposed chronology228.
224 Mustafa Cezar, Mithat Sertoglu et al., Resimli-haritalï Mufasaal Osmanlï tarihi
(A Detailed Ottoman History with Illustrations and Maps), I, Istanbul, 1958, p. 148;
Ismail Hakkï Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., I, pp. 260-266. These authors date the expedition
against Karamania at 1391.
225 See Yaºar Yücel, Kadï Burhaneddin Ahmed ve Devleti (Kadï Burhaneddin
Ahmed and His State), Ankara, 1970. A shortened version of this book was published
by its author in Ankara in 1987.
226 To date this event, the years 1389-1390, 1391, 1392 even 1393, have been
suggested (see I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., p. 276, n. 1).
227 Elizabeth A. Zachariadou, op. cit.
228 Tasin Gemil, op. cit., pp. 340-343. I have dated the conquest of Kastamon and
the murder of emir Süleyman II at the “spring of 1392”.
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The expense account of the Genoese colony of Pera in Constantinople
records that, on July 5, 1391, the envoy of Bayezid I – who had brought the
leaders of the colony the news of the defeat and killing of Emir Süleyman II
Pasha (Bassa de Castamen), and of the annexation of his whole territory (et
obtinuit totum suum teritorium) – was granted a sum of money229. In addition,
an entry in an old calendar (takvim) from the reign of Murad II (1421-1451)
reads: “The Ottomans defeated Süleyman Pasha and occupied Osmancik in
seven hundred and ninety-three (December 9, 1390 – November 28,
1391)”230. One may reasonably presume that the region of Kastamonu came
under Bayezid I’s control in May-June 1391. The emirate – also known as the
beylik of Djandarids, or Isfendiyarids – did not however disappear completely;
it continued to exist for a long time in an area around the southern-Pontic town
of Sinop, under the rule of Mübarizeddin, brother and rival of the late
Süleyman II. Though territorially small and militarily weak, the emirate of
Sinop remained a tough and steady opponent of the Ottomans, active in
uniting the anti-Ottoman forces, due to the intelligent policy of its leaders. The
emir of Sinop closely cooperated with Mircea the Old, who had asserted himself
as one of the worthiest opponents of the Ottomans in Europe231. Naturally, the
Black Sea facilitated cooperation between the Romanian principality located on
its western coast, and the emirate of Sinop on the Anatolian shore. We do not
know if Mircea and Mübarizeddin signed, or exchanged official documents
between them. But, old Ottoman chronicles and the development of events
entitle us to say that the Turkish prince may have been the Romanian
voyevode’s most faithful ally. Together, they often coordinated the struggle in
south-eastern Europe and Anatolia against the growing Ottoman power.
Obviously, Bayezid I’s attack on the Emirate of Kastamonu was an
inimical act against Kadi Burhaneddin, who was not only an ally of Emir
Süleyman II but also nurtured the wish to win control of the southern-Pontic
region. The direct clash between the two Turkish rivals for Anatolian
hegemony came to a head232.
229 L. T. Belgrano, Prima serie di documenti riguardanti la Colonia di Pera, secondo
saggio delle spese della Masseria, in Atti della Società Ligure di Storia Patria, XIII
(1877-1884), p. 164.
230 I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., I, p. 276, n. 1. Other XVth century “calendars” show,
for the same events, the following years: 792 (20 XII 1389-8 XII 1390) or 794 hegira
(29 XI 1391-16 XI 1392) (Yaºar Yücel, XIII-XV. Yüzyïllar..., p. 83, n. 206 a.).
231 Yaºar Yücel, op. cit., p. 84.
232 Idem, Kadi Burhaneddin, pp. 28-29.
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According to the chronicle Bezm ü Rezm (Joy and Fight), written by Aziz
ibn Ardaºir Astarabadî233 at the court of Burhaneddin, the Ottoman campaign
against the emirate of Kastamonu forced Burhaneddin to mobilize his own
forces and to assist his ally from Kastamonu. However Bayezid I defeated and
killed Süleyman II before the armies of Sivas could intervene. Although
Ardaºin Astarabadî speaks of the uninterrupted advance of Burhaneddin, and
claims that the emir won a great victory against Bayezid at Çorum, other
contemporary sources provide a totally different account of the events.
The letters sent to Constantinople234 by the Byzantine emperor Manuel II
Palaeologus, who attended the Ottoman campaign as Bayezid I’s vassal, show that
the sultan’s army advanced beyond Ankara for another six months after the
annexation of the Kastamonu region: Burhaneddin decided to make a hasty
retreat, avoiding direct confrontation. The so-called victory at Çorum of
Burhaneddin was, in fact, no more than the dispersal of an Ottoman detachment,
which Bayezid I had sent to the area to draw the local tribes to his side235.
Burhaneddin’s military intervention did indeed save the Emirate of Sinop; the
bey was however forced to acknowledge the suzerainty of the Ottoman sultan,
which E. Zachariadou dates at the autumn of 1391236. The subjection of
Mübarizeddin did not seem to be fait accompli, because Bayezid I started
preparations for a major campaign on land and sea against the Emirate of Sinop
in the spring of 1392237. If successful, the action would have brought this
important southern-Pontic port and the emirate around it – disputed by both
Bayezid I and Burhaneddin – under Ottoman rule. But the expedition failed to
materialise. Neºri, the Ottoman chronicler, claims that, in the spring of 1392, the
sultan cut short his campaign against Sinop because of the new offensive that the
Wallachian prince had launched south of the Danube, during which the akinci
base at Karïnovasï was destroyed238. Indeed, contemporary European sources
testify to the presence of Bayezid I in the Balkan Peninsula (more precisely in its
north-western part) where the Ottoman armies clashed with Hungarian and
233 Türkiyat Enstitüsü Edition, Istanbul, 1929, pp. 400-402 (apud Yaºar Yücel,
XIII- XV Yüzyïllar..., pp. 82-83).
234 Contemporary Turkish historians confirm this defeat of Bayezid the
Thunderbolt, and date it at July 1392 (I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., I, p. 277; M. Cezar,
M. Sertoglu, op. cit., I, p. 159; Yaºar Yücel, op. cit., p. 85).
235 Elizabeth A. Zachariadou, op. cit., p. 478.
236 Ibidem, pp. 474 and 478.
237 N. Iorga, Veneþia în Marea Neagrã, pp. 37-38 (1107-1108).
238 Neºri, Fr. Taeschner ed., I, pp. 85-86; the chronicler dates these events at 1391.
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Wallachian forces in the spring and summer of 1392239. This south-Danubian
offensive by King Sigismund of Luxembourg was also known to the old Ottoman
chroniclers, who partially mistake it for the crusade of 1396 led by the same
king240. We think that Sigismund of Luxembourg was attempting to expand his
control over the tsarat of Shishman through this expedition of 1392, most likely
as a result of an arrangement with the tsar himself241 (and with Mircea the Old
too, if we consider the strategic importance of the tsarat of Tarnovo for the
security of Wallachia’s Danubian border). In any case, it is clear that the
Hungarian King could launch this first important anti-Ottoman offensive only
after improving his relations with the Wallachian ruler. Mircea the Old had
already asserted himself as an active factor in the anti-Ottoman struggle and –
extremely important under the circumstances – had strong relations with the
Anatolian opposition; in particular, with the bey of Sinop. In fact, some Ottoman
chroniclers claim that Mircea’s attack at Karïnovasï had been incited by the bey
of Sinop and other Anatolian emirs who had taken refuge at his court242.
At the same time, Kadi Burhaneddin, alarmed at the size of Bayezid I’s
preparations, mobilized his forces again and, in agreement with other
Anatolian emirs, especially the emir of Karaman, came to the assistance of
Sinop243. The joint (Ottoman–Byzantine) naval preparations that Bayezid I
ordered (the first of such dimensions in Ottoman history) seriously worried
Venice, which had major commercial interests in the Pontic basin and
especially in the Aegean region. Venice had occupied a series of islands in the
Aegean and was making efforts to form a maritime coalition against the
Ottomans (together with Mitillene, Rhodos, Chios and Cyprus). In the
summer of 1392, Dandle, the Venetian admiral in chief, received orders to
attack the Ottoman fleet244. The danger from Europe became more pressing
for Bayezid I because joint Romanian-Hungarian military actions were
simultaneously being conducted south of the Danube.
239 See Elizabeth A. Zachariadou, op. cit., pp. 479-480; Tasin Gemil, op. cit., p.

342.
See Tasin Gemil, op. cit., p. 342, n. 50.
241 Ferenc Szakály, op. cit., p. 74.
242 Aurel Decei, Expediþia lui Mircea cel Bãtrân împotriva acîngiilor de la
Karînovasî (1393) [The Campaign of Mircea the Old against the Akincis of
Karinovasi (1393], in Aurel Decei, Relaþii româno-orientale, Editura ªtiinþificã ºi
Enciclopedicã, Bucharest, 1978, pp. 140-155.
243 See Y. Yücel, op. cit., pp. 81-83; I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., I, pp. 276-277.
244 Halil Inalçïk, in Archiwum Ottomanicum, III, 1971, p. 278; E. A.
Zachariadou, op. cit., p. 479.
240
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We have reason to believe that in 1392 a vast European-Anatolian action
was being carried out, initiated and correlated by the Wallachian ruler and the
emir of Sinop. It was the first vigorous reaction to the policy of force
promoted by Bayezid I. The Romanian-Hungarian military intervention in
the Balkans revealed the flaws in the Ottoman political system south of the
Danube. Consequently, events in this region called for the sultan’s full
attention. Bayezid I had to discontinue his policy of centralising those
Anatolian states under his absolute rule, until the battle of Nicopole
(September 25, 1396), and postpone the siege of Constantinople until 1395.
In other words, the Romanian-Hungarian offensive south of the Danube in
the spring of 1392 seriously hindered Bayezid I from implementing his
imperial policy. After 1392, the Ottoman sultan made every effort to
strengthen the political and military system he had built in the Balkans. He
expanded his conquests along the imperial line of the Danube, and along the
Aegean coast, in order to repel any crusading attack from beyond the Danube,
or by sea. In July 1393, Bayezid I liquidated the Bulgarian tsarat of Tarnovo,
while the fortresses of Nicopole, Silistra, Rusciuk and probably Turnu
(Nicopole Mic) seem to have come under the control of the Ottoman forces
as early as 1392245.
For their part, both the prince of Wallachia and the king of Hungary
intensified their own preparations for a full-scale war against the Ottoman
sultan. The Romanian ruler was well-aware that his rapprochement with
Sigismund was fraught with danger. Therefore, under the circumstances he
tried to properly assess the balance of power between the two aggressive forces
at his country’s borders. Until the grand coalition promoted by Sigismund
was formed, the Romanian ruler thought it necessary to distance himself from
Hungary, and made a pact with the sultan – perhaps in 1392 or 1393 – to
prevent an Ottoman invasion246. If this first Romanian-Ottoman treaty was
indeed signed, it would not have affected the independence of Wallachia,
because it would have guaranteed non-intervention both south and north of
245 See Tasin Gemil, Mircea l’Ancien face à la politique impériale de Bayezid I-e, in
Revue roumaine d’histoire, no. 1-2, 1986, p. 11.
246 ªtefan ªtefãnescu, op. cit., p. 116, no. 39. Aºïkpaºazade, the chronicler (ed. cit.,
p. 137) refers to an ultimatum that the sultan gave Mircea, immediately after the
king’s defeat at Kruševac, in 1392. See also the documentary evidence provided by
Tasin Gemil, op. cit., p. 11. Unfortunately, we have been unable to read the study of
Gh. I. Constantin, Le traité entre le Sultan Bayazet I-er et la Valachie, in Der Islam,
Band. 59, Heft 2, 1982, pp. 254-284.
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the Danube, at least in the short term. In other words, we accept this
agreement as a bilateral armistice equally needed by both Mircea and Bayezid.
It proved useful for the Romanian ruler in particular, who thus managed to
go ahead with his own preparations for the head-on clash with the sultan,
while avoiding the political and military subordination of his country to the
Hungarian kingdom.
The sultan’s first campaign north of the Danube, which ended in the
well-know battle of “Rovine” and (or) the Argesh, has generated and still
generates contradictory discussions in Romanian historiography. Three
positions have had considerable public impact: 1) partisans of the traditional
chronology, who date this battle at October 10, 1394; 2) those who support
the hypothesis of a single campaign that ended in the battle of May 17, 1395,
originally formulated by B. P. Haºdeu, I. C. Litzica and G. Sp. Radojiciç;
3) the historians who accept that Bayezid mounted two or more campaigns
against Wallachia (in the autumn of 1394, in the spring of 1395, and then
another one in the autumn of 1396 or 1397)247. In our opinion, Bayezid I
embarked on his north Danubian expedition towards the end of summer and
beginning of autumn 1395248.
The problem has not yet been resolved. New relevant documents, which
will yield indubitable proof, need to be found249. Until then, the supposition
247

About the history of this problem in chronology see Marele Mircea Voievod
(The Great Voyevode Mircea), Ion Pãtroiu coord., Editura Academiei, Bucharest,
1987, pp. 254-299; 344-348; 408-414.
248 We formulated this hypothesis in November 1984 in a paper submitted to the
Scientific Session of the National Museum of History and Archaeology, Constantza;
we later elaborated on it in another paper submitted to the members of the Ottoman
Studies Laboratory of Bucharest University in October 1985. The printed version
appeared in Revue roumaine d’histoire, no. 1-2, January-June 1986, pp. 3-21, as well
as in Marele Mircea Voievod, pp. 330-364.
249 Nor have relatively recent studies (to the moment when this book was being
written) solved the problem. Octavian Iliescu – in a paper submitted to the Romanian
Society of Byzantine Studies Semnificaþia politicã a domniei lui Vlad I (1395-1396
(The Political Significance of Vlad I’s Reign, 1395-1396 (March 16, 1988), and
Nicuºor Constantinescu, in a paper submitted to the members of the Institute of
Archaeology of Bucharest, Rovine – 10 octombrie 1394, Argumente istorico-arheologice
(Rovine – October 10, 1394. Historical and Archaeological Evidence) (March 23,
1988), both contested the date of May 17, 1395 arguing for October 10, 1394
instead.
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that Bayezid mounted two or more campaigns north of the Danube, as he had
done against his opponents in Anatolia, cannot be entirely rejected250. In any
250 While proponents of October 10, 1394 mainly rely on a mention in the late variants

of Serbian annals (see Anca Iancu, ªtiri despre români în izvoarele istoriografice sârbeºti
(secolele XV-XVII) (XV-XVIIth Centuries Serbian Historiographical Sources about Romanians), in Studii istorice sud-est europene, ed. E. Stãnescu, Editura Academiei, Bucharest,
1974, pp. 17-18), the proponents of May 17, 1395 date use two church sources: the former
is an entry in a Serbian manuscript (“the typikon of Roman”), with uncertain dating and
identification, the latter is a Byzantine gramma, dated October 1395. The “typikon of
Roman” of 1331 to which the text of a document of November 13, 1382 was added,
contains the following entry: “month, May, day 17: Konstantin Dragash passed away” (V.
Jagiç, Opisi i izvodi iz nekoliko juznoslovinskii rukopisa, in Starine, V, Zagreb, 1873, p. 6).
This Konstantin Dragash has been identified as the Konstantin Jegligevaç which Serbian
annals say died in the battle of Rovine. But the date of October 10, 6903/1394 mentioned
in these Serbian chronicles for the battle of Rovine is rejected as apocryphal by the
“May-ists”, while those who prefer the October date question whether the two Konstantins
are one and the same person. The year 1395 is derived from the above-mentioned
Byzantine gramma, which constitutes a solemn pledge by the monks of St John the Baptist
(“Petra”) monastery in Constantinople to observe the conditions of the donation (of
500+100 hyperpers) made by Emperor Manuel II and his wife, Elena. The document
demands that the monks should strictly observe the religious services necessary for the praise
of “the Illustrious ruler of Serbia, Kir Constantin”, Empress Elena’s father. The monks were
required to buy a new building, which if used properly, could have yielded the monastery
a yearly revenue of about 50 hyperpers. The money thus obtained would have covered the
costs of the weekly and yearly funeral services for the late ruler over an unlimited period of
time; the additional 100 hyperpers were to be used to cover the costs of the funeral services
for the late ruler in the first year (published by Fr. Miklosich, Ios. Müller, Acta Patriarchatus
Constantinopolitani..., I, Vindobonae, 1862, pp. 260-262). The “May-ists” indentify the
three homonymous persons mentioned in three different sources, as one and the same
person. In other words, according to the “May-ists”, this person would be the father of
Empress Elena, namely Constantin Dragash, who died on May 17, 1395 in the battle of
Rovine.
The unnatural time lapse (of about five months) between Constantin Dragash’ death
and the date of the donation made for his “immediate” commemoration has not drawn
anyone’s attention yet. But it is known that the religious services for the dead are always
held punctually; that is when 40 days, three months, etc. have passed since the day of
decease. If the identification and the chronology proposed by the “May-ists” were true,
we would have to accept that the imperial relatives of this “ruler of Serbia” failed to hold
the canonical services for him. No doubt, such an exceptional situation would have been
mentioned in the documents of Petra. In addition, the same document leaves blank space
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case, we reaffirm our opinion that, by crossing the imperial Danubian limes, the
sultan ran more serious risks than his offensive in Anatolia and the Balkans had
posed. The crossing of the Danube entailed a direct clash with the strongest
Christian forces of the anti-Ottoman front at the time, namely, with Wallachia
and Hungary, and, by extension, with Christian Europe as a whole251. Ottoman
expansion beyond the Danube was an objective of the second stage of Bayezid I’s
imperial policy, claimed by the Pontic-Danubian-Aegean security system that
Bayezid envisaged for the new capital of the empire, Constantinople – still in
Byzantine hands. In the first stage of his imperial policy, mainly focused on the
forced centralization of Anatolia, the sultan would not have crossed the Danube,
unless there had been an immediate and major threat. We have identified this as
the new “crusade”, which Sigismund of Luxembourg embarked on in April-May
1395, via Wallachia. The treaty of Brashov that Mircea and Sigismund signed
on March 7, 1395252 was a key element of the Hungarian King’s253 programme
for full-scale crusade. The unexpected death of his wife Queen Maria of Anjou,
instead of the date of Constantin’s death (the editors make no specification). Couldn’t
the Byzantine imperial court have learned the real date (May 17 ?) five months later ?!
The connection between this gramma and the entry in the “typikon of Roman” is hard
to defend. Rather, we believe that the imperial donation for the commemoration of
Constantin Dragash was made immediately after the news of his death had reached them
(“at Rovine”, perhaps on October 10, 1395), and that the exact date was to be added later.
251 Neither the defenders of the October 10, 1394 date, nor the advocates of the
May 17, 1395 date (for the battle at Rovine) give due importance to the immediate
causes of the first sultans’ campaign north of the Danube, and both fail to put it into
perspective. Explaining it as a simple reaction to Mircea’s attack at Karïnovasï
(Krajna?) would reduce its significance and implicitly the political and military
dimensions of Romanian resistance. In addition, given the interval between Mircea’s
incursion at Karinovasi of 1392 (even if 1393?) and Bayezid’s expedition north of the
Danube of 1394 or 1395, one cannot establish a direct causal relationship between
the two events; even less so in the case of Bayezid the “Thunderbolt”.
252 Hurmuzaki, Documente, I-2, pp. 359-361. See also Aurel Decei, Notes sur une
nouvelle synthèse de l’histoire des Roumains, in Revue roumaine d’histoire, no. 6, 1972,
pp. 1003-1005.
253 P. P. Panaitescu, op. cit., p. 253, notes that the Romanian-Hungarian alliance
ratified by the Treaty of Braºov “was part of a crusade; the king’s armies were to drive
the Turks out of Wallachia, and even conduct operations beyond the Danube”. From
Brashov, in February 1395, Mircea pleaded with Sigismund for a new crusade, for
which he started making preparations in 1393, immediately after the lesser crusade of
1392 (see, Documente, I-2, pp. 383-384). The Hungarian king’s envoy, János Kanisza,
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at the end of June or beginning of July 1395, raised the serious problem of the
legitimacy of Sigismound’s reign in Hungary, vehemently contested by his
sister-in-law, Queen Hedwiga of Poland. Consequently, the Hungarian King
had to temper his crusading zeal and gave up interventions south of the
Danube254. The king’s original plan had entailed an offensive in the Balkans,
possibly coordinated with Venetian naval attacks along the cost of Greece, and
vigorous actions from the Anatolian opposition.
At the end of 1393, the powerful conqueror of Asia, Emir Timur, made
his appearance in eastern Anatolia. The Anatolian beyliks subjected or
threatened by Bayezid I, Barkuk, the Mamluk sultan, and Kadï Burhaneddin,
immediately recognized Timur’s suzerainty. At the same time, Burhaneddin
raised a coalition against Timur, which rallied Barkuk, Bayezid and
Toktamïsh, Khan of the Golden Horde. The situation in Anatolia remained
uncertain until late summer 1394, when Timur gave up his Anatolian
offensive and turned quickly against Toktamïsh, who had attacked the region
of Shirvan, in the Caucasus. Soon, the political formations that had sided
with Timur suffered savage reprisals at the hands of the other members of the
anti-timurid coalition. From autumn 1394 until spring 1395, Burhaneddin
forced the emirs of Erzindjan and Karaman into submission, while Barkuk
launched retaliatory operations against the Arabian tribes in Syria and
Dülkadïr, their Anatolian vassals255. Bayezid I set off on a new expedition
arrived with Sigismound’s call for a crusade in Paris in April 1395 (N. Iorga, Philippe
de Mézières et la Croisade au XIV-e siècle, Paris, 1896, p. 488). See Barbu Câmpina,
Scrieri istorice, I, Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1973, p. 262. The main objective of
Sigismund’s failed campaign in Moldavia, at the beginning of 1395, was to align the
Romanian country with the crusading front (cf. Radu Manolescu, Campania lui
Sigismund de Luxembourg în Moldova (1395) (The Campaign of Sigismund of
Luxembourg in Moldavia), in Analele Universitãþii Bucharest, ªtiinþe sociale, seria
istorie, XV (1966), pp. 59-74).
254 Viorica Pervain, Din relaþiile Þãrii Româneºti cu Ungaria la sfârºitul veacului al
XIV-lea (Wallachia’s Relations with Hungary at the End of the XIVth Century), in
Anuarul Institutului de istorie ºi arheologie, Cluj-Napoca, XVIII (1975), pp. 106-112,
claims that the king returned to Hungary in August-September 1395.
255 The Mamluk chronicler Aynî (1360-1451) writes that sultan Barkuk launched
the campaign against Timur from Cairo, on February 9, 1394 and arrived in
Damascus on March 23, 1394. It was here that Barkuk received the envoy of
Toktamish, who informed him about his master’s request for aid in the struggle
against Timur, and Bayezid’s demand for military cooperation to repel the timurid
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against the emir of Sinop, his still undefeated vassal, who was involved in
anti-Ottoman activity256. Warned by Orudj, the emir of Sinop took full
advantage of Timur’s intervention in Anatolia and gained possession of
Kastamonu, which had been annexed by the Ottomans in 1391. Though he
never conceded defeat, the emir of Sinop chose to recognise Bayezid’s
suzerainty, and restored the territorial status quo prior to Timur’s appearance
in Anatolia257. Bayezid I had closely followed the events in the emirate of
Kastamonu-Sinop, so we may presume that he launched his campaign in
north-western Anatolia, concurrently with the punitive raids led by
Burhaneddin and Barkuk, once the timurid threat was over. On the other
hand, in late variants of Serbian annals, Bayezid’s expedition into Wallachia
is dated exactly at this time, that is in the autumn of 1394258. Since no
imminent or serious threat was forthcoming from beyond the Danube,
Bayezid quickly restored Ottoman rule over the war-ravaged Anatolia.
Starting with 1395, events in the European part of the Ottoman state began
to accelerate. Venetian attacks intensified in the Aegean, and the Hungarian king’s
preparations for a crusade in the Balkans became apparent. Under these
circumstances, Bayezid I seems to have initiated the famous “conference” at Serres
(Verria), where he summoned all his Christian vassals, to test their loyalty259.
Pseudo-Ruhî, quoted by Neshri, shows that soon after the Kastamonu-Sinop
campaign, Bayezid, “without waiting for spring to set in”, swiftly moved against
the “French infidels”, who had landed on the coasts of Rumelia, wasting the land
and spreading panic. On this occasion, on 19 Cemaziyülahir 796 (April 21,
1394), the Ottoman sultan may have seized Salonika260.
threat (Âdile Âbidin, Aynînin Ikdülcuman fi Tarihi Ehlizzeman adlï tarihinde Osmanlïlara
ait verilen malûmatïn tetkiki (A Critique of the Information about the Ottomans in the
Chronicle of Aynî…), in Tarih Semineri Dergisi, II, Istanbul, 1938, p. 186).
256 Yaºar Yücel, op. cit., p. 86; idem, Timur’un dïþ politikasïnda Türkiye ve
Yakïn-Dogu 1393-1402 (Turkey and the Near East in the Foreign Policy of Timur.
1393-1402), Ankara, 1980, p. 48.
257 Orudj, Fr. Babinger ed., pp. 31 and 101.
258 Anca Iancu, op. cit., pp. 17-18.
259 J. W. Barker, Manuel II Paleologus (1391-1425): A Study in Late Byzantine
Statesmanship, New Brunswick, N. J., 1969, pp. 120-121, dates at 1394 this
unexpected initiative of Bayezid, while H. Inalçïk, in his review of this book, opines
that the “conference” was held at Veriia-Berrhoia (Kara Ferya), “after the final
subjugation of Bulgaria” (in Archiwum Ottomanicum, III, 1971, p. 276).
260 Neºri, Fr. Taeschner ed., p. 88. See also H. Inalçïk, op. cit., pp. 276-277.
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The chronicler alludes to the series of Venetian attacks on Greek shores in
the autumn-winter of 1394 or shortly after, that is at the beginning of 1395,
when the sultan was campaigning in north-western Anatolia. However,
Professor Halil Inalçïk, who uncovered this piece of information, failed to
notice that Neshri pre-dated these events by a year261. Therefore, reported to
the real year 797, Salonika was conquered by Bayezid on April 16, 1395. After
that, according to Neshri and Pseudo-Ruhî (his source), the Ottoman sultan
turned his armies towards Athens, thence to Bursa and, at the beginning of
the summer of 1395, he laid siege to Constantinople. In the light of such
information, Bayezid could not have been “at Rovine” on May 17, 1395, no
matter how much of a ‘thunderbolt’ he may have been. In this line of
thought, we believe that the “French infidels” – against whom Bayezid had
launched a campaign when Miranshah’s messenger was looking for him (a
detail supplied by the above-mentioned letter of Timur) – were the
Venetians, not the Romanians of Mircea the Old, nor the armies of
Sigismund of Luxembourg, as has been suggested262. However, this
document cannot be completely isolated from the sultan’s expedition in
Wallachia. When it was drafted (at the end of 1395), Timur could not have
known the outcome of the sultan’s western campaign. He wished it ‘crowned
with success’, because he hoped to have Bayezid on his side against
Toktamîsh, who was at that time in the northern Black Sea area. Even if this
was a diplomatic formula to meet the situation, the only way the Ottomans
could reach the Golden Horde was through the Danube Delta region.
261

This chronological anticipation of Neshri was revealed by Mustafa A.
Mehmed, Aspecte ale demersului politic al domnitorului Mircea cel Mare în sud-estul
Europei (Aspects of Mircea the Old’s Policy in South-Eastern Europe) in Cercetãri de
istorie ºi civilizaþie sud-est europeanã, III (1986), Bucharest, 1987, pp. 90-91.
262 Tasin Gemil, Mircea l’Ancien..., p. 15-17; idem, in Marele Mircea Voievod, pp.
346-348. In this letter that he sent to Bayezid, perhaps at the end of 1395, Timur
expressed his wish that “if – by the almighty Allah’s will – you are victorious in the
holy war (gazve vü gihad) against the French infidels (bâ-küffar-i Ferenk), then we shall
join our forces” against Toktamish. Bayezid’s “holy war” had made Miranshah’s
envoy turn back (“learning that you have made for the western parts of your country,
he turned back”). The messenger had been sent to inform Bayezid of Timur’s victory
over Toktamish (April 15 1395) and to propose that they should form an alliance.
Therefore, in May 1395, when I believe this Tatar mission was sent, Bayezid was
campaigning against the “French”, to be precise the Venetians, on the western coast
of the Aegean.
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However, a major campaign against Wallachia, personally led by Bayezid I,
did indeed take place. It may have been carried out in the summer of 1395,
probably after the king’s withdrawal from Wallachia, in response to Mircea
and Sigismund’s anti-Ottoman actions (coordinated with the Venetian
attacks in the Aegean)263. The report of Paul de Armani, Mantova’s
ambassador to Buda, dated on December 10, 1395, informs us that the
Hungarian king could not meet Vaclav IV of Bohemia because of the Turks’
invasion of Wallachia (Hoc dico quia Turchi presentialiter territorium Valachie
multum invadunt...). From there, the Turkish expeditionary force pushed
towards Brashov and Timishoara; around September 29, the count of Timish
won a remarkable victory against the bands of akinci264.
Mircea the Old had to withstand the brutal attacks spearheaded by
Bayezid I by himself. At that time, Sigismund was confronted with the revolt
of the nobility in the northern and western regions of the kingdom, who
contested his right to the crown, as well as his Polish265 Angevin sister-in-law’s
claims to succession. In a first battle most likely waged at “Rovine”,
somewhere in south-western Wallachia, Mircea’s armies were victorious.
Early Ottoman chronicles admit the defeat, although they merge two distinct
battles into one266. Then, overwhelmed by the Ottoman forces and deserted
by some of his boyars, Mircea had to concede (probably, somewhere on the
Argesh river) the throne to his next of kin, Vlad I267.
263 See Ilie Minea, Principatele române ºi politica orientalã a împãratului Sigismund
(The Romanian Principalities and the Oriental Policy of King Sigismund), Bucharest
1919, pp. 69-70.
264 Viorica Pervain, op. cit., pp. 112-113. See also I. Minea, op. cit., pp. 69-70.
265 B. Câmpina, op. cit., pp. 268-269.
266 Cronici turceºti..., I, pp. 39, 48-49 º.a.
267 In a paper communicated to a conference (see note 127), O. Iliescu suggested
that the ascension of Vlad I may have been the expression of the alternative promoted
by the boyars from Oltenia, as a Romanian-Orthodox reaction to the growing
Hungarian-Catholic pressure, which seriously alarmed them after the Treaty of
Brashov of March 7, 1395 (This idea was afterwards reaffirmed and demonstrated by
the author in his study Vlad I-er, voyevode de Valachie: le règne, le sceau et les monnaies,
in Revue roumaine d’histoire, no. 1-2, 1988, pp. 73-105 (see pp. 100-101); B.
Câmpina (op. cit., pp. 264-265) showed that a pro-Ottoman faction gathered around
the pretender (Vlad), who in April 1395 would have “sent 50 envoys with lavish gifts”
to Bayezid, asking for his support against Sigismound and Mircea. The annexionist
intentions of the Hungarian kingdom became evident in the summer of 1395, when
it seized the citadel of Nicopole Micã (Turnu) (“....ipsum castrum... reobtinendo et
fideles castella nos in eodem reliquendo”) (Viorica Pervain, op. cit., p. 109, n. 100).
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Raised to the princely throne with the sultan’s assistance, Vlad I must also
have accepted his protective suzerainty. In any case, until the end of his short
reign, Vlad I remained a bitter enemy of the Hungarian king268. In 1399,
lamenting the failure of his 1395 initiative for a crusade, Sigismund insisted
that “at that moment, Wallachia was lost and the lower Danube came under
the enemy’s control”269. His words neatly capture the essence of the
kingdom’s policy to its neighbour: Wallachia was to become a base for attacks
on the Ottomans and a bastion of Hungarian defence against them. They also
show that the Hungarian king had not given up his former plan of subduing
Wallachia completely. However, aware of these objectives of the Hungarian
monarch, Romanian rulers and boyars counteracted his actions by following
a consistent and dexterously balanced political line. Vlad I’s accession to the
princely crown in 1395 is an illustrative example. Placed on the throne (by
boyars), when Hungarian pressure on Wallachia had built up considerably, he
was removed from it (by the same boyars) immediately after Bayezid I’s
victory at Nicopole in 1396, when the balance of power between the
Ottomans and the Hungarian kingdom dangerously deteriorated270. This
explains why, until the end of his long rule, Mircea was not faced with the
boyars’ defection any longer; all of them supported him in his efforts to
combat the Ottoman power271.
Vlad I’s installation as ruler by the sultan, and his obvious hostility to
Hungary were hard blows to the kingdom, which lost its strategic positions in
Wallachia and, consequently, became vulnerable to Ottoman attacks.
Sigismund of Luxembourg precipitated the preparations for a general
Christian offensive against the Turks. The broad-based European coalition
was, in form and in content, a crusade aiming at driving the Ottomans out of
268 See the document of May 28, 1396, by which Vlad I paid homage to the king
and queen of Poland, in Hurmuzaki, Documente, I-2, pp. 374-375. See also Veniamin
Ciobanu, Þãrile române ºi Polonia. Secolele XIV-XVI (The Romanian Countries and
Poland. The XIVth-XVIth Centuries), Editura Academei, Bucharest, 1985, p. 26.
269 Apud V. Motogna, Politica externã a lui Mircea cel Bãtrân (The Foreign Policy
of Mircea the Old), Gherla, 1924, p. 42; P. P. Panaitescu, op. cit., p. 259; V. Pervain,
op. cit., p. 113.
270 In the above-mentioned study, of March 16, 1988, O. Iliescu concluded that,
if the crusaders had decisively defeated the Ottomans at Nicopole, Wallachia would
have effectively submitted to the Hungarian kingdom, or, even worse, would have
been annexed to it (see Octavian Iliescu, Vlad I-er.., p. 101).
271 B. Câmpina, op. cit., p. 278.
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the Balkans and making room for Catholic domination, under Hungarian
rule in particular. The battle of Nicopole (September 25, 1396) was, in fact,
a violent clash of two expansionist policies: the European-Catholic and the
Ottoman-Islamic, respectively. It was for the first time that the two
tendencies had come to a head in a battle of continental proportions. The
crusaders lost the battle, not only because the Turks used superior tactics272
but also because their offensive strength was channelled in one political
direction only, while the European coalition’s force was undermined by
diversity and contradictions. The disaster of Nicopole marked in fact the
ignominious failure of such international ventures as the Christian crusades.
On the other hand, Bayezid’s victory over the united European armies
gave a fresh impetus to his policy of centralising all of the Euro-Asiatic
territory under his control in a single imperial structure. The phenomenal
success at Nicopole was a tremendous moral boost for Bayezid in the Islamic
world. In their collective memory the destruction and the suffering caused by
the crusades and the crusaders were still vivid. By that time, however,
Bayezid’s political ambition had outgrown his power. In other words, the
countdown for the final collapse of Ankara actually began at Nicopole. P.
Wittek is perfectly right when he says that Bayezid’s triumph at Nicopole
counts “among those victories that are more damaging than defeats”273.
After Nicopole, Bayezid resumed, with even greater force, his assault on
Constantinople, which had been interrupted by the crusaders’ attack. The
disappearance of Kadi Burhaneddin in 1398 smoothed the progress of
Ottoman expansion to the east. The Beylik of Karaman, the main initiator of
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Sigismund and Mircea were the only leaders in the Christian camp who had
the experience of fighting against the Ottomans. That is why – as Johann Schiltberger,
an eyewitness, shows – when “the prince of Wallachia asked (Sigismund) to let him
launch the first attack, ... the king gladly agreed”. The vanity of western knights was
however stronger than the tactical considerations of the Hungarian king and of the
Romanian ruler (see Cãlãtori strãini despre þãrile române, vol. I, Maria Holban ed.,
Editura ªtiinþificã, Bucharest 1968, p. 29). The same information appears in another
contemporary source, disclosed by ªerban Papacostea, Mircea la Nicopole (1396): o
mãrturie ignoratã (Mircea at Nicopole: An Ignored Testimony), in Revista de istorie,
7, 1986, pp. 696-698. See also Aziz. S. Atiya, The Crusade in the Fourteenth Century,,
in A History of the Crusades, vol. III, Harry W. Hazard ed., The University of
Wisconsin Press, 1975, pp. 21-25.
273 P. Wittek, De la defaite d’Ankara..., p. 14; H. Inalçïk, Ottoman Methods of
Conquest, pp. 104-105.
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the anti-Ottoman actions in Anatolia, had been liquidated – albeit only
temporary – in 1397. Except for the Emirate of Erzindjan and a small
southern region under Mamluk rule, Anatolia as a whole came under Bayezid
I’s control. Taking advantage of Sultan Barkuk’s death (June 1399), which
plunged Egypt into turmoil, Bayezid I and his troops advanced beyond the
Euphrates. Since the emir of Erzindjan was Timur’s vassal, the pressure that
the Ottoman sultan exerted upon him made the Tatar conqueror return to
Anatolia274. Thus began the conflict between the two great Turkish
conquerors275 of the time that was to end in the Ottoman disaster at Ankara.
The victory at Nicopole did not radically change Ottoman policy in
Europe. The liquidation of the Bulgarian tsarat of Vidin, and re-occupation
of the stronghold at Turnu on the Romanian bank of the Danube,
immediately after the battle, strengthened the Danubian line and irrevocably
removed Hungarian influence from the Balkans. Busy as he was with
implementing his imperial ideal within the walls of Constantinople and in
Anatolia, Bayezid I entrusted his European policy to the beys of the border
marches. These maintained a state of permanent insecurity beyond the
borders which paralysed most anti-Ottoman initiatives. Numerous raids were
conducted in Albania, Bosnia, Wallachia, and especially in the Hungarian
kingdom, where – according to some sources – Buda, Styria and Pettau were
hit276. After the battle of Nicopole, the idea of mounting a revengeful crusade
against the Turks lurked in the political atmosphere of Europe, but failed to
materialise. Sigismund of Luxembourg, whose prestige as initiator and leader
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Anonymous, mss. Topkapï Sarayï Museum Library, Istanbul, R-1 1099, pp.
33-34; Marie-Mathilde Alexandrescu-Dersca, La campagne de Timur en Anatolie
(1402), Bucharest, 1942; Yaºar Yücel, Timur’un..., pp. 56 et seq.
275 In Romanian historiography, Timur and the empire that he created are still
labelled as Mongol. However, most historians, familiar with the historical realities of
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276 D. E. Pitcher, op. cit., p. 49; Stanford J. Shaw, op. cit., I, pp. 33-34.
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of crusades had received a heavy blow at Nicopole, was forced to adopt a more
defensive policy towards Bayezid I. In the period immediately following the
battle of Nicopole, Hungarian efforts concentrated on stopping the Turks at
the Danube277.
After the resounding fiasco of 1396 and until the end of his long reign,
Sigismund of Luxembourg failed to form another political and military
Christian coalition against the Ottomans, despite his sustained efforts. By
contrast, Mircea the Old, the Wallachian ruler – somewhat freed of his royal
neighbour’s pressure – found the ways and the means to resuscitate the
anti-Ottoman Balkan-Anatolian front on several occasions. After the disaster
at Nicopole, Mircea understood – perhaps earlier than many princes of his
time – that in order to combat the Ottoman force new weapons and
altogether original strategies were needed. Romanian rulers realised that they
had to rely on their own forces. The Catholic West, from whom they had
expected so much, proved to be not only arrogant and aggressive to the
Orthodox peoples of south-eastern Europe but also impotent when asked to
act effectively against the continuously growing power of the Ottoman sultan.
Mircea understood the lesson of Nicopole too well, and this was his greatest
heritage. Many of his descendants would pay heed to his warning, while those
choosing to ignore it learned the lesson the hard way, at the cost of much
suffering to their countries and people.
On the other hand, Bayezid I was not willing to come into conflict with
Sigismund of Luxembourg and his allies.
Taking advantage of the sultan’s movement to the west and hoping than
he would be defeated by the crusaders at Nicopole, the bey of Karaman raised
the banner of war to assert his right to Anatolian hegemony. Since Kadi
Burhaneddin was blocking his offensive to the east, the bey of Karaman
turned to Ottoman territories instead. The Karamanide forces advanced
towards Bursa then attacked Ankara and took Timurtaº Pasha – Beilerbey of
Anatolia – prisoner. With a strong army, Bayezid I made for Karamania, most
likely in September-October 1397278. Alaeddin Ali, Bey of Karaman, was
defeated and killed, and an Ottoman governor was appointed in his place.
We endorse the opinion of P. P. Panaitescu279 who rejected the claim, still
current in Romanian historiography, that Bayezid I may have embarked on
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another expedition against Wallachia, “in September, or October 1397”280 as a
reaction to the reinstallation of Mircea the Old to the princely throne, with
assistance from Shtibor, Voyevode of Transylvania. It seems likely that there were
(unsuccessful) Ottoman actions in retaliation for the Hungarian intervention in
Wallachia. However, they must have been carried out by the Danubian commandants. Given Hungary’s defensive policy and the failure of the kingly diplomacy to
form a new general anti-Ottoman coalition, Mircea the Old may have decided to
foster good relations with the sultan. The latter, in turn, needed the Romanian
ruler’s neutrality as a guarantee for the safety of the Danubian border281.
In the spring of 1400, when Timur returned to Anatolia, Bayezid I’s
imperial program had been largely completed, at least in its formal aspects.
He had brought a vast territory under his authority, which stretched from the
Euphrates to the Danube; the next step would have been the final assault
upon what seemed to him the natural capital of the new empire. However,
Timur’s offensive completely thwarted Bayezid’s plans, and delayed the
formation of the Ottoman Empire by half a century.
The shattering blows that Timur delivered to the Ottoman positions in
eastern Anatolia resounded through the whole of Bayezid’s imperial structure,
as far as the Danube. Given the close relations between Mircea the Old and the
prince of Sinop, it is reasonable to presume that the Romanian ruler was being
informed about the evolution of the situation in Anatolia, as Timur continued
his offensive. It is also known that the bey of Sinop maintained close contacts
with the former Anatolian beys who had found refuge at the court of the Tatar
(now, Uzbek) suzerain, and when Timur arrived at the borders of Anatolia, the
bey paid personal homage to him282. Timur’s attack in Anatolia also benefited
Mircea the Old, who used the opportunity to solve the dispute over the control
of the Lower Danube in Wallachia’s favour. “In the former half of 1400” his
armies intervened in Moldavia, against Iuga “the Polish king’s man”283, on
behalf of Alexander the Good. Had Moldavia remained under
Polish-Lithuanian sway, this might have aided Bayezid in establishing a direct
connection with Toktamish through the Danube Delta region. In
understanding with the new Moldavian ruler, Mircea the Old hurriedly rushed
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his forces to occupy the delta region. At the same time, he launched an
offensive against the Ottoman positions in the neighbouring area284. Two of
these actions are documented. In the autumn of 1401, somewhere near the
Danube in Wallachia, Mircea routed a large group of akinci on their return
from an incursion into Hungary285. In the spring of the following year, “with
an army of Vlachs, Hungarians and Tatars from the western parts of
Wallachia, Mircea [...] occupied the routes and corridors from Wallachia” to
the Ottoman territories on the right bank of the Danube286.
Mircea’s new offensive, carried out in the context of timurid intervention
in Anatolia, testifies to his active participation in the destruction of Bayezid
I’s imperial edifice.

4. Wallachia during the Interregnum and the Restoration
The Ottoman disaster of Ankara (July 29, 1402) marked not only the end of
Bayezid I’s rule, but also the collapse of his imperial policy287. The Ottoman
state structure was not strong enough to support the centralised, absolutist
bi-continental empire that Bayezid I had envisaged. For all this, it was able to
survive the internal turmoil into which the country plunged immediately after
the death of Bayezid I (March 1403).
284 See ªerban Papacostea, La începuturile statului moldovenesc. Consideraþii pe
marginea unui izvor necunoscut (The Beginnings of the Moldavian State. Some
Remarks on an Unknown Source), in Studii ºi materiale de istorie medie, VI (1973), pp.
43-59; Marcel D. Popa, Aspecte ale politicii internaþionale a Þãrii Româneºti ºi Moldovei
în timpul lui Mircea cel Bãtrân ºi Alexandru cel Bun (Aspects of the International Policy
of Wallachia and Moldavia in the Times of Mircea the Old and Alexandru the Good),
in Revista de istorie, no. 2, 1978, pp. 253-271; ªtefan Andreescu, Acte medievale din
arhive strãine (Medieval Documents in Foreign Archives), in Revista de istorie, no. 9,
1981, pp. 1732-1746; Anca Ghiaþã, Aspecte ale organizãrii politice în Dobrogea
medievalã (sec. XIII-XV) (Aspects of the Political Organization of Medieval Dobrudja
(XIIIth-XVth Century), in Revista de istorie, no. 10, 1981, pp. 1863-1897.
285 George T. Dennis, Three Reports from Crete on the Situation in Romania,
1401-1402, in Studi Veneziani, XII (1970), Firenze, 1971, pp. 246-247, 255-256.
286 Ibidem, p. 248; ªtefan Andreescu, op. cit., p. 1734.
287 See Ismail Aka, Timur’un Ankara savaºï (1402) fetihnâmesi (The Letter about
Timur’s Victory in the Battle of Ankara (1402), in Belgeler. Türk Tarih Belgeleri
Dergisi, cilt XI (1981-1986), sayï 15, Ankara, 1986, pp. 1-22.
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The timariot system and the slave system, as instruments of central power,
were crucial for the survival of the Ottoman state. The sipahi, the
slave-military and the slave-officials could earn their income only if the central
power was strong, and capable of preserving domestic order and successfully
resuming its expansionist policies. That is why they immediately supported
the ruler who proved to be capable of meeting these desiderata. Opposition
to centralised authority was particularly strong in the Anatolian beyliks and
military outposts (udj) at the European borders. Here, a lifestyle based more
on looting and pillaging neighbouring countries than on productive
economic activity had created an extremely heterogeneous social and ethnic
structure that showed an obvious propensity for anarchy.
Timur’s objective was not to conquer Anatolia, or to liquidate the
Ottoman state. He only wanted to eliminate a rival power in the Near East.
Soon after the battle of Ankara, he restored all the Turkish beyliks dismantled
by Bayezid. The Karaman beylik, which had proved a formidable opponent
to the Ottomans, was considerably enlarged territorially and given regional
authority to prevent the rebirth of Ottoman power288. Indeed – at least for
the latter half of the fifteenth century – the Principality of Karaman caused
serious difficulties to the Ottomans’ attempts to restore their power in the
region, and later to the Porte’s imperial centralisation policy. In
north-western Anatolia, Emir Timur reduced the Ottoman state to a long and
narrow corridor that stretched to the borders of the Trapezunt Empire and
was strangled between its most powerful Anatolian enemies in the Ankara
region: the Emirate of Kastamonu-Sinop to the north, and the Emirate of
Karaman to the south. However, in the Balkan Peninsula (Rumelia), the
victor made no changes to the Ottoman borders. During the civil war, they
were only slightly adjusted in favour of Byzantium, Serbia, Wallachia and
Venice. Timur’s strike divided the Ottoman state into its basic components:
Anatolia and Rumelia. The former was entrusted to Mehmed Çelebi, Bayezid
I’s youngest son, the latter to his elder son, Süleyman Çelebi289. Both of them
paid homage and fealty to Timur and, after his death (1405), to his son
288
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Shahruh. Each Ottoman prince nurtured the desire to extend his authority at
the expense of the other. Both were conscious that a divided Ottoman state,
or one limited to either Anatolia or Rumelia, would not last. A decisive
head-on confrontation became inevitable.
Therefore, the legacy bequeathed by Timur was a territorially small,
politically divided Ottoman state, internally torn by fratricide struggle. The
interregnum period which lasted until the middle of the second decade of the
fifteenth century, has been characterised as another “missed opportunity” for
Europe to liquidate the Ottoman phenomenon. The Timurid victory at Ankara
freed not only the Turkish principalities of Anatolia but also the European
states whose existence had been threatened and whose development had been
hindered by the progress of the Ottoman power. Thus, Byzantium prolonged
its existence by half a century and became embroiled in disputes and intrigues
once again, the rivalry between the maritime Italian states grew fiercer, while in
Serbia, Bosnia and Albania, the forces of dissolution and latent hegemonic
ambitions resurfaced. In Hungary, the tension between the king and the great
nobility degenerated into internal anarchy. Sigismund of Luxembourg
eventually managed to impose his authority, but the uncertainty that
surrounded his throne forced him to turn for assistance to Central Europe (the
Bohemian and the imperial crowns) and to show restraint in his anti-Ottoman
political and military initiatives. Though loudly agitated, the idea of mounting
another crusade came to nothing. The European states called to form the
anti-Ottoman coalition were unable to sacrifice their narrow momentary
interests. Moreover, as has been observed, many of them effectively helped the
Ottomans out of this severe political crisis in their history290.
Mircea the Old promoted a political program that seriously undermined
the Ottoman powerbase. He struck at the basic elements of the Ottoman
political edifice. By doing so, the Romanian ruler showed remarkable
understanding of the essence of the Ottoman phenomenon; he was in fact the
only European prince to realise the true scale of the Ottoman crisis soon
enough, and to contribute substantially and perseveringly to its aggravation.
It is no surprise that Mircea gained the admiration of old Ottoman
chroniclers, who in the compilation of Leunclavius, style him as “the bravest
and the wisest of all Christian princes”291.
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Before directly intervening in the deep intercine troubles that the
Ottoman state ran into after the death of Bayezid I and the withdrawal of
Timur from Anatolia, Mircea tried to secure peace with Hungary, even its
cooperation. Through the mediation of his Moldavian ally, a treaty was
signed between Wallachia and the strong Polish-Lithuanian kingdom on
September 28, 1403292. Undoubtedly, Mircea the Old had no illusions about
Poland’s participation in actions against the Ottomans. At that time, the
Polish crown was increasingly absorbed in its conflict with the Teutonic
knights and its expansion into Russian territory. However, under the
circumstances, the long-standing Polish-Hungarian rivalry could prove useful
to the Romanian ruler, in the sense that it gave him complete freedom of
action in the south-east, which in turn allowed him to draw Sigismund’s
attention to the stringent problems of the Balkans. To a certain extent
Mircea’s expectations were confirmed. With Hungarian assistance, the
Romanian ruler regained control of Silistra and of Dobrudja293. In a
document dated at 1404-1406, he is styled as “I, Mircea great Voyevode and
Ruler ... of the whole country of Ungrovlahia and of those parts beyond the
mountains, and over the Tatar regions and over Amlash and the Herzeg
[county] of Fagarash, Lord of the Banat of Severin, and of whole Podunavia
up to the Great Sea, sole lord of Dirstor (Silistra) stronghold”294. With
Dobrudja coming under the authority of the Romanian prince, the defensive
system of Wallachia was considerably strengthened. Dobrudja could serve as
a base of operations in the Balkans; at the same time, favourable conditions
were created for renewed relations with anti-Ottoman forces from Anatolia.
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Although Romanian historiography has convincingly argued for the
important role that Mircea played in the Ottoman civil war295, some aspects
of his activity remain unclear, largely due to the confusing manner in which
the old Turkish chronicles describe the interregnum.
Mircea the Old met Sigismund of Luxembourg at Severin, at the end of
1406. Nothing is known about the objective(s) and the agenda of this
meeting between the two heads of state. We may presume that it was meant
to regulate their mutual relations and, especially, to prepare the grand
anti-Ottoman action initiated by the ruler of Wallachia296. Nevertheless, we
may notice that, about the same, time Mircea settled his differences with
Stepan Lazareviç297, Despot of Serbia, and the King of Hungary took
practical measures to strengthen the fighting capacity of the Banat of
Timishoara298. We believe that, at Severin, the Romanian ruler demanded
that the Hungarian king support a great campaign against Emir Süleyman
Çelebi. In the same year (1406), Mircea the Old established contacts with the
Anatolian opposition, through Isfendiyar-oglu Mübarizeddin, Prince of
Sinop-Kastamonu, an old friend of his.
The civil war raged on and the balance shifted in favour of Süleyman, who
– as we have already shown – had control of the European side of the
Ottoman state (Rumelia). With considerably larger forces than Bayezid’s
other sons (Rumelia had not been wasted by Timur, and his armies had not
incurred too heavy losses at Ankara), at the beginning of 1406 Süleyman
Çelebi passed into Anatolia, alerted by the progress made by his brother,
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(janvier-juin 1986), nos. 1-2, pp. 20-23.
296 Documenta Romaniae Historica, B, Þara Româneascã, B, Wallachia, I, doc. 32,
p. 70; P. P. Panaitescu, op. cit., pp. 305-308; ªtefan ªtefãnescu, Bãnia în Þara
Româneascã (The Institution of ‘Bania’ in Wallachia), Editura ªtiinþificã, Bucharest,
1965, p. 47; B. Câmpina, op. cit., pp. 332-333.
297 The marriage of Princess Ana, Mircea’s daughter, with the great èelnic Radiç,
the commandant of Stepan Lazareviç armies may have sealed this reconciliation (see
Pierre Nãsturel, A propos d’un document de la Kastamonitou et d’une lettre patriarcale
inconnue de 1411, in Revue des Études Byzantines, tome 40, Paris, 1982, pp. 211-212.
298 N. Iorga, Istoria românilor, III, pp. 321-322; Ferenc Szakály, op. cit., p. 77.
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Mehmed Çelebi. In quick succession, Bursa and Ankara came under
Süleyman’s rule. The Anatolian beys (princes) tried to form a coalition, but
because of local ambitions and rivalries their efforts came to nothing. Nor did
Mehmed Çelebi’s attempt to retake Bursa prove more successful. Then
Süleyman’s forces fell upon the Beylik of Karaman while preparing for a
general offensive against the region between Sivas, Tokat and Amasya, where
Mehmed Çelebi had found refuge. By now, it became clear that – guided by
the capable Grand Vizier Çandarlï Ali Pasha – Süleyman’s main objective was
to restore the structural unity of his Ottoman inheritance. Faced with the
same serious danger, Prince Mehmed and Mehmed II, Bey of Karaman,
closed ranks. The two Mehmeds (they were cousins) met at the stronghold of
Cemale, near Kïrºehir, where they formed an alliance and decided to send
Prince Musa Çelebi to Rumelia299. If he were able to throw the Balkan
Peninsula into turmoil, that would save both Mehmed Çelebi and the
Anatolian beys. Undoubtedly the presence in the European part of the
Ottoman state of a series of factions opposed to Süleyman prompted the
Anatolian beys to take this decision. Of them, the most important must have
been the ruler of Wallachia, who enjoyed considerable international prestige.
On the one hand, the Romanian ruler could provide Prince Musa with much
needed material and moral support; on the other hand Wallachia controlled
the Black Sea coast of Dobrudja. Since the straits were under the control of
Süleyman and his Byzantine allies, the Black Sea remained the only safe route
between Anatolia and Rumelia. Consequently, Prince Musa was sent to
Isfendiyar-oglu Mübarizeddin, Emir of Kastamonu-Sinop, who embarked
him on a ship for Wallachia. Isfendiyar-oglu Mübarizeddin must have
informed Mircea the Old about this plan in advance.
We therefore believe that there is a strong connection between the Cemale
meeting between Mehmed Çelebi and Mehmed II of Karaman, and the
Severin summit between Mircea the Old and Sigismund of Luxembourg. The
Romanian ruler initiated the Severin meeting because of his involvement in
the plan drawn up at Cemale. Mircea must have understood the exceptional
importance of the occasion. Implementation of the plan would have seriously
impeded the restoration of Ottoman state’s unity and would have dealt a
mortal blow to Ottoman expansionism. The king of Hungary, who was
deeply involved in stiff competition for the Roman-German imperial crown,
adopted a restrained attitude, and soon afterwards abandoned his
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anti-Ottoman projects. Byzantium and Venice were on the side of Süleyman
Çelebi, from whom they had obtained significant territorial and commercial
concessions300. Strange as it may sound, the Byzantines and the Italian
republics in particular pleaded for, and practically worked for, the restoration
of Ottoman power. Byzantium, unexpectedly saved from destruction (by
Emir Timur), got involved in political machinations. These did not always
bring the expected benefits; they did however revive the image – or at least a
crude caricature – of a centre in which, not long before, the affairs of a
significant part of the world had been done and undone. Moreover, Emperor
Manuel II thought that the time had come to restore the old Byzantine
Empire, with Turkish weapons and for the benefit of the Greeks, to create –
as Venice believed – “a Turkish-Byzantine empire”301. The Italian
thalassocracy adapted their position to the fluid situation of the various
political Ottoman factions which had emerged and were developing within
their area of commercial interests. The security system created by the
Ottomans was a guarantee of unhindered Italian commerce, both in the
Pontic-Aegean and in the Oriental-Mediterranean basins, respectively. The
times of Mehmed II, the conqueror of Constantinople, who pursued a
methodical policy of restricting the activity of Latin merchants and of
eliminating them from the Ottoman zone of domination, were far away.
Nobody except the Wallachian ruler dared assume the responsibility of
sapping the Ottoman power from the inside. Showing remarkable political
savvy, Mircea did not launch himself into action immediately, preferring instead
to wait patiently and tenaciously until conditions for this risky mission suited the
move. This explains why Musa Çelebi arrived in Wallachia as late as 1409302.
We believe that Prince Musa’s diversion in the Balkans was delayed because
of the unsatisfactory results of the Severin conference and the death of the Grand
300 See B. Câmpina, op. cit., pp. 314-320; M. M. Alexandrescu-Dersca Bulgaru,
Les relations de Süleyman Çelebi avec Venise (1400-1410), in VIII. Türk Tarih Kongresi,
cilt I, Ankara, 1981, pp. 995-1 006; ªerban Papacostea, op. cit., p. 24-25.
301 A. A. Vasiliev, op. cit., II, p. 262.
302 Some authors (M. Guboglu ºi M. Mustafa, Rãscoalele þãrãneºti din Imperiul
otoman (1418-1420) ºi bedreddinismul (The Peasant Revolts in the Ottoman Empire
(1418-1420) and Bedreddism), in Studii, no. 2, 1957, p. 146 (see also M. M.
Alexandrescu-Dersca Bulgaru, Les relations du prince de Valachie Mircea l’Ancien..., p.
117, no. 22) as an argument for dating to 1406 Musa’s passage into Wallachia, the
information contained in the Cronicile anonime, Friedrich Giese ed., Teil I, Breslau,
1922, p. 48), according to which the great vizier Çandarlï Ali pasha (died on December
18, 1406) would have been involved in the action of sending Musa to Wallachia
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Vizier Çandarlï Ali Pasha, on December 18, 1406. After the disappearance of
this energetic and skilful vizier, the bellicose activity of the effeminate Süleyman
Çelebi in Anatolia weakened substantially. In any case, Musa arrived in
Wallachia after “the ruler of Wallachia ... had sent a delegation to Isfendiyar,
asking for the prince to be sent to him. At the same time, he [Mircea] wrote an
epistle to Musa Çelebi, pledging that, when the prince arrived in that part of the
world, his country would provide assistance to him, and that he would give the
Prince his daughter in marriage...”303. Neshri, from whom Sadeddin took over
the information, is more explicit when he writes that “much weakened by the
akinci from Rumelia and having no peace with them, the infidel from Wallachia
– on the advice of his beys – sent an envoy to Isfendiyar asking that Musa Çelebi
be sent to him, and pledging that when the prince arrived he would give his
daughter in marriage to him; he would make Musa bey in Wallachia, and thus
he would free him from the hands of the Muslims”304.
Süleyman’s prolonged sojourn in Anatolia and his life of pleasure
weakened the state’s authority in Rumelia. The beys at the European frontiers
gained effective independence of action305, and soon they hit the borders of
Wallachia. However, it is very unlikely that Mircea launched the initiative of
inviting Prince Musa to Wallachia “because of these akinci raids” 306 on
Romanian territory, since he could have repelled them easily307.
Growing turmoil in Rumelia would have created favourable conditions for
Musa’s own claims to the throne. A victorious action would have made
(M. Guboglu reiterated his opinion, in a review published in the Anuarul Institutului
de istorie «A. D. Xenopol», Iaºi, t. XXII-2 (1985), p. 846). We think that this piece of
information is seriously flawed, at least for the reason that the true initiator of
Süleyman Çelebi’s Anatolian action – aiming at restoring the structural unity of the
Ottoman state – was indeed this competent vizier. It is self-evident that he could not
have destroyed his own work when he was about to complete it. Rather, we believe that
this piece of information is a deformation of a diplomatic stratagem that Ali Pasha
often adopted to reach his objectives (see Ismail Hakkï Uzuncarºïlï, Candarlï vezir ailesi
(The Çandarlï Viziers), Türk Tarih Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara, 1974, pp. 31-45).
303 Sadeddin, ed. cit., II, pp. 42-43.
304 Neºri, Fr. Taeschner ed., I, p. 130 (M. Guboglu, and M. A. Mustafa eds., I,
pp. 114-115).
305 Halil Inalçïk, L’Empire Ottoman, in Actes du Premier Congrès International des
Etudes Balkaniques et Sud-Est Européennes, III, Sofia, 1969, p. 79.
306 M. M. Alexandrescu –Dersca Bulgaru, op.cit., p. 118.
307 See P. ª. Nãsturel, Une victoire du voévode Mircea l’Ancien sur les Turcs devant
Silistra (c. 1407-1408), in Studia et Acta Orientalia, I, 1958, pp. 239-247.
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Mircea protector of the Ottoman sultan. It would have also been a good
opportunity for him to strike at, and divide the Ottoman power from the
inside. In 1406, Mehmed Çelebi decided to send Musa over to Rumelia to
create a diversion that would have made Süleyman give up his Anatolian
campaign; if successful, Musa would have ruled the province in the name of
Mehmed Çelebi308. Mircea the Old’s involvement turned Musa’s action into
a true war for succession and secession. To this end, he [Mircea] decided to
give the Ottoman prince his daughter’s hand in marriage309.
Musa accepted Mircea’s invitation after receiving his messenger, perhaps over
Mehmed Çelebi’s head. Although old Turkish chronicles310 confuse Mehmed’s
initiative of 1406 with Mircea’s of 1409, they reveal that the Romanian ruler,
Isfendiyar of Sinop-Kastamonu, and the bey of Karaman, arrived at a consensus
over Musa’s safe passage to Europe. In other words, Mircea the Old may have
not formed a coalition in the true sense of the word, yet at least he managed to
achieve some unity of action, with prominent aspects of Anatolian particularism.
At the same time, to further Musa’s cause, the Romanian ruler allied himself with
Stepan Lazareviç, Despot of Serbia, his old enemy, and established relations with
Vuk, Lazareviç’s brother, as well as with Bulgarian leaders311.
Prince Musa arrived in Wallachia (through Sinop, across the Black Sea) in
1409312. From Wallachia, he organized the revolt in Rumelia, whose people
were frustrated with the rule of Süleyman.
Timur’s invasion in Anatolia had pushed large masses of refugees into
Rumelia. Because the conquest of new territories had practically ceased, there
were neither lands to be taken, nor jobs in the army to be had313. The ancient
308

I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, Osmanlï tarihi, I, p. 335.
Musa’s marriage to one of Mircea’s daughters is confirmed by a letter of 1411,
of Patriarch Euthym II of Constantinople (P. P. Panaitescu, op. cit., p. 313; Pierre
Nãsturel, A propos..., pp. 213-215).
310 Orudj, ed. cit., p. 106; Aºïkpaºazade, ed. cit., p. 146; Neºri, Fr. Taeschner ed.,
I, p. 130; Sadeddin, ed. cit., II, p. 42. When Mircea’s envoy arrived, Musa was at the
court of the Prince of Karaman.
311 P. P. Panaitescu, op. cit., p. 314; M. M. Alexandrescu-Dersca Bulgaru, Les
relations de Süleyman..., p. 1004.
312 Professor Yaºar Yücel, XIII-XV, Yuzyïllarda..., p. 91, dates Musa’s passage into
Wallachia at July 1409.
313 Ducas, Istoria turco-bizantinã (1341-1462) (Turkish-Byzantine History
(1341-1462)), Vasile Grecu ed., Editura Academiei, Bucharest 1958 p. 176, claims
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inhabitants of the province, both Christian and Muslim, were disgruntled at
the excessively oppressive taxation, through which the administration tried to
compensate for the revenues formerly generated from spoils of war. The
Rumelian military were no less discontent with a government unable to
pursue an active and coherent foreign policy. Ottoman Rumelia, born out of
– and for – the “holy war”, could not give up its primary function for too
long314.
In a short while, people from all over Rumelia, both Muslims and
Christians, gathered under Musa’s banner315. Undoubtedly, the Wallachian
ruler’s backing was an important factor in drawing the south-Danubian
Christians to his side; everybody pinned their hopes of freedom and a better
life on him.
With the support of a Romanian army corps under the command of Dan,
the son (nephew?) of the ruler, Musa Çelebi passed into Rumelia, via Silistra.
On February 13, 1410, his forces – which also included those personally
commanded by Despot Stepan Lazareviç – won a crushing victory against the
beilerbey of Rumelia. Musa made a triumphant entrance into the capital, and
Rumelia as a whole recognised him as its master. Süleyman had not yet been
defeated. Aided by his Byzantine allies, he passed into Europe. In the battle
of Kosmidion, near Constantinople (June 15, 1410), Musa’s army, many of
whom were ordinary people, was defeated by the more experienced army of
Süleyman. Together with Dan and the remaining army, Musa withdrew to
Wallachia, where Mircea gave him generous assistance316. At the beginning of
the following year, Musa mounted another successful campaign in the
Balkans, and seized his father’s throne at Edirne, on February 17, 1411.
Süleyman was killed while fleeing to Constantinople. It was for the first time
that a protégé of the Romanian ruler had acceded to the Ottoman throne.
Mircea seemed to have achieved his second objective as well: the Ottoman
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state was now deeply divided between its Asiatic and European regions. The
opposing forces were well balanced and capable of annihilating each other.
The fall of Süleyman Çelebi put an end to his campaign of unifying
Anatolia too. As we have shown, Mircea the Old showed a remarkable and
intimate understanding of the Ottoman phenomenon when, through the
enthroning of Musa at Edirne, he severed Rumelia from Anatolia. Cut off
from its Anatolian base, which was its main source of power, Ottoman rule
in the Balkans was doomed. On the other hand, if it had not been for the
forces from Rumelia, the rivalry and hostility between the Turkish beyliks in
the region would have weakened the Ottoman powerbase in Anatolia.
Soon after the death of Süleyman Çelebi, Mehmed re-occupied Bursa, the
former capital, from where he proclaimed his suzerain authority317. The clash
of the two brothers was likely to be decisive for the fate of the Ottoman state.
It also clarified the positions of those classes and social categories who were
involved in the civil war, whether they wanted it or not. The feudal
aristocracy gathered around Mehmed, while Musa found support among the
middle classes and especially in underprivileged peasants and immigrants.
Musa had to meet the desires of those who had brought him to power.
Significantly, he appointed a famous scholar of the time, Sheik Bedreddin
Mahmud, to the high position of military judge (kadiasker). This sheik
promoted an ideology of social and religious equality, placed “commoners” in
important positions, and adopted a clearly hostile attitude to the aristocracy.
On advice from Sheik Bedreddin, Musa initiated a series of reforms in favour
of the oppressed masses. Simultaneously, he started military actions to regain
control of those territories occupied by the Venetians and Serbians during
Süleyman’s reign, and ordered the akinci to conduct raids beyond the
Ottoman borders, as far as Carinthia. Musa also demanded the Byzantine
emperor to pay the tribute which he had not paid since 1402 and, when his
request was turned down, he did not hesitate to lay siege to Constantinople,
although his army was badly equipped for a siege of such dimensions.
These measures and actions of Musa fostered both the revolutionary spirit
of the masses – which was soon to break out in the peasant war led by
Bedreddin – and the aggressive spirit of the military caste. At the same time,
they further distanced him from those forces and elements that worried at his
317
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social and conquest policies. We do not possess conclusive evidence, but we
may suppose that Mircea the Old did not support Musa to the end. The
Wallachian ruler and his boyars grew increasingly apprehensive about the
prince’s social reforms, and especially about the policy of conquests that he
promoted318. For all this, Mircea did not totally break with Musa. Otherwise,
we could not explain the unhappy prince’s desperate attempt to find refuge
north of the Danube, when everything was lost for him. Neither could we
fully account for the attraction Wallachia held for the pretenders to the
Ottoman throne that appeared afterwards. Mircea the Old did not give up his
policy of undermining the roots of Ottoman power. However, all the
Christian states in the region, seeking immediate benefits, effectively
supported the enthroning of prince Mehmed, thus hastening the conclusion
of the Ottoman civil war319.
After a first attempt that ended in failure (July 1412), Mehmed Çelebi
eventually crushed Musa, in the battle of Çamurlu (in the region of Sofia), on
July 5, 1413. All Ottoman commandants and the Christian leaders in the
Balkans, the Bulgarian boyars included, sided with Mehmed. The defeated
prince was captured and strangled320.
The fall of Musa was also hastened by the menace of a new crusade, a
factor of maximum importance not only for the Ottoman state policy, but for
the Turkish-Muslim collective mindset. The European world was directly
concerned about the “Turkish peril”, so the Turkish-Islamic world, in turn,
lived permanently under the threat of the crusades, throughout the Middle
Ages and a long time afterwards.
A result of the great clash of Grünwald (1410) between Poland and the
Teutonic Order, the Hungarian-Polish compromise reached at Lublau in
March 1412 opened encouraging perspectives to Sigismund of Luxembourg’s
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Oriental policy321. The noisy “international conference” convened at Buda in
the summer of the same year, attended by the two monarchs who had signed
the Lublau treaty and by numerous delegations from other countries in the
Balkan Peninsula, Moldavia and Wallachia included, clearly showed the
anti-Ottoman orientation of this new attempt to unite and mobilize the
Christian world. In the Turkish-Islamic world, particularly in Rumelia, these
theoretical preparations for a crusade were done for concrete actions of
summoning the Christian forces to mount another full-scale offensive against
it. Adding to the discontent of Rumelian beys with the rule of Musa, the fear
of a new crusade was – as has already been said322 – a major factor in
aggregating Ottoman energies around Mehmed Çelebi, who had Anatolia on
his side. The Christian forces failed to coalesce into a grand coalition at the
Council of Constance (1415), although its project had been elaborated in
detail. Sigismund of Luxembourg who, together with the Pope, was the main
initiator and supporter of the project, insisted on reviving the classical
crusades, as a form of Christian solidarity, conceived, at that moment and
later, as a durable European coalition, as a “universal monarchy” or as a
“republic of all Christians”, led by councils323. Both the idea of Christian
unity and the idea of the crusades were anachronistic historically, and reality
confirmed this. For all this, the whole period of “Ottoman restoration”
(1413-1451), especially the former half of Mehmed I’s reign, stood under the
threat of the crusade.
Although the unique political line of the Ottoman state was restored with
the enthronement of Mehmed I at Edirne in 1413, this was substantially
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different from Bayezid’s. The major concern of Mehmed I and, to a greater
extent, of his successor Murad II (1421-1451) was to defend and consolidate
the internal political unity, as an essential condition of restoring its offensive
potential on the external plan. The role of slaves in the army and the influence
of allogenous elements (Byzantine and Serbian in particular) in the state
administration greatly diminished in favour of the sipahi and the Turkish
aristocracy. In addition, Mehmed I abandoned Bayezid’s policy of force,
oriented especially towards the East, for a more prudent “step by step” policy
and gave priority to European problems. The essential aim was to counteract
the actions initiated or supported from the outside that could undermine the
Ottoman state’s reunification process. To prevent the formation of
antagonistic coalitions and, in particular, to thwart Europe’s plans for a new
crusade, Mehmed adopted, from the beginning, a conciliatory attitude, yet he
continued to enhance safety and strengthen security at the country’s
borders324. “Sending messengers to all the corners of the world and receiving
messengers, Sultan Mehmed made up with everybody”, his contemporary
Orudj briefly comments325. Ducas, the Byzantine historian, another
contemporary of Mehmed I326, is more explicit: “And so327 Mehmed received
the envoys of the Duke of Ioanina, the despot of Lacedemonia, the prince of
Ahaia, Serbia, Wallachia and Bulgaria with kind words, invited them to sit at
the table with him, raised the cup in their honour, and let them all leave in
peace, saying to all of them: ‘Tell your lords, I give peace to everybody, and I
take peace from everybody. Who plots against peace, the god of peace shall be
against him’.”
The presence of Mircea’s envoy at the ceremonies occasioned by the
enthronement of Mehmed was in line with the realistic policy promoted by
the Romanian prince. As long as the sultan showed no sign of threatening the
interests of Wallachia, and as long as the initiators of the crusade were unable
to implement their projects, maintaining peaceful relations with him was an
appropriate response, even more so since Hungary and Poland could have
agreed between themselves to solve their problems at the expense of the
324
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Romanian countries, as the treaty of Lublau had shown328. Mircea did not
however abandon his policy of undermining Ottoman power, and continued
to support any action that could affect the foundations of the Ottoman state.
Wallachia’s potential was insufficient to prevent the restoration of Ottoman
power. For all this, the Romanian ruler’s active opposition to the Ottomans
seriously hindered the process.
Narrative sources mention Wallachia in connection with the attempts to
raise a new pretender to the Ottoman throne at the beginning of Mehmed I’s
reign. We do not know whether Prince Orhan, son of Süleyman Çelebi,
“fled” to Wallachia in 1413 on his own initiative or at Mircea the Old’s
instigation, possibly with the complicity of the Byzantine emperor, in whose
confinement the Ottoman prince had been placed. However, Orhan never
reached his destination, because he was stopped on his way to Wallachia by
the akinci from the Ianbolu-Karînovasî area, who hurried to launch him in
the competition for the throne, thus bringing him to an untimely death (he
was caught and blinded)329. In 1415, Mircea the Old intervened again, with
greater determination, in the internal affairs of the Ottoman state. That year,
a new “legitimate” pretender to the Ottoman throne appeared in Anatolia –
Mustafa Çelebi, another son of Bayezid I. Although at that time and
thereafter, Ottoman officials tried to deny his rights to succession and called
him Düzme (False), the crisis that he provoked was the most serious threat to
the restoration of the Ottoman power in the times of Mehmed I and at the
beginning of the reign of Murad II and brought the country to the verge of
another interregnum330.
Prince Mustafa is documented to have arrived in Wallachia in June
1415331, after obtaining the support of Anatolian anti-Ottoman factions (on
328 The provision in the Treaty of Lublau, under which the two monarchs divided
Moldavia between them and its ruler was to be banished in case he refused to
participate in the anti-Ottoman war remained secret. This does not however exclude
that Mircea may have been informed about its content, because his envoys closely and
apprehensively followed the negotiations at Lublau. In addition, the Wallachian
delegation was in the proximity of the two monarchs at the Buda summit (P. P.
Panaitescu, op. cit., p. 325).
329 Neºri, Fr. Taeschner ed., I, p. 142.
330 The pretender Mustafa was suppressed as late as 1422, after he had effectively
ruled Rumelia and had desperately tried, like his brother Musa, to take safe haven in
Wallachia (I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., pp. 367-389).
331 Documenta Romaniae Historica, B, Þara Româneascã, I, p. 82.
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the recommendation of Venice, to which he had turned for assistance in
January 1415332). Just as his brother Musa had done in 1409, he had the
support of the bey of Sinop-Kastamonu, and like his brother, it was also in
Wallachia that Mustafa made the necessary preparations to attract to his side
rebellious forces in Rumelia, first of all the akinci. In August of the same year,
there were widespread rumours among the Raguzans that “two barons of the
Turkish emperor had fled from him to his brother Mustafa, who was in
Wallachia; together with these barons, Mustafa laid waste to parts of
Bulgaria”333. One of these “barons” was the former emir (prince) of Aydïn
(Izmir region), Cüneyid (Djüneid), now a simple Ottoman sandjak-bey at
Nicopole. The attack launched from Wallachia by Prince Mustafa was
coordinated with the anti-Ottoman actions of the Anatolian emirs –
particularly Mehmed II of Karaman, who had resumed his anti-Ottoman
offensive in 1413334.
At the same time, Mustafa’s actions were closely connected with the
anti-Ottoman policy promoted by Byzantium and Venice, in cooperation
with the Anatolian opposition. Although reliable data are missing, we may
presume that Mircea the Old played an important liaising role between the
European and the Anatolian anti-Ottoman forces. In the West, the ruler of
Wallachia and his ally from Moldavia, Alexandru the Good, were considered
indispensable elements of the anti-Ottoman crusade. The cardinals
summoned to the Council of Pisa in 1408 had pleaded with the Byzantine
emperor and the Romanian voyevodes in identical terms335. We have already
shown the great prestige that Mircea enjoyed in the Turkish-Muslim
principalities in Anatolia. Thus, in 1416, the skilful policy pursued by the
Wallachian ruler created a very serious situation for Sultan Mehmed I, which
could have ushered in a new Ottoman interregnum.
Concurrently with the attacks which Mustafa the Pretender and Emir
Cüneyid (Djuneid) – with Mircea’s assistance – launched from Wallachia
south of the Danube, in Anatolia, precisely in the region of Izmir –where the
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N. Iorga, Acte ºi fragmente cu privire la istoria românilor (Documents and
Fragments on the History of the Romanians), III, Bucharest, 1897, pp. 6-7.
333 Raguza és Magyarország összeköttetéseinek oklevéltá (Diplomatarium relationum
Reipublicae Ragusanae cum Regno Hungariae), Jószef Gelcich , Lajos Thallóczy eds.,
Budapest, 1887, p. 251.
334 I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, Osmanlï Tarihi, I, pp. 349-353.
335 ª. Papacostea, La Valachie et la crise de structure ..., pp. 30-33.
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principality of Cüneyid lay – a peasants’ rebellion broke out led by Börklüce
Mustafa and Torlak Kemal, close disciples of the famous Sheik Bedreddin,
promoter of an ideology of social, confessional and ethnic equality.
The reaction of Mehmed I was sharp and commensurate with the magnitude
of the political crisis. Prince Mustafa had sparked off large scale violence. Firstly,
the sultan obliged the bey of Karaman to accept Ottoman suzerainty and to
concede the territories he had occupied after 1402. Then, Mehmed I prepared
an unprecedented military campaign against Wallachia, which had been Prince
Mustafa’s main supporter. But on May 29, 1416 the Ottoman fleet from
Gallipoli – which according to a contemporary source, “had to sail up the
Danube, to prevent Mustafa from crossing [the river]”, was destroyed by the
Venetian naval forces led by Admiral Pietro Loredano336. The loss of the fleet
was a heavy blow to Mehmed I, yet we do not believe that this forced the sultan
to abandon his Lower Danube campaign and turn to his enemies in Asia Minor
instead (whose annihilation did not claim the participation of naval forces)337. In
the expedition against Wallachia, the fleet would have been useful, but not
absolutely necessary. In fact, this combined attack by sea and on land was the first
of its kind in Romanian-Ottoman conflicts; it was an expression of the
reputation that Wallachia had earned among Ottoman Porte’s military and
political leaders. We have no reason to doubt the Venetian admiral’s statement
about the 1416 Danubian objective of the Ottoman fleet. However, we must
underline that the nucleus of the Ottoman fleet had been created to limit the
power of Venice in the Aegean and the Dardanelles in particular. The blow that
Pietro Loredano struck against the Ottomans was only one episode in Venice’s
long-term efforts to seize Gallipoli and thus control the maritime trade in the
north-Pontic region and the Mediterranean basin338. In fact, in the following
year, Pietro Loredano unsuccessfully laid siege to the stronghold of Lapseki, on
the Asian Dardanelles339. Undoubtedly, Venice benefited from the quandaries
created by Prince Mustafa and may have acted in understanding with the
pretender’s supporters, primarily Mircea the Old and Emperor Manuel II.
However the sultan did not leave Rumelia, where Mustafa’s partisans and the

336 From the admiral’s report to the Senate (apud V. Ciocîltan, op. cit. (II), p.
1196, n. 62).
337 Cf. Virgil Ciocîltan, op. cit. (II), p. 1196.
338 See Halil Inalçïk, The Question of the Closing..., pp. 80-81.
339 Ducas, ed. cit., pp. 146-148.
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supporting forces provided by the ruler of Wallachia were operating340. Mehmed
I was not the man to make such a terrible mistake and leave Rumelia at the mercy
of the pretender, the more so since Turkish chronicles do not signal any important
anti-Ottoman actions in Anatolia at that time. It is certain that in the autumn of
1416 the sultan decided to deal with the insurgence led by Prince Mustafa and
Emir Cüneyid. The two rebels found refuge in the fortress of Salonika341. But the
ruler of Wallachia, in agreement with the emir of Sinop, brought Sheik Bedreddin
himself to the region, through Dobrudja, provoking a true peasant war in Thracia.
Mehmed’s situation was critical. The Ottoman sultan eventually managed to
defeat the rebels (the rebellion in Izmir region had earlier been crushed), and on
December 18, 1416 he had Sheik Bedreddin hanged at Serres342. The Byzantines
immediately attempted to win the benevolence of Mehmed I and negotiated an
agreement with him, by which they assumed the obligation to place the two rebels
(Mustafa and Cüneyid) in custody, until the sultan’s death343. Byzantium thus
managed to avoid Mehmed I’s reprisals; Mustafa the Pretender certainly
represented an extremely efficient blackmail instrument in their hands, which the
Byzantines knew how to use to their advantage. In exchange, the sultan was thus
given a free hand to deal with the two fundamental elements of the coalition that
had supported Prince Mustafa in his actions: Wallachia and the Emirate of Sinop.
In Romanian historiography, the great Ottoman campaign against
Wallachia (the second after that of 1395, led by Bayezid I) which was personally
led by Mehmed I is thought to be the sultan’s reaction to the assistance Mircea
had provided to Prince Musa (later, to Prince Mustafa). Hence some works date
this expedition at 1413, 1414 or even 1415, while others accept the idea of
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Raguza es Magyarorszag ..., p. 261, report to Sigismund de Luxembourg, of
October 12, 1416; see also ªerban Papacostea, Venise et les pays roumains au Moyen
Age, in Venezia e il Levante fino al sec. XV, Firenze, 1973, pp. 604-605.
341 Arhivele Statului Bucureºti (Bucharest State Archives), Yugoslavia Microflim
Collection, reel 23, frames 581-583; Raguza es Magyarorszag ..., p. 265 (document of
December 25, 1416).
342 The chronology of the revolt led by Bedreddin is still controversial. This date
is mentioned by Professor Halil Inalçïk (in Archiwum Ottomanicum, III, 1971, p.
282), without indicating his source. Gheorghe I. Constantin (Sur la date de passage par
la Valachie du Cheikh Bedr ed-Din, in Der Islam, Band 54, I, Berlin-New York, 1977,
pp. 118-125; see also Arhiva Valachica, Târgoviºte, 1976, pp. 211-218) also defended
the idea that Sheik Bedreddin may have been executed at the end of autumn or
beginning of winter, 1416.
343 See Tasin Gemil, op. cit., p. 362, n. 152.
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several successive sultanal campaigns between 1413 and 1420. In some
relatively recent works, historians have come up with another idea, namely that
the expedition (or expeditions) of Mehmed I was (or were) conducted not
against Mircea the Old but against his successor, Mihail I (1418-1420)344. No
new documentary evidence has come to light to support such hypotheses. The
1417 date seems more plausible because narrative sources of the time connect
this action to the Romanian ruler’s active intervention in support of Mustafa
the Pretender, which they place after the subjection of the bey of Karaman
(1415) and the temporary removal of Mustafa (the end of 1416), but before the
Ottoman offensive in north-west Anatolia345. There is a direct connection
between the expeditions of Mehmed I against the beys of Karaman and
Sinop-Kastamonu and the great campaign unleashed by the same sultan against
Wallachia. Mircea intervened in favour of Mustafa in understanding with the
bey of Karaman and in cooperation with his old ally, the bey of
Kastamonu-Sinop. By means of successive campaigns, the sultan tried to
neutralise the most active factions undermining the restoration of Ottoman
power. Significantly, all Turkish chronicles expressly mention the participation
of the beys of Karaman and Sinop-Kastamonu in the Ottoman campaign
against Wallachia346. In other words, Mehmed I was conscious that the
neutralisation of Mircea the Old involved a great concentration of forces; he was
344

Anca Ghiaþã, op. cit., pp. 87 et seq., accepts only the “1419 and 1420”
campaigns; see here the bibliography, foreign bibliography included, about the
various points of view on this issue (pp. 87-88, notes 227-229). See also Viorica
Pervain, Lupta antiotomanã a þãrilor române în anii 1419-1420 (The Anti-Ottoman
Struggle of the Romanian Countries in 1419 –1420), in Anuarul Institutului de istorie
ºi arheologie Cluj-Napoca, XIX (1976), p. 55, n. 1. Virgil Ciocîltan, op. cit. (II), thinks
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345 Mehmed I’s expedition against Sinop (which ended in the submission of the
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346 Orudj, Fr. Babinger ed., pp. 43, 109-110; Aºïkpaºazade, N. Atsïz ed., p. 151;
Bitlisi, M. Guboglu and M.A.Mehmed eds.,pp.160-161; Anonymous Chronicles, Fr.
Giese ed., p. 53; Neºri, Fr. Taeschner eds., I, pp. 143 and others.
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also aware that, if successful, the campaign would have put an end to the
Romanian prince’s cooperation with the Anatolian beys. For this reason, we
share P. P. Panaitescu’s opinion that “Dobrudja as a whole, together with
Silistra, fell into the hands of the Turks in 1417”347. Mircea’s control of the land
that stretched as far as “the Great Sea” had facilitated his relations – which often
proved dangerous to the Ottomans – with the bey of Sinop-Kastamonu and,
through him, with the bey of Karaman and the other anti-Ottoman forces of
Anatolia. Of course, the sultan’s decision was also motivated by the strategic
importance of Dobrudja for the Ottoman European expansionist policy.
The Ottoman campaign of 1417 resulted in the strengthening of the
Dobrudjan strongholds of Enisala (Yenisala)348 and Isaccea, as well as the
refortification of the fortress of Giurgiu. Mehmed I did not however advance
into Wallachian territory. Instead, he had the akinci carry out plundering
raids into the country. Trying to justify the reticent attitude of the sultan in
this campaign, chronicler Sadeddin insists that Mehmed I was guided by the
verset [from the Koran] that reads: “if you want peace, you should not smash
the head of the enemy”; and thus the sultan refrained from “putting too much
pressure on Mircea, so that he would not fill him with hatred”349. The
chronicler’s words make it clear that, in reality, Mehmed I had serious doubts
about a direct confrontation with Mircea the Old. At the time, the sultan’s
policy was to neutralise Wallachia whilst remaining closely connected to the
evolution of the Ottoman state’s internal situation. The truce that Mircea the
Old broke with Mehmed I – regardless of whether it was a written document
or not – was in fact a veritable peace treaty, which Mehmed I probably needed
as much as Mircea the Old did.
347 P. P. Panaitescu, op. cit., p. 343. See also D. E. Pitcher, op. cit., pp. 71-72, who
mentions two Ottoman expeditions against Mircea, in 1416 and 1417. By contrast,
those familiar with the sources of Ottoman history show that this campaign was
carried out in 1417 and resulted in the “conquest of Dobrudja” (Aurel Decei, Istoria
Imperiului otoman, pp. 80-81; Mustafa Ali Mehmed, Istoria turcilor, p. 145). See also
Nagy Pienaru, op. cit., pp. 774-794.
348 The second curtain-wall which archaeologists uncovered at Enisala seems to
have been raised about this time. See Ion Barnea, ªtefan ªtefãnescu, Din istoria
Dobrogei (From the History of Dobrudja), vol. III, Editura Academiei, Bucharest,
1971, pp. 379-385.
349 Bucharest State Archives, Turkey Microfilm Collection, reel 61, frame 276
(Sadeddin, ed. cit., II, p. 93).
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After three decades of continuous warfare – most of which saw Wallachia
facing the Ottoman threat alone – and whose main objective had been to block,
and even fragment Ottoman forces, Mircea the Old had to concede that the
Christian states, which he had called to support the anti-Ottoman front he had
initiated and organised, were unable to overcome their narrow interests, and
that his own country did not have enough potential to prevent the regeneration
of Ottoman power. Mircea made peace with the sultan when Wallachia had
affirmed its important role as one of the most active factors of opposition to
Ottoman expansion and to Catholic proselytism in this part of the world. The
Wallachian ruler had a firm political and military base that allowed him to
negotiate and set certain limits – as a set of permanently valid principles – to the
framework of relations between the Romanians and the Ottomans. From the
perspective of time, the peace treaty signed by Mircea the Old and Mehmed I
provided effective mechanisms, whereby the Romanian countries’ relations with
the Ottoman Porte were regulated. This way, Mircea the Old secured – not
without sacrifices however – the fundamental elements of the historical
Romanian survival. The situation would repeat at the end of the fifteenth
century, in the times of another great personality of Romanian history –
Stephen the Great of Moldavia. Like Mircea the Old, Stephen the Great had to
make peace with the sultan at a time of acute crisis for the Ottoman policy, but
at the end of a prolonged struggle, often carried out without any real assistance
from the Christian powers of the age. Even if – as the historical tradition has
shown – these peace treaties with the Ottoman Porte were ratified by the sons
of the two great voyevodes (Mihail I and Bogdan III, respectively)350, their
founding principles, resulting from long and glorious reigns remained,
guaranteeing the permanent preservation of their countries’ political structure,
their administrative and legislative autonomy, individuality, territorial
inviolability and the continuation Romanian spiritual life through centuries.
After the death of Mircea the Old, a new phase opened in the
development of Romanian-Ottoman relations, when internal and external
factors converged to strengthen Ottoman political influence in Wallachia,
and bring Transylvania – and later Moldavia – within the scope of the Porte’s
expansion. But the principle of limited conditional vassalage, that was the
heritage of Mircea the Old, formed the political and legal foundations of the
whole evolution of Romanian-Ottoman relations. These foundations were
strong enough to resist the test of time.
350
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5. The Romanian Principalities and the Regeneration of the
Ottoman Force
The Ottoman Porte’s most significant success in its pursuit of European
expansion, in the hundred years which followed until the fall of
Constantinople, was their victory in the fight for control of the Wallachian
Danube. They first occupied the fortresses on the right bank and then
established new bases on the left bank of the river.
With the Lower Danube firmly in their hands, the Ottomans not only
eliminated Hungary definitively from the Balkan Peninsula but also modified
the political situation in south-eastern Europe to their advantage. The Turks
used the Danube both as a base for new conquests in Europe and as a means
to smooth the progress of Anatolia’s fusion with Rumelia, without which the
Ottoman imperial construction would have not been possible after 1453.
By seizing control of the Lower Danube region up to the Black Sea,
Mircea the Old not only secured the frontiers of his country but also occupied
an important strategic position that facilitated his south-Danubian initiatives
through which he intended to deepen the dissolution of the Ottoman state.
It also gave him some room for manoeuvre in his relations with the
Hungarian kingdom. Besides, the Wallachian prince’s interference in the
Hungarian-Ottoman rivalry for the Danube was also economically motivated:
the Danubian fortifications, especially those on the right bank of the river
(Vidin, Nicopole, Rusciuc, Silistra), but also those near its mouths (Brãila,
Tulcea, Kilia), were primarily customs points, located along international
trade routes351.
With Mircea the Old’s death, one of the most active and skilful exponents
of the anti-Ottoman struggle in the Europe of those times disappeared. The
Ottoman-Hungarian dispute moved north of the Danube now, in the area of
Wallachia, where the disappearance of the great personality of Mircea
unleashed the power struggle between rival factions within the aristocracy
(boyars). For Hungary, political control over Wallachia was more than an
aspect of its rivalry with the Porte. Indeed, the kingdom was struggling for the
defence of its own south-eastern borders.
In 1419, the Danubian beys took advantage of Wallachia’s internal
troubles to seize the important stronghold of Severin. Sigismund of
351
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Luxembourg tried to redress the situation in Wallachia to his advantage. His
anti-Ottoman expedition in the autumn of the same year was really nothing
more than a demonstration of force. Hungary took control of Severin and
Bran, but the action only demonstrated that, under the circumstances, the
king’s south-eastern European policy was limited to the defence of the
kingdom’s borders. Sigismund had not given up the crusade but, by giving
priority to his western objectives, he irrevocably weakened the anti-Ottoman
coalition. To boost his chances of getting the Bohemian and the imperial
crowns, Sigismund initiated rapprochement with the Teutons (the Treaty of
Wroclaw, of January 6, 1420). This deteriorated his rapports with the
Polish-Lithuanian Union (formed at Lublau, in 1412352), which was his most
important ally in his anti-Ottoman policy. However, Sigismund’s
intervention in Bohemia only amplified the Hussite agitation there; on March
17, 1420, the Pope called for a crusade against the Hussites353. As on previous
occasions, this crusading energy focused more upon momentary objectives
that were important to the Hungarian crown than upon combating the
Ottomans. On the other hand, in the autumn of 1419, Sigismund had
reopened his military confrontation with Venice. Consequently, the Republic
of the lagoons hastened to reconcile with the Porte; the Venetian-Ottoman
armistice was signed before December 5, 1419354.
In 1420, Sigismund of Luxembourg found himself engaged in the struggle
for the crown and the war against the Hussites in the west, caught by
hostilities with Venice in the south, and threatened with war by the
Polish-Lithuanian Union in the north-east; he was thus more eager than ever
to avoid any full-scale confrontation with the Ottoman Porte. Meanwhile,
Mehmed I remained consistent to the last hour of his life in pursuing his
ultimate objective, to be exact, the consolidation of the Ottoman state and the
restoration of its former power. Consequently, he framed a prudent foreign
policy355.
352 See Viorica Pervain, Lupta antiotomanã..., pp. 61 et seq; Ferenc Szakály, op.
cit., pp. 79-80; Virgil Ciocîltan, op. cit., pp. 1198 et seq.
353 A History of Crusades, III, pp. 539-594.
354 N. Iorga, Notes et extraits pour servir à l’histoire des croisades du XV-e siècle,
Seconde série, I, Paris, 1899, pp. 255-259.
355 Ducas, ed. cit., p. 162: “For most of his reign Mahomed lived in peace with
the Roman emperor and with all other Christians except for the Venetians, and died
a natural death”.
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The so-called “great Ottoman campaign” of 1420 was in reality a series of
(possibly coordinated) interventions of the Danubian beys in favour of Radu
and the boyar faction that supported him. The incumbent ruler Mihai I,
assisted by Hungary, disappeared in uncertain circumstances, probably killed
in battle. The Ottoman forces that placed Radu Praznaglava on the throne
seized Severin, and then raided deep into southern Transylvania, as far as the
county of Orãºtie. Another part of the Ottoman army, perhaps the akinci in
southern Dobrudja, launched a simultaneous attack into south-eastern
Moldavia and attempted to capture Cetatea Albã, or rather Kilia356. The
Turkish incursions into Transylvania and Moldavia were motivated by the
role the two countries had played by supporting the anti-Ottoman party in
Wallachia. These raids also announced that the Ottoman expansionist policy
would soon be targeting Transylvania and Moldavia. The fact that the
Ottomans placed their own candidate on the princely throne by force of arms
was to have serious repercussions for the Romanian regions as a whole. Radu
Praznaglava’s accession to the throne was the result of the rise to political
prominence in Wallachia of a boyar faction willing to cooperate with the
Ottomans. Except for the short-lived rule of Vlad I “The Usurper”, the Turks
continued to intervene in the Romanian princely succession until late 1420;
the Porte thus gained an essential instrument in exerting its political
domination over Wallachia.
Turkish control of Wallachia eliminated Hungarian influence over the
principality and seriously affected the security of the south-eastern borders of
the kingdom. Despite the complications in the north, and the conflict with
Venice, Sigismund made determined efforts to regain authority over
Wallachia. Hungarian forces intervened frequently south of the Carpathians,
firstly to enthrone Dan II (1422), then to assist him against the attack
mounted by the Ottoman beys who were supporting Radu Praznaglava. The
rule of Dan II polarised anti-Ottoman forces in the country and south of the
Danube, and played an important role in reviving the front against the
Ottoman Turks.
356 I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., I, p. 214; M. Cezar, M. Sertoglu, a.o., op. cit., I, p.
247; V. Pervain, op. cit., p. 73-75; C. Cihodaru, op. cit., p. 259. The Court of Krakow
considered this first Ottoman attack on Moldavia a lesser episode, and made the
border beys responsible for carrying it out; it did not however involve the official
policy of the Ottoman state (apud V. Ciobanu, op. cit., p. 37).
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Sultan Murad II (1421-1451) continued the moderate foreign policy of
his father, creating favourable conditions for the process of internal
aggregation and the reconstruction of the Ottoman state. At the beginning of
his reign, he was confronted with a series of phenomena of political
disintegration, which – as in the past – had been encouraged by foreign forces
and unruly groups from Rumelia.
As soon as the news of the death of Mehmed I357 reached the Byzantines,
they freed the pretender Mustafa (together with Emir Cüneyid) and an
agreement was reached whereby the Ottoman prince, once on the throne,
would rule under Byzantine tutelage. He would concede the Byzantines the
west-Pontic coast up to the border with Wallachia, as well as an important
part of Thessalia. In October 1421, Mustafa proclaimed himself sultan at
Edirne. The Ottoman state was divided again, as during the interregnum,
except that this time there was no such political and military personality as
Mircea the Old capable of deepening the phenomenon and jettisoning the
narrow interests of the moment.
However, the internal crisis favoured – in connection with the
manoeuvres of Byzantine diplomacy and the economic interests of the
Hungarian kingdom in the Lower Danube – the struggle of Wallachia against
Ottoman suzerainty, which had become a fact of life with the rule of Radu
Praznaglava358. For lack of clear information we cannot say whether the
anti-Ottoman forces in Wallachia directly supported the pretender Mustafa
Çelebi – as in the times of Mircea the Old – but we know that this Ottoman
prince too (like his brother Musa, in 1413) attempted to escape to Wallachia
in the spring of 1422, after having been defeated by his nephew Murad II359.
By way of reprisals for the essential role the Byzantines had played in
re-launching Mustafa in the race for the throne, Murad II began an assault on
Constantinople in June 1422 (this time using artillery too). The Byzantines
had a narrow escape this time due to the anti-Ottoman forces in Anatolia and
357 The Ottoman officials kept the sultan’s death secret for 40 days, until the
enthronement of his successor at Bursa. The Ottomans’ accord with the Byzantines
about keeping the pretender Mustafa prisoner was valid until the death of Mehmed I.
358 Viorica Pervain, Lupta antiotomanã la Dunãrea de jos în anii 1422-1427 (The
Anti-Ottoman Struggle in the Lower Danube Region between 1422 and 1427) in
Anuarul Institutului de istorie ºi arheologie Cluj-Napoca, XXVI (1983-1984), p. 90.
359 Ducas, ed. cit., p. 226; I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., I, p. 387. The pretender
Mustafa was waylaid on his way to the Danube and was hanged from one of the
crenels of the Edirne citadel.
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Wallachia which were deliberately incited to action. Through the emirs of
Karaman and Sinop, a new legitimate claimant to the throne was put forward
– Mustafa Çelebi “the Young”, brother of Murad II. At the same time, Dan,
the Romanian Prince, who was in Constantinople, was immediately sent to
the Hungarian kingdom to create a diversion in the Lower Danube area to
draw the sultan’s attention to that region.
By the autumn of 1422, Dan II had already been installed on the throne of
Wallachia, assisted by forces from Transylvania360. The coronation most likely
took place in September 1422, when the sultan had lifted his siege of
Constantinople and led his army into Anatolia, against his brother Mustafa the
Young361. Undoubtedly, the Danubian beys reacted to the political change in
Wallachia, which involved the removal of the Ottoman influence in favour of
the Hungarian one. Dan II and Pippo de Ozera, Count of Timish, jointly
repulsed the Ottoman attacks and launched a counter-offensive south of the
Danube, recorded – as a great Romanian-Hungarian victory – by trustworthy
contemporary sources362. A massive attack by the Rumeliot forces under the
command of Firuz Bey followed at the beginning of 1423. According to a
document written at that time in Brashov, on February 26, 1423, the
Romanian ruler “crushed a large Ottoman army, slaying about 36,000 Turks”
(an exaggeration of course)363.
Encouraged by the victories of Dan II, the quandary Anatolia was facing
and the evolution, favourable to him, of the Hussite war, King Sigismund
revived his former project for a crusade. At the Kesmark summit, of March
1423, the Hungarian king obtained the consent of the Polish king, of the
Lithuanian duke and implicitly of the Moldavian ruler; Wallachia was chosen
as the base from which the crusading forces would conduct their attacks364.
Sigismund also established direct contacts with states of the Turkish-Muslim
Orient, to draw them into the projected anti-Ottoman war365.
360 On October 23, 1422, at Târgoviºte, Dan II issued a privileges act to the
merchants of Braºov, Documenta Romaniae Historica (Historical Documents of
Romania), D, I, p. 260).
361 See I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., I, pp. 390-393.
362 Hurmuzaki, Documente, VIII, p. 3; N. Iorga, Notes et extraits..., I, p. 347.
363 N. Iorga, Istoria românilor, IV, p. 16; Viorica Pervain, op. cit., p. 92.
364 Viorica Pervain, op. cit., pp. 92-93.
365 See Lajos Tardy, Beyond the Ottoman Empire. 14th –16th Century Hungarian
Diplomacy in the East, in Studia Uralo-Altaica 13, Szeged, 1978, pp. 11 et seq.
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The royal campaign began in the summer of 1423, not under the banners
of a grand crusade, as Sigismund had imagined, but in the now familiar form
of a counter strike south of the Danube, carried out by forces from Wallachia,
Transylvania and Banat. The actions seem to have been successful, particular
Dan II’s, because the Senate of Venice, which was in conflict with the Porte,
recommended on October 20, 1423 that its representatives establish contact
with the Romanian ruler, to attract him into closer cooperation with the
Signoria, in its struggle against the Ottomans366.
Meanwhile, Murad quelled the Anatolian disturbances which had been
stirred up by the emirs of Karaman and Sinop in connection with Mustafa the
Young’s candidacy for the throne. The inexperienced Ottoman prince was
strangled (February 20, 1423), and by the end of the same year, his supporters,
the emirs of Karaman and Sinop, were forced to surrender to the new
Ottoman sultan367. However, the danger of the Ottoman state’s disintegration
had not been completely removed at this point. While European courts
continued to offer haven to other pretenders to the throne (either legitimate or
false), Murad II was faced with the powerful rivalry of the Mamluk state for
domination of Anatolia. Together with Karamania and the powerful political
formation of the Akkoyunlu Turkmen (“White Sheep Turkmens”) from
historical Azerbaijan368, the Mamluks both incited and benefited from
Anatolian dissolution. No less damaging to Murad II’s foreign policy were the
366

N. Iorga, Studii istorice asupra Chiliei ºi Cetãþii Albe (Historical Studies on
Kilia and Cetatea Alba), Bucharest, 1899, pp. 83-84; Melek Delilbaºï, Selanik’in
Venedik idaresine gecmesi ve Osmanlï-Venedik savaþï (1423-1430) (The Submission of
Salonika to Venetian Rule and the Ottoman-Venetian War of 1423-1430), in
Belleten, no. 160, 1976, pp. 574 et seq.; Viorica Pervain, op. cit., p. 94.
367 See Yaºar Yücel, XIII-XV. Yuzyïllar..., pp. 95-96. Mehmed II, Emir of
Karaman, died in battle against the Ottoman forces (February 1423). His
disappearance intensified the struggle for power in the principality. In 1426, the
competition was won, with Ottoman assistance, by Ibrahim who, far from showing
gratitude, followed the policy of his predecessors of combating the Ottoman power by
all means, in alliance with Christian states as well. In addition, in judging the firm
anti-Ottoman attitude of Karamanid princes we have to take into account that a
significant part of Karamania’s population was Christian.
368 The leader of this political formation, Kara Yölük Osman, had been known,
since the end of the XIVth century, as an implacable enemy of the Ottomans. He died
in 1453, in a battle against Karakoyunlu Turkmen (“Those with black sheep”),
supported by the Ottomans. The Akkoyunlu state’s (“empire”) most glorious age was
the rule of the famous Uzun Hasan (1435-1478).
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threats of an attack from his Timurid suzerain Shahruh369. The restoration of
Ottoman power was fraught with enormous difficulties, because the pressure
from Anatolia was often backed up (through the mediation of Byzantium,
especially) by threats from Europe. The reign of Murad II was continuously
haunted by the spectre of the crusade: the danger was real and materialized in
frequent attacks launched by the allied Christian forces.
At the same time, Ottoman society underwent considerable changes that
generated new phenomena, which the sultan had to address properly.
Anatolia began to suffer from feudal fragmentation. The local aristocracy –
especially the leading tribal families – displayed a propensity to hold large feudal
fiefs. This phenomenon in particular drew the sultan’s attention because it could
undermine the process of setting up and consolidating a centralised and
absolutist Ottoman power. The problem was solved by adjusting the Ottoman
system to the new conditions. In Anatolia, Murad II adopted a practice which
the Ottomans had been using in the Balkans: liquidating the local ruling class by
wooing its members with grants of timars, or by offering them positions in the
state administration. This assimilation process was very slow: in Anatolia, tribal
organisation continued to wield extremely powerful influence, while in the
Balkans strict religious observance remained a significant factor (even in the
sixteenth century, codices mention many Christian timariots). Time was in the
Ottomans` favour however. After some generations, the descendants of local
leaders had been completely assimilated into the Ottoman ruling class, and were
often resettled in regions far away from their places of origin. Murad II did not
hesitate for a moment to physically suppress the most dangerous and recalcitrant
ones (such as Cüneyid Bey, Emir of Aydïn). However, in Anatolia the Ottomans
were faced with old Turkish-Ottoman families and felt obliged to provide some
justification for their policy of liquidating this local ruling class. To this end, they
exploited ancient matrimonial ties to assimilate the members of local dynasties,
which naturally took time370. In connection with the Ottoman policy of
369 A Raguzan report of April 1430 shows that “lo imperador turcho molto si teme
del fiol del Tramberlan, et per quella cason a fatto paxe con li Veneciani” (N. Iorga,
Notes et extraits..., II, p. 280). See also H. Inalçïk, Byzantium and The Origins of the
Crisis of 1444 under the Light of Turkish Sources, in Actes du XII-e Congrès International
des Etudes Byzantines, II, Beograd, 1964, pp. 159-163.
370 See Halil Inalçïk, Ottoman Methods of Conquest, pp. 112-120; Mustafa Akdag,
Türkiye’nin iktisadï ve içtimalï tarihi (The Economic and Social History of Turkey),
I, Cem Yayïnevi, Istanbul, 1974, pp. 358-368.
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centralising Turkish-Ottoman Anatolia in the time of Murad II, a specific
Turkish-Osman ideology developed, which sought to justify the historical
superiority of the Osman House over all the Turkish-Muslim ruling families
which had been liquidated or were to be liquidated by the Ottoman sultans371.
Political centralisation ran into serious difficulties in Rumelia too, not
because of the Christian states’ attacks, but because of the obvious rebellious
tendencies of the border beys, who had accumulated immense riches and who
controlled the much-feared akinci, and the regular cavalry units made up of
the provincial timariots. To weaken the positions of this powerful Rumeliot
aristocracy, Murad II strengthened the influence of scholar officials (ulema)
(recruited from among the ancient Turkish aristocracy), and increased the
role of slaves (of Christian origin) in the army and state administration372.
Around 1430, Murad II issued the devºirme law, which obliged the Christian
populace to provide children and youth fit for military service373. Paul Wittek
appreciates that this idea is “so cunning that it deserves our deepest
admiration”. Beyond sentimentalism and preconceived ideas, Paul Wittek
saw in this measure a means of drawing subjected Christian populations into
the leadership of the Ottoman state, as well as a means of absorbing the excess
of non-Muslim population (because non-Muslims did not incur loss of life in
warfare). This solution, P. Wittek shows, contained the danger posed by the
Christian subjects of the Ottoman state, and compromised between the
“ghazi tendency” (conquest and conversion to Islam) and the “Muslim
371 To this end, Murad II encouraged the development of a historiographical
school at Edirne, which in 1424 produced a great compilation called Oguz-nâme or
Tevârih-i ali Selçuk, in which its author, Ali Yazïcïoglu, attempted to demonstrate that
the Ottomans descended from the Kayï, an elite clan of the Oghuzan tribe, thought
to be superior among the Turks. The tamga (seal) of this tribe was first used by Murad
II, and later on became the heraldic coat-of-arms of the Ottoman House. Recent
research work has questioned this origin of the Ottomans (see P. Wittek, The Rise of
the Ottoman Empire, London, 1983, pp. 33-51; Halil Inalçïk, The Ottoman Methods
of Conquest, p. 120; Stanford J. Shaw, op. cit., I, p. 13).
372 See Mustafa Akdag , op. cit., p. 372-375; Stanford J. Shaw, op. cit., p. 46.
373 Educated in the Turkish and Islamic spirit, these youth then joined the elite
corps of the janissaries. The most promising of them remained with the Sarai schools,
so that later they might take up high positions in the administration, including the
position of Great Vizier. We underline that this law was never enforced in the Romanian
territory. (See Tasin Gemil, Ieniceri – copii de suflet ai padiºahului (Janissaries – the
Padishah’s Foster-Children), in Magazin istoric, no. 3, 1972, pp. 91-95).
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tendency” (the exploitation of subjects of another religion)374. It is difficult
for us to say whether Murad II and his viziers were motivated by ideas similar
to P. Wittek’s when the “devºirme” law was passed. It did have the effects
pointed out by Paul Wittek375, yet we should not forget that the law was
passed primarily to curb the growing power of the Rumeliot aristocracy.
Thus, the old Turkish aristocracy of scholar-officials that predominated in
the central administration tried to diminish the power of this warring aristocracy
at the European borders of the Ottoman state. However, the slaves soon put an
end to the pre-eminence of the old Turkish aristocracy in public life.
Faced with such manifold complex internal problems and contradictions,
Murad II was unable to develop a sustained policy of external conquests either.
He failed to expand the Ottoman borders to the limits it had reached under
Bayezid I. Because of “the Muslim tendency”, represented by the ancient
Turkish aristocracy (still led by the Çandarlï family), Murad II’s policy in
Turkish-Islamic Anatolia was relatively peaceful and limited in scope. It also
resulted from the application of the principle – formulated at the beginning of
this book – of a balanced expansion in Asia and in Europe. It goes without
saying that the Ottoman expansion into Europe would have considerably
strengthened the position of the Rumeliot aristocracy, an outcome which the
old aristocracy – still in power – understandably wanted to avoid.
Until the rule of Mehmed II, in addition to these internal factors, external
factors also denied the Porte the chance to promote expansion on a large
front; in particular the powerful counter-offensive jointly launched by
Hungary and the Romanian countries under the leadership of John Huniady
in the fourth decade of the fifteenth century. Thus far, since the restoration,
Ottoman policy in Europe had followed its familiar strategy of defending and
strengthening the occupied positions along the imperial line of the Danube.
This however excluded the possibility of any other major intervention in the
Balkans or any action that might have endangered the Danubian border.
While the sultan was focusing on the problems in Anatolia and the
conflict with Venice for the control of Salonika, his Danubian forces
unsuccessfully attempted, in 1424 and 1425 respectively, to remove Dan II
from the princely throne, and with him, the Hungarian political influence on
374

P. Wittek, De la defaite d’Ankara..., p. 32-33.
It is known that the Bosnian population, for example, insistently demanded
that they should provide 100 children annually, even after their conversion to Islam;
the law prohibited the enforcement of the devºirme among Muslims.
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Wallachia376. The Romanian ruler’s military successes, together with the
political actions of Venice, prompted Sigismund of Luxembourg to mount
another grand crusade, he had been preparing for since 1423. From the
autumn of 1425, Hungary and Venice had direct contact to plan down to the
last detail the cooperation between the Venetian fleet and the land forces that
Sigismund was going to mobilize against the Ottomans. At the same time, the
Hungarian king renewed his calls for a crusade to Vladislav Jagiello, King of
Poland, Vitold, Great Duke of Lithuania, and Alexander the Good, Voyevode
of Moldavia377.
Although negotiations between Hungary and Venice lasted until October
11, 1426, when a peace treaty and a five year alliance were signed378,
Sigismund had already launched the crusade in the spring of the same year.
According to plan, Polish-Lithuanian and Moldavian armies marched on
Brãila, and were to be joined by the Transylvanian-Hungarian forces. For
reasons still unclear, this did not happen. Murad II, for his part, reacted
promptly and energetically, launching coordinated incursions into Wallachia,
Serbia and Bosnia: those countries that had adhered to the royal crusading
policy379. The sultan responded quickly and strongly, while the preparations
for the crusade were still underway, because two candidates had been
announced for the throne: an Ottoman prince known as Ismail, then Mustafa
(this time a false pretender)380.
Accompanying the Ottoman forces which had invaded Wallachia was
Radu Praznaglava. Despite the stiff resistance – Sigismund wrote on June 12,
1426 to the Bishop of Winchester381 – Voyevode Dan was defeated on May
30, 1426 by his rival Radu. Pippo de Ozora immediately intervened, however,
376 Bucharest State Archives, Yugoslavia Microfilm Collection, reel 23, frame 500;
Viorica Pervain, op. cit., pp. 96-100.
377 Marcel D. Popa, Aspecte ale politicii internaþionale a Þãrii Româneºti ºi
Moldovei în timpul lui Mircea cel Bãtrân ºi Alexandru cel Bun (Some Aspects of
Wallachia’s and Moldavia’s Foreign Policy in the Times of Mircea the Old and
Alexander the Good), in Revista de istorie, no. 2, 1978, p. 266.
378 Melek Delilbaºï, op. cit., p. 579.
379 Viorica Pervain, op. cit., pp. 101-103.
380 Ismail was Mustafa Çelebi’s son, and therefore cousin to Murad II. It is likely
that this second Mustafa was one and the same person with Ismail (called by his
father’s name). See N. Iorga, Notes et extraits..., I, p. 349; M. Delilbaºï, op. cit., pp.
578, 582; Stanford J. Shaw, op. cit., I, pp. 47-48.
381 N. Iorga, Acte ºi fragmente cu privire la istoria, III, Bucharest, 1897, pp. 80-81.
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to re-establish the political situation in Wallachia, until the bulk of the king’s
“crusading” army arrived. The Hungarian armies could not gather under the
royal banner until autumn. Meanwhile, the joint forces of the Wallachian ruler
and the count of Timish started a counteroffensive in the Balkans, without
waiting for the king and the royal army. Dan II crossed the Danube at Silistra,
while Pippo de Ozora attacked the area of Vidin. On October 9, 1426, a
contemporary Venetian source praises the two allies for their victories and
conquests south of the Danube. The same document shows that Murad,
alarmed at the news, decided to advance “with all his army and fleet from
Gallipoli” towards the Danube382. However, the sultan did not make for the
Danube, because of his engagement in the war with Venice, in which the
pretender Mustafa was becoming an ever more dangerous element. With the
support of a strong boyar faction, the Danubian beys eventually managed to
enthrone Radu Praznaglava in Wallachia383. As in 1395, Romanian boyars –
at least a significant number of them – were more worried about Hungary’s
attempts to consolidate its control of the territory south of the Carpathians and
of Wallachia’s Danubian borders. The offensives in the Balkan Peninsula,
initiated by Sigismund and successfully executed by Dan II, clearly showed
that the king’s intention was to bring the whole line of the Romanian Danube
under his domination; to the same end, the court in Buda attempted to create
a subordinate state at Vidin too, through the restoration to the throne of
Frujin, son of Shishman, the former Bulgarian tsar of Târnovo384. If successful,
the plan would have been no more than a mere reiteration of the action carried
out by Louis I in 1365 which had provoked such a drastic reaction from the
then ruler of Wallachia, Vladislav Vlaicu385. Although Dan II owed his throne
382 Hurmuzaki, Documente, VIII, p. 4. V. Pervain, op. cit., p. 105, re-established
the real chronological coordinates of this document and, implicitly its documentary
value.
383 A document of July 7, 1427 shows that “many Wallachians [...] had sided with
Radu and the Turks, and were favourable to them...” (Documenta Romaniae Historica
(Historical Documents of Romania), D, I, p. 261).
384 See D. Pleºa, ªt. Andreescu, Un épisode inconnu des campagnes du voyevode Dan
II, prince de Valachie (An Unknown Episode of the Campaigns of Dan II, Prince of
Wallachia), in Revue roumaine d’histoire, no. 1, 1974, pp. 548-549; V. Pervain, op.
cit., pp. 105-106.
385 See N. Iorga, The Struggle over Vidin in 1365-1369 and the Hungarian Policy
of Vladislav Vlaicu ..., in N. Iorga, Studii asupra evului mediu românesc, ª. Papacostea
ed., Bucharest, 1984, pp. 116-137 (editor’s notes and corrections on pp. 137-140).
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to Sigismund, Romanian boyars were not willing to let the country be
ensnared by the Hungarian royalty, either from the Danube or from the sea.
The main objectives of the royal campaign at the beginning of 1427 – initiated
under the sign of the cross – were to restore Dan II to the princely throne and
–, as the successor of the late Pippo de Ozora wrote from Râºnov on January
25, 1427: “[to] destroy the Turkish country, setting it on fire, wasting it and
advancing to the shores of the sea [...to] cause as much damage as they
could...”386. In fact, Sigismund did not hide his intentions of instituting his
domination over all the lower Danube, the mouths of the river included. In
the spring of 1427, the Hungarian king granted the Teutonic knights the
defence of the Danube line. To this end, he offered them the stronghold of
Kilia, which was under Moldavian rule387. With such objectives, the
Hungarian king advanced into Wallachia at the head of a strong army in July
1427. However, the unexpected death of Despot Stepan Lazareviç (July 19)
immediately changed both the goal of the royal crusade and the theatre of
military operations. Through the Treaty of Tata of 1426, Stepan Lazareviç had
recognized the suzerainty of Sigismund. The document stipulated that after
the death of the despot, the right to rule over the Banat of Macsó, and the
strongholds of Belgrade and Golubaç would pass to the Hungarian king388.
For that reason, the Tata treaty had to be enforced. However, the Danubian
beys were ahead of the king and attacked Serbia and the Banat of Severin. In
1427-1428, bloody battles were fought for the control of the region, in which
the forces of the Wallachian ruler, Dan II, fought on the side of King
Sigismund. Murad II, for his part, invoked his own right to the succession of
Serbia based on the inheritance of Olivera (the sister of Stepan Lazareviç and
wife to Bayezid I). He occupied Kruševac, the capital of Serbia, by force of
arms and, after defeating Sigismund (on June 3, 1428), seized the stronghold
of Golubaç. The new Serbian despot, George (Djuradj) Brancoviç, was forced
to pledge loyalty to the sultan and to concede the fortress of Golubaç to him.
The Hungarian-Ottoman peace of 1429 allowed King Sigismund to
address his western problems, while Sultan Murad used the opportunity to
seize Salonika (March 29, 1430) and to expand his conquests towards
386
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Albania389. In light of the expectations of Wallachia and the south-Danubian
peoples, the Oriental policy that King Sigismund of Luxembourg promoted in the
name of Christianity was too narrow and lacked perspective. Dan II, feeding on
the hope of removing the Ottoman threat, had totally engaged in Sigismund’s
policy. With the forces of his country and with assistance from Transylvania and
Banat (most of which was offered by Romanian cneji, that is, local dynasts), the
Romanian ruler won the most important military victories against the Ottomans,
in the late campaigns of the crusade instigated by Sigismund of Luxembourg. This
was recognized by the Balkan peoples, who turned the Romanian prince into a
truly legendary hero, under the name of Dan the Brave390. But the king of Hungary
used these Romanian successes to expand his own control to the Danube line and
the Black Sea, which implicitly increased Wallachia’s subordination to the
Hungarian crown. This must have been the motivation for Dan II’s decision, at
the end of his reign, to approach the Ottoman sultan and recognise his suzerainty,
within the limits established in the times of Mircea the Old391.
The Hungarian-Polish summit held at Luck in 1429, which delegates
from Wallachia and Moldavia also attended, unveiled the secret plans of the
two neighbouring monarchs to share Moldavia between themselves. Under
the circumstances, the Moldavian ruler had to reconsider his whole system of
alliances. Consequently, Alexander the Good changed his attitude to the
Polish king, his sovereign, who had proved himself a hypocrite. The death of
Vitold and the accession of Swidrigaillo (Swidrygiello) to the throne of the
Great Dukedom of Lithuania (1430) triggered the Polish-Lithuanian conflict,
which had been latent until then; the ruler of Moldavia sided with the
Lithuanian duke. Not surprisingly, Sigismund of Luxembourg became the
mobilizing force of the coalition against Poland. To widen his own political
and military base, Alexander the Good intervened in the intercine warfare
into which Wallachia plunged after the death of Dan II (February 1431), and
imposed his own candidate, Alexandru Aldea on the principality’s throne392.
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Now that the three Romanian countries were in the same camp and, under
the leadership of Alexander the Good, their joint efforts produced immediate
results: defeated, Poland was forced to ask for peace, Sigismund gave up his
old claims, at least for a while, and the Ottomans decided not to contest the
political change in Wallachia. On January 1, 1432, Alexander the Good
passed away, leaving behind him a strong country. However, the political
edifice that he had raised would be seriously affected by the adversities that
followed. The Moldavian state survived the internal turmoil into which it was
plunged by the unworthy descendants of Alexander the Good. Nevertheless,
Moldavia gave the world ªtefan cel Mare (Stephen the Great), a man who
rose to the challenges of his times.
With the disappearance of Alexander the Good, effective Polish suzerainty
in Moldavia and Ottoman political influence in Wallachia were restored.
Soon after his Moldavian protector’s death, Alexandru Aldea had to go to
Edirne, to pay personal homage to the sultan and leave a number of the
country’s leading boyars as hostages. Alexandru Aldea was the first Romanian
ruler to cross the Danube and personally pledge allegiance to the Ottoman
sultan. This act, with serious far-reaching implications for Romanian-Ottoman relations, was ultimately a consequence of the eastern policy of
Sigismund of Luxembourg. Alexandru Aldea and his boyars thus tried to
prevent another Hungarian military intervention in Wallachia in favour of
Vlad Dracula, who had received royal investiture as early as February 1431. It
is from this perspective that we must judge the Danubian beys’ incursion into
Transylvania of 1432, under Evrenesoglu Ali Bey. By guiding the akinci,
Alexandru Aldea simply fulfilled one of his obligations as vassal to the sultan
(with the additional aggravating feature that the expedition was ordered not
by the sultan, but by a Danubian commandant). Although Alexandru Aldea
insisted on assuring the Palatine and the count of Timish of his Christian
loyalty393, we may notice that the prince was directly interested in this
campaign because Vlad Dracula was in Transylvania at the time, close to the
borders of Wallachia. Nor was Murad II completely free of similar fears,
because a new pretender to the Ottoman throne, known in the sources of the
time under the name of Davud Çelebi (“Signor Zelapia fo fiolo del imperator
393
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turcho orbato”), had found refuge at the court of Sigismound394. For obvious
reasons, ancient Turkish sources either ignore him or mention him in passing.
We can but suppose that his presence in Hungary was a source of worry to
the sultan and another reason for the Ottoman action of 1432 against the
kingdom. The coalition against Poland which Hungary formed in 1431 could
have been easily diverted against the Ottomans – the more so as the Poles
themselves insinuated such a possibility395.
The campaign was not successful. The Ottoman forces were defeated both
in Transylvania and in Moldavia, where – according to a Raguzan source of
July 31, 1432 – on June 22, the akinci were crushed, and “only few of them...
escaped”396. Iliash, the Moldavian ruler, had not distanced himself enough
from the anti-Polish alliance, which explains the attack on him. The assault
was most likely mounted against the mouths of the Danube, the same region
394
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that Sigismund had made every effort to transform into a base for his
crusading offensive397.
Despite repeated attempts, Vlad Dracula did not manage to take the
throne of Wallachia until the death of Alexandru Aldea in 1436. The
assistance afforded to him by Sigismund of Luxembourg was simply
insufficient to defeat the armies of the Danubian beys and force Alexandru
Aldea off the princely throne. In 1434, the Hungarian king (now recognised
as Roman-German emperor) noisily announced new crusade plans. Involved
in the anti-Ottoman struggle were also the Balkan vassals of the sultan:
Tvrtko, King of Bosnia; George Brancoviç, Despot of Serbia; Raguzan and
the Albanian leaders, as well as the (still) landless Romanian ruler Vlad
Dracula; Venice had secretly agreed to support the action. This time an
agreement had been reached, by mediation of the king of Cyprus, with
Ibrahim Bey, Prince of Karaman, and Kara Yölük Osman, Khan of
Akkoyunlu. The allies hoped that Shahruh, son of Emir Timur and suzerain
of Murad II would come to their assistance too. The coordinated actions
broke out in Europe and Asia. When Murad II turned against Karamania,
Vlad Dracula entered Wallachia, while the joint forces of Sigismund and of
the Balkan leaders attacked the Danube line, to be precise, the Turkish
strongholds at Kruševac and Golubaç. The Anatolian campaign was a
complete success; the Karamanid principality fell into the hands of Murad II.
However, to avoid provoking Shahruh and possibly the Mamluks, the sultan
reinstalled Ibrahim Bey to his former position, but deprived him of a large
share of his lands. Ottoman counter-strikes in the Balkans and along the
Danube were also successful. The only concrete consequence of the new
crusading agitation instigated by the elderly king and emperor was the
enthroning of Vlad Dracula in Wallachia, yet this too was a matter of good
fortune, rather than of substantial Hungarian aid398.
This initiative – King Sigismund of Luxembourg’s last – to activate a large
anti-Ottoman coalition brought to the foreground the Christian crusade and
397 Virgil Ciocîltan, Poarta otomanã ºi gurile Dunãrii... (The Ottoman Porte and
the Mouths of the Danube), p. 1063, believes that this attack on Moldavia was aimed
at “neutralizing the mouths of the Danube as an unstable factor of its [the Porte’s]
strategic positions in south-eastern Europe”.
398 I. Minea, op. cit., pp. 240-243; I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., I, pp. 413-415;
Stanford J. Shaw, op. cit., I, pp. 48-49; Aurel Decei, Istoria Imperiului otoman
(History of the Ottoman Empire), p. 87; Ferenc Szakály, op. cit., pp. 84-85; Lajos
Tardy, op. cit., p. 17.
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the threats it posed to the Porte. This time Ottoman fears were well-founded.
On November 24, 1437, the Byzantine Emperor John VIII Palaelogus left
Constantinople to participate in a council that was to decide on the union of
the two Christian Churches.
Despite the very strong anti-Catholic feeling in the region, the emperor
was convinced that only a united Europe could save Constantinople. The
sultan and his high officials certainly knew that the negotiations for the union
of the church were only a pretext for the grand European crusade which they
so greatly feared399.
The death of Sigismund of Luxembourg (December 9, 1437), who had
been the main instigator and leader of the anti-Ottoman crusade, offered
Murad II the chance he needed, and he seized the opportunity. The Poles for
their part, as long-standing rivals of the Hungarians, exploited the
circumstances to intervene in the dispute over the Bohemian inheritance of
the late king and emperor. His successor, Albert of Habsburg, was thus
attacked from two sides. Whether the Ottomans acted in coordination with
the Poles, based on a previous understanding with them, remains an
unanswered question; in any case, the great Ottoman campaign against
Transylvania of the summer of 1438, personally led by sultan Murad II,
ended without any serious military engagement because Hungarian defences
were in complete disarray. We should not forget that the revolt of Bobâlna of
1437 had exhausted Transylvania’s fighting capacity. However, the sultan
seems to have satisfied himself only with the rich booty his armies seized from
Banat and south-eastern Transylvania, because he made no gesture that he
would conquer and occupy the new territories400. The campaign was,
although on a larger scale, an action typical of the Rumelian ghazi. In
assuming personal command, the sultan wanted not only to intimidate
Hungary, the initiator of the crusade, but also to undermine the role of the
old Turkish aristocracy.
399 John of Raguza wrote: “turbati sunt ipsi turci et Infideles de huiusmodi
tractitibus unionis” (N. Iorga, Notes et extraits ..., IV, p. 25), while Sphrantzes knew
that the Sultan intended to prevent the emperor from going on this journey, by
blockading Constantinople; eventually he dropped the plan at the insistence of the
Great Vizier Çandarlï Ibrahim Pasha (Sphrantzes, Memorii. 1401-1477 (Memoirs.
1401-1477), Vasile Grecu, Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1966, p. 61).
400 See Francisc Pall, ªtiri noi despre expediþiile turceºti în Transilvania în 1438
(New Evidence about the Turkish Expeditions in Transylvania in 1438), in Anuarul
Institutului de istorie, Cluj, I-II, 1958-1959, pp. 17-22; Ferenc Szakály, op. cit., p. 85.
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Vlad Dracula is accredited by contemporary European sources with
having incited the Ottoman campaign against the Hungarian kingdom and
with having mediated an Ottoman-Polish understanding so that the
operation would be conducted on two fronts, i.e., Transylvania and Bohemia.
The Wallachian prince did indeed take part in this campaign as vassal to the
sultan, as did George Brankoviç, Despot of Serbia. The accusation that, from
a “juratus officialis” (official representative) of the Hungarian king, Vlad
Dracula turned into a “campiductor” (field commander) of the sultan and led
the Turkish army deep into Hungarian territory is unfounded because, as we
have already shown, the Romanian ruler, like the Serbian despot, only
fulfilled a major requirement of his feudal-vassal status, even if his suzerain
was an Islamic ruler. However, it is well-known that the prince did his best to
reduce the impact of the Ottoman action on Transylvania, either by secretly
sending timely warnings to the burgs that were to bear the brunt of Ottoman
attacks, or through “cunning”401. Consequently, the Romanian ruler’s
behaviour during the expedition, which made the Turks very suspicious of
him, excludes the allegation of “instigator”, while the lack of any material
evidence about the Ottoman–Polish contacts in relation to this campaign
questions the accusation formulated against Vlad Dracula that he “mediated”
them. Moreover, Vlad’s own interests would have prompted him to adopt
such an attitude. His ascension to the princely throne had been facilitated by
his being vassal to the Hungarian king. Preserving that position largely
depended on his good relationship with the kingdom. Unlike his predecessor,
Vlad Dracula did not need to annihilate any rival who took refuge in
Transylvania. We think that the accusations formulated in contemporary
sources and the speculations which some historical studies indulge in402 may
derive from the fact they mistake Alexandru Aldea for Vlad Dracula, and two
different but related campaigns, of 1432 and 1438 respectively, for each
other. As we have already shown, Aldea had immediate and serious interests
in the Ottoman campaign because his most dangerous rival, Vlad Dracula,
had taken refuge across the border in Transylvania.
The date when Vlad Dracula paid homage to the sultan is still unclear. In
any case, it is certain that he accompanied the sultan in his campaign against
401 I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., I, p. 416: “they advanced to the citadel of Sibiu, and
from there they turned back because the Padishah feared that Vlad Dracula, who was
guiding the Ottoman forces, might have laid a trap”.
402 See Virgil Ciocîltan, op. cit., pp. 1728-1785.
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Transylvania in the summer of 1438 as his vassal, which means that he had
already travelled to the Porte, most likely immediately after he acceded to the
princely throne, that is, in the spring or summer of 1437, when grave social
problems in the kingdom, and the western policy of Sigismund, deprived
Vlad Dracula of the sustained assistance he needed to meet the expected
Ottoman reaction against his enthroning.
Although the sultan made no conquest in Transylvania, by contrast,
Serbia was practically liquidated as a political entity in the summer of the
following year and came under Ottoman rule. George Brankoviç fled to
Hungary, while his sons were blinded and imprisoned. Stefan Tvrtko, King
of Bosnia, avoided a similar retaliatory action by the sultan by increasing the
tribute on his own initiative (from 20,000 to 25,000 ducats per year). In
1440, in the favourable circumstances created by the internal troubles in
Hungary which broke out after the death of King Albert of Habsburg
(October 1439), Ottoman forces attacked Belgrade, yet failed to conquer it
after laying siege to the town for about six months.
The main axes of the Ottoman offensive were those established in the
times of Murad I (north-centre-south), yet, in the fourth decade of the
fifteenth century, they underwent some changes to better respond to
challenges. Thus while the main middle axis continued to target Serbia, the
northern line had already gone beyond the Danubian limit, targeting
Transylvania via Wallachia. By contrast, the southern axis failed to advance
for the next six decades because of Albanian resistance. It should be noted that
while the central axis targeting Belgrade concentrated Ottoman forces whose
main role was to conquer and occupy new territories, the forces along the
northern axis, targeting Transylvania, simply plundered and destroyed. Their
objective was to disorganise the Hungarian kingdom’s defences to facilitate
Ottoman expansion.
These considerations demonstrate Wallachia’s importance, not only for
the defence of Transylvania, but also for thwarting Ottoman expansion into
the Middle Danube region. This constant and important function of
Wallachia also helped to protect Moldavia from the effects produced by the
same phenomenon. Control of Dobrudja and the weakening of Wallachia’s
resistance capacity opened the way for the Ottomans into Moldavia and then
into Poland, but only after the opposition of the Romanian state had been
undermined to a large extent by the contribution of its neighbour and
suzerain in the north.
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Despite temporary discontinuity – more or less inevitable – the
Romanians’ struggle to defend their borders and autonomy remained a
defining feature of their relationship with the Porte during the period covered
by this study.
After the rule of Mircea the Old, the political and military actions led by
John Huniady gave new European dimensions to the struggle against the
Ottoman offensive. John Huniady’s main objective was to wrest control of
the Danube from the Ottomans, as an essential condition for the disruption
of Ottoman rule and expansion in Europe.
The problem is well-known; therefore, we shall limit ourselves to underlining
some aspects to which Romanian historiography has given less attention.
The struggle led by John Huniady started at the exact moment when the
Turks were pushing to advance in the Middle Danube region. However, we
cannot affirm that Murad II would have continued the offensive until Hungary
as a whole was conquered. Far more pressing for the Ottomans was to regain
control of Serbia, which the subjection of George Brankoviç to the Hungarian
king had seriously weakened. The Porte’s success in its rivalry with Hungary
over the Danube and the Balkans largely depended on this. Since another grand
Christian crusade was being mooted, the loss of Serbia directly threatened the
Ottoman imperial system along the Danube. The union of the two Christian
churches, solemnly proclaimed in Florence on July 6, 1439, generated great
worry at the Ottoman Porte. Byzantium had accepted the supremacy of the
Catholic Church, in exchange for the salvation of Constantinople, through a
broad-based military action on land and sea against the Turks. It is disputable
whether the decisions of the Council of Florence delayed or hastened the end
of the Eastern Roman Empire. In any case, it is certain that the threat of a grand
crusade deepened the dissent among the rival groups within the Ottoman ruling
class. The old Turkish aristocracy (ulema) led by the Grand Vizier Çandarlï
Halil Pasha urged restraint, especially towards the Byzantines, and prevented
the decisive attack on Constantinople which was enthusiastically advocated by
some factions of the Rumeliot ghazi, the slave dignitaries and the military, led
by ªehabeddin Pasha and Zaganos Pasha respectively403. Caught between
opposing factions, Sultan Murad II delayed the attack on Constantinople;
instead, he firmly reacted to any action that would further the cause of the grand
403

See Halil Inalçïk, Fatih devri üzerinde tetkikler ve vesikalar (Research and
Documents about the Age of the Conqueror), I, Türk Tarih Kurumu Basïmevi,
Ankara, 1954, pp. 81 et seq.
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anti-Ottoman coalition, whose plans had been devised in Florence. To this end,
he ordered military strikes against the Serbian despotate, and mounted
campaigns against the prince of Karaman, who had intensified his efforts to
launch a full-scale coordinated attack against the Turks by land and sea, in both
Europe and Asia404. However, the West did not immediately start the crusade
which the Byzantines had so long expected and did not provide sufficient
support to the prince of Karaman. Consequently, the actions of Murad I in the
Balkans and Anatolia met with considerable, yet not complete success. On the
other hand, Ottoman attacks launched into Romanian territory north of the
Danube in 1441 and 1442 were easily repulsed by John Huniady. In the
favourable context of the anti-Ottoman crusade, these victories promoted the
Romanian voyevode of Transylvania to the stature of a true hero of the whole
Christian world (propugnaculum christianitas). His successes dynamized the
spirit of the crusade, animated the struggle for freedom of the Balkan peoples,
and stimulated anti-Ottoman actions in Turkish-Muslim Anatolia405. United
in their struggle under the leadership of John Huniady, the Romanian countries
were able to respond to the new challenges. Moldavia and especially
Transylvania could thus stop the plundering raids of the Danubian ghazi, while
Wallachia could eliminate the aggravating elements of Ottoman suzerainty,
which had been imposed upon it, during the internal political crisis that broke
out after the death of Mircea the Old.
The Polish-Hungarian union formed under the rule of Vladislav Jagiello
(March 8, 1440) was primarily a success of the Florentine spirit. Poland,
which until then had been reticent about, and even hostile to anti-Ottoman
projects, now became one of the main supporters of the struggle against the
Turks. Significantly, the long-standing conflict between the Polish kingdom
and the Golden Horde began to be perceived in Krakow as an integral part of
the crusading war406. The active policy of John Huniady was justified by the
success of the long-running campaign of 1443, which brought the Christian
404 Gazavât-i Sultân Murâd b. Mehemmed Hân (The Gazas of Sultan Murad, Son
of Mehemmed Khan), ed. Halil Inalçïk ºi Mevlâd Oguz, Türk Tarih Kurumu
Basïmevi, Ankara, 1978, pp. 4-7 and 82-83.
405 Lajos Tardy, op. cit., pp. 28-29.
406 See Akdes Nimet Kurat, Topkapï Sarayï Müzesi Arþivindeki Altïn Ordu, Kïrïm
ve Türkistan Hanlarïna ait yarlïk ve bittikler (Iarliks and Letters of the Khans of
Golden Horde, of Crimea and of Turkestan, Preserved in the Archives of the Topkapï
Sarayï Museum), in Dil ve Tarih Cografya Fakültesi Tarih serisi 1, Istanbul, 1940,
pp. 37-45.
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armies close to the passes of the Balkan Mountains. This was the first
counter-offensive to penetrate Ottoman positions in Europe so deeply, since
Mircea the Old’s campaign beyond the Balkans in 1392. The victory of
1443407 had fuller consequences than the provisions of the peace treaty of
Edirne, of June 12, 1444 (which were confirmed at Seghedin afterwards),
because it obliged the sultan to restore the Serbian state (together with its
strongholds, including Golubaç), and limited his actions to the Danubian
line. By imposing a special article referring to Wallachia (according to which
its ruler was no longer obliged to pay himself homage to the sultan), the
Hungarian king wanted to officialise his right to co-suzerainty over this
country408. Meanwhile, John Huniady’s Balkan offensive coincided with the
anti-Ottoman struggle begun by Ibrahim Bey, Prince of Karaman. Murad II
had to agree on an unfavourable peace treaty with the prince (at Yeniºehir, in
July 1444), through which he conceded the disputed zone between Akshehir
and Beyshehir409. In addition to the external implications that John
Huniady’s victories had for the Ottomans, there was an internal one, less
visible, but more serious in its consequences, from the perspective of the
Ottoman power’s evolution. The resounding victory won by the
Transylvanian voyevode over the Turks in 1443 brought to the surface – and
amplified – the dissent among rival groups in the Ottoman leadership to such
an extent that, under those circumstances so critical to the destiny of the
Ottoman state, Sultan Murad II unexpectedly abdicated in favour of
Mehmed II, his inexperienced son (August 1444). The combined Christian
forces grasped this unique opportunity and launched their grand crusade,
which ended so fatefully in Varna, with decisive consequences for the fate of
Constantinople and of the south-eastern region of Europe as a whole410. The
brilliant Ottoman victory at Varna (November 10, 1444) was obtained under
407

Ferenc Szakály, op. cit., p. 89, says that “the winter campaign of 1443/44 was
also a failure” because it did not have any effects on the balance of power, although
contemporary sources, primarily Turkish-Osman ones, highlight the success of this
campaign led by John Huniady.
408 See Fr. Pall, Ciriaco d’ Ancona e la Crociata contro i Turchi (Ciriaco d’ Ancona
and the Crusade against the Turks), Acad. Roum. Bul. de la Sect. Hist., t. XX,
Bucharest, 1938, pp. 10-68; Halil Inalçïk, op. cit., pp. 19-34.
409 See Ismail Hakkï Uzunçarºïlï, Ibrahim Beyi’in Karaman imareti vakfiyesi (The
Foundation Act of Ibrahim Bey’s Imaret of Karamania), in Belleten, I, (1937), pp. 120-127.
410 See Fr. Pall, Un moment decisif de l’histoire du sud-est européen, la croisade de
Varna (1444), in Balcania, VII-1, Bucharest, 1944, pp. 102-120.
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the command of the former sultan, who nonetheless stood by his decision to
leave the throne to his son. Neither the death of his favourite son, Alaeddin,
nor his own temperament – inclined to introspection and mysticism –
satisfactorily vindicate the sultan’s decision. Murad II’s abdication was in
reality the result of a long and complex process now reaching maturity.
The fall in one blow of the imperial political system which Bayezid I had
tried so hard to create, and the serious danger of the Ottoman state’s
dissolution – distinguishing marks of the period that followed the battle of
Ankara – clearly revealed the impossibility of consolidating an imperial
structure that could efficiently amalgamate the fundamental components of
the Ottoman state, Anatolia and Rumelia, without strong foundations.
The rapid eastward and westward expansion of the Ottoman state in the
latter half of the fourteenth century was not accompanied by the development
of appropriate strategies that might have consolidated the conquests. By
saying this, we return to our earlier assertion that Bayezid I was primarily
responsible for the Ottoman disaster at Ankara and its consequences because
he had forced the process of setting up a centralised and absolutist empire.
The serious domestic troubles that followed his death and their effects –
which lasted until the mid-fifteenth century – shed light on a series of
elements and phenomena generated by the Ottoman expansion, which ran
contrary to the imperial centralisation policy. Consequently, in the former
half of the fifteenth century, particularly during the reign of Murad II,
Ottoman policy was oriented towards containing and liquidating these
anarchic internal elements and phenomena.
We have already shown how the Ottomans reacted to the local Anatolian
aristocracy’s tendencies to transform the ancient beyliks, or parts of them,
into large hereditary feudal domains. Chiefs of clans or of small tribes were
turned into timar holders and then removed form their native places. The
same rough treatment was meted out to the local Christian aristocracy in the
Balkans411. The expansion of the Ottoman power in Europe had claimed and,
at the same time, generated in this new Ottoman province a system of
organization and a way of life that was different from Anatolia’s. In Rumelia,
as a result of the Ottoman expansion and conquests, a newly rich class
appeared and grew, who occupied important political and military positions,
namely, commanders of the akinci and beys of the autonomous border
sandjaks. Their incursions into the neighbouring territories brought them
411

See Halil Inalçïk, Ottoman Methods of Conquest, pp. 112-120.
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extremely valuable assets (as absolute private property), as well as large fiefs
they could pass on to their descendants. In fact, even the akinci quality was a
family prerogative, as was the position of leader of these extremely mobile
units of the Ottoman army. An influential Rumeliot aristocracy was thus
formed, who obviously tried to strengthen their power and increase their
political and military autonomy. It goes without saying that around this new
aristocracy numerous other groups of enriched and privileged people were
formed.
On the other hand, Ottoman expansion in Europe had generated a
massive and constant immigration to Rumelia, a phenomenon actively
encouraged by the Ottoman state. The newcomers came from diverse corners
of Anatolia, or from the neighbouring regions; even from as far as Central
Asia. Most of them had been dispossessed of their lands and assets because of
continuous warfare, especially during the Timurid invasion and the
interregnum which had followed. In spite of its rapid expansion in the
Balkans, the Ottoman state could provide the means of subsistence for only a
relatively small number of colonists. Under the Ottoman system, exploitation
of the newly-conquered territories was based on preserving the existing
rapport between local peasants and their lands. For this reason, the
newcomers from Asia were settled only in sparsely populated regions, deserted
lands, and urban areas. Consequently, a large number of them remained
outside the process of colonisation and ultimately proved to be extremely
troublesome elements. On the one hand, these immigrants were ready to
participate in any action contesting the existing order. On the other hand, by
plundering the neighbouring Christian countries to earn a living, they
strengthened the positions of the ghazi aristocracy at the European borders.
The akinci commandants organized some of them in stipended units to serve
their own interests412. Permanent discontent among the immigrants and the
anarchistic tendency of the Rumeliot aristocracy, combined with a series of
elements generated by the native Christian population’s wish for freedom and
the policies of the European states, made Rumelia a powerful faction
opposing the Ottoman central authorities.
At the same time, this region experienced an economic boom fuelled by
the shift of the centre of gravity of Ottoman expansionism towards Europe,
and the accumulation of immense riches by the Rumeliot aristocracy. A
412
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rivalry thus emerged between Anatolia and Rumelia; between the ancient
Ottoman regime centred on Bursa (dar al-ulema = “the scholars’ house”) and
the new one, centred on Edirne (dar al-guzat = “the ghazi’s house”), and
which was openly manifested in the enmity between the old Turkish
aristocracy and the new ghazi aristocracy413.
The internal troubles of the first half of the fifteenth century brought to
light the fierce struggle for power within the Ottoman leadership. In addition
to the principal rivalry between the old and new aristocracies, mentioned
above, the civil war especially brought to the surface a number of other
enmities: between the sipahis and the janissaries, the officials of Turkish origin
and those from the slave stock, the slave-military and the slave-notables, and
so on. Significantly, in the struggle for the throne between the descendants of
Bayezid I, the pretenders supported by the rebellious internal forces and the
Christian states had their base in Rumelia and their headquarters at Edirne,
while those invested with inherited authority had their base in Anatolia and
their headquarters at Bursa. While those from Rumelia were principally
supported by the Rumeliot aristocracy and the forces dependent on it
(akinci), those from Anatolia had slave-military and slave-officials on their
side. The old Turkish aristocracy divided from the very beginning into
various factions, but they always sided with the pretender from Anatolia, both
because he represented the old central Ottoman authority and because the
pretender from Rumelia usually originated in areas outside the Ottoman
borders. This explains why the pretender from Anatolia was the victor each
and every time. If it had not been for Anatolian and slave support, Murad II
himself could not have successfully defended his throne in the confrontation
with his uncle Mustafa.
Murad II tried to strike a balance between the opposing factions within
the Ottoman leadership by encouraging now one, then the other. But, on the
whole, he failed to control this infighting, which helps to explain why his
foreign policy was less daring.
Turning now to the seemingly odd act by which, in 1444, Murad II
abdicated in favour of his son Mehmed II, we notice that it was in
consequence of his incapacity to resolve these conflicts, which were amplified
by the resounding defeats inflicted upon the Ottomans by the allied
Romanian-Hungarian forces of John Huniady.
413
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Contemporary Ottoman chronicles inform us that the deep advance of John
Huniady into the Balkans in 1443 was facilitated by Turahan Bey, the leader of
the akinci, who “refused to join his forces” with those of Kasïm Pasha, Beilerbey
of Rumelia, and demobilized his akinci before the battle of Zlatiþa. Moreover,
Turahan Bey was also accused of having a secret understanding with George
Brankoviç, Despot of Serbia. For these accusations, the sultan later incarcerated
Turahan Bey in the famous Bedevi Çardagï prison of Tokat414.
Kasïm Pasha, Beilerbey of Rumelia, was a slave by origin (son of the
famous Albanian noble Todor Muzaki), and therefore a representative of the
central power. The above-mentioned episode is typical of the conflict between
the slaves and the ghazi and also illustrative of the obvious discontent of the
central authority with the quasi-independent power of the Rumeliot
aristocracy. Murad II had not forgotten of course that the same Rumeliot
aristocracy had supported his uncle Mustafa in the struggle for the throne.
The succession of his only son could have been contested, with assistance of
the same akinci leaders, by any of the pretenders to whom various European
courts had offered shelter. By conceding the throne to Mehmed II, Murad
wanted to ensure his son’s reign415. That this was the main reason is
confirmed by Aºïkpaºazade, who attributes to Murad the following words:
“I want to see, while I am still alive, my son [rule as] Padishah”416.
Mehmed II was placed on the throne with the slaves’ support, against the
wishes of the Rumeliot and the old Turkish aristocracy. His enthronement
was, at the same time, an attempt to strengthen the central powerbase by
replacing the old system of leadership, primarily based on the Turkish
aristocracy, with a new one, which gave prominence to the slave aristocracy.
This time however, the experiment failed. The old aristocracy was still
powerful while the slave-aristocracy had not got hold of all the necessary
positions yet, nor did they have sufficient experience to meet the serious
external threats confronting the Ottoman state.
The Peace of Edirne-Seghedin with Hungary and the Peace of Yeniºehir
with Karamania were therefore necessary to Murad II, if he was to successfully
secure his son’s succession and implicitly build a homogeneous Ottoman
state. It was not the defeats Murad II suffered to John Huniady that forced
414 Orudj, Fr. Babinger ed., p. 54; 17; Cronicile anonime (Anonymous
Chronicles), Fr. Giese ed., I, 67; Aºïkpaºazade, N. Atsïz ed., I, pp. 183-184.
415 See Halil Inalçïk, Fatih Devri ..., pp. 57-58.
416 Aºïkpaºazade, N. Atsïz ed., I, p. 148.
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him to accept and immediately implement the provisions of the peace treaty
with Hungary – so detrimental to Ottoman interests – but the far-reaching
effects these could have on the internal situation in the Ottoman state. At the
same time, the restoration of George Brankoviç’s despotate, the withdrawal of
the Ottomans from the Serbian strongholds (including the important
stronghold of Golubaç) actually weakened the imperial line along the
Danube417, while the recognition of Hungarian co-suzerainty over
Wallachia418 only served to strengthen Hungarian influence in the Balkans.
It was the most substantial concession the Ottomans had ever made to the
Hungarian kingdom. The victory primarily belonged to John Hunyadi and
the allied forces of Transylvania, Wallachia and Moldavia, which constituted
the base of his military and political power. Through the joint effort of the
three Romanian countries and Hungary, successfully combined with John
Hunyadi’s personality and leadership, Wallachia regained the position and
role which it had played before its resistance capacity had been affected by the
internecine struggle for the princely throne between the descendants of
Mircea the Old. Judging this bright age in Romanian and universal history
dominated by the personality of John Huniady, N. Iorga wrote with pride: “It
was not a personal policy, but something else: a policy that, from the
beginning, reflected his character, his Romanian origins, the Romanian
instinct hidden in his soul. His great thought was visibly this: to rely on the
forces of a vigorous new nation and, through this nation to withstand the
Turks and keep the Danube line; changing only the centre of weight from the
principalities to Transylvania... Therefore, he used his power in Hungary to
implement this work through us and, we could add, to our honour. The
element that he brought to battle was not first and foremost Hungarian; it
was not with the Hungarian nobles that he fought his campaigns, but with
the auxiliary forces from our regions, on the one hand, and the peasants from
Transylvania, whom Sigismund had raised again to the dignity of humans by
offering them a privileged military position...”419.
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The young king of Poland and Hungary, pushed by the fanatical Julian
Cesarini, the papal legate, soon broke the pledge he had made at Seghedin,
“transforming what had been until then a personal, Romanian feat of
Hunyadi into a pontifical crusade, like those in the depths of the Middle
Ages”420. The crusade ended in disaster at Varna, with the death of the
Jagiellon king of Hungary and Poland. Neither the Danubian “naval crusade”
of 1445, mounted by John Huniady, as a campaign of revenge and carried out
with the effective participation of armed forces of Wallachia (5,000 people),
produced any notable result421, except for the terrible fear the appearance of
Davud the Pretender, alongside the crusaders, caused at the court of the
sultan. The previous year, during the Varna campaign, Orhan Çelebi had
been brought to “Dobrudja, which seemed to have become the favourite area
from which true or false pretenders” were put forward in the struggle for the
Ottoman throne422. John Huniady was fully conscious of the strategic
importance of the mouths of the Danube, as a base for striking at Ottoman
power both inside and outside. The successes of Vlad Dracula on the Danube
and the preparations of John Huniady for a new great anti-Ottoman offensive
caused serious worry at the Porte, and even made Murad II return to the
throne. This connection between the Ottoman internal crisis and the
development of offensive actions under the leadership of John Huniady is
unknown to Romanian historiography. For this reason we insisted earlier on
the problems of the Ottoman internal crisis between 1444 and 1446.
Although the great victory at Varna benefited the old aristocracy, Murad
II abided by his decision and resisted the efforts of Halil Pasha to return to
the throne. Soon, however, the struggle for power which was in progress
around the Ottoman throne took a turn for the worse when the janissaries
became involved. All early Turkish chronicles show that the first major
political rebellion of the janissaries was incited by the old Turkish aristocracy.
John Huniady’s Balkan offensive and the attacks of the Prince of Karaman in
Anatolia had so dramatically increased war expenditure that the Ottoman
treasury was no longer capable of paying this privileged army corps’ wages, the
420
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more so as their number had increased considerably423. The rebellion –
known to history as “Buçuk Tepe” (the Half Akça Hill) – broke out in May
1446, as a reaction to the attempt by the young sultan Mehmed II and the
slave-aristocracy around him to pay their wages using a new coin of lower
quality and value424. The janissaries refused to go on an expedition (against
Wallachia perhaps) under the command of Shehabeddin Pasha, Beilerbey of
Rumelia, whom they considered responsible for the death of their comrades
in the campaign of 1442 against John Huniady. Shehabeddin Pasha made a
narrow escape and found refuge with sultan Mehmed II, under whose
protection he placed himslef. Gathered on a hill near the capital (Buçuk Tepe),
the rebels threatened to support the pretender that claimed to be the son of
Bayezid I. This must have been Orhan Çelebi who, as we have already shown,
was being used by the Byzantines and John Huniady as a vital instrument in
the destabilisation of Ottoman power. The threat shows that those who had
instigated the rebellion were no longer in control. The janissaries had become
aware of the important role they were playing in the structure of the Ottoman
state. Their intention seriously worried not only the new slave-aristocracy
around Mehmed II, but also the old Turkish aristocracy supporting Murad
II. The slave faction persuaded Mehmed II to meet the requests of the rebels
and grant them an increase in their daily wage of half (buçuk) an akçe, while
the party led by Halil Pasha convinced Murad II to return to the throne. On
the other hand, a Takvîm (Calendar) of 856 hegira (1452) shows that the real
reason for Murad’s return to Edirne seems to have been the defeat of the
Ottoman army led by Davud Bey in Wallachia in the spring of 1446. Since
– Professor Halil Inalçïk writes – after 1444, John Huniady and the crusaders,
now allied with Vlad Dracula, were threatening Rumelia from Wallachia, this
defeat must have stirred up great agitation at Edirne. Evidence for this is the
fact that the Takvîm, which was relatively contemporary, indicates it to be the
most important reason for Murad’s return to the throne425.
In other words, the unity of action which the Romanians achieved under
the leadership of John Huniady was a factor of great significance, capable of
423
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throwing into disarray the regeneration of the Ottoman powerbase. John
Huniady was undoubtedly aware of this truth when he violently reacted to
any action which compromised the unity of the Romanian countries. In
1447, Vlad Dracula and his son Mircea, suspected of having colluded with
the Ottomans, were killed and John Huniady placed his own trustworthy
man, Vladislav Dan, on the throne of Wallachia. At the same time, his forces
enthroned Petru II in Moldavia and in January 1448 the stronghold of Kilia
came under the direct control of John Huniady. The Romanian unity of
action was thus restored, the Danube and the mouths of the river became the
base for a new full-scale offensive in the Balkans to combat the Turks and
drive them out of Europe. The battle of Kossovopolje (Kosovo) of 1448,
which the Ottomans won, signalled the failure of the European crusades and
concluded the last act of the Ottoman powerbase’s lengthy revival. The
Romanian countries, first under the leadership of Mircea the Old, then of
John Huniady, managed to obstruct this process and delay the great Ottoman
offensive beyond the Danube towards Central Europe. The Ottoman
regenerative capacity proved stronger than the forces that opposed it.
However, Murad II failed to resolve all the conflicts dogging Ottoman history
in the former half of the fifteenth century. Until the end of his reign, the
Ottoman state was unable to secure internal cohesion and consolidate its
international position. These problems would be the major immediate
objectives of Mehmed II’s reign. With him began a qualitatively superior
phase in the evolution of the Ottoman phenomenon, in which the Romanian
countries would be faced with more serious difficulties than ever before in
their relationships with the Ottomans.

6. Romanians Faced with a New Empire
The growth of Ottoman power from the mid-fifteenth century to the
dimensions of a great centralised empire, with claims to universalism, affected
the situation of the Romanian countries more seriously than before. The process
through which the Ottomans became a fundamental element in the world
balance of power brought about major changes in international relations. In the
general context of the mutations caused by the strong Ottoman impact on
Europe, a series of states such as Bulgaria, Albania, Serbia, Greece, Hungary etc.,
disappeared from the political map of the continent. Despite the considerable
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sacrifices they had to make, the Romanian countries preserved their effective
sovereignty and their statehood, for a long time. By carefully analysing the
balance of power in the region, they adopted the means that seemed to them the
most adequate for the defence of their fundamental interests and the most
appropriate to the dramatic transformations in international affairs. Thus, the
Romanian countries’ stance on the Ottomans’ European policy was extremely
important for the region; although they opposed it, their response was contained
in content and flexible in its application.

*
Contemporary Turkish historiography opines that Sultan Mehmed II
(1451-1481) was the true builder of the Ottoman Empire426. By establishing
his residence in the capital of the basileos, he managed to consolidate the whole
territory controlled by the Ottoman forces into a single political, economic and
administrative structure. Through a series of successive actions, Mehmed II
eliminated the local dynasts and liquidated the autonomy of the vassal states in
Anatolia and south of the Danube. At the same time, he created a new and
larger system of vassal states, along new lines, that was intended to ensure the
success of Ottoman policy. The transition of the Ottoman phenomenon to a
new phase of its evolution, i.e., a centralised, absolutist empire with obvious
aspirations to world domination, owed less to the personality, indeed
exceptional, of Mehmed II, and more to the evolution of internal factors and
of the international situation, at the time. The serious problems the Ottoman
state was faced with in the former half of the XVth century were overcome by
the vigour and the sustainable development of its fundamental elements. The
deep internal friction of the period blocked Ottoman expansion, but was at the
same time a veritable test of the solidity of the Ottoman state. Mehmed II’s
full-scale policy of force would have failed, like Bayezid I’s, had he not
benefited from solid internal support and favourable international
circumstances. Actually, the evolution of the Ottoman phenomenon in the
former half of the XVth century represented its maturation phase, when new
targets were established for its future development.
In the first half of the fifteenth century, especially during the relatively long
reign of Murad II (1421-1451), the Ottoman state consolidated its structure.
It was now that the timariot system was set up in its classical form, as a
426
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medium and material base for the Ottoman expansionist policy. The analysis
of historical sources shows that as early as the times of Mehmed I (1413-1421),
timars had become a major preoccupation of the Ottoman state authorities427.
During the reign of Murad II, depending on the revenues produced, this
system of conditional fiefdoms was structured into the categories of “timar”,
“zeamet” and “hass”, and remained stable until its disappearance. Mehmed II
developed the system, gave it a legal base and extended it, both through
conquests and through the “etatization” of the vast domains of religious
foundations (vakîf). The holders of such conditional fiefs (sipahi) constituted,
until the middle of the XVIth century, the main force of the Ottoman army428.
In the preceding sub-chapters we have shown that the Ottomans had
adopted, from the Turkish-Islamic states that preceded them, a very efficient
instrument to strengthen their central authority, to be exact, the slave system
(kul). We have seen that Bayezid I, trying to promote an imperial policy, had
greatly expanded this system, which resulted, among other things, in the
formation of a slave aristocracy. With it, the struggle for power took on new
dimensions. Mehmed II raised the slave system to the rank of a primary force in
the development of his domestic policy aiming at imperial centralisation. Under
Mehmed II, the sultan’s slaves became preponderant in the Empire as a whole,
while ancient aristocratic groups, such as the powerful families at the borders of
Rumelia and the Turkish aristocracy of scholar-dignitaries, declined in
importance429. Significantly, immediately after the conquest of Constantinople,
Mehmed II ordered the execution of the Grand Vizier Çandarlï Halil Pasha, thus
ending the primacy of the Turkish aristocracy in Ottoman leadership430. In
addition, after 1453, most of the grand viziers were of Christian-slave origin.
427 Aºïkpaºazade, ed. cit., I, p. 156, writing about the measures taken to hide the
death of Mehmed I, shows that the Ottoman officials “met in council at the Porte,
gave and took sandjaks and timars every day”.
428 The number of feudal lords in Anatolia and Rumelia is estimated at about
40,000 (Halil Inalçïk, L’Empire ottoman... , p. 86).
429 See Halil Inalçïk, Ottoman Methods of Conquest, p. 122.
430 As a representative of this aristocracy, Halil Pasha was the partisan of a prudent
foreign policy, which he tried to impose during the rule of Murad II. Accused of being
“an associate of the infidels” (gâvur ortagï), Halil Pasha was executed as a partisan of the
Byzantines (June 1, 1453). It is interesting to note that his main accusers were converts
of Greek origin, who were the most fervent defenders of the final assault on
Constantinople (see Halil Inalçïk, Fatih devri..., pp. 132-136; I. H. Uzunçarºïlï,
Çandarlï vezir ailesi, pp. 78-84).
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The slaves’ ascension demanded the reorganisation of their recruiting and
training system. Mehmed II regulated these by means of special laws which
refined the old “devºirme” system, creating a complex but rigorous system of
selection and training for the slaves chosen for positions in the serai and state
apparatus, as well as of those who were to make up the military force the sultan
needed to support his absolute authority431. The number of janissaries increased
from 5,000 to 12,000 and special attention was given to the artillery corps “the
Porte’s slaves” (Kapïkulu). These slave-troops were subject to strict rules but
enjoyed benefits and privileges that soon raised them to the rank of elite corps
of the Ottoman army432. The sultan thus created a strong force always ready for
action, capable of crushing any internal opposition – especially from the beys at
the European borders – and which would counter the role of the sipahi. In a
short time, Mehmed II succeeded in lowering the Rumeliot aristocracy to the
status of simple sandjaks beys submitted to the central authority of the sultan.
Thus, the problems previously created by the powerful akinci commandants in
the Balkans were completely eliminated. Mehmed II was the first military leader
in history to give full attention to artillery. The great cannons cast on his order
not only destroyed the thick walls of Constantinople, but also marked the end
of the era of the great local feudal lords, who, protected behind the thick walls
of their citadels, could challenge the monarch’s authority. Furthermore, by
locating the janissary garrisons in border strongholds, and granting the title of
sipahi to a larger number of native feudal lords from the newly conquered
territories, the border regions were more closely tied to the central authority,
and “bridges” were thus built between the Ottoman capital and the
neighbouring countries. Like Bayezid I, Mehmed II systematically promoted
slaves both in the state apparatus and in the officer corps. By granting the
janissaries generous timars, the sultan undermined the homogeneity of the
sipahi and brought them under his strict control.
In short, the timar and slave systems enabled the sultan to prevent the old
aristocracy from playing a dominant role in the empire. At the same time, he
brought to a successful end the process by which newly conquered territories
came under his absolute authority433.
431 See, amongst others, B. Miller, Beyond the Sublime Porte, New Haven, 1931,
pp. 63 et seq.
432 Halil Inalçïk, Osmanlï devrinde Türk Ordusu (The Turkish Army in the
Ottoman Age), Türk Kültürü, no. 118, Ankara, 1972, p. 1 055.
433 Halil Inalçïk, Ottoman Methods of Conquest, p. 122.
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Mehmed II also introduced a clear separation of powers which, from now on,
concentrated only in the hands of the sultan. Executive power was invested in
slaves, while scholars – most of them belonged to the old Turkish aristocracy –
were granted legislative powers or, rather, were asked to adapt the precepts of
Islamic jurisdiction and old Turkish-Mongol tradition to the concrete
conditions of the Ottoman Empire. In other words, decision-making, according
to traditional or religious precepts (örfî ve ºer’î), lay with the ulema, while
slave-administrators were entrusted with the task to enforce them. Thus,
Mehmed II did not give slaves complete freedom and, at the same time,
preserved the old Turkish aristocracy as a force of equilibrium between contrary
tensions434. To the same end, namely, to strike a balance between the various
forces participant in the act of governance under his sole authority, Mehmed II
introduced tough regulations for the offices of the high dignitaries. The grand
vizier, usually recruited from amongst slaves435, was the first representative of the
sultan’s absolute power, yet his authority was substantially limited. Although he
could control the financial activity of the state, the treasury officials (defterdar)
reported only to the sultan. Nor was the judicial activity of the kadï subordinated
to the grand vizier, but to the sultan. The grand vizier could not give orders to
the commandant of the janissaries (yeniçeri agasï) either, since the latter obeyed
only the sultan’s orders. The situation was similar in the provinces: the (slave)
beilerbey could not order the provincial finances intendant, or judge, who
complied only with the centrally issued directives. Furthermore, in the provinces,
Mehmed II implemented a centralised system of permanent and strict control.
Only the sultan was in a position to decide on issues regarding the province as a
whole. In addition, the system by which the beilerbey on the one hand, and the
provincial kadi and defterdar on the other, could lodge complaints with the
sultan against one another’s activity, proved extremely efficient.
Consequently, the three basic compartments of the state (military,
financial and judicial) were autonomous from one another, and entirely
subordinate to the sole authority of the sultan. With Mehmed II a new type
of Ottoman padishah emerged, who held full control and exerted absolute
central authority over the immense Ottoman Empire.
434
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To eliminate any elements that could have undermined centralised power,
Mehmed II adopted a series of radical measures against Islamic religious
foundations (vakïf). Around these institutions cooperation had crystallised
between the old aristocracy and the Muslim clergy, both discontented with
the excessive strengthening of central authority436.
In exchange, Mehmed II granted substantial religious and administrative
autonomy to non-Muslim Churches in the Ottoman Empire. In addition to
other objectives, these measures aimed to bring the non-Islamic Churches under
the sultan’s imperial control, in order to check their authority and their influence
on non-Muslim Ottoman subjects, and prevent the union of the two Christian
Churches; an act which was regarded with deep suspicion by the Porte437.
The famous “Legal codes”(Kanunnâme) of Mehmed II institutionalised
the sultan’s centralised and absolute authority438. These Kanunnâme were in
fact a synthesis of earlier Ottoman legal and administrative codes439.
Although they underwent changes later, especially in the age of Süleyman the
Magnificent (1520-1566), the legal codes of Mehmed II remained the
administrative foundation of the Ottoman Empire.

*
The absolutist centralist domestic policy, and the wide-ranging foreign policy,
vigorously and resolutely implemented by Mehmed II and his successors,
436
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437 Critobul din Imbros (Kritouboulos of Imbros), Din domnia lui Mahomed al
II-lea. Anii 1451-1467 (Moments from the Reign of Mehmed II, The Years
1451-1467), Vasile Grecu ed., Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1963, p. 172-174;
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the Ottoman Empire’s Expansion), Atatürk Konferenaslarï, VI, 1973-1974, Türk
Tarih Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara, 1977, pp. 30-31.
438 See Mehmed Arif, Kanunnâme-i Al-i Osman (The Law Codes of the Ottoman
House), in Tarih-i Osmani Encümeni Mecmuasï, XIII, cüz 1, 1328, Istanbul,
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drew, for the most part, on strong economic development and the growth of
the Ottoman state’s military might.
As we have shown, the Ottomans’ conquests – chiefly motivated by the
feudal military-bureaucratic class’ need for sources of revenue – particularly
targeted economically-developed zones. To facilitate the systematic
exploitation of the newly-conquered territories, the Ottomans took measures
to stimulate local economic life: they imposed a severe public order, made
commercial routes safer and introduced regulations that encouraged
production and trade. Initially, these measures benefited economic life, but
later on, as western capitalism developed, Ottoman economic jurisdiction –
captive to its rigid feudal norms – hindered the empire’s economic growth.
At the beginning of the fifteenth century, when the period of internal
troubles was over, the Ottoman economy began to revitalise rapidly. The
output of fine silk and wool textiles, flax linen and cotton fabrics, pottery,
construction materials or processed animal hide and metals, from the old
centres of Anatolia and Rumelia, exceeded domestic demand. As early as the
first half of the fifteenth century, and especially from the reign of Mehmed II,
the Ottoman economy began to integrate closely into international trade. By
seizing Constantinople, an important commercial centre, by expanding his
conquests in Asia and Europe and centralising the whole territory under
Ottoman rule, Mehmed II advanced his predecessors’ plans to secure the
ancient commercial routes connecting the Orient and the Occident. Located
along one of the main “silk roads”, Bursa began to develop at a rapid pace in
the late XIVth century. Although the movement of the Ottoman capital to
Constantinople seriously affected the economy of many Anatolian centres
(Bursa included), intense commerce kept their productive and mercantile
activities at a very high level. Thus, in 1487 the customs revenues for the silk
trade contributed by Bursa alone amounted to over 40,000 golden ducats,
while the customs tolls collected in Istanbul rose to over 100,000 golden
florins in 1479. Undoubtedly these revenues were only one aspect of the
immense and complex financial system that Mehmed II created to enrich the
Ottoman state treasury. We should not be surprised therefore that at the
death of Mehmed II in 1481, the Ottoman state treasury counted 2.5 million
ducats and 48 million akçe in cash440.
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Such an economic basis also assisted the development of the Ottoman
military. In fact, the economic and military factors were closely
interdependent. The Ottomans were receptive to the most advanced
achievements in technology and military art, from Europe and the Orient,
and also had the means to adopt them. It is known that the Turks had used
cannons ever since the time of Bayezid I, and that in 1422 Murad II used
artillery massively in the siege of Constantinople. In the campaign of 1444,
artillery kept the crusading fleet at a distance, thus permitting the Ottoman
army to cross the Bosphorous safely. Artillery became a basic weapon in the
hands of Mehmed II, who used it with maximum efficiency to conquer
Constantinople and to expand Ottoman rule in other regions. In the times of
Mehmed II, the Ottoman army had the most powerful artillery in the world.
The same sultan did not hesitate to use it to destroy those feudal strongholds
in Anatolia and Rumelia that opposed his expansionist agenda, his absolutist
regime and policy of centralisation. The Ottomans also adopted from John
Huniady the Taborite tactic of connected carts. It was also Mehmed II who
laid the foundations of the Ottoman navy (in 1470 he commissioned 92
galleys), although until the reign of Süleyman the Magnificent, the Ottoman
fleet remained unable to win supremacy over the Mediterranean maritime
powers.
In a word, Mehmed II not only conquered Constantinople and laid the
real foundations of the empire, “it was also he who gave the Ottoman army
its true organisational base”441.

*
Mehmed II’s imperial policy owed its success, at least in the early days, to the
fact that, after the death of Murad II, the international situation dramatically
changed in favour of the Ottomans. In reality, the political and military
potential of Byzantium, taken separately, counted much less to the Turks
than the Occident believed. What always worried the Ottoman leadership
was primarily the possibility that the whole Christian world would engage in
battle, in defence of Byzantium, either by mounting crusades or by forming
broad-based coalitions. This fear strongly influenced all policy decisions and
the evolution of the Ottoman phenomenon as a whole, and was never
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successfully allayed442. Hence Caliph Omar’s prescriptions, based on the
well-known Latin principle of divide et impera (divide and rule), became a
major component of the Porte’s European policy; the Porte permanently
fuelled division within the Christian world by applying flexible policies, both
internally (religious tolerance) and externally (a conciliatory attitude to some
European states).
At the enthronement of Mehmed II, in 1451, the conflict between the
Orthodox and Catholic Churches had reached serious levels. The forced
union proclaimed in Florence had consequences contrary to those anticipated
by the Byzantine emperor. Instead of engaging the whole Christian world
against the ever-increasing Ottoman threat, the decision of the Florentine
Council exacerbated Orthodox opposition to the idea. Thus in 1451, the
unionist Patriarch Gregory II Mammas was forced to take refuge in Rome,
leaving the patriarchal see vacant443. The resounding failure of this last
important attempt to unite the two Christian Churches deepened the
Orthodox-Catholic divide and generated European suspicion of Byzantium
and the Greeks.
Nor was the attitude that the great Catholic states adopted in their
relationships with the growing Ottoman power any less important to the
shaping of Mehmed II’s foreign policy, under the circumstances. Aware of the
major political mutations in their zone of interest, the Italian mercantile
republics intensified their rivalry over existing and potential economic
interests in the Pontic and Mediterranean regions, often making compromises
to win Ottoman goodwill. Hungary, which, together with the Romanian
countries, had played a major role in the anti-Ottoman struggle in Europe
under the leadership of John Huniady, was wasted by violent internecine
442 In a letter of July 30, 1903 to Salih Munir Pasha, his ambassador to Paris,
Sultan Abdulhamid II expressed his fears that the announced visit of the Russian tsar
to the Vatican might be the sign of another European crusade, inspired by the Holy
See. In his report of August 6, 1903, the Ottoman ambassador to Paris showed,
among other things, that “the crusades that began after the Ottomans’ passage into
Rumelia have continued to this very day ... The periods without wars ...were not in
reality periods of peace, but rather armistices of a sort...” (Hayri Mutluçag, Yabancï
devletlerle iliºkilerimizde tavsiyleri daima geçerli olan tarihi rapor (A Report with
Historical Value Whose Learnings Are Permanently Valid to Our Relations with
Foreign States), Belgelerle Türk Tarihi Dergisi, no. 16, pp. 22-26).
443 See A. A. Vasiliev, op. cit., pp. 370-375; Steven Runciman, op. cit., pp. 29-35;
A History of the Crusades, III, pp. 99-103.
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troubles. The three year Ottoman-Hungarian peace signed in 1451 was much
needed by both sides. The Porte however made an important concession to
Hungary, by recognizing its co-suzerainty over Serbia and Wallachia444.
Mehmed II needed peace along the Danubian line to consolidate his rule and
to make the necessary preparations for the assault on Constantinople.
The states which felt they were at a secure distance from the Ottoman
threat could not understand the real scale of the problems that were
developing in the international arena. In their relationships with the Porte,
they adopted either a passive-expectative attitude or tried to use their relations
with it to meet objectives that were high on their own agendas.

*
The conquest of Constantinople in 1453 opened new perspectives on the
Ottoman policy and was fundamental to Mehmed II’s new imperial machine.
After taking the throne, the young sultan immediately began complex military
and diplomatic preparations that were vital for the success of his expansionist
ambitions. He wisely took advantage of the vigorous growth of Ottoman
power and the debility of the ailing Byzantine Empire. In the mid-fifteenth
century, Byzantine Constantinople was emblematic – we could say a sine qua
non condition – of the Ottoman ascension to the dimensions of a great
centralised empire with aspirations to world domination. Channelling the
energy generated by the whole Ottoman evolution thus far into one decisive
action and benefiting from favourable international circumstances, Mehmed II
struck Byzantium a coup de grace. World history entered a new stage, in which
the Orthodox peoples of south-eastern and eastern Europe, freed from the
oppressive political and moral tutelage of the moribund Byzantium, searched
for and found new means to re-define themselves politically and spiritually. At
the same time, the liquidation of Byzantium removed a buffer zone between
the Eastern and Western Christian worlds. Byzantium had fulfilled its destiny.
Its salvation was no longer possible, nor was it necessary.
By seizing Constantinople, Mehmed II achieved an old aspiration of
Islam. Since its emergence as a political rather than a religious phenomenon,
Islam had repeatedly attempted to destroy the competitive capacity of the
Eastern Latin Empire445. That is why the conquest of Constantinople made
444
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Mehmed II the most prestigious Muslim leader since the first caliphs. The
Ottoman sultan was perfectly conscious of the immense political and moral
importance of this victory for the Muslim world, when he insisted on its
religious character446. Far from being a fanatical Islamic despot, and more like
a Renaissance monarch, Mehmed II strove to channel the energy of the whole
Islamic world into alignment with the Ottoman quest for world domination.
Soon after the conquest of Constantinople, Mehmed II claimed to be
acknowledged as sole and legitimate heir to the Roman-Byzantine emperors.
Deeming himself entitled to bring under his rule all the territories that once
belonged to the Eastern Roman Empire, Mehmed II really promoted the
concept of universal monarchy. To this end, he drew Ottoman policy towards
the unification of Turkish Islamic and Roman traditions under the centralised
and absolute power of the sultan447. The conquest of Constantinople and the
strengthening of Ottoman rule in Anatolia were the most important
achievements on the way to imposing Ottoman supremacy in the Turkish
and Islamic world. The sultan re-established the authority of the Orthodox
Patriarch, brought the Patriarch of the Armenian Church and the Chief
Rabbi to the Ottoman capital, and granted them important privileges. By
doing so, he tried to fragment the world outside Islam and engage the
Orthodox, Armenian and Jewish churches in supporting the Ottoman
imperial machine against the Catholic powers. Through its content and
significance, the religious, judicial and administrative autonomy the sultan
granted the Greek-Orthodox Church resonated through history, of
south-eastern Europe in particular.
As is well-known, the Orthodox Patriarchy was reorganized on the direct
instructions of Sultan Mehmed II soon after the conquest of Constantinople.
The scholar Ghenadie Scolarios, a well-known anti-unionist, was enthroned
as Patriarch, receiving the paraphernalia of a real monarch (tributary) of a
“state within a state”448. This measure, the first of such importance adopted
446 See the relations of old Ottoman chronicles, especially Neºri’s, Fr. Taeschner
ed., p. 194.
447 Halil Inalçïk, The Ottoman Empire, pp. 23-30, 56.
448 See Des Grecs a toutes les epoques..., par un ancien diplomate en Orient (The
Greeks in All the Ages … by a Former Diplomat in the Orient), IIIeme edition, Paris,
1870, p. 272; Aurel Decei, Versiunea turceascã a confesiunii patriarhului Ghenadie II
Scholarios scrisã la cererea sultanului Mehmet II (The Turkish Version of Patriarch
Ghenadie II Scholarios’ Confession, Written by Order of Sultan Mehmet), in Omagiu
Înalt Prea Sfinþiei Sale Dr. Nicolae Bãlan, mitropolitul Ardealului, la douãzeci de ani de
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by Mehmed II after his entrance in Constantinople, was meant to re-establish
the moral authority of the Constantinopolitan Church in the conscience of
the eastern Christian world and legitimise the sultan’s claims to the Byzantine
heritage449. Through such actions, the Ottomans established themselves as
protectors of the Orthodox Church. At the same time, Mehmed II tried to
curb tendencies towards an Orthodox-Catholic union, and align the
Orthodox and Turkish-Islamic worlds against Catholicism. Undoubtedly,
not all these major objectives envisaged by Mehmed II were achieved. We
cannot help noticing however, that this basis for the relationship between the
Ottoman state and subjected Christian peoples and states had far-reaching
consequences for the process of ethnic and spiritual individualisation,
national growth and development in south-eastern Europe, including the
Turkish people themselves.
Implementing a foreign policy with very ambitious objectives, Mehmed II
truly established “the Ottoman imperial peace, which corresponded to the
Pax Romana”450. Until the latter half of the sixteenth century, this “Ottoman
peace” brought relative homogeneity to the empire and considerably
undermined the formation of anti-Ottoman coalitions under the aegis of the
Catholic Church. It also facilitated internal absolutist centralisation and
external expansion, on a scale never encountered before. However, it is
arhipãstorie, Sibiu, 1940, pp. 1-39; Steven Runciman, The Great Church in Captivity.
A Study of the Patriarchate of Constantinopole from the Eve of the Turkish Conquest to
the Greek War of Independence, Cambridge, 1968, p. 206; M. Sureyya ªahin, Fener
Patrikhânesi ve Türkiye (The Patriarchy in the Fanar and Turkey), Istanbul, 1980, pp.
44 et seq.
449 The famous Russian Byzantinologist A. A. Vasiliev, op. cit., p. 375, evaluated
the status “of the Great Church [Greek] in Ottoman Captivity” as follows: “If we
leave aside the isolated acts of violence of the Turkish administration and the Muslim
population against the representatives of the Greek Church and the Orthodox
population, we must admit that under Mahomet II and his immediate successors the
religious rights granted to the Christians were rigorously enforced”. In the official
documents issued by the sultan – the same author shows – the following aspects of the
Orthodox Church were recognised: the inviolability of the Patriarch, archbishops and
priests, the Ecclesiastic canon and the Holy Synod, as well as the unhindered
celebration of all religious holidays and the divine service in villages and towns.
450 N. Iorga, Rapports entre l’Etat des Osmanlis et des nations des Balkans (The
Relations between the Ottoman State and the Balkan Nations), in Revue
Internationale des Etudes Balkaniques, Beograd, 1934, p. 124.
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equally true that these very elements which originally supported the Ottoman
edifice, led to its decline and fall later. The Ottoman Empire built by
Mehmed II originally emerged as an immense cosmopolitan political
construction which could guarantee neither internal cohesion, nor the success
of its foreign policy. As the new empire shed its original features, the Turkish
ethnic element, which had until then ensured the state’s ascension, was
removed from power and came to share the fate of other conquered peoples.
Until the outbreak of the general Ottoman crisis in the latter half of the
sixteenth century, caused by the correlated maturation of a multitude of
contradictions, the imperial structure raised by Mehmed II proved itself
sufficiently balanced, solid and capable of supporting the Ottoman policy of
world domination.
Hoping to transform the new Ottoman capital into the centre of a
universal monarchy, Mehmed II primarily sought to provide the necessary
conditions for security and development at the nucleus of Ottoman power. In
addition to a series of legal, administrative and urban development initiatives
meant to populate Constantinople, Mehmed II imprinted on the Ottoman
policy features that derived from the location of the city at the convergence of
two continents and two seas451. The Ottomans embarked on an expansion
that covered an immense area: from the Mediterranean basin to the north of
the Black Sea, and from the mid-Danube region to the far east of Anatolia:
Mehmed II aimed to create a huge strategic and economic safety belt around
Ottoman Constantinople, which would ensure the homogenous development
of the empire, and prepare the way for resounding conquests in the future452.
To the same end, the maritime policy which the same sultan inaugurated
to impose Ottoman hegemony over the Mediterranean and establish a
monopoly over the Black Sea was of particular significance. Seen from the
perspective of European relations, this maritime policy expanded the wings of
the Ottoman front beyond previous limits, which resulted in a proportional
increase of its median axis too. The main objective of Mehmed II’s reign was
the centralisation of Anatolia and the Balkan Peninsula around the new
451

After the conquest of Constantinople, Mehmed II styled himself as “lord of
two continents and two seas” (Halil Inalçïk, The Ottoman Empire, p. 29), while
Europe saw him as “Asie et Gretie Imperator” (N. Iorga, Geschichte des Osmanischen
Reiches, II, p. 46).
452 Mehmed II managed to include almost the whole territory of the former
Byzantine Empire within the Ottoman borders (E. D. Pitcher, op. cit., Map. XVI).
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capital. He also paid particular attention to the developments in Central
Europe, whence he could expect actions likely to endanger the whole
Ottoman Empire. The policy of world domination initiated by Mehmed II
principally followed this axis, targeting Buda and Rome in particular453.

*
The fall of Constantinople spread consternation and panic in Europe. Public
opinion in the west was used to seeing Byzantium bathing in its past glory.
The truth was that beyond the curtain walls of Constantinople, the empire no
longer had the force necessary to defend itself. Thus the idea of new crusades
was launched, and a number of international conferences were summoned to
bring this about. None produced the expected results454. The Europe of the
time was troubled by the development of new centralised monarchies. The
echoes of the classical crusades had died away. The European peoples who
had reacted so positively in the past, now showed little interest in the call to
arms against the “pagans”. “Les jeux de l’echange” (the exchange game) proved
much more attractive. The Italian mercantile republics – without whose fleets
the crusades would have been inconceivable – hastened to win the
Conqueror’s benevolence. Poland, in an act of cold calculation and worried
as it was about its ancient rivalry with Hungary and the conflict with the
Teutons, made concessions to the Porte, sacrificing Moldavia. An active
supporter of the crusade, Hungary was not in a position to carry out the
anti-Ottoman struggle alone, weakened as it was by internecine troubles. The
453

The Islamic and Turkish aspirations to world domination were given
legendary expression in the myth of the “red apple”, inspired by the reddish gold globe
in the hands of the statue of Justinian which once stood in front of Saint Sofia. After
the conquest of Constantinople in 1453, the location of the “red apple” was
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1939, pp.542-553.
454 B. Kálmán, op. cit., pp. 101 et seq.
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states beyond the Alps were too absorbed in their own problems to be
interested in combating the Turks, who were not even threatening their own
borders. The internal conflict within the Christian world was too strong for
all the repeated calls to crusade to have any echo, and thus nobody seemed to
take them seriously455.

*
In a felicitous turn of phrase, George Brãtianu called the Black Sea a “real
turntable” of international commercial relations in the Middle Ages456.
Controlling it meant controlling the great Euro-Asiatic trade routes and,
consequently, getting hold of important economic resources and exerting
power over political factors which could favour Ottoman expansion in
Europe. We think not only of the strategic value of the Black Sea but of the
fact that the Ottomans used their right to grant commercial privileges as an
instrument to exacerbate rivalries among European states. The Pontic basin
was of crucial importance for welding the two basic geographical components
of the Ottoman Empire – Anatolia and Rumelia – into one organic body
politic, and for the rapid transportation of troops and materials to support the
main Ottoman front in the mid-Danube zone.
Economically and strategically, the Ottoman Pontic policy was
indissolubly linked to the importance of the imperial Danube. In other
words, the Pontic policy and, to a certain extent, the Mediterranean policy
too were the fundamental elements of the political and military Ottoman
system oriented towards the mid-Danube and Central Europe. The Ottoman
control of the Black Sea and of the Romanian Danube brought under their
exclusive rule economic riches and strategic positions that had guaranteed the
existence of Byzantium for centuries and had contributed to the flourishing
of Renaissance Italy. It also stopped or slowed the development of the
Polish-Lithuanian kingdom, by gradually depriving it of the lucrative routes
to the Orient, and weakened the political and economic structure of
Hungary, its main rival in the region. The Ottomans strangled Hungary’s
455 See M. Malowist, Kaffa-kolonia genuenska na Krymie i problem wschodni w
latach 1453-1475 (Caffa-Genoese Colony in Crimea and the Oriental Problem in
1453-1475), Warszawa, 1945, pp. 110-140.
456 G. I. Brãtianu, La Mer Noire, plaque tournante du trafic internationale à la fin
du Moyen Âge, in Revue Historique du Sud-Est Européen, XXI (1944), pp. 36-69.
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Danubian commerce and wrecked its agrarian economy through periodic
devastation of its territory. It has been said – not without reason – that the
presence of the Ottomans on the banks of the Danube, near Belgrade, was the
prelude to the victory of Mohács (1526), since the Danubian basin was, in a
sense, a true “progeny” of the Black Sea457.
The Pontic and Danubian policies promoted by Mehmed II and by his
successor, Bayezid II, affected the situation of both Moldavia (included in the
Ottoman Pontic policy) and Wallachia (closely linked to the Danube and its
importance). Later, the Ottomans’ expansion along the Danube was to
include the other Romanian country, Transylvania, within their political
sphere of influence. The major significance of the Black Sea and the Danube
for Ottoman European policy was therefore an essential factor in the
evolution of Romanian-Ottoman relations, at that time.
The Pontic and Danubian objectives of the Ottoman policy forced the
Romanian countries to orientate themselves within the parameters of, or in
relation to this policy. Until 1453, Moldavia had remained outside the
purview of the Ottoman offensive, and the suzerainty exerted by the Turkish
sultans over Wallachia had been only an element of the Ottoman defensive
sub-system against the crusades initiated by Hungary, based on the Danube
line. After 1453, when the Turks took the strategic initiative, the effective
submission of Moldavia and Wallachia became the main objective of the
Porte’s plans to establish full control of the Black Sea basin and the lower
Danube as a whole.
Given their position and their constant efforts to defend their
independence and later their statehood, the Romanian countries did not fully
integrate into the Ottoman policy of engaging the Orthodox world alongside
the Turkish-Islamic one, nor did they fully integrate with the great Catholic
states in their vicinity, which, under the pretence of Christian unity, were in
fact promoting an expansionist policy similar to that of the Ottomans.
Resistance, by any means necessary, to any attempts to subjugate them
represents an essential characteristic of Romanian history. By mitigating the
great and prolonged conflict between Ottoman-Islamic and
European-Catholic expansionist forces, waged by both sides for radical
objectives, the Romanian countries acted as both political buffers and
457
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facilitators of economic and spiritual exchange, between the Orient and the
Occident. Since the Romanian countries belonged to the Christian world and
the Ottoman power was primarily an aggressive factor, the Romanian policy
had a strong anti-Ottoman character. However, it is also true that the
Romanian countries never sacrificed their fundamental interests in the name
of Christian solidarity.

*
Mehmed II inaugurated his Pontic policy soon after the fall of
Constantinople, as part of his program to strengthen the new powerbase and
subordinate to his objective of an Ottoman universal monarchy, based on and
around the Byzantine heritage. Professor Halil Inalçïk has synthesised the
reasons for which the Ottomans wanted to control navigation through the
straits and in the Black Sea, as follows: a) to secure the connection between
Anatolia and Rumelia, and to remove any possibility of a surprise attack on
the capital; b) to supply food for Istanbul; c) to end – in favour of the native
population – the economic and political domination of the Italian maritime
states which exploited the region’s wealth and controlled its destiny; d) to
collect revenue for the Ottoman treasury from the commercial activity of the
region, in which tributary states enjoyed preferential status458.
In the summer of 1453, the Black Sea states were warned to submit to the
new master on the banks of the Bosphorus. Moldavia was the only factor in
the region capable of opposing Ottoman pressure, given its military strength
and its system of alliances. Politically and militarily, the Khanate of Crimea
was stronger than Moldavia, yet it belonged to the Turkish-Islamic world,
whose vanguard it was. The bitter rivalry with the Golden Horde and the fact
that it did not have a navy of its own forced the Crimean Khanate to
encourage, rather than block, Ottoman expansion in the Pontic basin. The
Italian colonies on the Black Sea coast, Caffa in particular, had significant
material resources, but without the military support of the metropolis and
without any possibility of entering the Mediterranean, they were doomed to
succumb in a short time, unless they reached an agreement with the sultan.
458
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Both Moldavia and Caffa rejected the sultan’s ultimatum. The Genoese
colony expected the intervention of the metropolis, and decided to watch the
development of events closely, while Moldavia based its response on its own
fighting capacity and its relationship with Poland. In 1454, the Ottoman fleet
appeared off Caffa and afterwards off Moldavia’s maritime borders. Though
modest in scale, this first Ottoman naval demonstration of force had important
political consequences. The Ottoman-Tatar collaboration and, especially, the
reserved attitude of Poland, forced Caffa and Moldavia to accept the tribute
payments demanded by the sultan. In exchange, both were granted
commercial privileges459. While the great commercial Genoese centre in the
Crimea acquired a new economic importance to the Porte, the submission of
Moldavia was politically significant from the very beginning. Truly, the transit
point at Cetatea Albã had considerable commercial value, but Moldavia’s
integration into the Porte’s sphere of influence signalled more than the mere
establishment of Ottoman control over the mouths of the Danube and the
north-Pontic basin; it substantially undermined Europe’s anti-Ottoman
potential, which was concentrated around Hungary at the time.
The in-depth research work carried out by ªerban Papacostea460 has
demonstrated that Moldavia readily conceded to pay tribute because of the
international situation in the contact zone. Had its traditional system of
foreign relations functioned efficiently, Ottoman claims would have been
successfully rejected, at least for a while. The main factor which eased the
gradual process of Moldavia’s subordination to the Ottoman Porte was the
rivalry between Hungary and Poland, and the conciliatory policy of the latter
to the new rulers of Constantinople in particular. The competition between
the two Catholic powers for expanding their control over Moldavia had its
roots in the remote past and had been primarily caused by the importance of
the trade routes connecting north and south-east Europe, which crossed
459 See ªerban Papacostea, Caffa et la Moldavie face a l’expansion Ottomane
(1453-1484), in Colocviul româno-italian. Genovezii la Marea Neagrã în secolele
XIII-XV, Bucharest, March 27-28, 1975, Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1977, pp.
131-153; idem, Die politischen Voraussetzungen für die wirtschaftliche Vorherrschaft des
Osmanischen Reiches im Schwarzmeergebiet (1453-1484), in Münchner Zeitschrift für
Balkankunde, 1, München, 1978, pp. 217-245.
460 See especially, idem, La Moldavie état tributaire de l’Empire Ottoman au XVe
siècle, le cadre international des rapports établis en 1455-1456, in Revue roumaine
d’histoire, XIII (1974), no. 3, pp. 445-461.
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Moldavian territory, as well as by the importance of the two Moldavian
strongholds at Kilia and Cetatea Albã for the Oriental commerce of northern
and central Europe461. Hungary and Poland however found a common basis
for negotiations, which was established by the Treaty of Lublau of March 15,
1412. As we have already shown, this treaty was a typical compromise
between two great powers at the expense of a smaller state; it provided that
Moldavia be shared between them to facilitate their access to the Black Sea.
The (secret) clause was to become effective in the event that Moldavia refused
to support Hungary’s anti-Ottoman policy462. Actually, it was only a pretext,
as was revealed later, for the two powers to intervene in Moldavia to facilitate
their own commerce at the mouths of the Danube and via the Black Sea463.
Actually, this treaty was invoked, especially by Hungary, whenever its own
interests demanded intervention in Moldavia, and it actually resulted in the
annexation of Kilia in 1448464. That the provisions of this treaty, which
stipulated the annihilation of Moldavia’s statehood, were not enforced was
mainly the result of Moldavia’s continuous efforts to defend its own
fundamental interests. However, the same treaty seriously undermined
Moldavia’s defensive capacity in the face of a direct Ottoman attack, in the
latter half of the fifteenth century. It weakened not only the country’s combat
potential (by the fact that the two neighbouring powers fuelled internal
rivalries after the death of Alexander the Good) but of Hungary and Poland
too. The principality was left to face the Ottoman onslaught alone. Moreover,
it is no less important to note that the dire threat posed by the Treaty of
Lublau, of which Alexandru the Good learned only at the end of his long rule,
aroused serious suspicion against Poland and Hungary among Moldavian
state officials.
Alert to developments in Hungary, its main enemy in Europe, the Porte
was, needless to say, informed about the Polish-Hungarian rivalry over
Moldavia, which reached a boiling point when, invoking the Treaty of
461
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Lublau, Hungary took control of Kilia. On the other hand, at the beginning
of 1454, by reigniting its war against the Teutonic Order at the very moment
when Moldavia came under Ottoman pressure, Poland abandoned its old
policy on the Black Sea and the mouths of the Danube. Under the
circumstances, it had to avoid any conflict with the Ottoman Porte, which
had just started to encroach upon its own interests in the region. This
orientation of Polish policy was neither new, nor unbiased. The Polish
kingdom simply tried to use the Ottoman impact on Europe to isolate the
Teutonic Order from its supporters, especially the German emperor. It is, no
doubt, true that Poland wanted Hungary weakened by the Turks, because its
Carpathian border would be thus secured against any surprise attack465. The
calculations of the Jagiellon diplomacy became evident at the Congress of
Ratisbone of April-May 1454, which was convened with the precise purpose
of setting up an anti-Ottoman coalition. Insisting on the damaging
implications which any intervention in the favour of the Teutons might carry,
the Polish representative reiterated the position of the court in Krakow and
refused to engage in actions hostile to the Turks. Moreover, the kingdom used
its relations with the Porte as a veritable means of putting pressure on the
European plan. It was absolutely imperative for Poland to reach an
arrangement with the Ottoman Empire and establish a modus vivendi with it,
all the more so given that, about the same time, Polish and Ottoman interests
collided in Moldavia. The basis and limits of the compromise Poland and the
Porte reached on this occasion gave Moldavia international political status.
Moldavia was to become a connective element and a buffer zone between the
two powers, since both were equally interested in avoiding any conflict
between them466. This cooperation between the Porte and Poland – passive
in the beginning, active later – continued until the end of the sixteenth
century and was mainly fuelled by the Porte’s European policy, firstly directed
at Hungary, then at the Habsburg Empire, which also happened to be the
traditional rival of the Polish kingdom. Nor was the Porte less satisfied with
this arrangement because, through Poland, it managed to create a serious
breach in the European anti-Ottoman political system. This is the reason why
the Porte elevated its repeated attempts to increase the separation between
Poland and the other European powers to the rank of a true political
465
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principle, and adopted a conciliatory attitude, of gradual rapprochement
towards that country.
The sultan’s ultimatum of 1453 and the naval demonstration of force the
Porte staged a year later coerced Moldavia into adopting an unequivocal
position. Siding with Hungary inherently involved breaking relations with
Poland and engaging in a difficult war, whose outcome did not look
favourable to the principality. Moreover, Moldavia was well aware of the
Hungarian kingdom’s expansionist plans for the mouths of the Danube. By
contrast, siding with Poland was not only in line with Moldavia’s political
tradition, but also conformed to the interests of the country’s great nobility,
who wanted to avoid, unless absolutely necessary, any engagement in risky
actions that could prejudice their own positions. At the same time, Moldavia’s
chaotic domestic situation caused by about a quarter of a century of struggle
for the princely throne, weighed heavily in its decision to align with Poland.
In the spring of 1455, the Moldavian throne was won by Petru Aron at
the expense of Alexãndrel, vassal to the Polish king. The prince could not
consolidate his rule unless he reached an agreement with Poland or another
power, at least as strong as the principality’s northern suzerain. Since Petru
Aron’s relations with Hungary were strained and the political turmoil in the
kingdom did not encourage him to demand assistance from that direction,
the only alternative for him and his supporters was to reconcile with the
Polish king, while continuing the negotiations with the sultan, which his
predecessors had initiated467. Both actions were concluded at about the same
time. On October 1, 1455, the Polish king accepted the vassalage of the new
ruler of Moldavia468. and on October 5, 1455, the sultan issued a notification
for the payment of a 2,000 ducat tribute offered by Chancellor Mihail,
Moldavia’s envoy to the Porte469. The so-called ‘Vaslui pledge of allegiance’
467
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of June 1456470, and the commercial privileges of June 9, 1456, granted to
the merchants of Cetatea Albã by the sultan, followed in quick succession471.
Poland, which “co-authored” this compromise, hastened to benefit from
the situation and obliged Petru Aron to pay homage of loyalty to the king on
June 29, 1456. Like the prior engagement to the sultan, the Moldavian ruler
pledged (in a written form, for the first time) that every year, “as a sign of
homage ... he would present the Polish king with memorable gifts and
goods.” This meant nothing else but the payment of a new tribute.
“Therefore, there is a perfect similarity between the conditions of submission
to the Turks and the provisions of Petru Aron’s vow of allegiance to Poland.
In addition, by the latter document, the Moldavian prince promised military
assistance to the kingdom, and placed the strongholds of Hotin and Tetin
under the indirect control of the Polish Crown”472.
The acts of June 1456 reveal Moldavia’s new political line, based on a
parallel or alternative system of feudal-vassal relations, this time with the
Polish kingdom and the Ottoman Porte. That Hungary had been eliminated
from Moldavia’s external political system represented the first notable success
of Ottoman imperial policy in Europe. The traditional Hungarian policy of
expansion towards the mouths of the Danube and the Black Sea, which the
kingdom had persistently pursued until that date (and even beyond it), at the
expense of Moldavia, was doomed to fail completely. The compromise which
the Porte and Poland reached on this occasion was based on and around the
international status of Moldavia473. It was an extremely important element in
470
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the development of the Ottoman political system in Europe. By establishing
durable relations with Poland, which made for effective cooperation against
Hungary in the sixteenth century, and later against the Habsburg Empire, the
Porte gained the necessary security it needed to carry out its policy along the
Danubian line and to fulfil its ambitions of world domination.
Undoubtedly, Moldavia’s leaders’ decision to pay tribute and thus
‘preserve peace’ with the Ottomans was chiefly influenced by the large
number of forces the sultan assembled for the assault on Belgrade, in the
spring of 1456. Although this campaign struck at the interests of Hungary, it
was not a direct offensive against it. Rather, it was meant to reduce Hungarian
influence south of the Danube, and bring the whole of Serbia under the
sultan’s control474. In other words, the sultan’s failed attempt to conquer
Belgrade in 1456475 was part of his program to tighten up security around the
imperial capital, by bringing the Black Sea and the Danube under exclusive
Ottoman control. Therefore, the submission of Moldavia, as a Danubian and
Pontic power, was not temporarily linked to the campaign against Belgrade,
since it also responded to political and strategic considerations. The last great
victory won by John Huniady at Belgrade would have freed Moldavia of its
obligations arising from the prince’s pledge to the sultan, had Poland not been
more interested in winning the Porte’s goodwill. The deaths of John Huniady
and George Brankoviç in 1456, and then the disappearance of King Ladislau
V the Posthumous in 1457, brought Hungary into the chaos of the
interregnum. The ascension of Matthias Corvinus to the Hungarian throne
in 1458 and George of Podiebrad’s enthronement in Bohemia further
deteriorated the situation in the kingdom, because these events sparked off
thousand red zlots in exchange for peace. Afterwards, only voyevodes endorsed by
Poland were placed on the throne there [Moldavia]” (Ilie Corfus, Documente
privitoare la istoria României culese din arhivele polone. Secolul al XVI-lea (Documents
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new conflicts with the Habsburgs, the Czechs and the Poles. Hungary was no
longer capable of supporting the anti-Ottoman struggle. Until the end of its
existence as a kingdom, sealed at Mohács (1526), Hungary practically limited
itself to the defence of its borders, although it never gave up its ambitions to
dominate south-eastern Europe.
Mehmed II’s program of imperial conquest continued almost unhindered
(except for Albania) in the Balkan Peninsula, as well as in the Aegean basin.
In the autumn of 1459, Semendria, the capital of the Serbian despotate, fell
under Ottoman control, and a little later, Serbia was transformed into an
Ottoman sandjak for more than half a millennium. A few years later, Bosnia
and Herzegovina shared the same fate. About the same time, Turkish forces
occupied the Aegean isles of Ainos, Lemnos, Imbros, Thasos, and then
Mitillene, as well as the whole of Moreea, except for the Venetian bases there.
The last remnants of the Byzantine Empire in Europe were thus liquidated.
The lilliputian empire of Trapezunt, on the Pontic coast of Anatolia, survived
for a short while. Except for Albania, where the Turkish expansion met with
the strong resistance led by Skanderbeg, the sultan had almost completed his
plan to conquer the Balkans.
The armistice negotiated with Skanderbeg in 1460 allowed Mehmed II to
resume his forced centralisation of Anatolia, where he had been faced with the
strongest reaction yet against his Pontic policy. Encouraged by Uzun Hasan
(1453-1478), the powerful khan of the Turkmen empire of the “Owner of
White Sheep” (Akkoyunlu), and incited by the anti-Ottoman congress at
Mantua (September 1459 – February 1460), the Byzantine Empire of
Trapezunt and the Turkish emirate of Sinop-Kastamonu refused in 1460 to
pay the tribute that the Ottomans had imposed on them. Mehmed II’s
response was radical. With a massive build-up of land and naval forces (150
ships), he annexed the Genoese colony of Amastris in 1461, then put an end
to the existence of the emirates of Sinop-Kastamonu and Trapezunt
respectively. The southern coast of the Black Sea was now under Ottoman
control476.
By establishing exclusive Ottoman control over the southern basin,
Mehmed II completed the first stage of his Black Sea plan. The next phase
476 See Mithat Sertoglu …, Mufasaal ..., I, pp. 470 et seq.; Stanford J. Shaw, op.
cit., I, pp. 62-65; ªerban Papacostea, Relaþiile internaþionale în rãsãritul ºi sud-estul
Europei în secolele XIV – XV (International Relations in Eastern and South-Eastern
Europe in the XIVth and XVth Centuries), in Revista de istorie, 5, 1981, pp. 916-917.
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consisted of expanding the Porte’s domination of the northern Pontic regions.
The northern and southern coasts of the Black Sea were strongly
economically interdependent. The northern regions, including Moldavia, the
steppe of Deºt-i Kïpçak, Crimea and Circassia, were great producers of grains,
meat, wool and fish, while the southern areas, made up of Asia Minor and the
Aegean basin, were exporters of Mediterranean products and produce,
especially wine, fruit, olive oil, fabrics and metalwork. Constantinople played
a key role in fostering these economic relations, both through its immense
consumption and its position as a great international commercial trade
hub477. Much more important for the sultan than this economic motivation
– as we have already underlined – was the vital importance of the Black Sea
and its straits to the Anatolian-Rumeliot cohesion and the security of the
Ottoman capital. Stability of the imperial Danubian border was essential for
Constantinople, which explains the sultan’s violent reaction to the actions
initiated by Vlad the Impaler, Prince of Wallachia, in the winter of
1461-1462, which threatened to destabilise this border.
Vlad the Impaler had ceased tribute payments in 1459, yet he had managed
to prevent the expected Ottoman reprisals by claiming that “he could not pay
the harach because the Hungarian foe was powerful and stood in his way. He
then added that he could not come to the Ottoman Porte because he was too
far away, and had spent everything he had collected that year fighting his
enemies”478. It was a cunning stratagem; the prince, who “was
well-experienced in the Turkish lifeways”479, knew too well that any action
which combated Hungarian influence in Wallachia accorded perfectly with the
sultan’s wishes. Hence the violence with which Vlad the Impaler acted against
Dan, the pretender and his supporters from Transylvania. We cannot know for
sure whether Hamza Bey, sandjak bey of Nicopole, had come to Giurgiu to
catch the Wallachian ruler by cunning – as Byzantine chroniclers and
Romanian historiography claim – or whether he had been called by Vlad the
Impaler to defend his throne while he was at the Porte to pay homage of
allegiance, as the Turkish-Osman chroniclers aver. In any case, it is certain that
Vlad the Impaler’s butchering of Hamza Bey and of his army marked the
beginning of a new episode in the Romanian struggle for independence. In
477
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addition to the ruler’s suspicions as to the real intentions of Hamza Bey, Vlad
the Impaler’s confidence in his treaty of alliance with Matthias Corvinus must
have played an important role in starting this struggle. The Romanian prince
thought that he was thus giving the signal for the new crusade war preached by
Pope Pius II, which was to be fought under the command of the young
Hungarian king, Matthias Corvinus, kin of John Huniady, “the hero of
Christianity”. Like many other great rulers in Romanian history, Vlad the
Impaler soon discovered the shallowness of a Hungarian king’s promise; until
then, Romanian armies quickly attacked and destroyed the Ottoman
strongholds on both banks of the Danube, from Nicopole to the mouths of the
river. In a declaration to King Matthias of January 11, 1462, Vlad the Impaler
claims that his army might have killed as many as “23,809 people in these
actions of the winter of 1461-1462, in addition to 884 who were burnt
together with their houses and whose heads could not be shown”480.
As with the struggle led by Mircea the Old, Ottoman chroniclers connect
the new Romanian Danubian offensive to the Ottoman campaign in
Anatolia481. Their accounts however do not completely correspond to reality
since they claim that the Romanian attacks on the Danube were carried out
in the political context of the Congress of Mantua and as an extension of the
anti-Ottoman reaction of the Anatolian Pontic states. In fact, when Vlad the
Impaler launched his anti-Ottoman struggle at the end of 1461, the sultan
had already ended his Anatolian expeditions. The Romanian struggle led by
Vlad the Impaler marked an early success in the European efforts to block the
Pontic-Danubian offensive of the Conqueror of Constantinople. Unable to
overcome strong mutual antagonisms, the Occident invested all its hopes in
the new Danubian counter-offensive launched by the Romanian prince.
News of his victories travelled across long distances. In Buda, Petrus de
Thomassi, the Venetian ambassador, watched with a keen eye the course of
the prince’s military operations. He would then inform Pope Pius II, an
advocate of a grand European crusade, by way of the reports he regularly
delivered to the Venetian Senate482. Venice, whose Pontic and Aegean
480
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interests were directly affected by the sultan’s actions, was trying to save
whatever it could by indirectly stimulating the struggle on the Danube by
means of Rome and Hungary483. After the disappearance of Serbia,
Wallachia’s importance as a security zone for the Hungarian kingdom’s
borders grew dramatically. Those were not just empty words when, on
February 11, 1462, from Giurgiu, Vlad the Impaler wrote King Matthias
Corvinus, the following: “In case we end this war in disaster – God protect us
– and this country of ours perishes, no more will Your Highness benefit from
it, because it will be detrimental to Christianity as a whole”484. This is
consistent with an observation made by Laonicos Chalcocondyles, an adroit
contemporary Byzantine chronicler, who attributes to Vlad the Impaler the
following message addressed to the Hungarians: “Illustrious men, you know
that our countries are neighbours and that both are located on the Istros
River. You may have heard that the Emperor of the Turks has started against
us with a great army. If he conquers and submits Dacia to his will, you should
know that he will not stay quiet and still, but will immediately launch an
invasion and wage war on you, and your people will suffer dreadful hardships.
Now is the time that you should help us because by helping us you will
defend yourselves too, and hold this army at bay away from your country”485.
Like his great ancestor, Mircea the Old, Vlad Dracula’s hopes of garnering
support from Hungary proved fruitless. Matthias Corvinus did not want, or
was unable to meet the obligations assumed by the defensive and offensive
alliance treaty he had signed with the Romanian ruler in 1460 although, like
his predecessor, Sigismund of Luxembourg, he too was quite vociferous about
his empty intentions of fighting the Turks. At the beginning of June 1462,
when the sultan crossed the Danube into Wallachia, the Hungarian king was
at Buda, where the army was gathering for the upcoming campaign. Only on
August 10, when the sultan had been back in Edirne for about a month (July
11), did Matthias Corvinus arrive at Seghedin, and only in December,
according to some evidence, did he arrive in Brashov. The slow mobilisation
and movement of the royal army entitle us to presuppose that

483 See ªerban Papacostea, Venise et les Pays Roumains au Moyen Age, in Venezia e
il Levante fino al sec. XV, Firenze, 1973, pp. 608-611.
484 N. Iorga, Scrisori de boieri. Scrisori de domni (Boyars’ Letters. Princes’ Letters),
Vãlenii de Munte, 1925, p. 167.
485 L. Chalcocondil, ed. cit., pp. 286-287.
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Matthias Corvinus had decided from the outset not to give any real support
to Vlad the Impaler486. In addition to the hostility which Vlad the Impaler
was shown by the Saxon patriciate of Brashov and Sibiu, we must also take
into account the fact that the young Hungarian king did not practically
possess the military force necessary to join his Romanian ally and vassal in his
confrontation with the unleashed power of the Conqueror. The generous
financial assistance which the king had received from the Papal Curia to
support the anti-Ottoman front on the Danube had already been wasted on
subsidising court activities and the war in Bohemia487. In the same letter of
February 11, 1462 quoted above, Vlad the Impaler clearly expressed his worry
over the king’s intentions: “…if Your Highness is willing to provide support,
you should not delay, but tell us truly of Your Highness’s decision.” The
Romanian ruler loudly declared that: “[even without the assistance of the
king] we shall not flee from their [the Turks’] savagery, but will fight them at
no matter the price.”
Indeed, faced with the huge force concentrated by Mehmed II against
Wallachia, Vlad the Impaler did not give up, although he had been left alone
with only a relatively small army (30,000). As in the previous campaign in
Anatolia, Mehmed II used the fleet in the 1462 Wallachia campaign488. The
sultan conceived the whole operation against Wallachia as an integral part of his
imperial policy for the Danube and the Black Sea region. Mehmed II had set
two major objectives for this joint land and naval operation: to regain political
control of Wallachia, and to wrest Kilia from the joint control of Hungary and
Wallachia and give it back to Moldavia489. This latter objective necessitated not
only intense military preparations, but also suitable diplomatic arrangements.
Since Poland was interested in weakening Hungary and especially in
eliminating it from the mouths of the Danube, it was not too difficult for the
Porte to bring the Polish kingdom on its side. Under these circumstances, the
Ottoman-Polish negotiations in the former half of 1462 were a sufficiently
486 N. Iorga, Istoria românilor, IV, p. 136; Constantin ªerban, Relaþiile lui Vlad
Þepeº cu Transilvania ºi Ungaria (The Relations of Vlad the Impaler with Transylvania
and Hungary), in Revista de istorie, 11, 1976, p. 1710.
487 See ªerban Papacostea, Cu privire la geneza ºi rãspândirea povestirilor scrise
despre faptele lui Vlad Þepeº (On the Genesis and Spread of the Narratives about the
Deeds of Vlad the Impaler), in Romanoslavica, XIII (1966), Bucharest, p. 162.
488 Nicolae Stoicescu, op. cit., pp. 99-119.
489 Virgil Ciocîltan, Poarta otomanã ºi gurile Dunãrii ..., pp. 1065-1066.
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strong argument for Moldavia to join them too. On March 2 of the same year,
Stephen the Great renewed his pledge of allegiance to Casimir IV490, with the
obvious intention of enlisting the king’s cooperation in reclaiming Kilia. In the
context of the Polish-Ottoman negotiations and rapprochement, the act of
March 2 implicitly assumed Moldavia’s willingness to cooperate with the Porte
to reach its objective at the mouths of the Danube. In consequence of “the
Polish-Ottoman-Moldavian arrangements of 1455-1456 […] a veritable
political and even military cooperation” was established between the three
states491. The Genoese of Caffa seem to have learnt about this agreement too;
hence they seized the opportunity to recognise the suzerainty of the Polish king
to protect themselves from Ottoman pressure492. Thus in May 1462, when the
envoy of Vlad the Impaler tried to draw Caffa into an alliance, the Genoese
were ready to offer moral support only. Events in Wallachia had drawn the
sultan’s attention to the Danube, away from the rich Genoese colony in the
Crimea, and this temporarily saved it from annihilation493. At that moment,
Caffa was not in a position to do more for Wallachia.
On June 22, 1462 Stephen the Great, together with the Ottoman naval
force (“about twenty-five triremes and one hundred and fifteen ships”494)
attacked Kilia, but failed to seize it. Nor did Mehmed II obtain any decisive
military success against Vlad the Impaler. On the contrary, contemporary
European sources mention the victory of the Wallachian prince495. For all
490 I. Bogdan, Documentele lui ªtefan cel Mare, vol II, Bucharest, 1913, pp.
282-294.
491 ªerban Papacostea, La Moldavie etat tributaire ..., p. 460.
492 M. Malowist, op. cit., pp. 174-179.
493 N. Iorga, Studii istorice asupra Chiliei ºi Cetãþii Albe ..., pp. 125-126.
494 L. Chalcocondil, ed. cit., pp. 285-286.
495 ªtefan Andreescu, op. cit., pp. 1691-1692. Ottoman chroniclers acknowledge
the fierce opposition of Vlad the Impaler and his army. This is how an old
Turkish-Ottoman chronicle (completed in 1488) describes the battle of 1462: Vlad
the Impaler “…when he learned that Sultan Mehmed Han Gazi was advancing with
his army towards him, felt how the fire of the Padishah’s bright sword fell on his soul
... Frightened, he and a few thousand soldiers went into hiding; out of sight. But, one
night, when the Padishah was idling, and his army taking a well-deserved rest, he
came from the side and launched a surprise attack on the Padishah. See! He must have
had an iron heart, that stupid, vicious, devilish villain to dare do such a thing?! Not
for a minute did he think that his horse might sink one of its legs [into the mud], and
that he might break his neck, nor did he fear that, once among the Islamic soldiers,
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this, the sultan consolidated his political control of the Danube and
Wallachia. This was the result of not only the strikes launched by the
Ottoman army, but also of a series of domestic and external factors, of which
the most important seemed to be ‘the plot’ hatched by a faction of the great
Wallachian nobility, the Ottoman-Polish alliance, and the lack of support
from the Hungarian king. The replacement of Vlad the Impaler by Radu the
Handsome was a consequence of the great Ottoman expedition of 1462, yet
Radu was installed on the throne of Wallachia only after the sultan had
withdrawn south of the Danube496. In 1462 Wallachia effectively entered the
he might be meat to the bloody swords of the ghazi and that he could be cut into pieces...
The bey of Wallachia, called Voyevode [Vlad] the Impaler (Kazïklï voyvoda), was destined
to hell, when he mounted that night attack against the army of Sultan Mehmed Gazi, the
army sustained appreciable losses. Allah protect us! A surprise night attack against a large
army is very dangerous; unawares, the soldiers cut one another with their swords. At that
time, all the soldiers were at rest; some had laid down their weapons, others had unstrung
their bows, some had ungirded their swords, some had changed their horses; some were
sleeping, while others were awake. This scoundrel, this fool came with some thousands of
soldiers and attacked the Ottoman army from the right flank. As if he had fallen into the
fire, he turned his back and vanished instantly... Many ghazi of the Islamic army chased
them, [caught up with them] and cut off their heads. [The soldiers] from some parts of the
camp did not understand what was happening and fled to save their lives. The ghazi chased
them for some time (fersah). When the day broke, [the Impaler] couldn’t be found; nor did
anyone know where he had gone. The Padishah ordered his march beys (udj beyler) to carry
out raids. The heroes looked for him all over [...] Wallachia. That knave returned and
attacked the akinci, but neither this time did he achieve too much ...” (Tevarih-i Sultan
Mehmed bin Murad Han ma’ zikr-i saltanat-i Sultan Bayezid Han ... (The Chronicles of
Sultan Mehmed, Son of Murad Khan, together with the Reign of the Sultans’ Sultan Sultan
Bayezid Khan ...), Bucharest State Archives, Collection of Turkish microfilms, reel 61,
frames 70-71.
496 See Barbu Câmpina, Complotul boierilor ºi rãscoala din Þara Româneascã din
iulie-noiembrie 1462 (The Boyars’ Plot and the 1462 July-November Rebellion in
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Romania’s History), I, Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1954, pp. 599-624; idem,
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orbit of Ottoman power and for a long time ceased to be the active factor in
the anti-Ottoman coalition, as it had previously been.
After the conquest of the Anatolian coast and the consolidation of the
Danubian imperial frontier, Mehmed II began thorough preparations for the
second stage of his Pontic policy: the conquest of the northern coast of the
Black Sea and the corresponding enlargement of Ottoman control to the
south, in the Aegean basin. Between 1462 and 1463, two strong fortresses
were built on either side of the Dardanelles, and Ottoman shipyards,
especially the one on the Golden Horn, intensified their activity. The
Conqueror was determined to eliminate the Italians from the Black Sea region
and win supremacy of the Aegean and eventually the Mediterranean. Since its
veiled efforts to block the maritime expansion of Ottoman power – that
directly impinged on its own interests – had failed, Venice fully engaged in
forming a grand anti-Ottoman coalition. A great alliance comprising Venice,
Rome, Burgundy and Hungary was founded in October 1463. Later, other
European states, the Akkoyunlu Empire of Uzun Hasan, and the principality
of Karaman (the Ottomans’ main enemies in Asia), joined the alliance.
Undoubtedly, each participant had its own interests in joining the coalition,
but what brought them to the same side of the barricade was their serious
worries about the rapid growth of Ottoman power (in ten years, Mehmed II
had liquidated no less than ten political formations, of which only one – the
Sinop-Kastamonu principality – was of Turkish-Muslim origin).
In April 1463 Skanderbeg, the great hero of Albania, was forced to sign a
temporary peace with the sultan, and in the summer of the same year the
sultan occupied Bosnia and had King ªtefan Tomaševic executed, in revenge
for his alliance with Skanderbeg and Matthias Corvinus. From October to
December of the same year, the king of Hungary conquered part of Bosnia
and annexed it to his kingdom. To the peoples of south-eastern Europe,
primarily Romanians, this was compelling evidence of the real objective for
which the great Christian states were raising the banner of the ‘liberating’
anti-Ottoman crusade. Simultaneously with the Hungarian attack on Bosnia,
the Venetian fleet struck and conquered a series of islands in the Aegean and
some bases in the Peloponnese. Incited by Venice, Skanderbeg resumed his
struggle against the Ottomans in 1464. The Ottoman-Venetian war, which
broke out in 1463, lasted until 1479, and in time involved many diverse
forces and generated political manoeuvring over large areas, the Romanian
region included.
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Since the Venetian blow in the Aegean directly targeted the Ottoman
imperial policy of securing the straits and Constantinople, the Porte
concentrated its main attention in this direction. The forces commanded by
the Grand Vizier Mahmud Pasha won significant victories and made
substantial progress in Moreea and the Aegean islands.
But soon the Ottomans faced a new and deadlier danger from the east. The
political formation led by Uzun Hasan (Hasan the Tall), which had been
created on the ruins of the Timurid Empire and included Azerbaijan (western
Iran), northern Iraq, eastern Anatolia and parts of Georgia, showed obvious
tendencies towards hegemony over the whole Muslim Orient497. Through
political alliances and matrimonial connections, Uzun Hasan had succeeded in
controlling all the anti-Ottoman forces in Anatolia, and had established close
relations with those European states (including the Holy See) concerned about
the Ottomans’ progress. The Ottoman-Venetian war deepened relations
between the anti-Ottoman coalitions of Europe and Anatolia, and created a
favourable climate for Uzun Hasan’s political objectives. Together with the
Venetians, he supported the Karamanian prince’s wish for freedom from
Ottoman rule. Mehmed II personally led the campaign of 1466, which ended
with the annexation of an important part of the emirate of Karaman. This was
the second time that Uzun Hasan had conceded defeat to Mehmed II, in their
direct confrontation on the battlefield, after Trapezunt. The Turkmen khan
had fought alone, yet he had a coalition of European states behind him, which
thought they had found in him a new Timur, the Saviour of Europe498. Uzun
Hasan managed to restore the emirate of Karaman to its former condition,
then used it as a base from which to oppose the Ottomans. For all this, the
successive and parallel military operations conducted by Mehmed II in
Anatolia and Rumelia destabilised the coalition, and finally administered it the
coup de grace. At Otlukbeli (August 11, 1473) Mehmed II won a decisive
victory over Uzun Hasan. Thus, he not only eliminated his most powerful rival
in the east, but also assured the Porte’s supremacy over the Muslim Orient.
The last pockets of Karamanid resistance were liquidated in 1474. Freed from
the pressure of his Turkish-Anatolian rivals, Mehmed II unleashed his forces
497 On advice from the Venetians, Uzun Hasan attempted to re-conquer
Constantinople and destroy the Ottoman Empire (see John Andrew Boyle, The Evolution
of Iran as a National State, in Belleten, XXXIX, (1975), nr. 156, Ankara, p. 641).
498 Gheorge I. Brãtianu, La mer Noire. Les origines de la conquète Ottomane,
Monachii, 1969, p. 322.
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against Europe. Kemalpaºazade, the chronicler, quotes Mehmed II saying that
he did not mean to pursue Uzun Hasan after the victory at Otlukbeli, because
it had not been his intention to destroy another Muslim state, he only wanted
to punish the khan for having neglected the “holy wars” in Europe499. By
saying this, Mehmed II wanted to assume the role of representative and
protector of the whole Islamic world through his policy of European conquest.
Moldavia, ruled by Stephen the Great, joined the anti-Ottoman struggle in
the context of the general counter-offensive of the European-Anatolian coalition
against Mehmed II. The victory at Baia in 1467 (against Matthias Corvinus),
and Casimir’s interference in the Bohemian problem, after the passing away of
George of Podiebrad (1470), freed Moldavia from the pressure of its Catholic
neighbours500. The struggle between Poland and Hungary for the Bohemian
succession blocked all efforts to revive the general anti-Ottoman coalition, and
forced the two great Christian rivals to promote a policy of rapprochement with
the Ottoman Porte501. From the beginning, Stephen the Great understood that
his country would face a terrible danger if the Ottomans established exclusive
control of the Pontic basin and the Lower Danube. Although motivated by
economic interests and the course of Polish-Hungarian antagonism, the
incorporation of Kilia into Moldavia in 1465 was an act of force against
Ottoman interests because, through Radu the Handsome, the Porte had
obtained unhindered access to this important Danubian-Pontic port. Faced with
more serious problems elsewhere, the Porte delayed retaliation, contending itself
with “the compensation it was offered for the seizure of Kilia” (J. Dlugosz),
perhaps an increase of the tribute or, rather, lavish gifts as an expression of the
ruler’s allegiance to the sultan502. When, in 1470, Stephen the Great attacked the
Danubian port, which was under the control of Radu the Handsome (the
sultan’s loyal vassal), he actually inaugurated a new phase in the anti-Ottoman
struggle that marked his long reign. Through its significance and consequences,
this action was part of the great European–Anatolian movement to block the
progress of Ottoman power.
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In 1469, the Venetian fleet entered the Aegean, conquering the isles of
Lemnos and Imbros, attacking the south-western coasts of Anatolia, and
landing troops to provide support to the prince of Karaman. In retaliation, in
the following summer, Mehmed II launched an assault on the isle of
Negroponte (Egriboz), where the main Venetian naval base in the Aegean was
located. Venice and the Holy See rushed into setting up the Holy Legion.
Their diligence produced no results, mainly because of the Polish-Hungarian
conflict. However, Uzun Hasan, the Turkish-Muslim ally of Venice,
launched a massive attack on the Ottoman territories of Central Anatolia.
The retaliatory campaigns ordered by the sultan ended in success, but they
ignited another serious and prolonged conflict in the east, namely between
the Ottomans and the powerful state of the Mamluks.
Stephen the Great’s aggresive action of 1473 to remove Radu the
Handsome from the throne and to draw Wallachia into his sphere of influence
was conducted when the Ottoman sultan was engaged in the decisive battle
against Uzun Hasan. In 1472, the ruler of Moldavia had established relations
with the powerful Turkmen leader in the Near East who, for his part, followed
with interest Stephen’s military successes against the Ottomans503. Thus, the
refusal of the Moldavian ruler to pay the harach in 1473 combined with the
actions of Uzun Hasan and his Christian allies, in Anatolia.
The Danubian-Pontic front opened by Stephen the Great was an
extremely serious threat to the Porte, at a time when the Ottoman-Venetian
war was intensifying and expanding. Moldavia was about to unite all the
Pontic forces against the Ottomans, and establish direct relations with both
Venice and Uzun Hasan (through the Caucasus). In a short period of time,
Stephen the Great had become one of the most important players in the great
anti-Ottoman coalition, and had promoted Moldavia to the dimensions of a
true European power capable of successfully leading the struggle on a vast
front that encompassed the north-western Black Sea regions and the Lower
Danube. Annihilation of this new centre of opposition was of critical
importance to Mehmed II. To eliminate the impending Moldavian threat,
the sultan had to withdraw a large military contingent from its theatre of
operations in northern Albania. Stephen the Great’s victory of January 10,
1475 at Podul Înalt revealed, not only to the sultan but to Europe as a whole,
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the rise of an important power hostile to the Ottoman Empire504. Since the
massive armed strike had proved inadequate, the sultan realized that careful
full-scale military and political preparations would be necessary, if he wished
he neutralised it.
Stephan the Great, for his part, knew all too well that the victory at Vaslui,
rather than being the end of the war, was, in fact, the beginning of a bitter
conflict, in which the very existence of Moldavia was at stake. Stephen made
preparations for the defence of his country, by dint of intense diplomatic
activity proportionate to the magnitude of the impending threat, to garner
wider support. In a letter dated January 25, 1475, he informed Europe of his
great triumph, and appealed for the concerted assistance of the Christian
princes. In particular, he demanded Poland’s assistance, and proposed a
realistic strategic plan: 2,000 Polish infantry were to strengthen the garrisons
at Kilia and Cetatea Albã, and while the prince’s forces were fighting a true
guerrilla war and harassing the enemy, the king, with the bulk of the Polish
and Moldavian forces, concentrated around Camenitza, was to strike the
Ottoman army the decisive blow. Although his plan was favourably received
by the Polish and the Lithuanian nobility, Casimir IV chose not to act. The
king of Poland feared that his engagement in the war against the sultan might
strengthen the positions of Matthias Corvinus, who could thus settle the
thorny problem of Bohemian succession in his favour. Casimir IV saw
Mehmed II as his natural ally in his conflict with Hungary and had no interest
in making a foe of him. Consequently, Moldavia had to approach Hungary
instead, thus distancing itself from its former ally and suzerain. On July 12,
1475, Stephen the Great signed a treaty of alliance with Matthias Corvinus.
As the Hungarian king understood it, this act was also a diversion against
Poland. However, the Moldavian prince would not play Matthias Corvinus’
game, and excluded Poland from the list of Hungary’s enemies against whom
he pledged the king military assistance505 (“excepto rege Polonie et Corona
ejus”).
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Then, Stephen the Great turned his attention to the situation in Crimea,
where a fierce internal strife for power had broken out after the death of Haji
Giray (1466), the founder of the khanate. A number of external forces had
also been drawn into the conflict. The Ottoman Porte favoured the faction
led by Mengli Giray and Eminek Mîrza, the powerful chief of the ªîrîn clan,
who was in the ascendancy. Stephen did not intervene directly in the dispute
for the throne of the khanate, but sent his army to the minuscule Comnen
principality of Mangop; he removed his brother-in-law Isaico, favoured by
the Turks, from the throne and replaced him with his brother, Alexandru. It
was a first step, which paved the way for Stephen’s interference in the khanate
succession. The fear that the Moldavian prince might intervene in the dispute
seems to have prompted the Ottoman fleet’s precipitate attack on Crimea506.
In June 1475, Caffa fell to the Ottomans, then all the Genoese settlements
in the peninsula, Mangop included, followed suit. In the summer of the same
year, the new khan, Mengli Giray, officially accepted the Ottoman sultan’s
suzerainty507. The political subordination of the Crimean khanate and its
military alliance with the Porte were major successes for Ottoman expansion
in the north-Pontic basin. They also facilitated Ottoman policy in Europe
and Asia, until the disappearance of the khanate in 1783.
The Ottoman success in Crimea had very serious consequences for Moldavia.
The khanate was definitely lost to the anti-Ottoman coalition envisaged by
Stephen the Great. Instead, it had become a force of manoeuvre for the Porte, in
one of Moldavia’s primary zones of interest. In a letter written to Mehmed II at
the end of 1475, or early 1476, Mengli Ghiray Khan claims that he had sent back
the Polish king’s envoy, who had visited Crimea, with the following message: “if
you unite with Moldavia, we shall be your bitterest enemy. However, if you do
not unite with Moldavia, and if you are on good terms and reconcile with our
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Padishah, we shall be your best friends. Telling him this and giving him two
months to come with an answer, we sent him back accompanied by one of our
men”508. This Polish envoy had probably tried to obtain neutrality, and
eventually the cooperation of the khan, in the event that an
Ottoman-Moldavian-Polish war were to break out. The khan’s answer was in line
with the treaty that he had signed with Gedik Ahmed Pasha and with the the
sultan’s own orders for a planned attack on Moldavia, for which he started to
concentrate his troops at Filipopol, in the autumn of 1475509. The dispute with
Hungary for the Bohemian succession and the pressure exerted on Poland by the
Crimean Khan explain Casimir IV’s passivity in the face of Ottoman preparations
for the campaign against Moldavia and the subsequent attack on the principality.
On the other hand, the failure of the Polish initiative to neutralise the Khanate of
Crimea by diplomatic means – the king understood the role of the khanate better
after receiving an ultimatum from it – forced Poland to try to obtain the same
result by other means, namely by exhorting the Golden Horde, Poland’s old ally
and the Crimean Khanate’s archenemy, to move against it. This is demonstrated
by a letter of October 10-19, 1476, signed by Eminek Mîrza and addressed to the
same Mehmed II. The attack on Crimea launched by Seyid Ahmed, Khan of the
Golden Horde, while the Ottoman campaign of 1476 in Moldavia was under
way, is invoked by Eminek Mîrza as an excuse for the failure of his own diversion
attack on Moldavia510. Seyid Ahmed’s attempt to neutralise the Crimean khanate,
although successful, could not prevent the division of the Moldavian forces, when
Mehmed II and his armies crossed the Danube into Moldavia; nor could it make
Poland change its attitude to the new Ottoman-Moldavian confrontation511.
Mehmed II had ended his preparations, Moldavia was politically isolated and in
a military quandary, its subjugation only a matter of time. The odds were heavily
508 Tasin Gemil, Douã documente tãtãreºti referitoare la campania din 1476 a
sultanului Mehmed al II-lea în Moldova (Two Tatar Documents on the Campaign of
Sultan Mehmed II against Moldavia in 1476), in Anuarul Institutului de istorie ºi
arheologie «A. D. Xenopol», Iaºi, V (1968), p. 192.
509 I. Ursu, ªtefan cel Mare ºi turcii (Stephen the Great and the Turks), Bucharest,
1914, p. 59.
510 Tasin Gemil, op. cit., pp. 192-193.
511 See Mustafa A. Mehmed, La politique ottomane à l’égard de la Moldavie et du
Khanat de Crimée vers la fin du règne du sultan Mehmed II Le Conquérant, in Revue
roumaine d’histoire, tome XIII (1974), no. 2, pp. 511-533. Cf. also Alexandru Gonþa,
Românii ºi Hoarda de Aur (Romanians and the Golden Horde), Munich, 1983, pp.
183-185.
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against it yet, in the summer of 1476, Moldavia held out against the fury of the
Ottoman’s strike. The sultan won the battle of Razboieni, but was unable to
capture any of the country’s strongholds512. After the sultan’s withdrawal from
Moldavia, Stephen the Great resumed his military and diplomatic offensive
against the Turks. For a short while, the whole of the Lower Danube line came
under his control, and Moldavian envoys were sent to the courts of Europe
carrying the prince’s call for an anti-Ottoman coalition. However, the
neighbouring kingdoms’ indifference to the war against the Ottoman Empire, the
failure of the so-called “Tatar project”513, the death of Uzun Hasan, and the
outcome of the Ottoman-Venetian war (January 1479) forced Stephen the Great
to change his attitude to the Porte. Signed at a date that will be specified in this
book later, between 1479 and 1481, the Moldavian-Ottoman peace treaty
stipulated, as an essential condition, that Stephen the Great should resume
payment of the (doubled) harach514.
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At the death of Mehmed II in 1481, the frontiers of the Ottoman Empire
were almost identical to those of the Eastern Roman Empire515. In addition,
the Ottomans had expanded their authority into regions over which
Byzantium had only exerted some spiritual influence and no real control. By
bringing all the ancient realms of the eastern Caesars under his sole authority,
and by assuming their moral and political heritage, Mehmed II thought
himself entitled to bring western Rome into the fold too. He died
unexpectedly (poisoned?), just as he was beginning to implement this plan.
Except for the ephemeral Ottoman rule over Otranto (1480-1481), Italy was
safe from the assault of the Ottoman forces. Mehmed II soundly consolidated
the “Ottoman peace” which replaced the old Pax Romana and the more
recent Pax Mongolica. After 1517 Pax Ottomana was identified with Pax
Islamica. The role of Padishah, whom Mehmed II embodied for the first time,
combined Turkish-Mongol universalism with Islamic and Byzantine
universalism. The Ottomans remained faithful to the principles of Mehmed
II and obstinately strove to achieve his ideal of world domination, an ideal
based on the three political systems with claims to universalism516.
The Ottoman dynastic crisis caused by the well-founded claims to the
throne of Prince Djem, the brother of the incumbent sultan Bayezid II, as
well as the weak character of the latter, created a situation favourable for
resumption of the anti-Ottoman offensive. Moldavia acted promptly to form
a new European coalition. In July 1481, a short time after the death of the
Conqueror and simultaneously with the outbreak of the rebellion led by
Djem, Stephen the Great intervened in Wallachia, where he installed Vlad
Cãlugãrul [Vlad the Monk] on the princely throne. His objective was to
create a solid powerbase for the anti-Ottoman struggle which he intended to
resume. But his efforts to rally Poland to this counter-offensive against the
Ottomans failed; Poland was engaged in a war with Moscow, while its rivalry
with Hungary had acquired new dimensions, because of the Court at
Krakow’s intention to place a member of the Jagiellon dynasty on the throne
at Buda. Nor could Matthias Corvinus assist the Moldavian ruler, because of
his conflict with the German emperor, and his strained relations with Casimir
IV. In 1483, Hungary agreed to a five year armistice with the Ottoman Porte.
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The armistice was observed and renewed, marking the beginning of a period
of good understanding and rapprochement between the two states517,
although border skirmishes and minor incursions into each other’s territory
did not completely cease.
This armistice was necessary if Bayezid II wanted to complete his father’s
Pontic program. Mehmed II had brought most of the Black Sea basin under
Ottoman rule; only the Moldavian region, with the two strategically and
commercially important strongholds of Kilia and Cetatea Albã, had remained
in Moldavian hands518. If we take into account the relatively peaceful nature
of the new sultan, and the fact that the expedition of 1484 – when Kilia and
Cetatea Albã were seized – was the only foreign military campaign organized
by, and personally led by Bayezid II, the significance to the Ottoman Porte of
the two Moldavian citadels becomes clear. The campaign against Moldavia
was also driven by the domestic situation in the Ottoman Empire: Bayezid II
had been enthroned by the slave faction, against the will of Mehmed II, who
had designated his youngest son Djem as successor. As a natural reaction to
the slaves, the Turkish faction supported Djem, thus triggering the long crisis
known as the ‘Djem case’ (V. Mutafcieva); Bayezid II was thus forced to
adopt a prudent foreign policy and direct his attention towards the
consolidation of the imperial structure built by his father. To this end, he
tried to woo the ‘Turkish faction’ with important concessions, including
retrocession of the vakîf properties confiscated by Mehmed II and promises
to limit the power of the almighty slaves519. His measures brought the
expected results, in the sense that most supporters soon deserted Prince Djem.
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At the same time however, the same measures incensed the ‘slaves,’ whose
discontent flared up in a revolt of the janissaries, in the spring of 1484.
Therefore, in addition to its strategic and economic objectives, the campaign
against Moldavia sought to propitiate the aggressive slave faction and to
reassert the Ottoman sultan’s role as organiser and leader of the holy war
(ghaza)520.
To put up effective resistance to the huge Otoman-Tatar force laying siege
to Kilia and Cetatea Albã, Moldavia needed the assistance of both Hungary
and Poland: as great European powers and suzerains, they had direct interests
in the Black Sea region. No explanation has yet been put forward as to why
“…neither they nor the bellicose Stephen the Great made the slightest
military gesture to help and save these two important strongholds of
Moldavia”521. Perhaps the Moldavian ruler understood that any opposition
would have been useless, and spared his forces for the reconquest of the
strongholds once the sultan withdrew southwards.
Hardly had Kilia and Cetatea Alba been seized by the Ottomans when
Stephen the Great began to regroup his troops for the battle to retake the two
strongholds. Since this involved another major confrontation with the Ottoman
Empire, and since Hungary had been neutralised by its armistice with the Porte
of 1483, the Moldavian ruler was forced to appeal to Poland for assistance once
more. In the Seym of December 1484, Casimir IV raised the problem of
“defending” Moldavia. The Seym decided to send a delegation to the sultan to
obtain the citadels by peaceful means. At the same time, the king ordered the
mobilisation of his forces, including those of his vassal state Prussia, for an
expedition in support of Moldavia. The projected campaign was, however,
conditional upon Stephen personally pledging homage to the king. Sources of
the time express disapproval of the king’s insistence on this particular aspect.
Actually, he wanted to take advantage of Moldavia’s critical situation to achieve
what had previously eluded him – the effective subjugation of Moldavia.
Casimir IV was determined to force the Moldavian prince into submission by
means of arms, should he refuse to pledge homage. Finding himself in an
impossible position, Stephen had to agree to the humiliating spectacle which
took place at Kolomyja on September 16, 1485. It soon became evident that
the Polish king still had serious reservations about breaking relations with the
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sultan. The Ottoman attacks from Dobrudja, in 1485 and early 1486, were
repelled by the armies of Moldavia, Poland providing only some “emergency
assistance” at Cãtlãbuga, in November 1485. Moreover, the act of Kolomyja
left Moldavia open to hostility from Hungary and Moscow, given these states’
ongoing disputes with Poland522. The only escape from the political stalemate
in which Moldavia found itself following the pledge at Kolomyja, was the
prince’s e reconciliation with the sultan. This naturally involved the recognition
of the new status of Kilia and Cetatea Alba. The Moldavian-Ottoman peace
treaty was concluded in April 1486, and was followed by the delimitation of
new frontiers between the two states523; Bayezid II himself needed to make
peace with Moldavia too because of the Mamluks’ victorious assaults in
Oriental Anatolia, within the context of the “Djem case.”
The Moldavian-Ottoman peace – to which Poland’s own concessions to
the Porte and policy of force to Moldavia had directly contributed – aroused
serious worry in Krakow. A Polish army led by the future king Jan Olbracht
marched southwards, but achieved few notable successes; it was more a
demonstration of force to compel the Porte to make peace. The
Ottoman-Polish treaty was finalised on March 23, 1489524. A year earlier, the
Ottoman-Hungarian armistice had been prolonged for two more years525.
Bayezid II had obtained more than he had hoped for. His father’s aim to gain
control of the Black Sea was fulfulled, which opened new and broader
prospects for Ottoman expansion towards Northern and Central Europe526.
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The main opposition forces in the region – Poland, Hungary and Moldavia –
had been neutralised at a time when the Ottoman Empire was facing the
vicious attacks of another power competing for Oriental hegemony – the state
of the Mamluks – and the international problems generated by the “Djem
case” was becoming the sultan’s major worry.
Hungary and Poland were focusing their attention in other directions,
away from the Ottoman danger, and were conducting a narrow policy of
expansion. The Turkish threat was used by Hungary and Poland as a means
of fulfilling their ancient ambition of completely subjugating the Romanian
countries (especially Moldavia, as far as Poland was concerned). Faced with
the serious situation generated by the threats coming from both sides,
Romanian leaders chose “the lesser evil”, which always proved to come from
the Turks. In defending the fundamental interests of his country, the
Moldavian prince showed political pragmatism. In time, it turned into an
enduring political tradition, whose hallmark, according to N. Iorga, was “to
carefully consider all circumstances, to avoid unnecessary risks, to defend the
realm and its culture at any costs, and to build a future for its people, on this
firm foundation”527.
The reign of Stephen the Great was founded on his soldiers’ courage and
strength on the battlefield, and on the wise and balanced judgements of the
princely council. Ultimately, with his long experience in battles and in
international politics, the Moldavian ruler decided to be reconciled with the
Porte. By doing so, he secured “the most favourable status” that the Ottoman
Porte could grant his country, under the circumstances528. Such were the
peace treaties that Mircea the Old and Stephen the Great signed with
Mehmed I and Bayezid II, in 1417 and 1486 respectively.
Now that the Moldavian prince had regulated his rapports with the Porte,
he naturally denounced the act of Kolomyja, which had not only proved
inefficient against Ottoman pressure, but presented Moldavia with a twofold
threat: Ottoman and Hungarian. Stephen the Great took advantage of the
growing tension in the Hungarian–Polish relations, caused by Jagiellon claims
to Saint Stephen’s crown, to form a feudal-vassal alliance with Matthias
Corvinus, in 1489. The new act annulled the effects of the pledge the prince
had made at Kolomyja. In addition, Moldavia was given Ciceu and
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Cetatea de Baltã, two Transylvanian strongholds which Stephen and his
successors would use to wield influence over Transylvania. At the same time,
Stephen the Great’s new political orientation integrated Moldavia into a
system of alliances that limited the hegemonic tendencies of Poland, and
blocked Ottoman expansion in Europe529.
The death of Matthias Corvinus on April 6, 1490 disturbed the fragile
political balance established in eastern Europe, and fuelled a fierce struggle for
the succession of the Hungarian crown between John Corvinus (the natural
son of the late king), Vladislav and Jan Olbracht Jagiello, and Maximilian of
Habsburg. Alarmed at the prospect of a personal Hungarian-Polish union
under either of the two Jagiellon brothers, Stephen the Great supported
Maximilian’s claims to the throne of Hungary. The fact that all the pretenders
to the Hungarian throne showed interest in the assistance which Moldavia’s
ruler could give them demonstrates the international standing he enjoyed.
The new Hungarian king, the weak Vladislav Jagiello, immediately called for
closer cooperation with Stephen the Great under the conditions stipulated by
the act signed with Matthias Corvinus. Indeed, the indirect military assistance
the Moldavian ruler offered to Vladislav (through his intervention in
Pokucie) was greatly welcomed by the king at a time when he was being
attacked both by his brother and his own father530. Through his firm, realistic
policy, Stephen the Great managed to eliminate the major threat to his
country, namely the personal Hungarian-Polish-Lithuanian union, yet not
the Polish pressure, which built up considerably once Jan Olbracht was
enthroned in Krakow.
Despite the treaty of 1494, which prolonged the Polish-Ottoman
armistice of 1489 by three years, King Jan Olbracht began elaborate
preparations to put into practice a vast political offensive against the Ottoman
Empire. The monarch’s immediate and concrete objectives – debated and
established at the Congress of the Jagiellon House, held at Lewocza in April
1494 – were to annex Moldavia to the Polish kingdom, place it under the rule
529 Ibidem, p. 27; Ven. Ciobanu, op. cit., p. 79-80. We must also bear in mind
that in the same year, 1489, Matthias Corvinus had begun to mount a grand
anti-Ottoman “crusade” which would have engaged Christian Europe as a whole
(Sydney N. Fischer, op. cit., p. 33).
530 ªtefana Simionescu, Legãturile dintre ªtefan cel Mare ºi Maximilian I de
Habsburg în lumina unui nou izvor (The Relationship between Stephen the Great and
Maximilian I of Habsburg in the Light of a New Source), in Revista de istorie, no. 1,
1975, pp. 91-92.
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of Sigismund Jagiello, and drive the Turks out of the northern Black Sea
coastal region. Conceived as a crusade, the Polish offensive was to continue
beyond the Danube until the “liberation of Constantinople”531.
This Polish plan for an anti-Ottoman crusade (its content remained
unchanged) would be repeatedly revived, until the late XVIIth century532.
Based on erroneous data and calculations, it proved hazardous even then, at
the end of the XVth century, when Poland was indeed a great power. First of
all, this Polish crusade project completely ignored the traditions, as well as the
political and military potential of Moldavia. “The flower of the Polish
nobility” paid with their lives for this grave miscalculation, on the battlefield
at Codrii Cosminului [Cosmin’s Forest] in 1497. The Polish king misjudged
the international political situation too. He seems to have overlooked the fact
that the Ottoman Empire had already occupied strong positions in the Pontic
basin, while Hungary and Moscow, Poland’s old foes, were adamantly
opposed to its expansion into the Pontic-Danubian region.
Stephen the Great assessed the situation realistically. In addition to
Moldavia’s fighting potential, he could form a strong anti-Polish coalition. The
wisdom of his conciliatory policy with the Porte produced the desired results. On
information provided (perhaps) by the ruler himself, the sultan ordered his forces
to prepare for the defence of Moldavia. According to Kemalpaºazade, Bayezid II
ordered the army to assemble at Istanbul, Yakub Pasha, Beilerbey of Rumelia,
was sent to Filipopol (Filibe) to survey the movements of the king, while the
sandjak bey of Silistra was ordered to mobilise his forces and prepare for
intervention, in the event that the Moldavian ruler demanded it. At the same
time, Mahmut Çelebi advanced with a division of the Ottoman army, from
Küstendil towards the Danube. A significant sign of the Moldavian-Ottoman
relations at that time is provided by the same well-informed chronicler,
Kemalpaºazade, who writes that Stephen the Great had asked the sultan to place
a “famous emir” under his command. Indeed, at Codrii Cosminului, Stephen
the Great had 600 janissaries on his side, led by an Ottoman commandant533.
531 See ªerban Papacostea, Þelurile campaniei lui Ioan Albert în Moldova (1497),
un izvor (The Objectives of John Albert’s Campaign in Moldavia (1479), A Source),
in Revista de istorie, no. 2, 1974, pp. 274- 262.
532 See Tasin Gemil, Þãrile române în contextul politic internaþional 1621-1672
(The Romanian Countries in the International Political Context), Editura Academiei,
Bucharest, 1979, p. 123.
533 Apud Selahattin Tansel, Sultan II. Bayezit’in siyasï hayatï (The Political
Activity of Sultan Bayezid II), Istanbul, 1966, pp. 84-85.
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The presence of the Ottoman military contingent was meant to demonstrate to
the Poles that the sultan was determined to render Moldavia direct assistance,
and at the same time, to strictly limit the established framework for the country’s
relations with the Porte.
The sultan did not however content himself with the Poles’ defeat at
Codrii Cosminului. After the death of Prince Djem (assassinated by orders
from the Pope) on February 25, 1495, Bayezid II was given free rein with his
foreign policy. His political stance on Europe and the Mamluks in the Orient
became firmer and more aggressive. In 1498, the sandjak beys of Kilia and
Akkerman, together with Malkoçoglu Bali Bey, the famous sandjak bey of
Silistra, carried out devastating and successive incursions into Poland, which
coincided with Tatar raids in Podolia, and Moldavian attacks in Pokucie.
Thus, Bayezid II reasserted his resolve to combat Polish expansion
southwards. The Porte accepted cooperation with Poland against its main foe,
Hungary, but was firmly determined to make no concession to it in its sphere
of influence. For all this, the Polish kingdom did not give up its
Pontic-Danubian objectives, as they were originally established by Jan
Olbracht, until the end of the XVIIth century. Although Ottoman-Polish
relations were fairly good, Polish claims to Moldavia remained a permanent
cause of dispute between them in the years that followed.
Through the victory of Codrii Cosminului, Stephen the Great and his first
successors won independence from both the Porte and Poland. This political
status was confirmed by the Moldavian-Polish peace treaty of 1499, which
replaced their earlier feudal-vassal rapport with an anti-Ottoman alliance
between equal partners. Since the Ottoman-Venetian war was rekindled at
about the same time, the political climate was favourable for them to resume the
anti-Ottoman struggle. Early in 1499 when, near the Danube, his forces routed
the akinci of Malkoçoglu Bali Bey on their way back from a pillaging incursion
into Poland, Stephen the Great made an emphatic political statement534.
However, Hungary and Poland proved unable to give serious support to the
efforts of the Romanian ruler once more. In 1502, they signed separate peace
treaties with the Porte. In the Hungarian-Ottoman treaty which King Vladislav
ratified on August 20, 1503, a provision reads “the rulers of Moldavia (sons of
Kara Bogdan), together with the whole country of Moldavia (Bogdan), and the
voyevode of Wallachia too, together with his sons and his country, being
included together with the king, in this peace [treaty], will pay their harach and
534
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peshkeshes, as they have done until now; they will not be asked to give more
and they will not be oppressed. Also, they will give the king what they used to
give him, without being asked to give more and without being oppressed”535.
The Ottoman-Hungarian condominium over Wallachia and Moldavia –
established through this treaty – meant de facto independence for Moldavia.
Since both Hungary and the Ottoman Empire, implicitly the Crimean
Khanate, had offered him firm guarantees, Stephen the Great decided to
resolve the thorny problem of Pokucie by force. At the end of 1502, his
armies occupied the region. The Polish kingdom was in a quandary and
unable to reverse the fait accompli immediately: the problem would long
remain a permanent source of conflict between the two countries. As new
tension mounted between Moldavia and the Polish-Lithuanian kingdom,
Stephen the Great turned once more to the Porte. His attitude was dictated
not only by circumstances but also by his long experience in defending
Moldavia’s borders and independence. In 1502, the great voyevode confessed
that he had fought 36 battles against the Turks, and had been the victor in 34
of them536. His armies fought in these, without any substantial assistance
from the neighbouring Christian countries. On the contrary: both Poland
and Hungary had tried to benefit from the Ottoman encroachment into
Moldavia. But the invading army of Matthias Corvinus suffered ignominious
defeat at Baia (1467), and the expedition of Jan Olbracht ended in the Polish
disaster at Codrii Cosminului (1497). All these feature prominently in the
so-called political testament of Stephen the Great, in which the great ruler
asked his descendants to keep good relations with the sultan537. True or
535
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apocryphal, this political urge however reflected a reality. Both Bogdan III,
Stephen the Young and Petru Raresh (during most of his reign) maintained
their relationships with the Porte within the formal framework of Ottoman
suzerainty established by the great voyevode. Stephen the Great’s legacy was
a strong and effectively independent country that enjoyed high international
status. His descendants did their best to preserve this heritage and, to a large
extent, they succeeded in doing so.
After a failed attempt by the Porte in 1504 to intervene directly in the
succession of Stephen the Great and impose its own candidate to the princely
throne538– the first such attempt in the history of Moldavian-Ottoman
relations – the Porte immediately recognised the rule of Bogdan III, whom
the great voyevode had personally designated as his successor, on his
deathbed.
In the first two decades of the XVIth century, Moldavian and Wallachian
relations with the Ottoman Porte remained within the parameters established
earlier. Both states refrained from launching any initiative or action that might
challenge the political and administrative framework of Ottoman suzerainty,
which both sides seemed to accept. This does not mean however that the
Romanians abandoned their aspiration to regain full autonomy, nor that the
Ottomans completely gave up their objective to subjugate the Romanian
countries. Such initiatives did surface, on both sides, but they fortunately bore
no harmful consequences and their outcomes remained inconclusive. At that
time, Hungary and Poland, upon whose support the Romanian countries’
anti-Ottoman alliance depended, were more desirous than ever to avoid direct
conflict with the Porte. They hoped to reach an arrangement with the
Ottomans that would have allowed them to expand their own domination
over the extra-Carpathian region. In 1507, the two Catholic states reached an
agreement similar to the Lublau Treaty of 1412, by which they divided the two
Romanian countries between them: Moldavia was conceded to Poland;
Wallachia to Hungary539. The Romanian rulers learnt only belatedly about the
provisions of the Hungarian-Polish treaty that were so detrimental to their
538
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countries yet, the past and present attitudes of their suzerain neighbours’ were
sufficient to temper their zeal for the anti-Ottoman struggle.
Bogdan III, Prince of Moldavia, made important concessions to Poland,
expressing his readiness to concede Pokucie in return for a matrimonial
alliance that would have clearly intended to create a buffer zone against the
Ottomans. Krakow’s blunt refusal re-opened the Moldavian-Polish conflict.
Its implications reverberated in the circles of power in the two countries and
throughout Central and Eastern Europe. The Polish court mounted a vast
and intense diplomatic campaign at Buda and Târgoviºte, Bagçesaray and
Istanbul, in an attempt to isolate Moldavia. Naturally, Bogdan III reacted and
tried to improve his relations with the same courts. In Wallachia, Radu cel
Mare [Radu the Great], observing the provisions of the Hungarian-Ottoman
Treaty of 1503 to the letter, accepted the suzerainties of the sultan and the
Hungarian king respectively. This gave him more freedom and peace, at a
time when new claims to the princely throne had been lodged from beyond
the Carpathians and the Danube540.
In the last decade of the otherwise relatively quiet reign of Bayezid II,
phenomena that had been lurking ever since the times of Mehmed II erupted
violently. In Anatolia, the ancient Turkish aristocratic families and the
nomads of the eastern and central regions rose up against the Ottoman
sultan’s policy of centralisation. The absolutist imperial regime was
completely incompatible with the nomad economy and the traditional tribal
laws. The nomads adhered fanatically to the dervish (monk) orders that
professed an Islamic religion inflected with tribal customs and shamanism,
while central power energetically promoted the Sunna orthodox doctrine.
The nomads – opposed to Ottoman centralism – dressed their social and
political aspirations in the clothes of heterodox religion (ºi’a), and were
known under the name of either kïzïl baº (red head), from the colour of their
cap, or ºahseven (the lovers of the shah), as partisans of Caliph Ali and of the
shah of Iran. The political formation, also called the “Akkoyunlu Empire”,
built by Uzun Hasan was mainly based on the “redheads”. After the defeat of
Uzun Hasan, in 1473, Mehmed II mercilessly massacred the “redheads”, yet
failed to destroy this opposition force. At the end of the XVth century, they
found a capable new leader: Ismail, nephew of the famous Sheik Safî of
Erdebil (Azerbaijan), mystic thinker and founder of a religious sect (of the
Safevids). Hence the vehemence of Ismail Safevî (known by the poetic
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pseudonym of Hatayi), in religious problems. As leader of this heterodox
religion, Ismail rapidly expanded his authority to include Azerbaijan, Iran and
the nomadic Turkmen of Anatolia. The Ottoman Porte was facing a more
serious threat now, since the group was growing fast and within the borders
of the empire. Shah Ismail (1487-1524) rewrote the ancient state structure of
Iran in Safevid terms, proclaimed Shiiteism the official religion, and brought
all the elements of this heterodox religion together under his authority,
beginning with the Turkmen tribes of Anatolia. Like his close relative Uzun
Hasan, Ismail Safevî effectively aimed to bring down the Ottomans. The
Safevid threat was even more dangerous for the Ottomans than the threat
posed by Uzun Hassan, because it was also based on a moral force capable of
destroying the Ottoman state from within541. Hence the reaction of the Porte
was correspondingly harsh; the Ottoman-Iranian confrontation went beyond
religious matters, since it took place around and for the control of the famous
Silk Road and its enormous economic potential. For the Safevid dynasty, the
struggle against the Ottomans was a veritable struggle for survival. In an
historical paradox, Iran was saved from assimilation into the Turkish world
by the Turks themselves, because the term ‘Turk’ incorporated the Safevids,
“red heads” and “shah lovers”, who made up Iran’s main resistance force
against the Ottomans542.
The conflict with Iran, which broke out at the beginning of the XVIth
century, captured the Porte’s attention in the Orient, albeit intermittently, for
more than two centuries and was one of the most significant influences upon
Ottoman history as a whole. After seizing Baghdad and a significant part of
Iraq and Azerbaijan in 1507, Shah Ismail attacked the Ottoman borders; in
the spring of 1511 one of the Anatolian “red head” leaders, called ªah-Kulu
(“the shah’s slave”) or ªeytan-Kulu (“the devil’s slave”), managed to stir up a
large-scale anti-Ottoman revolt in support of the Safevids. The rebellion was
facilitated and even amplified by the fact that Bayezid’s withdrawal from
power had sparked off a dispute between his sons over the throne. Except for
Selim, the other sons of Bayezid II – and even the sultan himself – did not
realise the true aims of Shah Ismail in time, and even maintained good
relationships with him and his partisans. Prince Selim, the future sultan
541
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Selim I “the Grim” (Yavuz), showed himself to be an implacable enemy of the
“robber Turks”, as the adepts of the Safevids were known to Ottoman sources
of the time.
In the spring of 1511, when the dispute for the throne of the elderly
Bayezid II became open, Prince Selim took refuge at Caffa. From here, with
his father-in-law’s assistance, Mengli Ghiray I, Khan of Crimea, he started the
war for the Ottoman throne. In the spring of the same year, Selim “arrived
with a hundred ships at the place known as Saruyar, not far from Akkerman”,
where he joined the one thousand Cossacks sent by the khan of Crimea. Yet,
neither Akkerman nor Kilia opened their gates to him543. On August 3, 1511,
Selim’s forces were defeated near Çorlu by his father’s troops. The prince had
to withdraw via Ahiol, and thence by sea, to Caffa once more. Bayezid II
openly declared his intention to concede the throne to his favourite son
Ahmet; which actually conformed to the rule of primogeniture. The news
naturally alarmed Selim, who turned again to the Tatar khan and his brother
Korkud for assistance. These in turn appealed to the Mamluk sultan. The
would-be sultan Ahmet for his part, hurried to the capital. However, by the
end of September 1511 the events had taken a totally different course, because
of the intervention of the janissaries in favour of Prince Selim544.
Undoubtedly, Bogdan III followed attentively the struggle for power that
Selim was waging not far from the borders of Moldavia. It is very likely that
the ruler of Moldavia maintained good relations with both Bayezid II and
Selim. If the date of September 1511 we proposed for the “letter sent by the
ruler of Moldavia” that we discovered in the archives of Istanbul is confirmed
as correct545, then we shall have proof that Bogdan III acted in the spirit of
the previous Moldavian-Ottoman relations. In this letter, the voyevode
offered the sultan information about the situation in Hungary, Poland, and
Crimea in particular, both by virtue of his obligations as vassal, but also
because he wanted to win the benevolence of Bayezid II and, implicitly, of his
would-be successor, Ahmet. This latter prerogative was all the more relevant
543 Topkapï Sarayï Müzesi Arºivi-Istanbul, E- 3 703 (published by Selahattin
Tansel, op. cit., photo 29). See also documents E-5443, E-6185/7-10 (Bucharest State
Archives, Collection of Turkish microfilms, reel 44, frames 326, 328-384).
544 Selahattin Tansel, op. cit., pp. 263 et seq.
545 Tasin Gemil, Din relaþiile moldo-otomane în primul sfert al secolului al XVI-lea
(pe marginea a douã documente din arhivele de la Istanbul) (On Moldavian-Ottoman
Relations in the First Quarter of the XVIth Century (Remarks on Two Documents in
the Archives of Istanbul), in Anuarul..., Iaºi, IX (1972), pp. 134-136, 141.
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since after the defeat at Çorlu, Selim’s chances of success declined visibly. The
ruler of Moldavia did not however break contact with Selim, since on January
25, 1512, the latter endorsed his rule of a large and rich region near the
mouths of the Danube. This privilege had been granted to the Moldavian
ruler by Bayezid II, perhaps in 1486 when the Moldavian-Ottoman treaty was
signed546. In January 1512, the struggle for the Ottoman throne ended in
favour of Selim. At the time, Selim was at Akkerman on his way to Istanbul,
where on April 25, 1512 he officially took his father’s throne.
I reaffirm an opinion I expressed on another occasion547 that in 1511 or
1512 there was no modification in Moldavia’s relationship with the Ottoman
Porte. The opinion that the Moldavian prince made a new pledge of
“allegiance” or “submission” to the Porte at that time is highly popular with
Romanian historiographers548. This claim, based on the chronicle tradition of
a later time, is not without foundation however. Naturally, we think of the
highly charged political atmosphere created by the rebellion of Prince Selim
at the Lower Danube. Bogdan III managed to avoid the damaging
consequences for Moldavia which this situation might have led to, partly by
developing good relations with Selim I (by increasing the harach to 5,000
ducats) and partly because, until the end of his reign, the new sultan’s
attention was exclusively focused on problems in the Orient.
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The dynastic troubles of the Ottoman Empire also greatly affected the
political situation in Wallachia. It was under these circumstances that the
princely throne was usurped for the first time. Neagoe Basarab (1512-1521)
was the first boyar to become ruler549. The act was committed independently of
the Ottoman sultan’s will and the legitimate ruler (Vlad cel Tânãr [Vlad the
Young] or ‘Vlãduþ’) was guilty of no act that might have justified his forced
dethronement. The ascension to the throne of Neagoe Basarab, of the
powerful Craioveºti boyar family, was a spectacular early effect of a long
process by which the role played by feudal domains – and implicitly the great
nobility – in the country’s rule, had grown steadily. The Craioveºti boyars
took advantage of the Ottoman Empire’s internal conflicts to achieve what
had been their main objective for some time – to seize total power in
Wallachia550.
Though weakened, the rebellious tendencies of the Rumelian beys had not
been completely eliminated. Selim’s awareness of Rumelia’s importance to
any successful challenge to his father’s central authority was evident when he
forced the latter to give him the sandjak of Semendria. This claim ran against
a deep-rooted tradition which prohibited granting governorship to Ottoman
princes in the European part of the empire, for the very reason of preventing
their rise against central power, with the help of the Christian states. Under
such conditions, the assistance of the Romanian countries, and Wallachia in
particular, would have been a great asset; as much to the pretender Selim, as
to Sultan Bayezid II and his would-be successor, Ahmet. According to
Turkish documents of those troubled times551, we may infer that the struggle
between Selim and Bayezid also divided the decision makers of Wallachia into
two rival camps: “Voyevode Vlad submitted to Prince Selim. Since Barbu
[Craiovescu] advised him not to submit to the prince, the voyevode quarrelled
with Barbu and decided to have him killed,” one of these documents reads.
Vlãduþ [Vlad the Younger] may have sided with Selim in November 1511
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when, after the rebellion of the janissaries in the capital, his chances of
reaching the Ottoman throne considerably improved. The Craioveºti boyars
took advantage of this defection of the Wallachian ruler from the incumbent
sultan, to install their own representative on the throne of the country. They
received military and moral support from their Ottoman relative – Mihaloglu
Mehmed Bey, sandjak bey of Nicopole. Mehmed, bey of sultan Bayezid II,
demanded categorically: “Give [the] banner to my kin Pârvu-oglu (son of
Pârvu, Neagoe) and appoint him ruler (bey), and if Prince Selim goes against
you, I, your subject, shall go against him, wherever you will order me, with
the army from Wallachia, and I shall add 100,000 akçe more to the past harach”
(emphasis added)552. The Craioveºti and Mehmed Bey certainly misjudged
Selim’s chances, but understood perfectly the gravity of the leadership crisis
which the Ottoman Porte was going through. Bayezid II was faced with an
unprecedented fait accompli, because the princely throne had been taken by
an “infidel haramzade [who was] not of [princely] origin”, as the indignant
bey of Rumelia, Hasan Pasha, harshly described Neagoe Basarab. Fearing
wide domestic or external repercussions in response to this grave breach of the
country’s traditions and, implicitly, the accepted limits of vassal-suzerain
rapports, Hasan Pasha appealed to Bayezid, and particularly to Prince Selim
to intervene decisively in Wallachia and “to appoint as ruler ‘the son of the
prince,’ who is truly a beizade [prince] and stands beside my sultan [Selim]”
(emphasis added)553. This unprecedented situation triggered the reaction of
the exiled boyars who submitted a memorandum to the new sultan,
Selim I554. The main accusation they brought against the Craioveºti boyars
was as follows: “Neagoe is not a ‘prince’s son’ (beyoglu) [and that] after having
voyevode [Vlãduþ] killed, he took over the assets of the boyars and the needy
of Wallachia, but we do not know if [these goods] were ever received by the
treasury of His Majesty the Padishah... If they have been, well, then we make no
dispute...” (emphasis added). The signatories of the memorandum demanded
that “the Porte appoint a voyevode for our country, in agreement with the
customs and laws of our country... If the illustrious Padishah should have
more important business to attend to, [let Him know that] we need no
military assistance, nor anything else. Let just a voyevode be appointed by the
High Porte and granted banner... Then, if His Majesty the Padishah should
552
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ever need an army for a campaign, we guarantee that we will assemble forces
for him, be they 10,000, or 20,000 in number; only let him give us order”
(emphasis added). Their hatred of the Craioveºti boyars and their own desire
for power blinded this faction of exiled boyars so that they offered the Porte
the very means to break the established limits of the Porte’s suzerainty over
Wallachia. They totally surrendered their right to choose the country’s ruler.
It is true that the Porte had already infringed upon this right, but thus far the
boyars had not completely given in. Until this moment, they had preserved,
at least formally, their right to be consulted or to accept the new prince
enthroned by the sultan. Even more damaging for the evolution of the
country’s rapports with the Porte – in the context of the continuous
strengthening of Ottoman suzerainty over the Romanian principalities – was
another idea in this memorandum, namely that the assets confiscated in the
country by the new ruler (for “betrayal”) be given to the sultan’s treasury. Such
a procedure would become standard from the mid XVIth century onwards
and represented an important element in the efforts of the Porte to assimilate
the Romanian rulers into the Ottoman provincial governorship.
Neagoe Basarab and the Craioveºti boyars on the other hand, were also
forced to win the goodwill of the new sultan Selim I, promoting, like Bogdan
III in Moldavia, a policy of rapprochement to the Porte, accompanied by
important concessions. A contemporary Wallachian chronicle mentions that
“Prince Neagoe, in Wallachia, and Prince Bogdan, in Moldavia, paid harach
to the Turks, as they understood that otherwise they would not have an easy
life – Selim was emperor of the Turks”555. The same document claims that
Moldavia’s tribute increased to 5,000 ducats, and Wallachia’s rose by
100,000 akçe (as promised by de Mehmed Bey), that is from 600,000 to
700,000 akçe (about 14,000 ducats)556. In other words, both Moldavia and
Wallachia emerged almost unscathed from the severe dynastic crisis the
Ottoman Empire went through, due to the ability of their rulers and the
exclusively eastern orientation of Selim I’s offensive line.
The memorandum of the exiled boyars did not have any immediate or
decisive effects. But the substantial concessions it proposed set a dangerous
555 Radu Popescu, Istoriile domniilor Þãrii Româneºti (Histories of Wallachian
Rulers), in Cronicari munteni, I, M. Gregorian ed., Bucharest, 1961, p. 268.
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precedent. When conditions were ripe, the Porte did not hesitate to abuse its
position as suzerain to lower the international status of the Romanian
countries, by using to its own advantage those aspects that the memorandum
mentioned-above unintentionally brought to the forefront. This provides
solid evidence in support of the assertion that we made at the beginning of
this book namely, that the Romanian countries’ potential for resistance (by
this we do not necessarily understand armed struggle) largely determined the
limits of Ottoman suzerainty. The boyars’ division into rival factions, and
increasing social oppression, eroded the defensive potential of the Romanian
countries, which – together with external factors – facilitated their ultimate
subjugation by the Porte, from the sixteenth century onward.
The reign of Selim I began with actions that rightfully won him the name
of “the Grim” or “the Brave” (Yavuz). He increased the number of janissaries
– the force which had brought him to power – to 35,000 and granted them
significant privileges. With their support, he then crushed the opposition at
the court and suppressed both of his brothers, Ahmet and Korkud, as well as
their sons, one by one (May 1512 – April 1513). Even before taking the
throne, Selim had realized that the Iranian Safevids and Anatolian ‘red heads’
were the major threat to the Ottoman state. Once on the throne, his main
preoccupation was to liquidate this menace; his European policy aimed at
strictly preserving the situation he had inherited from his predecessors. To
this end, the Crimean khan was given freedom of action and asked to prevent
the formation of any anti-Ottoman coalition between the European states,
while the Ottoman army concentrated its efforts in the Orient. It is in such a
light that we should view the 1512 to 1514 Tatar invasions of Russia, Poland
and Moldavia, rather than as ‘acts of revenge’ or attempts to ‘remove Bogdan
from the throne with the khan’s assistance’557. The Tatar pressure produced
the expected results; Poland, Hungary and Moldavia, as well as Venice,
demanded renewal of their peace treaties with the sultan.
In 1514 Selim I advanced eastwards with all his forces. The Anatolian ‘red
heads’ were massacred, imprisoned or deported. On August 23, 1514
Ottoman artillery defeated Shah Ismail at Çaldïran, and, for a while, the
Shiite threat was removed, laying the way for new conquests in the Middle
557 N. Beldiceanu, Problema tratatelor Moldovei cu Poarta în lumina cronicei lui
Pecevi (The Problem of Moldavia’s Treaties with the Porte in the Light of Pecevi’s
Chronicle), in Balcanica, V-1, Bucharest, 1942, p. 399; ªtefan S. Gorovei, op. cit., p.
654. See also N. Iorga, Istoria românilor, IV, pp. 290-291.
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East and the Caucasus. However, the widening of the Ottoman borders to the
east made the confrontation with the Mamluk state of Egypt inevitable. The
Ottoman-Mamluk conflict was not only a matter of rivalry for supremacy in
the Muslim world, however. Far more important to the Ottomans was to halt
Portuguese expansion in the Red Sea basin. The whole Arab world was truly
alarmed at the progress the Portuguese had made in the region, and their
hopes of salvation rested with the Ottomans558. Like the Safevids, the
Mamluks could not get rid of their medieval chivalric idealism. They valued
skill and individual prowess and despised the use of firearms as “dishonest”.
Artillery in particular was the deciding factor in the Ottoman campaigns of
the Middle East.
In 1517 the Mamluk state in Egypt was annihilated and the Ottomans
became lords of the whole Arab world. Together with the Mamluk heritage,
the Ottoman sultans also claimed the authority of the “supreme caliph”
(khalifa-i kubrâ) for themselves, which officially made them leaders of the
whole Islamic world. One result of their new role was that the canon law of
Islam came to govern entire activity of state administration. At the same time,
Selim I’s conquests brought the immense assets of the Safevids and the
Mamluks under Ottoman rule, together with the commercial routes and
economic centres they had controlled. These naturally yielded substantial
revenue559. On such a rich spiritual and material heritage, Süleyman the
Magnificent, the successor of Selim I, effectively implemented the great
Ottoman policy of world domination. The Ottoman Porte was now an
empire stretching across three continents, ready to take on the mighty
Habsburg Empire.
558 See Yakub Mughul, Portekizli’lerle Kïzïldeniz’de mucadele ve Hicaz’da Osmanlï
hakimiyetinin yerleþmesi hakkïnda bir vesika (A Document about the Conflict with the
Portuguese in the Red Sea and the Establishment of Ottoman Domination over
Hedjaz), in Belgeler, cilt. II, no. 3-4, Türk Tarih Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara, 1967,
pp. 37-47.
559 See Halil Inalçïk, The Ottoman Empire, p. 33-34; Stanford J. Shaw, op. cit., I,
pp. 80-86. Contemporary sources estimate the revenue of the Ottoman Treasury
during the reign of Süleyman the Magnificent at about 10-15 million ducats (M. M.
Alexandrescu Dersca-Bulgaru, Une relation vénetienne sur l’Empire Ottoman à l’époque
de Süleyman le Magnifique, in Comité Inter. d’Etudes Pré-ottomanes et Ottomanes. VIth
Symposium. Cambridge, 1t-4th July 1984, Jean-Louis Bacqué-Grammont and Emeri
van Donzel eds., Istanbul-Paris-Leiden, 1987, p. 137).
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7. The Romanian Principalities and the Ottoman Policy of
World Domination
The conquest of Egypt in 1517 removed a rival to hegemony over the Muslim
Middle East and brought immense territories within Ottoman control; with
it, the Osman sultan acceded to the status of sole protector and representative
of the entire Islamic world. The moment was officially marked: Sultan Selim
I was entrusted the keys of Mecca and Medina, the holy cities of Islam, and
obtained the authorithy of supreme caliph (khalifa-i kubra) from the last
Abassid caliph, Mutawakkil’ala Allah III, whom he had taken in custody and
transported to Istanbul, together with a number of venerated vestiges of
Islam.
From Egypt, Selim I sent about 2,000 scholars, artists, religious leaders,
craftsmen and merchants to Istanbul, together with immense spoils of war. It
was the first act in a long and complex process of unification; the whole
Muslim world was thus brought within the same political and ideological
structure, under the leadership of the Ottomans. Until the awakening of Arab
national consciousness in the nineteenth century, Ottoman leaders
successfully countered the threat of a united attack by the Christian world
with the unity of the Sunnite Muslim world. This had fundamental
consequences for the course of Ottoman history; upon such a platform,
Ottoman sultans could implement a coherent world policy.
In their new position as protectors and leaders of the Muslim world, the
Ottomans had to identify with Islam and promote its religious precepts in the
workings of the state, as an absolute priority. Until the mid-sixteenth century,
the Porte had kept religion and the state separate. Starting with the latter half
of the sixteenth century, the Ottoman state became increasingly theocratic.
The whole leadership system came under the influence of theologians and the
Porte’s affairs were administered in accordance with, and in the name of
Islam560. The reasons for such a dramatic transformation were the major
confrontations in which the Ottomans were engaged at the time, in both the
East and the West. In the West, the Porte’s ambitions to world domination
clashed with the similar aspirations of the Habsburgs, and this necessitated
the combined resources and energy of the whole Muslim world. However, the
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unity of its power bloc was seriously threatened by the heterodox Shiite
doctrine. Building on the example of Christian Europe, divided by religious
Reformation, the Porte claimed to be the defender of the “true belief,” and
condemned Shiitism with uncommon energy and firmness. Given the
intensity of the theoretical controversy and the importance of the political
objectives that were at stake, the struggle against the ‘redheads’ in Iran
remained central to the Porte’s preoccupations; its conflicts in Europe, no
matter how spectacular they were, took on secondary importance only. Later,
with the benefit of hindsight, Ottoman statesmen professed themselves
gratified that they had ultimately managed to avoid a religious crisis that
posed a serious threat to the Muslim world as a whole and to Ottoman society
in its most intimate aspects561. However, the price paid for this success was
immense, and its consequences proved disastrous for the Ottoman edifice
from the perspective of Ottoman history. The religious liberalism which had
hitherto been so wisely observed in domestic and foreign affairs, quickly gave
way to a more rigid attitude. At the end of the sixteenth century we notice,
not surprisingly, the disappearance of the phenomenon of mass conversion to
Islam, which had previously been rather common among subjected Christian
populations. The abandonment of the ancient principles which granted
non-Muslims partner status (though of another religion) deepened the
divergence between conquerors and the conquered, between Muslims and
Christians. To maintain order and unity, central authorities prohibited any
form of controversy or theoretical initiative. While in the West science was
developing and conditions were being laid for structural socio-economic and
cultural transformations, in the Ottoman Empire – and the Muslim Orient
as a whole – any innovative idea was repudiated, and the supremacy of
religious dogmas was proclaimed in rigid forms and systems562. In other
words, the germs of Ottoman decay were generated by the extraordinary
extent of the Ottoman Empire in the times of Selim I and his descendant
Süleyman the Magnificent. In the beginning, the material and spiritual
contribution of the Arab and Iranian worlds increased and dynamized the
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Ottoman offensive but, later, the empire gradually and irreversibly exhausted
its potential because of the alteration of the originally Turkish-Asiatic content
and the immense costs incurred by its battle for world supremacy.
The Ottoman policy of world domination was founded on the Turks’
ancient belief in their own destiny as conquerors of the world, on the
universal character of the imperial Byzantine heritage and on Islam’s
propensity to universality563. Speculation runs that Selim I himself intended
to launch a great offensive campaign against Europe. To this end, he gave
particular attention to the development of the fleet, building new shipyards
and enlarging the existing ones. After extensive conquests in the Middle East
and Northern Africa, establishing Ottoman hegemony over the
Mediterranean became vital for the continued existence of the empire. All the
more so since Western assaults, by the Portuguese in particular, in the same
geographic region, had greatly intensified. After quashing another great revolt
of the ‘red head’ Turkmen under the so-called Celal, proclaimed Mahdi
(Messiah) in 1519564, Selim I made for Edirne in the summer of the following
year. His intention may have been to launch an immediate attack on
Hungary, or to further the preparations for a great campaign, by land and
water, in response to plans for a grand European crusade unveiled by Pope
Leon X. In any case, he was overtaken by disease and death, which left his
descendants with the monumental task of implementing his plans to conquer
Europe.
Selim I’s victorious campaigns in the Orient and Africa revealed the true
scale of Ottoman power. Not only did this stop the expansion of the
West-European maritime states, but it also endangered their positions in the
Mediterranean basin. Moreover, continental European states, such as
Hungary and Poland, came under the direct threat of the growing Ottoman
power. The two Catholic powers were especially concerned that the Turks
might occupy Wallachia and Moldavia, which would have left their borders
defenceless against Ottoman attacks. Both Stephen the Young in Moldavia
and Neagoe Basarab in Wallachia had been drawn into an ambitious but risky
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plan for a general crusade initiated by Pope Leon X. It was estimated that in
three years’ time the Turks would be driven out of Europe. Emperor
Maximilian, King Louis II of Hungary and Bohemia, and King Sigismund I
of Poland were to lead the Christian armies to victory. Moldavia and
Wallachia, given their geopolitical position and the proven fighting capacity
of their armed forces, were to play a significant role in this European project.
In line with the Romanian policy of actively supporting any European
anti-Ottoman initiative, the decision makers in Moldavia joined the new
crusade, signing a treaty of “peace and alliance” with Poland in January 1518.
However, taking into account Moldavia’s past experience with anti-Ottoman
coalitions and aware of the changes in the internal political situation of the
country, the Moldavian signatories of this treaty took some precautions. Even
if the crusade was launched, Moldavia had few chances of making significant
gains. Its territory was to become a corridor for the crusading armies, at least
for the Polish army, and this would inevitably entail Ottoman and Tatar
reprisal raids. Worse, the country could turn into a theatre of military
operations for both camps. Hence Moldavia made its effective participation
in the coalition conditional upon King Sigismund I’s crossing the Danube in
command of the Polish armies. These concerns were realistic and were
motivated both by Poland’s prior participation in the anti-Ottoman struggle
and by the prevailing public opinion which held that the country should
return to the well-known political line established by Stephen the Great.
Behind this trend – which favoured the alignment of Moldavia’s foreign
policy with the Porte’s interests (thus asserting Moldavia’s independence both
from the Porte and from its ‘over-Catholic’ neighbours) – were the ‘new
boyars’. The ‘old boyars’ were closely linked, by family interests, to the
Hungarian nobility and especially to the Polish aristocracy565. In Wallachia,
Neagoe Basarab adopted a similar political line. His relatively peaceful reign
benefited from the international situation – the Porte’s efforts were
concentrated in the east – and from accumulated prior experience, which
showed that the best way to defend the state and throne was to maintain good
relations with the sultan, within the established framework, by paying the
harach regularly. Good relations with the Porte were also meant to block
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Hungary’s expansion into the Romanian Danubian region. Hence Neagoe
Basarab avoided an open engagement in the anti-Ottoman action, although
he did not reject the proposals of the Christian coalition566. Both in Moldavia
and in Wallachia, repeated disappointments in the past made the officials
more cautious about the anti-Ottoman campaigns of Christian kings and
more trusting of the Turkish sultan’s word. Indeed, the project for a general
crusade in 1517 failed dismally even before it started. Dissensions in the
Christian camp were too inveterate and too deep. In particular, some
European states that were not directly menaced by the Ottoman power
simply used the Ottoman factor as leverage against other states, to accomplish
their own political objectives.
After the election of Charles of Spain as ‘Roman-German Emperor’ on
June 28, 1519, France saw itself surrounded by Habsburg possessions and
consequently decided to redirect its foreign policy. Thus an alliance was
formed between France and the Ottoman Empire which had a great influence
upon the whole evolution of international affairs in the latter half of the
seventeenth century. Within the context of such conflicting interests, which
the election of the German emperor only served to bring to the forefront, the
Ottoman Empire and Hungary renewed their peace treaty in 1519567. The
Ottomans and the Poles prolonged their own peace treaty in the same year568.
Like the previous document of 1503, the new Hungarian-Ottoman accord
also included provisions for the Romanian countries, although unlike Neagoe
Basarab, Stephen the Young had not pledged allegiance to the Hungarian
king.
As in the past, the agitation about the Papal plans for a crusade spelt
trouble for the Romanians. In the summer of 1518, Crimean Tatars made
reprisal attacks on Moldavia, by way of a warning against the recently signed
treaty of alliance with Poland. The Polish kingdom, however, did not rise to
its obligations assumed through the new treaty and Moldavians had to stand
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up for themselves in the face of aggression. The Tatars were repelled by the
Moldavian army569, but the attitude of Poland under the circumstances
entitled those who doubted whether Poland really had the means and the will
to guarantee the statehood of Moldavia to think that they had been right.
That Moldavia and Wallachia had learned from the Polish ‘lesson’ of 1518
was seen in their attempt to participate directly in the would-be anti-Ottoman
coalition, over the heads of the Hungarian and Polish kings. Significantly, the
messenger that Neagoe Basarab sent to Rome also spoke for the Moldavian
ruler. Pope Leon X immediately accepted the offer made by the Romanian
princes, personally guaranteeing equal rights to the Romanian countries with
their coalition partners. “In fact, this diplomatic action of Wallachia and
Moldavia showed that the Romanian leaders carefully followed political and
diplomatic developments in Europe, and used them for the benefit of their
own countries. It was the same wise political game which had thus far
guaranteed statehood to the Romanian principalities and which would
continue to guarantee it in the future. A position favouring one side at the
expense of the other would have incurred too great risks which, following a
model tested by Mircea, Vlad the Impaler or Stephen the Great in the past,
the two countries had always tried to avoid. Later on, Petru Raresh would
assume such a risk, with serious consequences for Moldavia”570.

*
With the reign of Süleyman the Magnificent (1520-1566), Ottoman foreign
policy veered off in a new direction. Until then, the Ottoman sultans had
been mainly preoccupied with the centralisation of the state and the
consolidation of Ottoman supremacy over the whole Islamic world.
Süleyman the Magnificent promoted expansion into Central Europe as the
main objective of his rule.
Earlier in the book, we showed the moral and material foundations of the
Ottoman policy of world domination, which began in earnest with Süleyman
the Magnificent. The implementation of this full-scale policy was facilitated
569 A Raguzan report of November 14, 1518, shows that Moldavia was attacked
by circa 25,000 Tatars on orders of the Ottoman sultan, but they were repelled by the
forces of the Moldavian ruler, with great loses for the attackers (Bucharest State
Archives, Collection of Yugoslavia microfilms, reel 23, frame 489).
570 Horia I. Ursu, op. cit., p. 36.
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by the general political situation in Europe. The Ottomans were familiar with
the evolution of relations among European states, and the domestic situation
of each, particularly those in the ‘front line”571. The conquest of Belgrade
(1521) and then the battle of Mohács (1526), which delivered the mortal
blow to the Hungarian kingdom, were the primary objectives of this vast
plan, drawn up after the balance of power between the Turkish-Islamic and
European-Catholic worlds had been properly assessed. In addition to its own
offensive potential, the Porte also gave careful consideration to the serious
social and politico-religious conflicts blighting the Christian camp. A few
examples will suffice to illustrate the point: the peasants’ war led by György
Dózsa and the German peasant war, the religious Reformation, and the
Habsburg-French conflict deeply undermined the whole European political
system. At that time, Venetian diplomacy served as a true intelligence service
for the Porte, because the Signoria was determined to defend its positions in
the Aegean and the Mediterranean at any costs; the channelling of Ottoman
aggression into other areas, away from these zones of interest for the
thalassocracy of the Republic of the Lagoons, was a constant objective of
Venetian policy572. At the same time, the antagonisms between the Poles, the
Germans and the Russians, and especially the conflict between the French
and the Habsburgs, seriously deteriorated the whole political structure of
international relations. The Porte used the weaknesses in the political balance
on the continent to further its encroachment on Europe. In 1532 Francis I
thought of the Ottoman Empire as the only power that could guarantee the
continued existence of European states, against the Habsburgs’ policy of
domination573. In addition, the religious Reformation in the West, whose
triumph was largely facilitated by the support given to the Protestant camp by
the Ottomans, partially favoured the progress of Ottoman world policy.
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The actions initiated by Charles Quintus, aiming to establish the
Habsburgs’ universal hegemony, triggered a reaction from the other
European states, which felt threatened. They tried to redress the balance of
forces on the Continent by involving the Ottoman Empire in the European
political system as a counterbalancing factor to the Habsburg power. It is
known that the Ottoman forces started advancing towards Belgrade in 1521,
when the French-Habsburg war broke out and that the Ottoman campaign
which ended in the crushing victory of Mohács in 1526 had been launched
after the French were defeated at Pavia in 1525 (when King Francisc I was
taken prisoner) and in response to an official request for assistance the sultan
received from the Court in Paris574. The decisive and relatively facile victory
the Turks won at Mohács demonstrated the principal line of the Ottoman
offensive, along the Belgrade-Buda-Vienna axis and thence towards Rome.
The Ottomans simultaneously opened other fronts in the Mediterranean
against the Spanish Habsburgs. Moreover, the battles the Ottoman fleet
carried out in the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean against the Portuguese could
also be called anti-Habsburg actions, if we take into account the Austrian
House’s connections and interests in Portugal.
In their struggle for world supremacy, the Ottoman Empire and the
Habsburg Empire confronted each other on multiple fronts. It is not an
exaggeration to say that, at the time, Europe was divided between Süleyman
the Magnificent and Charles Quintus; all European states, both big and small,
willingly or otherwise, had to side with either of the two rival superpowers575,
even if many of them cultivated secret or quasi-secret relations with the
opposite camp, and often changed allegiance, when times were favourable.
Both empires tried to justify their aspirations to world domination by
promoting the idea of the Roman inheritance; the Ottoman Empire
considered itself to be the inheritor of the Eastern Roman Empire, while the
Habsburg Empire claimed to be the legitimate successor of the Roman
Empire of the German Nation. For the Porte, the Habsburg Empire had
574
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become – as Evliya Çelebi powerfully put it – “the wall around the red apple
in Rome,” which obviously needed to be crushed576. In other words, for the
Ottomans, the Habsburgs were the representative force of the Christian
world. The ambitions of the Habsburg Empire to world domination not only
rivalled those of the Porte but they also threatened Ottoman positions in
continental Europe, the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean. It is easy to
understand why the Porte’s rapports with the Habsburgs were the keystone of
the whole Ottoman imperial structure from the age of Süleyman the
Magnificent until the massive entrance of Russia into the political arena, at
the beginning of the eighteenth century.
Given the geopolitical position of the Romanian countries within the
orbit of the Porte and in the immediate vicinity of the main Ottoman
offensive line, Ottoman-Romanian relations gained new values and meanings
for Süleyman the Magnificent. Wallachia and Moldavia ceased to be direct
objectives of Ottoman expansion, and the Porte’s attitude to them no longer
depended on its defence policy for the Danubian borders or its Pontic
positions. It was now subordinate to the Ottoman policy of world
domination. To this end, the Porte exercised strict control over Romanian
space as a whole. Rather, it was a matter of strict necessity, if the Porte wanted
to eliminate any involvement of the Romanian countries in actions of
Christian solidarity and exploit their substantial material resources for the
support of the Ottoman front along the Middle Danube. Their territory was
also vital as an attack corridor for the rapid intervention of Tatar forces in
Central Europe.
The deadly blow that Süleyman the Magnificent struck at Hungary might
not have come so soon, had the court at Buda itself not hastened the course
of events. As we have shown, the Ottomans rated Hungary as a great
European power capable of concentrating the forces of the Christian world,
although – especially after 1514 – they received valuable information about
the internal weaknesses of the kingdom577.
To the Porte’s shock and indignation, the Hungarian dignitaries threw the
Ottoman ambassador into prison (it was rumoured that he had been killed).
He had been sent to Buda in the autumn of 1520 with the mission of
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announcing, as was customary in those times, the enthronement of Süleyman
the Magnificent and renewing the peace treaty which the two states had
signed the previous year. The Court at Buda seems to have been betting on
massive support from the Christian world, and probably believed that the
sultan was more interested in expanding his conquests in the East, or that the
imperial Ottoman force was unable to move westwards too quickly, following
its prolonged absence from Europe578. All these calculations proved seriously
wrong in the summer of 1521 and in the great disillusionment the
Hungarians experienced in the years that followed. The relatively easy fall of
the fortress of Belgrade, seen by many as ‘the key to the Hungarian kingdom’,
on August 29, 1521 revealed to the Porte the surprisingly serious weaknesses
of Hungary and of Christian Europe as a whole. The Ottoman sultan had
expected much stiffer resistance in Belgrade as may be seen from the elaborate
diplomatic and military preparations he made in anticipation of the
campaign. In this context, Wallachia and Moldavia were ordered to create a
diversion in Transylvania, while the Crimean Khanate was charged with the
task of blocking the cooperation between the Poles and the Hungarians579.
Neagoe Basarab was forced by his Danubian neighbour Mihaloglu Mehmet
Bey, who would soon lay claim himself to the princely throne, to obey the
sultan’s order580. By contrast, the boyars around Stephen the Young managed
to avoid carrying out their operations in Transylvania. Moreover, the ruler of
Moldavia informed both the Hungarian581 and Polish courts about the
sultan’s intentions582. On the other hand, as some documents sent to the
Porte show, the rulers of Moldavia and Wallachia gathered intelligence for the
sultan (about the military preparations of Hungary and Poland) and reassured
him of their loyalty583.
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Moldavia’s stance was justified by the gravity of the situation, which the
princely council of Stephen the Young, unlike the Court at Buda, fully
appreciated. By not executing the sultan’s order to launch attacks against
Transylvania, the Moldavian prince not only followed his country’s
traditional political line of not contributing to the progress of Ottoman
conquests in Europe but also avoided an aggravating element that was
surfacing in Moldavian-Ottoman relations at the time. The sultan’s order of
1521 by which Moldavia was asked to carry out a military operation in the
exclusive interests of the Porte was the first of its kind. Discouraged by the
impotence of Hungary, suspicious of Poland’s support and weakened by the
rebellious tendencies of internal forces, Stephen the Young’s Moldavia had to
get closer to the Ottoman Empire, without effectively subordinating to it, as
Wallachia had done584. The Romanians were not out of danger yet; hard
times lay ahead for their historical destiny.
The sultan`s resounding triumph at Belgrade was not followed up by a
sustained campaign into Hungarian territory. Despite the proven
powerlessness of Hungary and the Christian camp, the Porte still nurtured
serious fears about a direct and decisive confrontation with this old rival and
foe. There were additional troubles in the eastern regions of the empire,
including the first attempt to eliminate Ottoman domination from Egypt
(1523-1525). Hence Süleyman the Magnificent delayed solving the
Hungarian problem until 1526. Meanwhile, Ottoman forces liquidated the
powerful stronghold of the Rhodes knights (1522). By attacking the transport
ships which carried grain and gold from the Arab provinces of the empire and
Muslim pilgrims to the holy places, the knights of Rhodos deprived the
Ottoman treasury of immense riches and obstructed the connections between
Istanbul with the newly conquered territories in the Middle East and struck
at Süleyman the Magnificent’s prestige as protector of Islam.
Fighting however continued at Hungary’s border in the Balkans. By 1524
local Ottoman forces had completed the destruction of the kingdom’s
defensive system in Bosnia and along the Danube. Hungary was practically
unable to benefit from the temporary respite offered by the Ottomans after
1521 and prepare adequately for the decisive battle with the Ottoman Empire
which, it had become clear, could not be avoided any longer585. We think that
in the context of the disarray of the Hungarian kingdom’s defensive system,
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Wallachia had to withstand the unrelenting pressure of Danubian Ottoman
forces in the period that immediately followed the fall of Belgrade. The death
of Neagoe Basarab on September 15, 1521 gave Louis II the opportunity to
attempt to make Wallachia the valued “bastion” of the kingdom once more.
Frequent military operations were launched from Transylvania into
Wallachia, which were followed by reprisals from the Danubian beys,
Mihaloglu Mehmet Bey of Nicopole in particular. The struggle between
Hungary and the Ottoman Empire for the control of Wallachia also divided
the country’s boyars. “Finding some brief respite from his confrontations with
the Wallachian boyars, Mehmet Bey wrote to the Porte and asked for the
throne of the country”586.The gesture was unprecedented in the history of
Romanian-Ottoman relations and was of resounding significance since it
heralded the destruction of Wallachia’s statehood. The country’s boyars were
however fully conscious of this danger that threatened both their position and
their social existence. “Therefore, when the boyars heard of all these things”
– the chronicle of the country reads – “they all came together, settled their
differences, and unanimously chose Radu of Afumaþi to be their ruler”587. In
other words, all the political forces of Wallachia gathered around Radu of
Afumaþi to fight what they all saw as the most serious danger – the
annihilation of the country’s body politic. The danger was no less serious for
Transylvania hence Voyevode John Zápolya actively assisted the armed
struggle of Radu of Afumaþi. The names of twenty battlefields are inscribed
on the tombstone of this valiant Wallachian prince who fought so hard to
defend his country. In the end, the Porte had to give up its plans of
incorporating Wallachia within its borders. Without consistent external
support, Radu of Afumaþi had to reach a compromise with the sultan. In
exchange for his recognition as ruler of the principality and the guarantee of
Wallachia’s political independence, the prince accepted (at the end of 1524)
to increase harach payments to 14,000 ducats and to pay homage to the
sultan every three years588. The compromise was acceptable, given the scale of
the threat. Thus the Porte failed in its first attempt to transform Wallachia
into an Ottoman province, as it would fail in its second attempt at the end of
the century, in the times of Michael the Brave589. These were in fact the
586 Radu Popescu, Istoriile domnilor Þãrii Româneºti, în Cronicari munteni, I, p. 272.
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Ibidem.
ªtefan ªtefãnescu, Bãnia în Þara Româneascã, pp. 189-190.
589 We do not have Turkish archives evidence for the action of 1522, but the action
of 1595 is officially attested (Baºbakanlïk Arºivi Istanbul, Mühimme Def. 73, doc. 1059;
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Porte’s only concrete attempts to destroy the Romanian principalities’
statehood, and they were made in moments of great political and military
tension. It is a moot point whether Mehmed Bey’s claim to the throne of
Wallachia was simply an individual initiative, or whether – as the chronicle of
the country says – he did indeed obtain “a banner from the Porte to rule the
country”590. Whether or not the initiative of Mehmed Bey was sanctioned by
the sultan is of secondary importance; what matters is the fact that he tried to
radically modify the political status of Wallachia. The internal chronicle
clearly underlines the fact that he “appointed subaºi (police officers) in every
town and every village”591. Only the political atmosphere of the time could
have facilitated such an action.
While the sultan’s attention was focused on Rhodos, the Ottoman
commandants at the western borders of the empire were empowered to make
the necessary preparations for a decisive battle with Hungary. Taking
advantage of his kinship relations with the late ruler Neagoe Basarab592,
Mihaloglu Mehmet Bey attempted to profit from the internal troubles of
Wallachia to impose a radical solution that would benefit him and the Porte.
The threat of Ottoman occupation that hung over Wallachia in 1522 sent
fears through Moldavia too. In the letters the kings of Hungary and Poland
and other European monarchs exchanged between them, they express their
worry that the Turks might occupy Moldavia as well, in order to attack
Poland593. To effectively engage Poland in the anti-Ottoman resistance which
Wallachia was raising in cooperation with Transylvania at the time, Moldavia
sent an important delegation led by Luca Cârje to Krakow in December
1522594. The French policy aiming to create an anti-Habsburg opposition in
publ. by Tasin Gemil in Mihai Viteazul în conºtiinþa europeanã (Michael the Brave in
the Consciousness of Europe), I, Editura Academiei, Bucharest 1982, p. 140, doc. 31).
590 Radu Popescu, ed. cit., p. 273.
591 Ibidem. Luca Cârje, the envoy of the Moldavian prince, who was sent on a
mission to the King of Poland at the end of 1522 also shows that “we know that they
[the Turks] have defiled and destroyed both, the country and the princely institution
of Wallachia, and they appointed a Turk called Mahmet there...” (Mihai Costãchescu,
Documente moldoveneºti de la ªtefãniþã Voevod…, p. 544).
592 Mihaloglu Mehmed bey’s mother, Mahitab, was a Romanian of the Craioveºti
boyar family; in 1512, he spoke of Neagoe Basarab as “my kin” (hïsïmïm) (Mustafa A.
Mehmet, Douã documente turceºti..., pp. 923 and 927).
593 Horia I. Ursu, op. cit., pp. 49-50.
594 Hurmuzaki, Documente, II-3, pp. 708 –720; Mihai Costãchescu, op. cit.,
pp. 530-550.
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eastern Europe had already made an impact, all the more so since it
conformed to Poland’s traditional line of avoiding conflict with the Porte.
Therefore, the delegation of Cârje returned home with only the usual
encouragements and promises. The mission of Cârje also clarified the internal
situation. In Moldavia, the opposition between the ‘old’ and ‘new’ boyars had
matured. The former were led by hetman Luca Arbore, a partisan of
cooperation with Poland, even at the price of subjecting to it; the latter
gathered around the young ruler, who wanted to follow the political line of
Stephen the Great. Therefore at the beginning of 1523 Moldavia was faced
with two serious dangers: a presumptive Turkish threat and an immediate
Polish one, behind which stood the powerful faction led by Luca Arbore. The
young ruler and his supporters reacted tactfully, yet firmly. In the end, the
plot hatched by the ‘old boyars’ failed miserably, and Moldavia was saved
from total annexation to the interests of Poland. Prince Stephen the Young
(ªtefãniþã) crushed the military intervention from Poland in favour of the
plotting boyars. He also derailed a plan of Sigismund I’s who had jumped at
the opportunity to bring about the political changes in Moldavia he had been
contemplating for some time. Polish historians blame the Moldavian prince
for the Ottoman-Tatar incursion in Podolia, of June 1524. It seems that
Stephen the Young did send alarming news to the Porte about Poland’s
military preparations595. The Moldavian ruler was certainly aware of the
Ottoman policy of preventing any Polish-Hungarian alliance. Under the
circumstances, this Ottoman-Tatar attack against Poland also furthered the
prince’s intention to force the king to refrain from intervening in Moldavia’s
domestic affairs. At the same time, Stephen the Young asserted his effective
independence from the Porte too when, at Tãrãsãuþi, his army attacked the
Ottoman forces on their way back from Podolia, through Moldavia596. The
active policy of balance, which had been pursued ever since the times of
Stephen the Great, was now bearing fruit. Until the untimely disappearance
of Stephen the Young in 1527, Moldavia successfully defended its large
autonomy, despite the adverse circumstances of those times.
Fearful of the Habsburgs’ intentions and concerned about the state of his
relations with Moscow, Sigismund I of Poland rallied to the French policy
and concluded a peace treaty with Süleyman the Magnificent in October
595
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Apud Veniamin Ciobanu, op. cit., pp. 131-132.
See Hurmuzaki, Documente, II-3, p. 483; Horia I. Ursu, op. cit., pp. 91-95.
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1525597. In December of the same year, the Parisian court’s envoy to Istanbul,
Jean Frangipan, officially asked for the sultan’s assistance in the conflict with
the Habsburgs. The sultan firmly promised that he would soon start a
campaign in support of the French king, who was being held captive598. The
sultan had long waited for the opportunity to launch his policy of world
domination. Hungary was its first objective. In the battle of Mohács of
August 29, 1526 he won an easy and decisive victory against the Hungarian
king, Louis II Jagiello.
Called the ‘disaster of Mohács,’ this battle and especially its consequences
have preoccupied generations of historians, Hungarian in particular, from
Antal Verancsics up to the present time. Until a short time ago, the event was
addressed more from the perspective of national resentments than from a
scientifically objective perspective. Attempts to make a more balanced
judgment of the facts have been made recently, although we cannot say that
the authors have succeeded in completely freeing themselves from clichés and
rancour599. For all this, the problem is important to our own theme because
the evolution of events after Mohács led to the disappearance of the
Hungarian kingdom, while Transylvania entered the orbit of the Porte, as a
distinct political entity. In addition, the extra-Carpathian Romanian
countries, Moldavia in particular, were also involved in the dispute for the
Hungarian throne, which stood vacant after Mohács. The developments and
597 Orig. Archiwum Glowne Akt Dawnich-Warszawa, Arch. Kor. Warsz., Dz.
turecki, t. 19, no. 41. Publ. de M. Tayyib Gökbilgin, Venedik Devlet Arºivindeki
vesikalar külliyatinda Kanuni Sultan Süleyman Devri Belgeleri (Documents from the
Times of Sultan Süleyman the Lawgiver in the Venetian State Archives), in Belgeler,
cilt. I (1964), nr. 2, Türk Tarih Kurumu Basïmevi, Ankara, 1965, pp. 131-132.
598 See M. Tayyib Gökbilgin, Kanunî Sultan Suleyman’ïn Macaristan ve Avrupa...,
pp. 9-12.
599 See, for instance, Ferenc Szákaly, A mohàcsi csata. Sorsdöntö történelmi napok 2
(The Battle of Mohács. Fatal Historical Days 2), Budapest, 1975; G. Barta, An
d’illusion (Notes sur la double élection de rois après la defaite de Mohács), in Acta Historica
Academiae Scientiarum Hungariae, 24, 1978, pp. 1-40; Geza Perjes, Az Országut Szélére
Vetett Ország (The Country Pushed to the Side of the Road), in Kortárs, nos. 11-12,
Budapest, 1971-1972 (apud Ismail Soysal, Mohaç sonrasï Türk-Macar siyasal iliºkileri
üzerinde Macar tarihçisi Geza Perjes’in bir degenlendirmesi) (An Evaluation of
Turkish-Hungarian Political Relations after Mohács by the Magyar Historian Geza
Perjes), in Belleten, cilt XL (1976), no. 157, Ankara, 1976, pp. 127-138).
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the results of the power struggle in Hungary had major implications for the
evolution of Romanian-Ottoman relations as a whole.
It is well known that John Zápolya, Voyevode of Transylvania, refused to
fight in the battle of Mohács and waited beyond the Tisa River with his
troops, for its outcome600. The explanation for this “condemnable” attitude
of the voyevode was sought in the so-called “Scythian soul” or “Scythian
bent” of the Hungarian people, of which Zápolya was supposedly the most
representative601. Undoubtedly, seen through the prism of medieval feudal
justice and mentality, the voyevode of Transylvania betrayed his king.
However, seen from the perspective of Transylvanian history, the voyevode’s
attitude is not surprising at all. Transylvania had never fully integrated into
the Hungarian kingdom and had always tended towards retaining its
statehood. At that crucial moment in 1526, it was only natural for it not to
want to share the tragic fate of the kingdom, and to try to spare its forces for
the defence and affirmation of its fundamental interests. The subsequent
course of events powerfully confirmed the appropriateness of the decision.
On November 10, 1526, John Zápolya was elected king of Hungary by
the Diet of Székesféhervár (Istoni Belgrad or Alba Regia). In reply, on
December 15, 1526, Maria of Habsburg, the dowager queen, summoned
another diet of the pro-German nobility at Bratislava, where Ferdinand of
Habsburg, brother of Queen Maria and of Emperor Carol Quintus, was
appointed King of Hungary. While John Zápolya’s election echoed the
xenophobic, anti-Jagiellon and anti-Habsburg sentiments of the Hungarian
nobility and the act of 1505 prohibiting the accession of non-Hungarians to
the throne, the election of Ferdinand of Habsburg was based on a legal act,
namely the matrimonial pact of 1507, through which Princess Ana, the
daughter of the Jagiellon King of Hungary and his sister Maria had married
Ferdinand of Habsburg and Ladislau Jagiello, the Hungarian king who met
his death in the swamps of Mohács, respectively.
600 See I. Pataki, Atitudinea lui Radu de la Afumaþi ºi a lui Ioan Zápolya în ajunul
luptei de la Mohács (1526) (The Attitude of Radu of Afumati and of John Zápolya on
the Eve of the Battle of Mohács), in Studia Universitatis Babeº-Bolyai, Series Historica,
vol. II (1967), pp. 13-28.
601 “Scythian soul”, “Hun blood”, “the clan of Attila” and other similar pejorative
epithets the humanists used with reference to the Magyars, whom they thought of as
having “barbarian” origins like the Turks, and as being ready to cooperate with them
(see Benda Káláman, op. cit., p. 111).
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In the following spring, most of the Hungarian kingdom was under the
authority of John Zápolya, except for Croatia and the strongholds of Presbourg
and Sopron, which were under the control of German mercenaries, and Sirmium,
which was controlled by the Ottomans. In July, the Habsburgs attempted to
impose Ferdinand’s authority over the country by force of arms, with the support
of the powerful crusader-peasants’ army of Black Ivan (“Cernîi Iovan) the “Tsar”
to their side602. Thus the war of Hungarian succession broke out, which soon
turned into a dispute between the two empires aspiring to universal hegemony. In
an attempt to preserve his throne, John Zápolya turned to the Ottomans, after
seeking the assistance of Poland and other anti-Habsburg states603 .
On December 22, 1527, Hieronymus Laski, John Zápolya’s special envoy
was received in audience at the Porte, and on January 27, 1528 the sultan
gave him the assurance that he would support his king against the Habsburgs.
Indeed, after the alliance treaty with Zápolya was signed on February 28,
1528, the Porte started preparations for a great Ottoman campaign that
would end in the failed siege of Vienna of 1529604.
The struggle for the crown of Saint Stephen had direct repercussions on
Wallachia and especially Moldavia. Given the countries’ geopolitical position
and combat potential, the two rival kings fiercely disputed the merits of an
alliance with them. As early as December 17, 1526, Ferdinand had asked
Sigismund I to “use his influence” to prevent their [the Moldovans’] alliance
with John Zápolya605. The status of effective independence which Moldavia
had managed to preserve and its proven economic and military power were
strong arguments for both Ferdinand and Zápolya to forge an alliance with the
country’s ruler. Unity of action with Moldavia, which was openly manifesting
its independence from the Porte, was of particular importance to Zápolya,
since it could support him both against the Habsburgs and the Ottomans.
Under these difficult circumstances, when not only the destiny of a number
of countries but also the historic destiny of the European continent was at stake,
Moldavia managed to defend its international position. At the same time, it
assisted Wallachia and Transylvania, which were also faced with the threat of the
Ottoman advance, in preserving their statehood. This was the result of a political
602 See F. Szákaly, Remarques sur l’armée de Iovan Tcherni, in Acta Historica
Academiae Scientiarum Hungariae, 24, 1978, pp. 41-82.
603 See G. Barta, op. cit., pp. 27 et seq.
604 See M. Tayyib Gökbilgin, Kanuni Sultan..., pp. 16-18.
605 Veniamin Ciobanu, op. cit., p. 135.
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line established by Stephen the Great and consistently pursued by his descendants:
Bogdan III, Stephen the Young and, to a certain extent, by Petru Raresh.
In a previous work, we opined that “Petru Raresh might have been the first
Moldavian ruler to be installed on the throne by the Ottomans and that the
prince himself might have asked for their assistance, because the legitimacy of
his succession to the throne of Stephen the Great had caused concern in
Moldavia”606. This hypothesis, which we took over from Professor Halil
Inalçïk607, has been rejected in some studies that have been published since
then608. None of them has put forward convincing arguments, beyond the
assumption that, from the very beginning, Petru Raresh “would have been
faced with its [the Porte’s] open hostility”609. It has not yet been proved that
the so-called Ottoman expedition of 1527 against Petru Raresh did indeed
take place, or that its real objective was to replace Petru Raresh with a
pretender supported by the Porte610. Rather, we believe that this refers to the
intervention of the Dobrudja bey in the circumstances created by the change
of the ruler and was meant to ward off any possible Polish interference in
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Tasin Gemil, in Petru Rareº, Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1978, pp. 138-139.
Halil Inalçïk, Boghdan, in The Encyclopedia of Islam, I, [Leiden], 1960, p. 1253.
608 ªtefan S. Gorovei, op. cit., p. 656; Nicolae Grigoraº, Formaþia, cultura ºi
începutul domniei lui Petru Rareº (Petru Raresh’ Education and Culture and the
Beginning of His Rule), in Revista de istorie, no. 7, 1985, p. 655; Veniamin Ciobanu,
op. cit., pp. 136-137.
609 ªtefan S. Gorovei, op. cit., p. 656.
610 The alleged attack on Petru Raresh, at the beginning of his reign, is mentioned
only in the well-known statement of Moldavia’s envoy, sent to the Diet at Piotrków and
to the king of Poland in November-December 1527, when the assistance of the Polish
crown was demanded for the payment of the tribute, which – the ruler’s spokesman
declared – the Turks had increased every year (Andreas Veress, Acta et epistolae
relationum Transilvaniae cum Moldovaia et Valahia, I, Budapest, 1914, pp. 155-157);
Hurmuzaki, Documente, Suppl. II-1, pp. 18-19. This assertion is known to be
inaccurate, because the tribute of Moldavia remained the same between 1527 and 1541,
at a relatively small sum of about 10,000 ducats (see M. Berza, Haraciul Moldovei ºi
Þãrii Româneºti în sec. XV-XIX (The Harach of Moldavia and Wallachia in the XVth –
XIXth Centuries), in Studii ºi materiale de istorie medie, II (1957), pp. 9-10; Mihai
Maxim, Recherches sur les circonstances de la majoration du Kharadj de la Moldavie entre
les années 1538-1574, in Buletin AIESEE, X, no. 2, Bucharest, 1972, p. 235). It is also
known that through this mission, Petru Raresh attempted to place Poland in a position
that was inimical to the Porte (see Veniamin Ciobanu, op. cit., pp. 139-140).
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Moldavia. In any case, the question will remain open to discussion until new
evidence drawn from Turkish-Ottoman documentary resources clarifies it.
Petru Raresh was, of course, aware of the great danger Moldavia was
facing, given the conditions of Ottoman expansion in Europe. At the same
time, he seems to have understood the serious consequences that could arise
from the changes which his accession to the princely throne brought to
Moldavian-Ottoman relations: we maintain our presumption that Petru
Raresh’ enthronement was not completely independent of the Ottomans’
will, as had been the case until then. That is why we think that the new ruler’s
efforts to prepare the anti-Ottoman struggle were determined, from the very
beginning, not so much by his “desire to relieve the country from the burden
of the Turkish tribute”611, but by his wish to defend Moldavia’s sovereignty
and improve Moldavian-Polish relations which seemed to have deteriorated
with his enthronement. It is from this perspective that we must see Petru
Raresh’ policy initially oriented towards the Habsburgs, Russia and especially
Poland.
The treaty of friendship which Raresh concluded with Sigismund in
March 1527612, in conditions of equality, was meant to assert Moldavia’s
autonomy and stir Poland’s interest in fulfilling its role of counterbalancing
Ottoman pressure. One of the most important provisions of the treaty
envisaged the signatories’ cooperation with the ‘king’ of Hungary in an
expedition against the Turks. Since the Porte’s policy was favourable to
Poland, this provision was but a stratagem to draw the Moldavian prince to
the side of John Zápolya, whom Sigismund was openly supporting. This
explains why no ‘king’ of Hungary was named in the document. Petru Raresh
however had accepted this provision at face value. The prince consented to
the ambiguity about the ‘king’ of Hungary on the grounds that he could thus
join the victorious king in the dispute for the Hungarian throne and force
Poland to cooperate in the anti-Ottoman struggle613. It is in close connection
with this particular role of counterbalancing Ottoman pressure which Raresh
reserved for Poland that we must consider the offer of “services” that he made
to Sigismund in December 1527, asking in return for the king’s assistance
611 I. Ursu, Petru Rareº, domn al Moldovei... (Petru Rares, Ruler of Moldavia),
Bucharest, 1923, p. 8.
612 Hurmuzaki, Documente, II-3, pp. 602- 610, 732 –738.
613 Veniamin Ciobanu, op. cit., pp. 137-138.
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with the payment of the tribute614. At that time, Moldavia’s harach amounted
to about 10,000 ducats, perhaps less, and so he should have had no difficulty
in paying it. Without wholly rejecting the possibility that Petru Raresh may
have been in real financial trouble, nevertheless, we are inclined to think that
it was only a wise ploy by which he attempted to reach the above-mentioned
objective615. In fact, this is evident from Sigismund’s answer. He
acknowledges that indeed, “the kings of Poland used to help the palatines of
Moldavia, when they were their subjects”, but categorically rejects the prince’s
request on account that “now circumstances are different”616. It is clear that,
in a way, the Polish monarch understood the ruler’s plan to engage Poland in
countering the pressure exerted by the Porte against Moldavia. By doing this,
Petru Raresh simply adapted an old principle of Romanian foreign policy to
the new conditions: to oppose two suzerain powers so that they would
mutually annihilate the effects of their suzerainty over their Romanian
vassal(s). By provoking rivalry over Moldavia between Poland and the Porte,
Petru Raresh wanted to make Poland effectively support his anti-Ottoman
policy. The failure of the prince’s Polish plan was one of the causes for which
Petru Raresh’ anti-Ottoman policy also fell through.
For the sultan, Moldavia was to be an important element of his political
system by which he sought to destroy the Austrian Habsburgs. Not only the
military and economic potential of Moldavia was important to the Porte, but
also its geographical position in the immediate vicinity of Transylvania; its
territory facilitated connection between the Porte and Poland and could be
used by Tatar forces to intervene beyond the Carpathians. Given Moldavia’s
proven capacity for resistance and the interests of Poland, the Porte could not
put too much pressure on the principality for the time being. Consequently,
it adopted a policy of gradual limitation of Moldavia’s independence, which
was directly related to developments in Hungary and the position of Petru
Raresh relative to the two (rival) kings.
Understanding that the situation in which he was forced to act was serious
and complex, Petru Raresh initially decided to be patient and wait for his
opportunity. This allowed him to simultaneously cultivate extended and
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multilateral relations necessary for the consolidation of his throne and to
prepare the conditions for adopting an unequivocal position which, it was
clear, he would inevitably be forced to adopt sooner or later. In addition to
his close relations with Ferdinand of Habsburg and his persistent entreaties to
the Polish Court for an anti-Ottoman alliance, Raresh also preserved good
relations with John Zápolya617 and especially with the sultan618.
Defeated by Ferdinand, Zápolya turned to the sultan for help. According
to the treaty of alliance – more specifically Zápolya’s act of submission to the
sultan of February 29, 1528 – the sultan turned down Ferdinand’s peace offer
in the spring of 1528 and ordered preparations for a great anti-Habsburg
campaign in the following year619. Thus the chances of John Zápolya to win
the dispute for the Hungarian throne grew considerably. Petru Raresh
thought it opportune to implement the orders of the sultan, and carried out
diversive military actions in Transylvania620. Stephen the Young had turned
down a similar order from the sultan in 1521, but Petru Raresh wanted to
profit from the occasion to increase his inherited Transylvanian territorial
possessions. Indeed, the operations conducted by the Moldavian forces in
Transylvania in 1529, met with considerable success. By bringing the Szekler
(Hungarian Székelyek) under his authority again, by neutralising the Saxon
centres and further expanding his rule beyond the Carpathians, Petru Raresh
consolidated his influence in Transylvania621. Since Wallachia was closely
617 See N. Iorga, Istoria românilor, IV, pp. 331-332; Radu Constantinescu,
Moldova ºi Transilvania în vremea lui Petru Rareº. Relaþii politice ºi militare
(1527-1546) (Moldavia and Transylvania in the Times of Petru Raresh. Political and
Military Relations), Bucharest, 1978, pp. 25-30.
618 In 1527, Petru Raresh sent detailed information to the Porte about the struggle
between Ferdinand and Zápolya, about the position of Poland under the
circumstances (Mustafa A. Mehmed, Documente turceºti privind istoria României
(Turkish Documents on Romania’s History), I, Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1976,
pp. 15-16).
619 Tayyib Gökbilgin, Kanunî Sultan Suleyman’ïn..., p. 18; Tasin Gemil, Des
relations de la Moldavie avec la Porte Ottomane pendant le premier règne de Petru Rareº
(1527-1528), in Revue roumaine d’histoire, tome XVII (1978), no. 2, pp. 296-297.
620 Hurmuzaki, Documente, XV-1, pp. 308-309; V. Motogna, Relaþiile dintre
Moldova ºi Ardeal în veacul al XVI-lea (Relations between Moldavia and Transylvania
in the XVIth Century), Dej, 1928, p. 16.
621 See Radu Constantinescu, op. cit., p. 31 et seq.
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linked to Moldavian policy, Petru Raresh thus extended his influence over a
larger Romanian area than any Romania ruler had done until then622.
The main goals of the expedition launched by the Ottomans on May 10,
1529 under the personal command of the sultan were to bring Transylvania and
Hungary under the Porte’s political control, by placing John Zápolya on the royal
throne and to annihilate the rival Austrian Habsburgs. Seen in this context, the
intervention of Petru Raresh in Transylvania seems fully justified. On the one
hand, the prince wanted to avoid the danger that would have arisen if he had
turned down the sultan’s request, on the other hand, he wanted to consolidate and
expand his own influence in Transylvania. However, Petru Raresh’ adhesion to
the anti-Habsburg faction was only temporary. His integration into the Ottoman
political and military plans for Hungary and Transylvania distanced the prince
from his fundamental objectives, because it limited Moldavia’s freedom of action
and independence. Although Petru Raresh was aware of these developments in his
relations with the Porte, there was little he could do to prevent them, as long as
Poland continued its rapprochement with the Ottomans. To make the
neighbouring kingdom change its attitude to the Porte, Petru Raresh revived the
problem of Pokucie in May 1528 and attempted to get the Ottomans involved.
The sultan’s dignitaries interpreted the ruler’s intention – not without foundation,
it seems – as an attempt to help directly the pro-Ferdinand faction because John
Zápolya had found shelter in Poland. Therefore, they categorically prohibited him
from carrying out any hostile action against Poland and, instead, asked him to
enter Transylvania with his armies in support of John Zápolya623. Petru Raresh
delayed his trans-Carpathian military intervention until the beginning of 1529,
launching it only after Radu of Afumaþi, a staunch supporter of Ferdinand, had
been assassinated, and Prince Moise, a partisan of Zápolya, had been enthroned
in Wallachia. In fact, Prince Moise too sent his armies to Transylvania to attack
the lands of Ferdinand of Habsburg624.
Facilitated by the successful military actions conducted by the Romanian
rulers, Petru Raresh in particular, John Zápolya’s return to Transylvania no
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longer raised any serious problems. On August 19, 1529, Kral (King) Zápolya
pledged homage to the sultan on the plains of Mohács. Immediately after his
entrance into Buda, on September 8, 1529, Süleyman the Magnificent
enthroned John Zápolya as ‘king of the whole country of Hungary’625. After
the sultan’s failed siege of Vienna and his excommunication by the Pope,
John Zápolya tried to diminish Ottoman tutelage and eventually exclude the
Porte from among the supporters of his rule. Since his alliance of September
1, 1529 with Francisc I was of no use to him in the circumstances of the
French king’s defeat at the hands of Carol Quintus, John Zápolya had to turn
to Sigismund I for assistance. The Polish king however refused to abandon his
policy of avoiding any conflict with the Porte. The peace of Cambrai (August
3, 1529), between Francisc I and Carol Quintus, was the result of the sultan’s
great campaigns against Buda and Vienna. In the period that followed, the
king of France expressed a strong preference for the anti-Ottoman coalition,
with the firm intention of wiping out the unfavourable impression created in
the West by his previous alliance with the sultan. The new position of France
caused disillusion in Istanbul, and a period of expectation and uncertainty
began626.
Petru Raresh was victorious in Transylvania because he had adapted well
to an official request from the sultan and the conditions generated by the
great Ottoman campaign against the Austrian Habsburgs were favourable to
him. To guarantee his newly-won positions in Transylvania and consolidate
his grasp of the Moldavian throne, the prince needed the sultan’s support, not
least – as we have already mentioned – since King John Zápolya had
personally pledged the sultan homage of loyalty in a traditional Ottoman
ceremony on August 19, 1529.
Expressly summoned by Süleyman the Magnificent, the ruler of Moldavia
had no other choice but show loyalty to his sovereign. Such an act was
necessary, given the growing tension in his relations with the Poles; to prevent
any possible Polish-Ottoman arrangements that might prove damaging to
625

Süleymanname (Süleymaniada), in Topkapï Sarayï Museum Library –Istanbul,
ms. H-1421, f. 15-16 (Bucharest State Archives, Microfilmes Collection Turkey, reel
76, frame 253); Anonym, in Topkapï Sarayï Museum Library – Istanbul, ms. R- 1009,
f. 146 (Bucharest State Archives, Microfilmes Collection Turkey, reel 65, frame 806);
Anonym, Tarih-i Sultan Süleyman (History of Sultan Süleyman), mss. Topkapï Sarayï
Museum Library –Istanbul, R- 1286, p. 148.
626 Stanford J. Shaw, op. cit., I, p. 93; Tayyib Gökbilgin, op. cit., p. 20.
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Moldavia was of paramount importance to the prince. Unfortunately, we do
not possess reliable data about this moment in the evolution of Moldavia’s
relations with the Ottoman Porte. Some sources claim that on September 10,
1529 (Buda had fallen on September 8), in the Ottoman camp near Buda,
Petru Raresh pledged allegiance to the sultan and signed a document that
confirmed Moldavia’s vassal status and its obligation to pay the sultan an
annual harach worth 4 000 ducats, together with gifts of 40 mares and
24 hawks627.
This hypothesis, which we put forward elsewhere628, has been rejected by
some Roumanian historians629. However, we would like to observe that we
were not the first to formulate such a theory. In 1971, a student of Professor
N. Beldiceanu wrote: “in 1529, on his return from the campaign against
Vienna, Süleyman I gave a kaftan lined with sable fur to Petru Raresh,
Voyevode of Moldavia, to reward him for personally bringing the tribute”630.
In 1973, Professor D. Ciurea claimed that “the ‘submission’ of Moldavia
actually happened in 1529 (Th. Thorton), as other documents show
(Süleyman the Magnificent’s relation of 1531, King Sigismund’s own
accounts of 1527 and 1536, or Girolamo Lippomano’s relation of 1574)”631.
Accepting these accounts – for lack of others – we should acknowledge
that they are not entirely reliable. In formulating our hypothesis we have
clearly expressed our reservations in this respect. If we accept them as true, in
the absence of evidence to the contrary, we must note that, unlike the king of
Hungary and Transylvania, the Moldavian ruler did pay homage of loyalty to
the sultan, albeit indirectly, through his representatives632, thus preserving his
formal freedom to denounce the actif and when he thought it necessary and
feasible. Irrespective of the information provided by these documents, an
627 Ismail Hami Daniºmend, Izahlï..., p. II, pp. 133-134; I. H. Uzunçarºïlï,
Osmanlï tarihi, II, p. 329. The second author thought that, in 1530, Petru Raresh
would have personally brought 4 000 ducats, 40 mares and 20 colts.
628 Tasin Gemil, op. cit., pp. 300-301.
629 N. Beldiceanu, in Turcica, tome. XII (1980), Louvain-Paris-Strasbourg, 1980,
pp. 194-195; ªtefan S. Gorovei, op. cit., pp. 656-658.
630 Mihnea Berindei, Contribution à l’étude du commerce ottoman des fourrures
moscovites. La route moldavo-polonaise. 1453-1700, in Cahiers du Monde Russe et
Soviétique, XII (1971), 4, p. 397.
631 D. Ciurea, op. cit., p. 5.
632 In September 1529, Petru Raresh was certainly in Moldavia (Hurmuzaki,
Documente, XV-1, p. 334).
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important change occurred in the evolution of Moldavian-Ottoman relations
in 1529. “It is very likely,” we said, “that the principles which regulated the
relations between Moldavia and the Porte at that moment were stipulated in
a written document”633. In other words, this was a mere working hypothesis,
which still stands since its opponents have produced only gratuitous
accusations (N. Beldiceanu), and more or less general considerations (ªtefan
S. Gorovei), whilst failing to come up with new and convincing evidence to
the contrary. The information about Petru Raresh’ “submission” provided by
D. Cantemir (attributed however to Bogdan III634) and by some European
sources635, cannot be completely rejected either. As with other traditional
historical information that has come down to us636, there is a grain of
historical truth in it, which we must uncover through research based on
Turkish archives and libraries. In other words, Romanian-Ottoman relations
in the first 2 or 3 years of Petru Raresh’ rule remain shrouded in uncertainty.
Without precise and reliable documentary evidence, any consideration for or
against Petru Rares’ “submission” remains within the limits of mere
supposition.
Supposing – as a working hypothesis – that in 1529 Petru Raresh formalised
his relationships with the Porte, we should notice that such an act would have
consolidated the positions he had seized in Transylvania, and offered him the
necessary basis for a new political stance towards Poland. The Moldavian
prince’s conciliatory attitude towards his northern neighbour did indeed
change, becoming more aggressive in time, although the objective of his
policy remained the same: to distance Poland from the Porte and engage it in
633

Tasin Gemil, op. cit., p. 300; idem, in Petru Rareº, Bucharest: Editura
Academiei, 1978, p. 145.
634 Dimitrie Cantemir, Descrierea Moldovei (Description of Moldavia), Editura
Academiei, Bucharest, 1973, p. 271.
635 D. Ciurea, op. cit., p. 5. Wladislaw Czaplinski, Zarys dzejéw Polski de roku
1864 (Compendium of Polish History until 1864), Kraków, 1985, p. 151: “in the
end, Poland had to concede that Moldavia was Turkey’s vassal, which was officially
acknowledged in the treaty it signed with Turkey in 1533” (apud V. Ciobanu, in
Anuarul...– Iaºi, XXIV/2 (1987), p. 658).
636 See ªtefan ªtefãnescu, op. cit., cap. Capitulaþiile cu Poarta otomanã..., pp.
103-140: “In conclusion, we think that when we talk of defining Wallachia’s and
Moldavia’s Relations with the Porte, the ‘old treaties’, the ‘capitulations’ as they were
called in the language of diplomacy of the XVIIIth-XIXth, had a real historical
foundation” (pp. 139-140).
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the anti-Ottoman coalition. The military invasion of Pokucie which he
launched in 1530 was meant to demonstrate what the advance of the
Ottomans would mean to Poland. To add weight to his action, Petru Raresh
declared that his campaign against Poland was agreed on and supported by
the sultan637. Petru Raresh’ plan however failed to meet its objectives; the
sultan roundly condemned his military intervention in Pokucie638.
Ottoman-Polish mutual interests were too strong for the prince’s attempts to
provoke division between them to succeed. At that time, the Polish Court
appreciated that the rivalry with the Habsburgs represented a greater threat to
Poland’s interests than the Ottoman expansion. As for the Porte, it could not
develop its fundamental political line against the Habsburgs without securing
the neutrality, and/or the cooperation of Poland.
Petru Raresh thus made the first of a chain of errors which led to his
dethronement in 1538 (although he was reconciled with the sultan in 1541):
he failed to properly evaluate the political and military readiness of the great
Christian powers of the time. Nor had the ruler of Moldavia understood in
1530 that, because of their conflict with France, the Habsburgs could not
engage in a great war against the Ottoman Empire on the continent with real
chances of success639.
The Porte’s condemnation of the Moldavian action in Pokucie
undermined the position of Petru Raresh, while the lack of Habsburg
assistance left him alone against Poland and the Porte.
The ‘eternal’ Ottoman-Polish peace which was signed in January 1533,
and which included Moldavia and Wallachia too640, helped King Sigismund
gain significant political ascendancy over the complex international relations
surrounding the succession to the crown of Saint Stephen, the Romanian
countries included. Although a significant number of Polish high officials
were favourably disposed to accept complete Turkish rule of Hungary
637

We know of a letter that Petru Raresh sent to the sultan, perhaps in 1530,
which reveals his plan to cause dissention between the Porte and Poland (Original in
Archives of Topkapï Sarayï Museum Library-Istanbul, E-10262; published in
Romanian translation by Mustafa A. Mehmed, op. cit., pp. 16-17).
638 Original document at Archiwum Glowne Akt Dawnich-Warszawa, Arch. Kor.
Warsz., dz. Turecki, t. 32, nr. 72 (copy in Hurmuzaki, Documente, II-1, pp. 24-25).
639 See ªtefana Simionescu, op. cit., p. 120; Veniamin Ciobanu, Þãrile Române ºi
Polonia..., p. 149.
640 Archiwum Glowne Akt Dawnich – Warszawa, Arch. Kor. Warsz., dz. Turecki,
t. 34, no. 77; Hurmuzaki, Documente, II-1, pp. 97- 98.
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(including Queen Bona herself), on condition it had thwarted the Habsburgs’
plans, most Polish dignitaries saw the solution of the Hungarian problem in
the maintenance of a Hungarian kingdom under the sceptre of John Zápolya,
as a buffer state between the Ottoman Empire and the Polish-Lithuanian
kingdom. This was actually the objective of the Polish mission to the Porte in
the autumn of 1533. In addition, the delegation had to ascertain whether
Petru Raresh’ hostile actions towards Poland did indeed have the sultan’s
support. Süleyman the Magnificent and his viziers assured the Polish that the
conclusion of peace with the Habsburgs’ was conditional upon the concession
of Hungary as a whole to John Zápolya, and that they had entrusted Aloisio
Gritti, the sultan’s special envoy, with this task. As for Moldavia, the sultan
officially declared that, “when the time was right, he would remove Petru
Raresh from the throne, and a new ruler would be appointed in agreement
with the Polish King”641. The international position of Moldavia had
therefore become extremely critical at the time. Moreover, Moldavian
possessions in Transylvania were seriously threatened by the intervention of
the Ottoman commissary Aloisio Gritti. The death of Vlad Înecatul (Vlad the
Drowned), Petru Raresh’ son-in-law, brought a change to Wallachia’s foreign
policy. The new ruler, Vlad Vintilã, and his descendant, Radu Paisie, adopted
a reserved stance towards the ruler of Moldavia.
Under the circumstances, Petru Raresh sided with the Habsburgs, and
broke relations with the Porte and implicitly, with Poland. On June 15, 1534
the sultan launched a long Oriental campaign, which created favourable
conditions for the prince’s plans642. Petru Raresh carried out new raids into
Transylvania, yet this time against Ottoman interests. The essential role that
Petru Raresh played in events that preceded the murder of the Ottoman
envoy Aloisio Gritti and of his sons in the autumn of 1534 should be seen in
this context.
641

Apud Veniamin Ciobanu, op. cit., pp. 163 –164.
At the end of 1534, the sultan decided to remain in Iraq, and ordered the
Voyevode of Wallachia and the “bans of Moldavia and Buda”, the Khan of Crimea,
the Giraid princes and all Ottoman commandants in the European part of the empire
to be ready to cope with any situation (Anonymous, Tarih-i Sultan Süleyman ... (The
History of Sultan Süleyman...), mss. Topkapï Sarayï Museum Library –Istanbul, R –
1286, pp, 231-232).
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It has already been proven that Aloisio Gritti’s mission was to assuage the
conflict between Ferdinand and Zápolya, and protect Ottoman interests in
Hungary and Transylvania643.
Even if Petru Raresh did not exactly know the mission of Aloisio Gritti,
we believe that he at least intuited its essence and significance. The prince’s
violent action against Gritti did not target the person and his ambitious plans,
but the Ottoman power which he represented. It was in line with Petru
Raresh’s policy of undermining Ottoman power and provoking a strong
counteroffensive against it. Taking advantage of the worry and hostility which
the Venetian’s death – a high ranking dignitary of the Porte – aroused in
Wallachia and especially in Transylvania, the Moldavian ruler thus tried to
draw them into his anti-Ottoman plot and rekindle the waning conflict
between the Habsburgs and the Ottomans644. Since the sultan and most of
his forces were deployed in Iraq, conditions were favourable for a counter
strike against the Ottomans.
Consequently, in our opinion, it was not the “Gritti episode” which led
Raresh to side with the Habsburgs – as Romanian historiography has claimed
so far645 – but the fact that it represented an opportunity for the prince to
announce his decision to fight against the Ottomans646.
In other words, by terminating – in cooperation with Transylvania and
Wallachia – the mission and life of Aloisio Gritti, the ruler of Moldavia
wanted to make public the unity of the Romanian countries’ anti-Ottoman
action and show the Habsburgs that in Moldavia, Transylvania and Wallachia
the political atmosphere was favourable to them. This seems to have hastened
643

See Aurel Decei, Aloisio Gritti în slujba sultanului Soliman Kanunî, dupã unele
documente turceºti inedite (1533-1534) (Aloisio Gritti in the Service of Sultan Soliman
Kanunî, in Some Unknown Turkish Documents), in Studii ºi materiale de istorie
medie, VII (1970), pp. 101-161. See also Tasin Gemil, op. cit., pp. 147-148.
644 In a letter sent to the sultan immediately after the massacre of Gritti and his
Ottoman guard, at Mediaº, Petru Raresh subtly blamed this on Ferdinand and Zápolya
(See A. de Gevay, Urkunden und Aktenstucke zur Geschichte der Verhaltnisse zwischen
Österreich, Ungarn und der Pforte im XVI-XVII. Jahrhundert, Bd. II, Vienna, 1838, p.
11). Fearing an agreement between the two kings of Hungary, the sultan made
Ferdinand solely responsible for the murder (see Tayyib Gökbilgin, op. cit., pp. 25-26).
645 Istoria României (History of Romania), II, Editura Academiei, Bucharest,
1962, p. 645; ªtefana Simionescu, op. cit., p. 1205.
646 I. Ursu, op. cit., p. 34, shows that Petru Raresh had assured Ferdinand of his
full support as early as the spring of 1534.
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the conclusion of the alliance between Petru Raresh and Ferdinand of
Habsburg (April 4, 1535)647.
Through this act, Petru Raresh tried to involve the Habsburgs in his
anti-Ottoman political system, secure his possessions in Transylvania and settle
his dispute with Poland (with Ferdinand as mediator). To this end, Petru
Raresh exploited Moldavia’s status of formal vassal to the Hungarian crown.
His goals remained the same: to offer the Habsburgs the role of
counterbalancing the Ottoman pressure on Moldavia and motivate them to
actively support his policy towards the Porte and Poland. It is true that the
alliance of Petru Raresh with the Habsburgs did not produce any positive
result648; on the contrary, it was one of the main causes of the great Ottoman
expedition of 1538 against Moldavia. Since Poland had snubbed his offer and
loathed him, Petru Raresh could not form a grand anti-Ottoman coalition
without the participation of the Habsburgs, which the Ottomans considered
the representative power in Europe at the time. An important note of
subjectivism and error is evident in Petru Raresh’ assessment of the willingness
of the Moldavian boyars and the Habsburgs to engage in the anti-Ottoman
struggle; this is manifest in his haste to break ties with Süleyman the
Magnificent, Sigismund I and, implicitly, with John Zápolya too.
In July 1537 Poland turned down the mediation of Ferdinand and started
preparations for a “general military expedition” against the principality. After
some delays, the Polish armies finally assembled and crossed the border into
Moldavia, devastating and burning as far as Botoºani. In January 1538, the
forces of Petru Raresh invaded Poland, and won an emphatic victory on the
Siret River. This was the immediate motive that led the Polish king and the
Ottoman sultan to agree to remove Petru Raresh from the throne by force.
On the other hand, the conflicts in Transylvania had entered an acute
phase; soon, Petru Raresh lost almost all his possessions beyond the
mountains. The alliance with Ferdinand proved to be detrimental to
Moldavia from the beginning. In July 1537, when the negotiations between
the two rival kings of Hungary began, “Raresh’ most far-sighted supporters
defected” and fled to Wallachia and Poland. “Surrounded by enemies, and
deserted by his own supporters, Petru had to give up any hope of regaining
his Transylvanian possessions”649.
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The loss of the Transylvanian holdings was – as N. Iorga puts it – “the
greatest mistake of Stephen the Great’s son”650. He sacrificed his
Transylvanian possessions for his Pokucie ambition, thus attracting the
irreconcilable enmity of Poland, which was, to a certain extent, the moral
author of the great Ottoman strike of 1538 against Moldavia.
In the summer of 1538, the reign of Petru Raresh had reached an impasse.
His throne was threatened by a conspiracy of boyars and Moldavia was facing
an imminent invasion jointly mounted by the Ottoman Empire, the Khanate
of Crimea, and Poland. The prince’s political isolation in the country and the
country’s isolation in the international arena were ever more serious since, to
the Ottoman-Tatar-Polish alliance, Petru Raresh could not oppose the
coalition centred on the Habsburgs, upon which his political line had relied
ever since he allied himself with Ferdinand. The Peace of Oradea, which
Zápolya and Ferdinand signed on February 24, 1538, was seen by both as a
necessary respite in the unfolding of the conflict. Moldavia and its ruler were
alone in the face of the terrible unleashing of Ottoman force and of Tatar and
Polish attacks. This was the result of Petru Raresh’ lack of political
discernment or rather of his incapacity to adapt quickly to transformations in
his country’s socio-economic structure, and implicitly to the main political
trends of the European states, Moldavia included.
The epoch of Stephen the Great – whose power was based on a large class of
low and middle ranking boyars, driven by the spirit of medieval chivalry and
loyalty to the prince – had given way to another epoch dominated by the
Renaissance and post-Byzantine spirit, illustrated by unscrupulous adventurers,
such as Aloisio Gritti or Jacob Heraclides (known as ‘Despot Vodã’)651. N. Iorga
placed Petru Raresh among the ‘knights’ of national history652. It is true that
Petru Raresh was not what we might call a knight sans peur et sans reproche; he
employed every method available to him, but sometimes he was outskilled by his
partners or enemies. Petru Raresh lost both domestically and internationally
because of his inability – we believe – to completely free himself of the chivalric
650

N. Iorga, Istoria românilor, IV, p. 383.
It was no accident that Niccolo Machiavelli (1469-1527) elaborated his
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652 N. Iorga, Istoria românilor, IV, subtitled The Knights, closes with the reign of
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spirit inherited from his father, the same spirit that made the latter a major
advocate of the anti-Ottoman struggle on the continent, in the first place. In his
times, the parameters and rules of the political game were different, which
proved extremely dangerous to all those daring to take part in it, without first
fully mastering its rules. The bitter experience of 1538 made Petru Raresh more
cautious during his second reign; his return to the throne of Moldavia – in our
opinion – can be explained only through the same Machiavellian spirit, which
even the “magnificent” Süleyman the Lawgiver was no stranger to: what could
more efficiently control the Moldavian boyars, temper the ambitions of the
neighbouring kingdom, and promote Ottoman interests in Transylvania than
the re-enthronement, through “the great benevolence of the Padishah”, of the
man who had been betrayed by his boyars, abhorred by the Poles, and deceived
by the Habsburgs ?! And the sultan was right653.
As we have shown in the first chapter, some Romanian historians have
contested the claim that the great Ottoman campaign of 1538 was a “turning
point” in the evolution of Romanian-Ottoman relations in general and
Moldavia’s relations with the Porte in particular. ªtefan S. Gorovei, for
instance, argues that the reign of John the Terrible (1572-1574) was the
“moment when Moldavia’s status in relation to the Ottoman Porte began to
resemble Wallachia’s”654. In our opinion, behind such an assertion lies the
unspoken desire of Romanian authors to artificially retard the establishment
of Ottoman domination in Moldavia.
653 A Turkish-Osman chronicle points out that “Voyevode Petru, who had been
Bey of Moldavia when he was given the above-mentioned country, was dressed in the
kaftan (hilat-i hass) and a banner, and was rushed to the above-mentioned country,
accompanied by a deft aga officer and a few hundred slaves of the High Porte. The
Voyevode arrived in his country and becoming, through the Padishah’s ferman once
more..., monarchic governor (vali-i melik) of the country of Moldavia to the end of his
days, he served His Imperial Majesty honourably and loyally (mss. Topkapï Sarayï
Museum Library –Istanbul, R–1009, f.158; Bucharest State Archives, Microfilmes
Collection Turkey, reel 65, frame 817).
654 ªtefan S. Gorovei, op. cit., pp. 659-666 (quoted on p. 665). Cf. also ªtefan
Andreescu, Limitele cronologice ale dominaþiei otomane în þãrile române (The
Chronological Limits of the Ottoman Domination in the Romanian Countries), in
Revista de istorie, no. 3, 1974, pp. 399-412. See also Ioan Aurel Pop, Cu privire la
domnia lui ªtefan Lãcustã (On the Reign of Stephen Locust), in Anuarul Institutului de
istorie ºi arheologie, Cluj-Napoca, XXVII (1985-1986), pp. 79-98; M. Berindei, Gilles
Veinstein, L’Empire Ottoman et les Pays Roumains. 1544- 1545, Paris, 1987, pp. 48-51.
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It is true that, under John the Terrible, the international status of
Moldavia deteriorated, yet this does not diminish the importance of the
events of 1538. Set in the context of the outbreak of the general Ottoman
crisis and the struggle for Polish succession (solved in favour of the Porte,
through the enthronement of Stephen Bathory, Prince of Transylvania, in
Warsaw in 1575), his rule only made matters worse655. We believe that the
reign of John the Terrible was the beginning of a new stage in the evolution
of Ottoman domination in Moldavia and Wallachia, which extended the
previously established limits of Ottoman suzerainty over the Romanian
countries, and eventually made Romanians rise up against the Ottomans,
under the leadership of Michael the Brave. It was not the scale of the harach
and other economic obligations, as Romanian historiography usually claims,
that determined the measure of Romanian–Ottoman relations, but the extent
to which the sultan controlled the prince and, in relation to this factor, the
manner in which the Ottomans kept the Romanian borders under direct
political and military surveillance.
ªtefan Lãcustã [Stephen Locust] was the first Moldavian ruler to be
installed on the princely throne by force of arms by the sultan, with all the
paraphernalia and ritual typical of such Ottoman ceremonies. From this point
of view, the enthroning of Stephen Locust in Moldavia in 1538 was identical
to the enthroning of Radu the Handsome in Wallachia in 1462. In 1538
Moldavia had to concede important territorial losses: Tighina and Bugeac
were transformed into military bases on its eastern borders. It is worth noting
that these regions, torn from its territory, were the price Moldavia had to pay
for accepting ‘submission’ to the Porte. Unlike Kilia and Cetatea Albã in
1484, they were not seized by force of arms. Moreover, the two Moldavian
strongholds had been conquered as objectives of Ottoman regional policy,
and not within the framework of Ottoman-Moldavian bilateral relations.
Finally in 1538, the princely throne of Moldavia was placed under the
immediate and permanent surveillance of an Ottoman military unit. All these
developments, essential for a realistic assessment of Moldavia’s international
political status, entitle us to say that 1538 marked the effective establishment
of Ottoman domination in Moldavia, in a form and on a scale that was almost
identical (but in a different political context) to the regime the Porte had
already installed in Wallachia (see Chapter I ).
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See Ahmed Refik, Lehistan’da Türk hâkimiyeti (Ottoman Suzerainty in
Poland), in Türk Tarih Encümeni Mecmuasï, XIV (1924), no. 4 (81), pp. 227-243.
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The campaign of 1538 against Moldavia was conducted in direct
connection with the Hungarian problem. The Porte reckoned Moldavia to be
the weak ring in the chain – albeit an extremely important one – of the
anti-Ottoman coalition that was forming around the Habsburgs. It is no less
true that Polish hostility to Petru Raresh played a significant role in triggering
the Ottoman strike against Moldavia656. By replacing Petru Raresh with
Stephen Locust, the sultan sought (and in the end it turned out well) to
distance Moldavia from the coalition, whilst maintaining his good relations
with the Polish King. Although Süleyman the Magnificent seems to have
been informed about the secret provisions of the treaty signed by Ferdinand
and Zápolya at Oradea657, he may have considered the blow struck by his
forces against the Moldavian anti-Ottoman coalition sufficient to guarantee
Ottoman interests in Hungary. The victories won by the Ottoman fleet in the
Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, around the same time, consolidated the
unity of the Islamic world around the Ottomans and eliminated, though
temporarily, the possibility of Iran’s joining the coalition, which the
Habsburgs and the Holy See had been putting forward for some time658.
The Hungarian problem greatly complicated when John Zápolya married
the Jagiellon princess and died unexpectedly (July 22, 1540) immediately
after his son’s birth. According to the agreement reached at Oradea, the
throne of Hungary was to pass to Ferdinand in the event of Zápolya’s death,
whether he had heirs or not. The arrangement was meant to save the integrity
of the Hungarian kingdom, but under Habsburg hegemony. For all this, both
Zápolya and a part of the Hungarian nobility wanted to preserve the crown
of Saint Stephen for the newly born baby. The Porte was against such a plan,
although Ferdinand had officially informed the Porte about it, as early as
1539659. The treaty of Oradea and the complications that arose after the
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See Iancu Bidian, Moldova în tratativele polono-otomane într-un document din
1538 (Moldavia in the Polish-Ottoman Negotiations in a Document of 1538), in
Studii ºi materiale de istorie medie, VII (1974), pp. 315-316; Tasin Gemil, op. cit.,
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657 I. H. Uzunçarºïlï, op. cit., IV, p. 337.
658 See Topkapï Sarayï Museum Library –Istanbul, R –1180, f. 130 (H. Hezarfen);
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659 Ferdinand had reacted in this way to the marriage of Zápolya with Isabela
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death of John Zápolya changed the Porte’s attitude to the Hungarian
problem. Until then, the sultan had been determined to maintain the
autonomous status of the kingdom as a ‘buffer-state’ against the
Habsburgs660. After 1539-1540, the Porte became increasingly less convinced
that the Hungarian kingdom was capable of defending itself against the
Habsburgs. The Porte feared that the Habsburg Empire, once united with the
Hungarian kingdom, might further expand into the Lower Danube and the
extra-Carpathian region. The sultan and his counsellors decided that if
proximity with the Habsburgs was inevitable then they should be kept as far
from the imperial border of the Danube as possible661.
Consequently, a new Ottoman campaign was mounted, at the end of
which Buda and the surrounding region were transformed into a beilerbeylik,
while Transylvania became an autonomous state under Ottoman suzerainty.
The sultan’s campaign of 1543, when the fortified cities of Esztergom,
Székesféhevár and others were conquered, created the necessary hinterland for
the new “eyalet of Buda.” The Ottoman-Habsburg peace of June 19, 1547
legalised the disappearance of the Hungarian kingdom and its division
between the two rival empires. Later on, the sultan gradually pushed back the
defensive line around Transylvania to block the Habsburgs’ expansion to the
east and temper the tendencies of Transylvanians towards emancipation. At
Süleyman the Magnificent’s death in 1566, Buda was a strong base for the
Ottoman military system directed against the Habsburgs, while Transylvania
was an autonomous principality under Ottoman suzerainty, with the role of
a ‘buffer-state’ against the Habsburgs and the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth.
The largely autonomous regime which the Porte established in
Transylvania was not based solely on political and strategic considerations, but
on the observation – which did not pass unnoticed by the Turkish chroniclers
of the time – that “Transylvania was a country subjected to Hungary”662 and
not an integral part of the Hungarian kingdom. The establishment of
keep their word, they are not afraid of God, nor do they feel any shame for what
they’ve done. They’ve been unable to keep their word and observe the provisions of
the treaty they signed” (M. Tayyib Gökbilgin, op. cit., p. 27).
660 See Géza Perjes, op. cit.; Ismail Soysal, op. cit., pp. 132 –133.
661 M. Tayyib Gökbilgin, op. cit., p. 29.
662 Memalik-i Üngürüs’e tabi’ vilayet-i Erdel (Topkapï Sarayï Museum Library –
Istanbul, anonym mss. R-1099, p. 158 verso; Bucharest State Archives, Microfilmes
Collection Turkey, reel 65, frame. 819).
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Ottoman control over Transylvania was favoured by the progress of the
religious Reformation; at the same time, Ottoman suzerainty facilitated the
spread of Reformist ideas in the intra-Carpathian area, and the development of
a spirituality specific to this region, distinct from the central European one663.
The framing of Transylvania within a system of Ottoman suzerainty that was
similar to that of the other two Romanian countries – the regime imposed on
the last two was more restrictive however – effectively contributed to the
development of organic relationships between the three Romanian historical
provinces. The collapse of the Hungarian kingdom – caught in the violent
clash between two colossal empires seeking world domination –had important
consequences for Romanian national history. Under the new circumstances,
Wallachia was deprived of the basic element of its alliance system in its
opposition to the Ottoman pressure, while Transylvania succeeded in freeing
itself from the old structures and made great strides in shoring up its position
as an independent political entity, under Ottoman protection. Poland’s
favourable policy towards the Porte left Moldavia alone in the decisive
Ottoman-Habsburg confrontation over Hungary; the principality had to
withstand the Ottoman aggression by itself. Isolated by the Habsburgs, it had
to accept the conditions of the Polish-Ottoman pact, which remained valid
until the rule of Michael the Brave.
After the disappearance of the Hungarian kingdom, until the energetic
intervention of the Habsburg Empire and of Russia in the Carpathian-Danubian region, at the end of the seventeenth century and at the beginning of
the next century, the Romanian countries were practically deprived of their
traditional system of alliances, which would have allowed them to counter the
Ottoman pressure.
Therefore, the years 1538-1541 are not only dates of reference in the
evolution of Romanian-Ottoman relations, they take on a wider significance
from the perspective of national history.

663 See Paul Coles, The Ottoman Impact on Europe, London, 1968, pp. 86-87;
Ismail Soysal, op. cit., p. 137. See also Gy. Székely, La Hongrie et la domination
ottomane (XV-e-XVII-e siècles), in Studia Turco-Hungarica, tome II, Budapest, 1975,
pp. 46 et seq.
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CHAPTER III

ROMANIAN - OTTOMAN ECONOMIC
RELATIONS IN THE XIVTH–XVITH CENTURIES

The evolution of the Romanian principalities’ economic relations with the
Ottoman Porte in the latter half of the XVIth century is rather well
documented664, yet little is known about earlier periods. For the time being, the
scarcity of archival data seriously hinders any attempt to study them in depth.
Systematic and extensive research in Turkish archives and libraries is needed to
uncover those sources — administrative-fiscal documents in particular — that
may provide us with new and reliable data. They will help us to accurately
establish the nature, the dimensions and the forms of the economic exchanges
664

Mihai Maxim, Recherches sur les circonstances de la majoration du kharadj de la
Moldavie entre les années 1538-1574, in AIESEE Bulletin, X (1972), no. 2, Bucharest,
pp. 233-261; idem, Circonstances de la majoration de kharadj payé par la Valachie à
l’Empire Ottoman durant la période 1540-1575, in AIESEE. Bulletin, XII (1974), no.
2, pp. 367-381; idem, Considérations sur la circulation monétaire dans les Pays
Roumains et l’Empire Ottoman dans la seconde moitié du XVI-e siècle, in Revue des
Études Sud-Est Européennes, tome XIII (1975), no. 3, Bucharest, pp. 407-415; idem,
Regimul economic al dominaþiei otomane în Moldova ºi Þara Româneascã în a doua
jumãtate a secolului al XVI-lea (The Economic Regime of the Ottoman Domination
over Moldavia and Wallachia in the Latter Half of the XVIth Century), in Revista de
istorie, tom. 32 (1979), no. 9, pp. 1731-1765; idem, Obligaþiile militare, în muncã ºi
de transport ale Moldovei ºi Þãrii Româneºti faþã de Poartã în a doua jumãtate a veacului
XVI (The Military, Labour and Transport Obligations of Moldavia and Wallachia in
the Latter Half of the XVIth Century), in Analele Universitãþii Bucharest, an XXVIII
(1979), pp. 99-109. See also Valeriu Veliman, Câteva consideraþii privind haraciul
Moldovei la mijlocul secolului al XVI-lea (Some Remarks on Moldavia’s Harach in the
Mid-Sixteenth Century), in Anuarul Institutului de istorie ºi arheologie ‘A. D. Xenopol,’
Iaºi, tom. XIX (1982), pp. 285-301.
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between the Romanian principalities and the Ottoman state, in the early stages
of their relationships. Such documents do exist and some have already been
identified and used by specialists from other countries. Thus, the young
Hungarian historian János Hóvári has published “The Turkish Customs
Register of Tulcea for the Period 1515-1517”665, a comprehensive study in
which he uses modern methods of scientific investigation, appropriate to the
research of such a theme. From the same study, we have learned that Hungarian
researchers also possess the Ottoman customs registers of Hârºova (1516),
Giurgiu (1506 and 1515-1517), Smederevo (1514), Caffa (1489), Cetatea Albã
and Kilia (the end of the XVth century)666.
In the 1960s, Nicoarã Beldiceanu printed and interpreted some of the
earliest Ottoman regulations of urban life in general, and of the economic life
of Kilia and Cetatea Albã in particular, after they fell under the rule of the
Porte (1484)667. About the same time, together with his wife, he published a
valuable register document of 1520 (preserved in the manuscript collection at
the National Library in Paris) which refers to the customs regime in some
Danubian ports668. Some time ago, Bistra Tzvetkova published parts of the
665

Hóvári János, Az 1515-17. évi Tulcsai török vamnaplo, in Történelmi Szemle, 3,
1981, Budapest, pp. 430-449. The study was also published in English in Acta
Orientalia, XXXVIII, 1-2, Budapest, 1984, pp. 115-141 (see also our note in Anuarul
Institutului de istorie ºi arheologie ‘A. D. Xenopol,’ Iaºi, XXII/2 (1985), p. 891).
666 The author also gave the archive index references to these precious documents
(Baþbakanlïk Arºivi-Istanbul, KPT no. 5280; Maliye no. 6, 30). Unfortunately, we
have not had the opportunity to examine these documents, and consequently, we shall
have to wait until our colleagues from Hungary or elsewhere publish these customs
registers referring to Romania’s history. The archive indexes were mentioned by N.
Beldiceanu too (see below).
667 Nicoarã Beldiceanu, Le conquête des cotès marchandes de Kilia et de Cetatea Albã
par Bayezid II, in Südost-Forschungen, XXIII (1964), Munich, pp. 36-90; idem, Kilia
et Cetatea Albã à travers les documents ottomans, in Revue des Études Islamiques, 1968/2,
Paris, pp. 215-262; idem, La Moldavie ottomane à la fin du XV-ième siècle et au debut
du XVI-ième siècle, in loc. cit., 1969/2, pp. 239-266 (see our reviews in Anuarul
Institutului de istorie ºi arheologie ‘A. D. Xenopol,’ Iaºi, X (1973), pp. 532-535); N.
Beldiceanu and others. Recherches sur les ottomans et la Moldavie pontodanubienne entre
1484 et 1520, in Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of
London, vol. XLV, part. 1, 1982, pp. 48-66 passim.
668 Irène Beldiceanu-Steinherr, Nicoarã Beldiceanu, Acte du règne de Selim I
concernant quelques échelles danubiennes de Valachie, de Bulgarie et de Dobrogea, in
Südost-Forschungen, XXIII (1964), pp. 91-115.
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same document, and then released a complete version of it669. Earlier,
independently of them, Hadiye Tunçer had published and commented on a
version of the same document, as well as other texts, some of which were also
used by N. Beldiceanu670.
Since Romanian historiography has mainly focused on the Romanian
countries’ regime of political autonomy in their relations with the Ottoman Porte,
such documents have practically remained outside the field of interest of
specialists consulting Turkish archives or other foreign documentary resources671.
It is certain that unless we identify and appropriately exploit commercial
documentation (customs registers, regulations and trade licences, orders,
payment records, etc.), particularly those preserved in Turkish archives, we will
be unable to successfully trace the evolution of economic relations between the
Romanian principalities and the Ottoman Porte. Of late, Romanian
historiography has made considerable progress in establishing the amount of
the harach that the Romanian principalities paid to the Porte, at different
times in the history of their relations672. The problem is enormously complex,
669

B. Þvetkova, Kîm vîprosa za pazarnite i pristaniºni mila i taksi v niakoi bîlgarski
gradi prez XVI v. (A Contribution to the Issue of Customs Taxes in the Fairs and Ports
in Some Bulgarian Towns in the XVIth Century), in Izvestia na Instituta po istoria pri
B.N.A., XIII (1963); idem, Regimul schimbului economic dintre teritoriile de la nord ºi
sud de Dunãre în secolul al XVI-lea (The Regime of Economic Exchanges between the
Territories North and South of the Danube in the XVIth Century), in Relaþii
româno-bulgare de-a lungul veacurilor. Sec. XII-XIX. Studii, Editura Academiei,
Bucharest, 1971, pp. 105-150.
670 Hadiye Tunçer, Osmanlï Imparatorlugunda toprak hukuku, arazi kanunlarï ve
kanun açïklamalarï (Land Right, Land Laws and Legislative Explanations for the
Ottoman Empire), Ankara, 1962, pp. 133-143, 192-217.
671 It is interesting to mention that internal regulations in Turkish archives limit
to 100 frames the quantity of documents that can be microfilmed and photocopied
by a foreign researcher [We remind readers that this rule was valid before 1990. Now
researchers benefit from far better conditions].
672 See note 1, and Mustafa A. Mehmed, Un document turc concernant le kharatch
de la Moldavie et de la Valachie aux XV-e – XVI-e siècles, in Revue des Études Sud-Est
Européennes, V (1967), no. 1-2, pp. 265-274; Tasin Gemil, Date noi privind haraciul
þãrilor române în secolul al XVII-lea (New Data Concerning the Harach of the
Romanian Countries in the XVIIth Century), in Revista de istorie, no. 8, 1977, pp.
1433-1466; Mihail P. Guboglu, Le tribut payé par les Principautés Roumaines à la Porte
jusqu’au début du XVI-e siècle, in Istanbul Üniversitesi Iktisat Fakültesi Mecmuasï, cilt
41, sayï 1-4, Istanbul, 1984, pp. 59-143.
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even for those periods for which we already have large amounts of precise data
– especially extracts of the Porte’s chancery documents. First and foremost, we
have to regularly update this “base” with new data collected from isolated
documents, especially from customs registers, financial requisition registers,
inventories, price lists, and so forth, so that we may compare the nature, value
and intensity of Romanian-Ottoman economic relations at specific times and
for specific geographic areas. It would be highly interesting, for instance, to
study the rapport between the markets of Istanbul and other Ottoman centres,
or indeed, between the Ottoman markets and those of Lwow, Gdansk,
Bratislava, Leipzig, Vienna, Prague, and so on, which traded with the
Romanian countries673. Did the orientation of the Romanian foreign trade
towards Istanbul and other Ottoman centres after the latter half of the XVIth
century have only negative consequences (for specific periods at least), or, on
the contrary, was the Ottoman Empire an immense and continuously open
market for Romanian products ? The answers to these questions cannot be
delayed for too long674. We shall be able to come up with accurate scientific
673

In Romanian historiography, the first steps have been made by the young and
resourceful researcher Bogdan Murgescu (so far, only for the XVIIth century): The
Ottoman Military Demands and the Romanian Market. A Case Study: 1672, in Revue des
Études Sud-Est Européennes, no. 4, 1987, pp. 305-313; Impactul conjuncturii europene
asupra comerþului românesc în a doua jumãtate a secolului al XVII-lea (I-II) (The European
Impact on the Romanian Trade in the Latter Half of the XVIIth Century), in Revista de
istorie, no. 5 and 6, 1988, pp. 514-524 and 588-596. B. Murgescu demonstrates that the
orientation of the Romanian trade at that time towards the Ottoman zone was caused by
the economic (and demographic) crisis in Central and Western Europe, while the
Ottoman market continued to offer good prices for producers. See also Maria N.
Todorova, Was there a Demographic Crisis in the Ottoman Empire in the Seventeenth
Century ? in Études balcaniques, no. 2, 1988, pp. 55-63; the author’s answer is negative
(“It is spurious to speak about a demographic crisis in the Ottoman Empire”, p. 63).
674 The question was first asked by Constantin C. Giurescu in Despre caracterul
relaþiilor dintre români ºi turci (On the Nature of the Relations between Romanians
and Turks), in Probleme controversate în istoriografia românã, Editura Albatros [1977]
p. 87-122, and he himself provided the following answer: “we have to wait until the
Turkish archives provide us with further information on import and export
operations, especially customs records. We are entitled to believe that our [Romanian
countries’] exports to the Ottoman Empire permanently exceeded (author’s emphasis)
their imports from the Porte” (p. 121). In addition, the same historian underlined
that “in the light of what we have said above, we do not believe we can talk of a true
and strict Turkish “monopoly”, but only of a right to pre-emption [author’s emphasis]
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solutions only when we have set up a comprehensive and diverse documentary
base and processed it by means of appropriate quantitative and qualitative
methods. However, we are not in such a favourable position now, at least as
regards Turkish-Osman documentary sources, without which such an
enterprise cannot be conceived. At present, we have to content ourselves with
partial contributions which unfortunately prevents us from addressing the
problem as a whole and revealing the main directions in the evolution of
Romanian-Ottoman relations, in time and space.
Here, we limit ourselves to sketching the general economic framework,
from the few data on the Romanian countries’ relations with the Ottoman
Porte in their early days which have been brought to light so far.

1. Routes and Trade
Wallachia and Moldavia integrated into European – Asian trade in the XIVth
century, through the two important international trade routes that crossed
their territory from east to west and from north to south. In the XIIth – XIVth
centuries, when the Mongol-Tatar rule extended over large parts of Europe
and Asia, the Black Sea played an important role in the genesis and growth of
world trade. The ‘Mongol peace’ brought unprecedented economic
prosperity – writes a renowned specialist in Turkish-Tatar history – because
it facilitated sustainable development of maritime and overland trade, on a
world scale. For the first time in history, transcontinental caravans connecting
Western and Central Europe to the Far East, or Northern Europe to Africa,
could proceed in safety. The total freedom of movement from which
merchants and other categories of people benefited, accounts for the
for a number of commodities” (p. 117). Along this line of thought, we should add an
astute observation that Miron Costin made in the times of Vasile Lupu (1634-1653):
“Full of gold, as it were, was Poland at the time, and Moldavia used to export cattle,
horses and honey [emphasis added], and brought from that country [Poland] gold and
silver (Miron Costin, Letopiseþul þãrii Moldovei de la Aron vodã încoace (The Chronicle
of Moldavia since Voyevode Aron), in Opere, P. P. Panaitescu ed., Bucharest, 1958,
pp. 119-120. For the latter half of the XVIth century, Polish researchers have
established that Moldavia exported to Central and Eastern Europe, through Poland,
ca. 60,000 cattle every year (apud Bogdan Murgescu, Impactul conjuncturii..., p. 522,
no. 18; 1/3 of this figure represented transit commerce).
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extraordinary economic and cultural growth of all the countries crossed by the
great caravan roads675. “By unifying all the Turkish-Mongolian peoples in
one empire, [and] by enforcing iron discipline from Peking to the Caspian
Sea, Genghis Khan [...] gave the caravans the security they needed”676. The
Far East and Western Europe thus engaged in direct relations; goods, peoples,
and ideas could freely circulate from one area to the other.
The roads crossing Wallachia and Moldavia were sections of the immense
commercial routes which, together with their tributaries, ended or began in
the Black Sea region. By becoming – in the memorable phrase coined by
George Brãtianu – “the turntable” of international commerce, the Black Sea
strongly attracted not only the merchant republics of Genoa and Venice, but
also the great continental powers of Hungary and Poland. The Pontic policy
of these two kingdoms had important and lasting consequences for the
Romanian countries. The issue has been studied in depth – with great
competence and precision – by ªerban Papacostea677.
The visible decay of the Golden Horde gave better chances of success to
Poland’s and especially Hungary’s attempts to get direct access to the mouths of
the Danube. The Polish-Hungarian offensive, which was launched in 1340
through the actions of the Polish king against the knezate of Halici and was
actively supported by the Hungarian king, soon encroached upon the Romanian
region too. Through a number of sustained and successive campaigns, it
succeeded in eliminating Tatar domination from the Romanian zone of the
Black Sea. Both Moldavia and Wallachia vigorously participated in their
liberation from the hegemony of the Golden Horde, but soon found themselves
confronted with the threat of Angevin domination678. Therefore, in Hungary’s
expansion to the south-east, and the Romanian countries’ resistance to this
675

Ch. Lemercier-Quelquejay, La Pace Mongola, Milano, 1974, p. 47-48
René Grousset, L’Empire des Steppes. Atilla, Genghis-Khan, Tamerlan, Payot,
Paris, 1948, p. 316.
677 ªerban Papacostea, Începuturile politicii comerciale a Þãrii Româneºti ºi
Moldovei (secolele XIV-XVI). Drum ºi stat (The Beginnings of Wallachian and
Moldavian Commercial Policy (XIVth – XVIth Centuries). Roads and the State), in
Studii ºi materiale de istorie medie, vol. X (1983), pp. 9-56.
678 See idem, Triumful luptei pentru neatârnare: întemeierea Moldovei ºi consolidarea statelor feudale româneºti (The Triumph of the Struggle for Independence: The
Foundation of Moldavia and the Consolidation of the Romanian Feudal States), in
Constituirea statelor feudale româneºti, Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1980, pp. 172 et
seq.
676
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policy, a significant economic factor was at stake – the control of the commercial
routes which opened directly into the Black Sea area, or indirectly, via the
Danube. Poland launched its own policy of expansion towards the mouths of the
Danube somewhat later, but with the same economic objectives and in almost
the same forms, as its rival. Economic interests played an important role in the
Romanian principalities’ relations with the two neighbouring kingdoms and, for
a long time, were a cause of either cooperation or enmity between them679.
The prolonged conflict between Wallachia and Hungary concluded with
the conciliation of January 1368. The accord signed on this occasion was a
compromise. By conceding Brashov, Wallachia attempted to curb its
neighbour’s craving for conquests and to give it access to the
Danubian-Pontic trade route. In addition, the merchants from this
Transylvanian economic centre were allowed to travel freely through
Wallachia680. Thus, the Hungarian kingdom could engage in the intense and
still profitable international commerce between Europe and the Middle East,
under favourable conditions. In addition, the kingdom gained considerable
freedom for its trading operations in Wallachia, and a relaxed customs regime.
This disparity in the commercial cooperation between Hungary and
Wallachia was in fact a consequence of the political inequality between them,
which was expressed in their feudal-vassal relationship. “Equality could only
have been achieved in a different political context: only if Wallachia had freed
itself from Hungarian suzerainty” (author’s emphasis)681.
The massive penetration of Wallachia’s political system by the Ottomans
in the mid XVth century substantially altered its relations with Hungary and
curbed the kingdom’s ascendancy over the Romanian country. The
Ottoman-Hungarian armistice of 1451 established co-suzerainty over
Wallachia. This “placed the principality in a situation of diplomatic
equidistance with its powerful neighbours, which favoured the effective
affirmation of its autonomy”682. It was Vladislav II, Prince of Wallachia
(1447-1456), who inaugurated the new line of the country’s policy when he
claimed and obtained Hungary’s agreement that their trade relations be
governed by the principle of reciprocity. The orientation of Vladislav II’s
679

Idem, Începuturile politicii comerciale..., p. 14.
ibidem; Radu Manolescu, Comerþul Þãrii Româneºti ºi Moldovei cu Braºovul
(secolele XIV-XV) (Wallachian and Moldavian Trade with Brashov (XIVth-XVth
Centuries), Editura ªtiinþificã, Bucharest, 1965, p. 26.
681 ªerban Papacostea, op. cit., p. 25.
682 ibid.
680
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commercial relations towards Brashov – and thence towards the Hungarian
kingdom – remained characteristic of Wallachia’s commercial policy for
about a century. Its implementation was hesitant and discontinuous, as it
depended on the evolution of Wallachia’s political status, which was jointly
established by Mehmed II and John Huniady in 1451683.
In the long term, Wallachia was unable to preserve this political status that
was so advantageous to its economy684. The policy of world domination
inaugurated by Süleyman the Magnificent upset the fragile balance of force in
favour of the Porte. Firstly Wallachia, then Moldavia and, later, Transylvania
became increasingly connected to the sultan’s power, and ever more tightly
integrated into the Ottoman economic system. In consequence of this new
state of affairs, the north Danubian region was invaded by Levantine
merchants and Ottoman subjects, mostly Greeks, Armenians and Jews.
Moldavia’s situation was not significantly different from Wallachia’s,
except that at the end of the XIVth century its borders reached the Black Sea’s
northern coast685, which helped it integrate into the great network of
international trade. In any case, at the beginning of the following century,
“the Moldavian road” is documented as a better alternative to the old, unsafe
“Tatar road”, because of the continuous internecine troubles in the Golden
Horde686. Like the road that crossed Wallachia from east to west (local
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ibid., p. 26.
ibid., p. 26-27. It is significant that, unlike its predecessors, the coin struck by
Vladislav II belonged neither to the Hungarian nor the Polish monetary system,
instead it was aligned with the the Ottoman akça (Matei Cazacu, L’impact ottoman sur
les Pays Roumains et ses incidences monétaires (1452-1504), in Revue roumaine
d’histoire, tome XII (1973), no. 1, p. 171). The double dependence of Wallachia was
explicitly confirmed by the Ottoman-Hungarian Peace Treaty of 1503 (published by
Tayyib Gökbligin, Korvin Mathias (Mátyás)’ïn Bayezid II-e mektuplarï tercümeleri ve
1503 (909) Osmanlï-Macar muahedesinin Türkçe metni (La traduction des lettres de
Korvin Mathias à Bayezid II et le texte turc du traité hungaro-ottoman de 1503)
(909), in Belleten, vol. XXII, no. 87, Ankara, 1958, photo VIII.
685 In a document of 1392, like his contemporary counterpart in Wallachia,
Roman I styled himself “ruler of the country that stretched from the mountains to the
sea” (M. Costãchescu, Documente moldoveneºti înainte de ªtefan cel Mare (Moldavian
Documents Issued before the Reign of Stephen the Great), I, Iaºi, 1931, pp. 7-8).
686 P. P. Panaitescu, Drumul comercial al Poloniei de la Marea Neagrã în Evul
Mediu (Poland’s Black Sea Trade Route in the Middle Ages), in Interpretãri
româneºti..., Bucharest, 1947, p. 109, dates the earliest mention of the ’Moldavian
road’ at 1382.
684
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branches opened up at the mouths of the Danube), the “Moldavian road” was
the last section of the great trade routes connecting Central Europe to the
Black Sea, and the Baltic region to the Pontic basin. Behind this trade, in and
through Moldavia, were the merchants from Lwow. This Polish commercial
centre played the same role that Brashov played for Wallachia, except that in
Moldavia the Lwow merchants did not enjoy the great liberties their
Transylvanian counterparts benefited from in Wallachia. The difference
stems from the respective natures of Moldavian-Polish and
Wallachian-Hungarian relations.
Unlike Hungary, Poland had no political ascendancy over the Romanian
Principalities, nor did it have the power to expand its rule over the Lower
Danube, although it continued to aspire to it, for a long time. On the other
hand, the Hungarian kingdom attempted and occasionally succeeded in
opening a trade route to the mouths of the Danube through the territory of
Moldavia too. Sigismund of Luxembourg’s failed campaign of January 1395
is a clear proof of the kingdom’s policy, as is the added importance of Kilia to
Hungary’s relations with both Moldavia and Poland687. In the end, John
Huniady managed to seize Kilia in 1448, but Stephen the Great re-conquered
it in 1465. At the beginning of the XVth century, Kilia and the Lower Danube
region gained an obvious strategic significance for the anti-Ottoman struggle.
For all this, its political and military significance derived from its economic
importance, not the other way round, as some researchers are inclined to
believe688.
As in Wallachia, Moldavian rulers’ commercial policy underwent changes
under the impact of the decisive transformations brought about to the whole
political structure of the Pontic-Danubian region by the Ottoman expansion,
in the mid XVth century. After conquering Constantinople and bringing the
Pontic-Aegean straits under its control, the Ottoman Porte became the
determining factor in Moldavia’s policy as a whole and its economic
687 See Fl. Constantiniu and ª. Papacostea, Tratatul de la Lublau (15 martie 1412)
ºi situaþia internaþionalã a Moldovei la începutul veacului al XV-lea (The Treaty of
Lublau (March 15, 1412) and Moldavia’s International Situation at the Beginning of
the XVth Century), in Studii, XVII (1964), no. 5, pp. 1135 et seq.; ªerban Papacostea,
Kilia et la politique orientale de Sigismund de Luxembourg, in Revue roumaine d’histoire,
XV (1976), no. 3, pp. 421-436.
688 See Virgil Ciocîltan, Competiþia pentru controlul Dunãrii inferioare
(1412-1420) (Competition for the Control of the Lower Danube (1412-1420)), in
Revista de istorie, no. 10 and 11, 1982, pp. 1090-1100, 1191-1203.
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initiatives in particular689. The Romanian countries and the Ottoman Empire
began to develop systematic long-term economic relations in the latter half of
the XVth century. Needless to say, there had been commercial relations
between them before, but they had been carried out within the framework of
international trade, typically mediated by Italian merchants, from their Pontic
colonies. Although we do not possess reliable data, we may suppose that these
relations did not exclude direct commercial exchanges, at least under the form
of local trade, at crossing points along the Danube.
Since its appearance at the beginning of the XIVth century, the Ottoman
state had benefited from favourable geopolitical conditions. Although we
should not overplay their importance, we must however note that the great
trade routes did indeed play a major role in the foundation and growth of the
Romanian feudal states and the Ottoman state. The Ottoman birthplace – as
a political notion, of course – was the Sögüt-Bilecik zone, in the immediate
vicinity of one of the basic sections of the great ‘Silk Road’ connecting Tabriz
to Bursa and Constantinople. From this route, which crossed Anatolia from
east to west, numerous other roads branched off, connecting the Pontic coasts
to the Aegean and the Mediterranean coasts of Asia Minor, and
Constantinople to the Middle East, the Caucasus, and the northern Black
Sea. From the beginning, the Ottomans tried to bring these trade and
transportation routes under their control, thus securing not only important
resources of revenue but also a steady supply of goods, people and new ideas.
Soon the Ottoman state became an attractive destination for all those
discontented with Anatolia, the Middle East and even the Byzantine Empire,
as well as a zone of security and a positive example for multinational
merchants690. Vigorously pursuing their major political goals, the Ottomans
signed commercial treaties with the merchant colonies in their vicinity, and
granted them special privileges. The earliest agreement was concluded
between Orhan Bey and Marino Morosini, Duke of Crete in 1331. The
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accord between the Ottomans and the Genoese colony of Pera – in the
circumstances of the great confrontation over the control of the eastern
Aegean and of the straits, which brought Venice, Aragon and Byzantium
against Genoa in 1348 – lasted for a century and was of major political
significance to the Ottomans, but also to the Genoese, those in Pera in
particular. The alliance with the Genoese allowed the Ottomans to cross the
Bosphorus and expand their conquests in the Balkans. At the same time, the
colonists of Pera greatly benefited from the commercial privileges granted
them by the Ottoman power in continuous expansion691.
The main objective of Ottoman expansion in Europe was control over
important economic centres, of the main roads in the Balkans and in the
regions north of the Danube. The main axis of the Ottoman offensive in
Europe followed the course of the famous ‘Balkan road,’ in use since Roman
antiquity, which connected Constantinople to Belgrade through Adrianopolis
and Filipopol. This road had not yet lost its importance in the early Middle
Ages. It was along this road that the great crusades had been mounted, yet it
was not the only road available. Like Anatolia, the Balkan Peninsula was
crossed by other roads connecting the Adriatic coast to Thracia, and the
Aegean basin to the Pontic region. Ottoman conquest temporarily disturbed
Balkan trade between Europe and Asia, but the stability the new conquerors
brought to the region gave added impetus to trade. In addition, it is worth
remembering that the network of Balkan roads was not dependent on the
Black Sea during the Byzantine and Ottoman periods692.
The economic and political unity of Anatolia and Rumelia that the
Ottomans achieved was a fundamental element of the complex political and
economic system centred on Constantinople, which included the Black Sea
and the Danube. In normal circumstances, the Ottomans did not
substantially change the economic structure of the regions they conquered,
but adapted it to their own needs. The economic area under their control
underwent some modifications, especially in terms of commercial possibilities
and trade routes. As a result of the Ottoman capital’s shift, first to Bursa, then
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to Edirne, and, ultimately, to Istanbul, some regions (Anatolia in particular)
fell into decay, while progress accelerated in other less important areas
(Rumelia in particular). At the same time, the Porte gradually and consciously
eliminated the preponderance of Italian merchants in the Pontic-Aegean –
and by extension, in Balkan-Anatolian – commerce, especially after 1453.
Their place was quickly taken by Greeks, tributary Raguzans, Armenians and
immigrant Jews, but also by Muslims (Turks, Arabs and Iranians) and other
Balkan subjects (Bulgarians, Serbians, Albanians). However, Muslim and
Balkan merchants had a smaller share of the market than others693.
It has been claimed that the economic prosperity, which the area controlled
by the Ottomans until the mid XVIth century enjoyed, was due more to the
efficient exploitation of local resources and to the fact that the Balkan
Peninsula and Anatolia continued to be a significant transit zone in large scale
intercontinental trade, than to the Ottoman economic system, which proved
unable to compete with the expansionist western economic system, organised
along different principles694. However, we must note that the Ottoman
economy as a whole was balanced, varied and flourishing, at least until the
latter half of the XVIth century. It could meet almost all domestic demands,
from military supplies to luxury articles for the Court. The entire Ottoman
economy was under the strict control of the state. Detailed regulations, and
their strict enforcement, strengthened the role of the central authority in all
aspects of economic life. Production levels, sales and transportation prices were
all fixed in advance and imposed through special edicts, which also observed
local traditions. Exports were only permitted if production exceeded domestic
consumption. The Ottoman state’s priority was to cope with domestic
demand, hence its permanently negative balance of trade. From the latter half
of the XVIth century, when the world (Western) economy underwent radical
changes, the centralised Ottoman system remained prisoner to rigid obsolete
norms, and proved incapable of withstanding the sustained assaults of the
Western economic system of free exchange.
The Pontic policy inaugurated by Mehmed II was dictated by strategic
considerations and economic concerns caused by the gargantuan appetite of
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the Ottoman capital. In the XVIth century for example, Istanbul guzzled 4
million sheep, 3 million lambs and 200,000 cattle every year, and 500,000 kg
of wheat every day695. The Ottomans established a total monopoly on Pontic
trade in 1484 when they seized Kilia and Cetatea Albã. In 1538, when south
Bessarabia was annexed to the empire by Süleyman the Magnificent, the Black
Sea became an “Ottoman lake” for about a century and a half, after which the
Black Sea’s importance in world trade dramatically diminished696. By contrast,
because of the continuous increase in requisitions for the army of an empire in
full expansion, and the huge consumption needs of an urban centre in
permanent growth such as Istanbul, the Black Sea and its neighbouring
countries came to fulfil a new function, which was not without importance.
Professor Halil Inalçïk talks of “an individual specialisation of the Pontic
countries”697. Rather, it was an adaptation, a reorientation of the economies of
these countries to the new needs of Istanbul and the Black Sea trade.
With the elimination of Italian merchants from the area, the Black Sea was
practically excluded from large scale international trade. Those who replaced
them had neither the experience nor the means to conduct trade at an
intercontinental level. The Black Sea became a route for local and regional
trade, which temporarily favoured the Pontic commercial policies of the
Crimean Khanate and Moldavia. The Black Sea became less and less appealing
to international traders. This and the withdrawal of the powerful Italian
merchants from the region facilitated the eastern expansion of the German
Hansa and their partners from Russia. The new northern trade route between
the West and the East hit the role of the Pontic basin even harder – Moldavia
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and Wallachia included – as a transit zone in international trade. Mustafa
Akdag claimed that seen from the perspective of history, the institution of
Ottoman commercial monopoly over the Black Sea had negative consequences
on the development of Turkey698, and other countries in the region, the
Romanian principalities included. It is also important to underline that the
economic – and implicitly political – importance of the Black Sea diminished
because it had exhausted its economic potential, as a result of the great changes
that the international trade underwent in the XVIth century699.
From Mehmed II onwards, the Ottoman sultans wanted to transform their
capital into an emporium of international trade. To this end, they encouraged
the rapid demographic development of Istanbul. The policy of Pontic conquests
of Mehmed II and his descendant Bayezid II was accompanied by the
systematic transfer of people from the occupied zones and centres to Istanbul;
no less than 1,099 families were moved from Cetatea Albã to settle on the
Golden Horn, for example, in the period between 1488 and 1489 alone700; in
1496, ca. 40,000 Armenians were moved from Çaldïran to Istanbul701.
At the same time, the sultan took steps to provide regular supplies to the
capital. To this end, he imposed strict control on exports in the Black Sea zone.
These measures hit Italian traders hard, since their ships had to pass through the
straits and could thus be more easily checked. The following commodities were
prohibited: grains, cotton, skins, wax, oils and fats, slaves, strategic materials,
horses, cattle, sheep, and so forth702. The Ottoman sultans also attempted to
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stream all East-West trade in spices, sugar and silk through Istanbul. The silk
trade with Iran was one of the Ottoman Empire’s main sources of revenue.
Iran’s attempts to open its own silk road to the West were one of the causes of
the long Ottoman-Iranian wars. In addition, the strict control of the region by
the Ottomans and the Mamluks gave new stimulus to great geographical
discoveries (notably the circumnavigation of Africa), with serious consequences
for the economy of the Ottoman Empire and the entire Islamic world703.
The Ottoman sultans continued to grant the Christian states and
communities commercial privileges beyond 1453; in particular very low customs
tariffs (4-5% ad valorem). In addition to encouraging commercial exchange in
the empire, such documents fulfilled specific political objectives, such as division
of the Christian world, which facilitated Ottoman expansion. The so-called
“capitulation” which Mehmed II granted to the Genoese colony of Pera on June
1, 1453, states that, in exchange for the community’s subjection – expressed
through payment of the annual harach –, the colony was offered autonomy,
protection and permission to carry on maritime and land trade all over the
empire. The agreement was renewed in June 21-30, 1603704, which substantiates
Professor H. Inalçïk’s claim that the Ottoman commercial monopoly over the
Black Sea was relative. In 1462, Raguzan merchants obtained a writ, whose
provisions were almost identical705, which allowed them to seize control of most
Balkan trade until the end of the XVIth century. In the new circumstances, both
documents simply validated an already existing state of affairs, because both
merchant towns had been tributaries to the Ottomans for a long time.
The privileges awarded to the merchants of Cetatea Albã by Mehmed II
on June 9, 1456706 officially marked the beginning of feudal-vassal relations
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between Moldavia and the Ottoman Porte. As in the above-mentioned cases,
the sultan afforded them his protection – which was expressed by the granting
of commercial privileges – on condition that they paid an annual tribute. In
this case however, this was not explicitly specified, because the document was
additional to the document of October [1455], by which the same sultan had
confirmed acceptance of the tribute offered by Moldavia707.
We have here in fact two of the three characteristic types of rapports which
– according to Islamic jurisdiction – could be established between a Muslim
state and a non-Muslim state, or another community reaching a peaceful
settlement between them. Even if the Genoese document is called (in the text)
ahd-nâme (treaty, “capitulation”), it clearly refers to the musta’min status,
which non-Muslim communities temporarily resident in the Ottoman
Empire, and benefiting from the sultan’s amnesty (aman-nâme) were usually
granted708. The treaties with Raguza and Cetatea Albã were different because,
in this case, two Christian states accepted the sultan’s protection of their own
accord and consequently benefited from the status of muâhede (peace treaty)
or dar ul-ahd (land under pledge or peace)709.
By granting such privileges, the Ottoman state not only observed the
principles of canonical jurisprudence (fïkïh) but worked towards specific
political goals, and not least, economic benefits710. It is clear that in the case
of Raguza, the Porte was primarily (if not exclusively) pursuing economic
objectives; in the case of Cetatea Albã the political objective – closely
connected to the international position of Moldavia – was decisive, although
the economic objective was not insignificant.
The Ottomans were aware of the importance of Cetatea Albã as a connecting
point between the Levantine and north-European trade routes. Soon after the
sultan signed the document (on June 29, 1456) Petru (Peter) Aron, Voyevode of
Moldavia, renewed the commercial privileges he had given the merchants from
Lwow711. The direct relation between these two acts is obvious712; the privileges
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granted to the Lwow merchants were meant to strengthen the international
commercial position of Moldavia in general and of Cetatea Albã in particular. In
this way, the prince also met the economic interests of the sultan, as stipulated
by the diploma of commercial privileges of June 9, 1456.
At the same time, both Cetatea Albã and Kilia were important bases for
trade with the steppes controlled by the Nogai Tatars, north of the Black Sea;
great animal herders and to a certain extent farmers, they frequently carried
out pillaging incursions into the neighbouring regions.
The customs registers of the two towns for the end of the XVth century,
which Professor Halil Inalçïk studied, show that Kilia and Cetatea Albã were
true nodal points of the flourishing Ottoman trade with the northern
countries and the “wild steppes”. Through these towns, the South traded such
commodities as Bursa silk, spices, cloths, satin, taffeta, brocade, Anatolian
cotton, damask, soap, rice, wine and dry fruits, for furs, woollen clothes,
linens, metal ware, glassware, caviar and the famous “Moldavian horses” from
the North713.
In addition, as the (partially)714 published register of old “regulations and
ordinances of the Ottoman Court” shows, Kilia and Cetatea Albã were
veritable markets and transit points for Levantine, Moldavian, Transylvanian,
Danubian, Tatar, Russian, Polish, Hungarian, Flemish etc. goods at the end
of the XVth and early XVIth centuries. The following Moldavian commodities
are documented: timber (rafted down the Dniester), planks, tiles, horses,
cattle, sheep, buffaloes, pigs, fish, caviar, fish oil, honey, beeswax, etc.
Substantial quantities of these (timber, sheep, cattle, wax, honey, etc.) reached
the markets of the Ottoman Empire, especially those of Istanbul and Bursa.
Grain from Poland reached Cyprus via Kilia and Cetatea Albã, and slaves
brought by Tatars, well-quoted on the markets of the two Moldavian towns,
figure rather prominently in these documents. Together with Caffa, Cetatea
Albã was, for a long time, one of the main slave markets north of the Black
Sea. From there, slaves reached the specialised markets of the Levant. Cloths
and fine fabrics from Poland, Bohemia, Germany and Flanders also reached
the Ottoman Empire through Cetatea Albã and Kilia. From Lwow and
Transylvania, they were transported there by land, along the ‘Moldavian
713 See Halil Inalçïk, Bursa and the Commerce of the Levant, in Journal of the
Economic and Social History of the Orient, tome III (1960), 2, pp. 139 et seq.; idem,
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route’, or along the road connecting Brashov to the Black Sea coast. Ottoman
or Levantine merchants exchanged them for silk fabrics, luxury objects,
cotton clothes, wine, spices and other commodities. Somewhat surprisingly,
the Ottoman regulations issued immediately after the conquest of Kilia and
Cetatea Albã, which reorganised life in these towns under the new Ottoman
administration, do not list spices. Perhaps the Ottoman legislator included
them among those goods for which local regulations prevailed, that is, the old
Moldavian legislation. Moreover, as we have shown, the Ottomans avoided
disrupting economic life in the territories they conquered: either they adopted
the local trading system or readily adapted to it, diverted revenues into
Ottoman coffers, enforced stricter order and discipline, and encouraged local
economic activity through tax reductions and exemptions. The documents
which we refer to here were meant to accomplish similar objectives. They had
normative power, in the sense that they established a coherent framework for
economic activity in Kilia and Cetatea Albã. They indeed document the fact
that Moldavian fiscal regulations were largely preserved in the new trading
code. Ottoman legislators often exempted local merchants from trade taxes
and imposed smaller taxes (2%) instead. Nor were the customs duties levied
on foreign merchants who used either of the two roads that crossed Moldavia
(to Lwow or Brashov) too high (3 – 3.33%); other categories of foreign
merchants (non-Muslim or non-Ottoman subjects) had to pay a customs
duty of 5.5% ad valorem. The sultan seems to have deliberately aimed to
stimulate trade along the international road connecting Kilia and Cetatea
Albã with Poland, Northern Europe, Transylvania and Central Europe715.
As we have shown in chapter two, Moldavia, Poland and Hungary did not
easily accept the loss of Kilia and Cetatea Albã, primarily because of their
economic importance. However, the attempts of Stephen the Great and Jan
Olbracht to recover them failed. The tensions which erupted in
Moldavian-Ottoman and Moldavian-Ottoman-Polish relations in 1484 had
serious repercussions on the international trade conducted through the two
port towns. For the time being, we cannot appreciate their real scale for lack
of documentary evidence.
The political and economic situation of the area into which Kilia and
Cetatea Albã were integrated began to normalise at the beginning of the XVIth
century. Poland and Hungary each signed peace treaties with the Porte, in
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1502 and 1503 respectively. The Polish-Ottoman treaty was renewed
repeatedly in the following decades, such that its content ultimately drew
them into a veritable alliance. In 1507 Hungary and Poland reached an
agreement on the division of their spheres of influence in the Romanian zone,
and in 1510 Moldavia and Poland were reconciled, with Hungarian
assistance. Moldavia and Poland formalised their relations with the Crimean
Khanate in 1512 and 1513 respectively, by paying a regular tribute716. The
much discussed document by which Prince Selim reconfirmed the Moldavian
ruler’s rights over the lands and waters that had been granted to him by
Bayezid II, perhaps in 1486, is dated (January) 1512717. Consequently, we
can state that Moldavia regained its role as an important transit zone in the
commerce between the Baltic and Pontic-Aegean-Mediterranean basins, in
the second decade of the XVIth century. To get the real dimensions of the role
Moldavia and Wallachia played in international trade, we must place it in the
context of the volume of world goods that passed through their territory, at
the time.
The customs register of Tulcea for the years 1515-1517, mentioned
earlier, provides detailed and accurate data about Moldavian-Ottoman
trade718. We must emphasise that goods passing through Tulcea customs post
were destined not only for Moldavia; a large percentage (if not the majority)
took the route to Lwow, whence they were distributed all over Poland and the
Baltic basin.
While most of the goods from the Ottoman Empire that passed through
customs at Kilia and Cetatea Albã arrived there via the northern coast of the
Black Sea (which is not to discount the possibility that some reached the same
region overland), Tulcea customs recorded the flows of goods along the route
which crossed Dobrudja from north to south, and the river transport up and
down the Danube.
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The Dobrudjan route had been in use for a long time719. It was the
shortest connection between the Ottoman capital and the Moldavian or north
Pontic steppes. It was along this route that the Ottoman armies advanced and
withdrew during their campaigns against Moldavia or Poland; along it, would
travel messengers or envoys sent to the Porte by Moldavian rulers, Polish
kings, and later on, chieftains of the Nogai Tatars, or the Zaporoshian
Cossacks; even those coming from as far away as Lithuania or Russia. Earlier,
this road had been used by merchant caravans. The Danube narrowed at
Tulcea, which allowed both people and animals to cross the river more easily
and facilitated control of the traffic up and down the river. Ismail, located
opposite Tulcea, on the bank of the Kilia branch of the river, was known as
“Ismail ford” (Ismail Geçidi)720.
Through Tulcea and Ismail, the road that began in Istanbul reached Kilia
and the “Moldavian road”. Tulcea was rather a trading corridor for
merchants; armies, couriers and envoys preferred crossing the Danube at
Isaccea. Therefore, at least a portion of the Ottoman merchandise which
reached Kilia and Cetatea Albã by land passed through Tulcea customs.
Moreover, as a passage in the register specifies, revenues collected here were
meant to cover the expenses of the Akkerman (Cetatea Albã) garrison721; after
the customs officers had been paid, naturally.
According to the register, two categories of taxes were collected at Tulcea:
1) customs duties (gümrük) and 2) passage taxes (resm-i geçid). Customs duties
were payable on all categories of goods except slaves, live animals, and boats,
for which a passage tax was levied.
Not surprisingly, the largest percentage of goods passing through Tulcea
customs consisted of Oriental clothing and footwear, cut according to the
new Renaissance fashions adopted by Poland and the Romanian countries. In
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this category of goods, those made of linen occupied first place. Thus in the
autumn of 1515, 15 bales of linen and 50 items were registered, and in 1517,
5 bales and 780 items. Two kinds of linen were listed: cotton and flax. The
former cost 1500 akçe/bale, and 35 akçe per item, while the latter was twice
as expensive. Cloth fell into two categories: double or single warp. Aba was a
thick cloth, used for trousers, tunics, mantles and cloaks. The customs register
at Tulcea records both white and coloured aba, adorned with white or
coloured trims. Most of the cloth passing through Tulcea customs originated
in the famous workshops of Salonika, where there was also a silk processing
centre. Raguzan merchants sold Salonika cloth and silk all over Ottoman
Rumelia (the region around the mouths of the Danube) and even further
afield. Most of the merchants were Turks, who seem to have bought these
commodities from Raguzans in the markets of Balkan Rumelia; Hagi
Mustafa, for instance, on October 12, 1516 brought to Tulcea – in addition
to Salonika cloth (1 bale = 800 akçe) – a bale of English cloth (1 bale = 2600
akçe) and one of French (1 bale = 1600 akçe). Istanbul cloth was worth half
the value of Salonika cloth. Records also show Salonika blankets, worth 12
akçe each (568 items in 1516). Silks, particularly from the workshops of
Bursa, were also recorded722. Thus 240 pieces of taffeta were recorded in
1515; 158 pieces and 11 bales in 1516, and 112 pieces in 1517. The price for
a simple threaded woollen taffeta piece was 20 akçe, while a double threaded
piece cost 24 akçe. Coloured taffeta, for women, was 20 akçe/piece while
golden taffeta could cost as much as 50 akçe/piece. The most expensive silk
fabric was kemha; a bale was worth 550-600 akçe. Silk threads were also
recorded: 30 ludre in 1515 (1 ludre – 0.564 kg), 36 in 1516 – and only 12
in 1517; the price of a ludre was 110 akçe. Tulcea customs recorded a
significant number of ready-made kaftans (halat). As is well known, the
kaftan was the most characteristic item of Oriental apparel; in the Ottoman
Empire, it was given as a gift and a sign of goodwill723. Given this role of the
722 Around 1500, more than 1000 craftsmen worked in silk processing workshops
in Bursa alone (Halil Inalçïk, L’Empire ottoman, p. 92).
723 The custom of offering somebody a kaftan (hilat), as a sign of monarchic
benevolence, had been known since the the period of Clasical Islam: the Abbaside
caliph al-Muktadir (908-932) gave a Bulgarian prince, who had converted to Islam “a
banner, a black hilat (kaftan) and money...” (Islâm cografyacïlarïna göre Türkler ve
Türk ülkeleri (Muslim Geographers on the Turks and the Turkish Lands)), ed. R.
ªeºen, TKAE, Ankara, 1985, p. 48).
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kaftan in Ottoman etiquette, an important trade in precious furs, necessary
for trimming luxury kaftans, also developed.
After 1515-1520, the ‘Moldavian road’ was the principal route used by
imperial Ottoman merchants specialised in the trade in precious furs, hunting
birds (hawks, eagles, goshawks) and ‘fish teeth’ (walrus tusks), which they
bought from Russia. Sable (sobol), ermine, polar fox, beaver, lynx, marten,
polecat, red fox, squirrel and wolf were the most sought-after furs724. The
trade in furs and hunting birds (later hunting dogs) along the ‘Moldavian
road’ grew once Moldavian merchants engaged directly in it. We may note
that from the reign of Petru Raresh, Moldavia’s rulers showed ever greater
interest in meeting the Ottoman Court’s needs for such products.
Some of these furs originated in Moldavia, yet most of them were brought
from Russia, by merchants specially sent there by the rulers themselves.
During his second reign, Petru Raresh’ interest in furs increased significantly,
most likely stimulated by his desire to win the benevolence of the sultan725.
Since imperial merchants of precious furs were exempted from customs
duties and because, between 1515 and 1517, the trade route shifted to
Crimea, there are no more records of precious furs in the customs register of
Tulcea. Instead, fox furs (perhaps red fox) – at 10-14 akçe/piece, lynx furs –
at 7 akçe/piece, tanned sheep hides (5-7 akçe/piece), cow hides (20-30
akçe/piece) and goat hides (no price) are recorded726. In 1516, 110 tanned
sheep and goat hides, as well as 20 cow hides were declared.
724 See Alex. Bennigsen, Ch. Lemercier-Quelquejay, Les marchands de la Cour
ottomane et la commerce des fourrures moscovites dans le seconde moitié du XVI-e siècle,
in Cahiers du Monde Russe et Soviétique, XI (1970), no. 3, pp. 363-390; Mihnea
Berindei, Contribution à l’étude du commerce ottoman des fourrures moscovites. La route
moldavo-polonaise. 1453-1700, in loc. cit., XII (1971), no. 4, pp. 393-409; idem, Le
rôle de fourrures dans les relations commerciales entre la Russie et l’Empire ottoman avant
la conquête de la Sibèrie, in Passé Turco-Tatar. Présent Soviétique. Etudes offertes à
Alexandre Bennigsen, Louvain-Paris, 1986, pp. 89-98.
725 See Hurmuzaki, Documente, Supl. II-1, pp-67; Ilie Corfus, Documente
privitoare la istoria României culese din arhivele polone. Secolul al XVI-lea (Documents
on Romania’s History Collected from Polish Archives. The XVIth Century), Editura
Academiei, Bucharest, 1979, pp. 107-113.
726 The prices below correspond to a mid XVIth century narh (maximal prices list):
lamb hide, 1st quality – 100 pieces = 100 akçe, 2nd quality – 100 pieces = 90 akçe, 3rd
quality – 100 pieces = 80 akçe; Moldavian (Bogdan) sheep hide, 1st quality – 100
pieces = 300 akçe, Wallachian (Eflak) sheep hide – 100 pieces = 270 akçe, Dobrudjan
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The kaftans that passed through the customs at Tulcea were not too
expensive since they were garments for everyday wear, not for Court
ceremonies. In 1516, 73 kaftans were recorded; the taffeta kaftan was worth
400 akçe, a woman’s kaftan 250 akçe, while ordinary cloth kaftans were sold
at 50 akçe/piece. Capes, called keben, cost 10 akçe/piece. 180 and 150 kaftans
passed through customs in 1516 and 1517 respectively. Merchants often
traded aba cloth or cotton trousers. The most expensive were the Salonika
trousers (30 akçe/pair), while the cheapest were those made of cotton (8 akçe).
Two types of shirts (cotton and flax) figure in the Tulcea customs registers.
The former were more frequently recorded, perhaps because they were
cheaper at 12-15 akçe/piece, as compared to the 30 akçe/piece which was the
average price of the finer flax shirts. Kerchiefs (makrama, yasma and destmal)
seemed to be popular with customers, judging by the records. Oriental carpets
do not seem to have been too much in demand, since the quantities passing
through customs remained rather small (5 and 20). The price of carpets varied
between 100 and 110 akçe. Blankets (23 pieces), Tatar Astrakhan fur caps
(250 akçe/piece), boots (20-25 akçe/pair), women’s shoes (10-15 akçe /pair)
etc., are also recorded.
The customs registers at Tulcea frequently record farm produce. Ottoman
merchants loaded grains onto their ships at Brãila, Galaþi and Mãcin, then,
through the Kilia branch of the Danube (they did not pass through customs
at Tulcea), and across the Black Sea, they reached the markets of Istanbul.
Tulcea customs recorded only grains, which were unloaded there to reach
their final destinations overland through Dobrudja. Since the procedure was
totally impractical for the merchants of Istanbul, Bursa and other places in the
sheep hide, 1st quality – 100 pieces = 150-160 akçe, 2nd quality – 100 pieces = 130
akçe and 3rd quality – 100 pieces = 80 akçe. Basan sheepskin 1st quality – 1 piece = 7
akçe, 2nd quality – 1 piece = 6 akçe, 3rd quality – 1 piece = 5 akçe; tanned cattle skin,
1st quality = 35-40 akçe, 2nd quality – 1 piece = 25-30 akçe, 3rd quality – 1 piece =
10-15 akçe. Tanned goatskin – 1 piece = 5-8 akçe. We must underline that these
maximal prices did not correspond to real market prices, which were usually higher
than official prices. Nevertheless, these provisions of the narh reflect a real earlier
situation, close to that of the period covered by the Tulcea customs register
(Kanunnâme ve huttut-i hümayûn..., mss. Bayezid Library, Istanbul. Veliyüddin
Efendi, 1970; Bucharest State Archives, Collection of Turkish microfilms, roll 74, c.
85). The prices for boots were also close; at the Tulcea customs they were calculated
at 20-25 akçe/pair, while the regulations of 1560 gave prices of between 20 and 30
akçe/pair, depending on quality.
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Aegean and Mediterranean basins, who were the main importers of grains
from the Romanian countries, Poland and the north-Pontic steppe, it is likely
that the Tulcea customs register records rather referred to local merchants
from northern Dobrudja. Cereals crops occupied first place in terms of
quantity. For example, 134 kile (3437 kg), worth 4133 akçe were recorded in
a period of only three months in 1515; 743 kile (19 062 kg), worth 22 300
akçe in 11 months in the following year, while in 7 months in 1517, 27 kile
of wheat, worth 800 akçe, were recorded727. If these data are correct and fully
understood, they provide valuable information on the evolution of wheat
prices. Thus we note that in 1515, 1 kile of wheat (20 okka) cost 30.84 akçe,
30.01 akçe in 1516, and 29.62 akçe in 1517. Compared with the price index
given by Ömer Lütfi Barkan for 1489 – when one kile of wheat was worth
11.14 akçe (in 1616 it reached 53.46 akçe) – we notice a considerable price
increase between 1489 and 1515: 138%728. This seems abnormal if we take
into account that between 1489 and 1616 wheat prices increased by 493%,
which corresponds to a period of 127 years, the last decades of which were
characterised by galloping inflation. By contrast, the Tulcea register shows
that prices tended to decrease by more than one akçe in less than two years.
Could not this increase have been the effect of the temporary restrictions
imposed on the ‘Moldavian road’ immediately before 1515 because of the
political conflicts in the region? If the estimates of J. Hóvári are rigorously
exact, this unusual increase in prices merits careful consideration. From the
data provided by J. Hóvári, we can compare only the price of rice with Ö. L.
Barkan’s index. In February 1516 – J. Hóvári shows – a kile of rice (10 okka)
was worth 27 akçe, while in June 1517 it was worth 20 akçe729. A kile of rice
cost 10.55 akçe in 1489, and 53.46 akçe in 1616 (a rise of 506%)730. The
rapport between the price of wheat and the price of rice is largely constant in
both indexes. The increase in the price of rice in 1516 largely corresponds to
the increase in the price of wheat in 1515. However, rice – a crop grown in
the southern regions of the empire – was brought to Tulcea to be sold north
of the Danube while wheat, which was grown in the Romanian countries or
727

Hóvári János, op. cit., p. 439.
Ömer Barkan, XVI. asrïn ikinci yarïsïnda Türkiye’de fiyat hareketleri (The
Dynamics of Prices in Turkey in the Latter Half of the XVIth Century), in Belleten,
XXXIV (1970), no. 136, Ankara, 1970, p. 561.
729 Hóvári János, op. cit., p. 440.
730 Ömer Barkan, op. cit., p. 561.
728
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the neighbouring countries, was usually sold south of the Danube. We must
also take into account that Ö. L. Barkan’s index refers to a pious foundation
in Edirne which was self-administrating. In any case, for the prices in the
indexes of 1489 and 1515-1517 if we consider their rise – unusually great in
a period of relative stability for the Ottoman currency – that was due to
short-term causes; perhaps political and military in nature731. In addition to
the Polish-Moldavian conflict and the differences between Poland, Hungary
and Moldavia on the one hand, and the Ottoman Empire and the Crimean
Khanate on the other, all of which affected the north-Danubian market, we
must also take into account the great Oriental campaigns of Selim I, which
necessitated ample supplies. Although more reliable data are needed, we think
it odd that, after the increase recorded by Tulcea customs in 1515, prices
should immediately lower and subsequently maintain their normal evolution
until the latter half of the XVIth century, when inflation began to fuel an
unprecedented rise of prices732.
The same customs registers also give us information about other animal
and vegetable foods that crossed the border, such as fish, flour, sugar, wine,
rice and fruits, and especially exotic dry fruits. The customs officers also
meticulously recorded metalware and chemicals, such as horseshoes, nails, tin,
paints, metal plates, soap, wax, etc. The quantities of such goods were
relatively small because most of them were imported into the Ottoman
Empire from Transylvania, through a shorter route that crossed Wallachia.
Slaves and live animals, as well as boats which sailed up or down the Danube,
frequently appear in the register. The slave trade yielded considerable revenue
to the customs at Tulcea.
731 These sudden but temporary increases of prices were very frequent. They were
usually caused by the relationship between supply and demand. Thus when the
Ottoman army returned from their Dalmatian campaign in 1537, on September 29
a kile of barley was worth 8 akçe, 11 akçe on September 30, 15 akçe on October 2,
12 akçe on October 3, 17 akçe on October 4, 15 akçe on October 5, 12 akçe on
October 6, 10 akçe on October 7, after which it returned to the initial value of 8 akçe
(Süleymaniye Library – Istanbul, mss. Halet Efendi no. 587, pp. 296-297).
732 While in 1515-1517, at Tulcea customs, one kantar (56 452 kg) of figs or
currants was worth 100 akçe, the narh regulations of 1560 stipulated that one kantar
of figs was worth 60 akçe when bought and 1 akçe = 250 dirhemi (812.5g) when sold.
In 1560 the price of honey was approximately at the level of the 1489 price (1285g
of honey cost 3.9 akçe in 1489 and 4 akçe in 1560).
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The slave trade was not directly connected with Romanian-Ottoman
relations, although it is likely that among the slaves brought south of the
Danube there might have been some who had been sold by their Moldavian
masters. By contrast, cattle, horses, and sheep took a substantial share of
Romanian exports to the Ottoman Empire. The Tulcea customs register
recorded cattle (341 head in 7 months in 1517), buffaloes and calves (very
few), lambs (1,272 in 11 months in 1516). Surprisingly, no mention is made
of sheep (?!). The records show however that Moldavian stallions were
frequently traded: 127 in 3 months in 1517, 878 in 11 months in 1516, and
681 (to which we should add 245 mares) in 7 months in 1517. It is known
that prices for mares were appreciably lower than those for stallions733.
Finally, the customs register at Tulcea shows that a relatively small
number of ships (63 are recorded in a 21 month period) were involved in the
river trade. Of these, only 16 were seagoing ships, the rest being relatively
small river barges (dombaz, ladiye). In 1520, another important Ottoman
document specifies that “about 70-80 seagoing ships call at Brãila, deliver and
sell goods, after which they load with grains and sail back home”734.
The customs register of Tulcea does not mention spices, which is
somewhat surprising, when we consider that they were the “hard currency” of
Ottoman merchants. Moreover, as we have shown, spices are not mentioned
in the regulations issued by the sultan for Kilia and Cetatea Albã in August
1484 either. For all this, we cannot completely exclude the commerce of such
goods, although most spices reached Transylvanian and Polish markets via
Wallachia. This is particularly true for the period before the Ottomans began
to wield significant political influence north of the Danube. Provisions in the
commercial privileges granted to the merchants of Lwow by the rulers of
Moldavia in 1408, 1434, 1456, and 1460, specify that pepper and other
spices should be bought from Wallachia in case these goods could not be
found in sufficient quantities in Moldavia735. The commercial privileges
issued by Mehmed II to the merchants of Cetatea Albã engaged Moldavia in
the direct trade in Oriental goods too, but we are not in a position to say
733

See Ruxandra Cãmãrãºescu, Coralia Fotino, Din istoria preþurilor. Evoluþia
preþului cailor în Þara Româneascã (secolele XV-XVII) (From the History of Prices: The
Evolution of Horse Prices in Wallachia (XVth – XVIIth Centuries), in Studii ºi
materiale de istorie medie, vol. VI (1973), pp. 225-241.
734 Bistra Þvetkova, op. cit., p. 135.
735 See M. Costãchescu, op. cit., II, pp. 630-637.
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whether they were covered by Bayezid II’s ordinance of 1484. Spices began to
penetrate Moldavian markets massively in the latter half of the XVIth century,
when the political and legal regime of Moldavia’s relationship with the Porte
changed radically.
At the beginning of the XVIth century, the Ottoman spice trade with the
Romanian countries was hit by a severe crisis. At the Giurgiu customs in
1516-1517 for instance, one kantar (44 okka=56.452 kg) of pepper was
worth 1,800 akçe736, while at Edirne in 1489, 1 okka of pepper had cost only
24.4 akçe737, which means an increase of 80.19% in less than 27 years (in
1516-1517, 1 okka of pepper cost 40.90 akçe).
The discovery of the route from Europe to India via the Cape of Good
Hope (1498), and the wars in Iran, greatly affected ‘the spice road’ (res
turcae), which crossed territories controlled by the Ottomans. In 1510 the
Portuguese established a bridgehead at Goa and another at Malacca in 1511.
In 1513 a fleet commanded by the famous Albuquerque attacked Aden and
occupied some outposts in the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea, establishing
Portuguese control over navigation through Bab el-Mandeb738. The
Portuguese attacks were a heavy blow to Egyptian Mamluk trade. About this
time, the price of spices in the market of Alexandria increased suddenly and
massively, while Portuguese ships laden with spices transformed Lisbon into
Western, Northern and Central Europe’s main emporium for such
commodities739. Since spices that came along the “Turkish road” were more
expensive, their transit through Wallachia and Transylvania rapidly
diminished. The victorious Egyptian campaign of 1516-1517 led by Selim I
established Ottoman hegemony over the eastern Mediterranean, but
international trade in the region failed to regain the scale it had attained prior
to the Portuguese intervention in the Indian Ocean.
736

Halil Inalçïk, Bursa and the Commerce..., p. 138.
Ömer Barkan, Edirne ve civarïndaki bazï imâret tesislerin yïllïk muhasebe
bilânçolarï (The Annual Balances of Some Pious Foundations in Edirne and the
Surrounding Area), in Belgeler, vol. I, no. 2, Türk Tarih Kurumu, Ankara, 1965, p. 257.
738 See Yakub Mughul, Portekizli’lerle Kïzïldeniz’de mücadele ve Hicaz’da Osmanlï
hâkimiyetinin yerleºmesi hakkïnda bir vesika (A Document on the Struggle against the
Portuguese in the Red Sea and the Establishment of Hedjaz as an Ottoman
Protectorate), in Belgeler, vol. II, nos. 3-4, Ankara, 1967, pp. 37-47.
739 See E. Ashtor, La découverte de la voie maritime aux Indes et les prix des epices,
in Mélanges en l’honneur de Fernand Braudel, Toulouse, 1973, pp. 33-34.
737
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Although the participation of the Romanian countries, primarily
Wallachia, in international trade was demoted to a lower position, the transit
trade of Brashov, which Wallachia controlled, did not diminish too much.
Brashov and Transylvania as a whole secured their needs for Oriental
commodities through Wallachia and to a lesser extent Moldavia. According to
the Brashov customs registers, the main articles that reached Transylvania
through Wallachia (and Moldavia) were: spices (pepper, ginger, cinnamon,
cloves, saffron), plants, fruit and exotic foods (rice, currants, lemon, sugar),
natural dyes, cotton, flax, silk, wool, camel hair, and fabrics (Boccasino,
camacas, Indian satin, damask, brocade, purpura, etc.), clothes, footwear and
jewellery, carpets, towels, tents, saddles, weapons, metalware, etc.; a wider
range of commodities therefore, than at Tulcea customs in 1515-1517. In their
turn, the Transylvanian merchants transited through Moldavia, and
particularly Wallachia, many and varied goods demanded by the Ottoman
market; especially craftwork. These products (weapons, tools, cloths, plates,
ready-made clothes, footwear, raw materials, etc.) originated either in
Transylvania or in Western, Central and Northern Europe. Although we
cannot say exactly how much, it is reasonable to believe that a significant share
of these goods was sold in Moldavia and Wallachia, while products of western
origin (cloth in particular) ended up in the markets of the Ottoman Empire740.
By contrast, most of the ‘Turkish goods’ which reached the north Danube
region took the road for Transylvania and beyond. In 1476 Basarab cel Tânãr
(Basarab the Young) wrote to the Brashov merchants: “all the merchandise that
comes to our country from the Turkish lands, be it pepper, silk, or any other
commodity, we do not stop or block them from reaching you; everything gets
into your hands”741. Given the high rate of return from this trade in Oriental
goods in the XVth and XVIth centuries, Wallachian and Transylvanian
merchants grappled for control of it. The rulers of the country also participated
in the dispute, on the side of the native merchants, as expected. “In time,
Wallachian merchants almost completely removed Transylvanian merchants
from this lucrative trade, as they did with other trades, so that from 1542 –
1554 they transited between 91 and 98.9% of its value”742.
740

See Radu Manolescu, op. cit., pp. 143-176.
I. Bogdan, Documente ºi regeste privitoare la relaþiile Þãrii Româneºti cu Braºovul
ºi cu Ungaria în secolele XV ºi XVI (Documents and Registers on Wallachia’s Relations
with Brashov and Hungary in the XVth and XVIth Centuries), Bucharest, 1902, p. 129.
742 Radu Manolescu, op. cit., p. 175.
741
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A more direct trade, local more than international, was traditionally
carried on along the Danube. Given the length of Wallachia’s border with the
Ottoman Empire, Wallachians were more actively involved in it than
Moldavians. Produce was exchanged across the river in transaction for both
cash and kind. The Ottoman normative documents of 1520 which regulated
trans-Danubian trade show that there was a permanent and intense traffic
between the banks of the river, along its whole length743. There were of course
important crossing points (Turnu, Giurgiu, Hârºova, Brãila, Mãcin, Isaccea,
Tulcea, and Kilia) connected to more or less important trade routes, but local
trade was more intense and more colourful. While international trade,
especially in ‘Turkish goods’ and western luxury products, was destined for
the upper social classes, the local trade across the Danube connected
producers and consumers from both sides of the river in a more direct and
natural fashion.
As this summary presentation has shown, economic relations between the
Romanian countries and the Ottoman Empire were not reduced to, or
subsumed by the harach, peshkeshes and other obligations deriving from
Ottoman suzerainty. Instead, they were more diverse and more closely linked
to social transformations than has thus far been taken into account by
Romanian historians.

2. Harach and Peshkesh
The harach and peshkeshes were material expressions of Romanian-Ottoman
political relations, at least for the period under study in this book. These
relations developed within the symbolic framework of feudal vassalage, as the
relatively modest growth of the Romanian countries’ obligations to the Porte
shows, as contrasted with their massive increase in the latter half of the XVIth
century.
We do not have comprehensive and accurate data to plot the exact curve
of the harach values (even less so for peshkeshes) paid to the Ottoman Porte
by the Romanian countries until the middle of the XVIth century.
Except for the ephemeral reign of Vlad I (1395-1396) – we do not even
know whether he gave the sultan any gifts or paid the harach – Wallachia began
743

See Bistra Þvetkova, op. cit., passim.
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to pay the tribute regularly, at the end of Mircea the Old’s rule, perhaps in
1417. Its initial amount – which Romanian historical tradition has retained –
seems to have been of 3,000 ducats (‘red money’) every year744. The Italian
Jacopo di Promontorio, who spent several years at the court of Mehmed II
(1451-1481) and compiled a sort of ‘documentary work’ about the yearly
revenues and expenses of the Ottoman Empire, provides the earliest precise
information on Wallachia’s tribute. Researchers have demonstrated
convincingly that Jacopo di Promontorio drew on the official budget register
(still undocumented) of the Porte for the financial year March 11, 1476 –
March 10, 1477745. According to this source, in that year, the harach of
Wallachia was worth 10,000 ducats (tributo di Velachia magno verso Nicopoli,
sopra Nicopoli, sopral Danubio per anno ducati 10,000), and was identical to the
harach paid by Venice to the Ottoman Porte (Tributo di Veneziani, ut fertur, per
anno ducati 10,000)746. This information gives credence to the claim of Ducas,
a contemporary Byzantine chronicler that, in 6970 (1461-1462), Mehmed II
compelled Vlad the Impaler to bring “the yearly tribute of 10,000 gold ducats”
to the Porte747. A script of the Turkish-Osman Chancery preserved in the
Archives of the Topkapi Palace Museum in Istanbul provides almost similar
figures748. The document was written at the beginning of the reign of Selim I,
744 See P. P. Panaitescu, Mircea cel Bãtrân (Mircea the Old), Bucharest, 1944, p.
284, n. 36; Mihai Maxim, Cu privire la înþelegerile de pace româno-otomane din timpul
domniei lui Mircea cel Mare (On the Romanian-Ottoman Peace Understandings
during the Reign of Mircea the Great), in Marele Mircea Voievod, Ion Pãtroiu ed.,
Editura Academiei, Bucharest, 1987, pp. 373-375.
745 Hans Georg Majer, Ein osmanisches Budget aus der Zeit Mehmeds des Eroberes,
in Der Islam, 59, 1982, pp. 40-63 (translated by S. Kortantamer, in Tarih Incelemeleri
Dergisi, III, Izmir, 1987, pp. 115-140).
746 Venetians pledged to pay this tribute under the Peace Treaty of 1479. This
specification was added by Jacopo di Promontorio (ut fertur).
747 Ducas, Istoria turco-bizantinã (1341-1462) (Turkish-Byzantine History
(1341-1462)), Vasile Grecu ed., Editura Academiei, Bucharest,1958, p. 430.
748 The document (E-5 995) was discovered by Ismail Hakkï Uzunçarºïlï, Osmanlï
tarihi, II, 2nd ed., Ankara, 1964, p. 434, n. 1 (see also our review in Anuarul... – Iaºi,
VI (1969), p. 267), before being rediscovered and entirely published by Mustafa A.
Mehmed, Un document turc..., pp. 265-276, and by Mihail Guboglu, Le tribut payé
par les Principautés Roumaines à la Porte jusqu’au début au XVI-ième siècle, d’après les
sources turques, in Revue des Etudes Islamiques, 37 (1969), pp. 49-80 (an augmented
version of the study was republished, in Istanbul Üniversitesi Iktisat Fakültesi
Mecmuasï, nos. 1-4, 1982-1983, Istanbul, 1984, pp. 59-143).
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perhaps in 1512-1515. “[The harach] of Wallachia’s Voyevode: they say that,
in the times of the late Sultan Mehmed [II], in the year eight hundred and
seventy-six (May 20, 1471 – June 7, 1472), [the Vlachs] paid 50,000 akçe
(nakd akçe)749. Then, when Basarab acceded to the throne, in the year eight
hundred and seventy-nine (May 18, 1474 – June 6, 1475), it was decided that,
together with what was the pashas’ due (paºalar hissesi), he should pay 600,000
akçe”. This may have been the increase that the anonymous chronicler of the
Cantacuzens had in mind when he wrote that “Laiotã Basarab cel Bãtrân
[Voyevode Laiotã Basarab the Old], submitted the country to the Turks”750.
This increase was not recorded by Promontorio, because 100,000 akçe did not
enter the Ottoman state’s treasury. At the equivalence of 1 ducat = 45 akçe, the
sum of 500,000 akçe represented 11,111 ducats. There results a difference of
1,111 ducats to the index given by Promontorio. This difference may have been
caused by errors in our calculation of the real value of gold at the time (reported
to the conventional equivalence of 1 ducat = 50 akçe, the sum mentioned was
worth exactly 10,000 ducats). The 100,000 akçe which the Wallachian ruler
sent annually as gifts (peshkeshes) to the great Ottoman dignitaries, in addition
to the country’s harach, represents the first instance of this practice we learn of
from a Turkish-Osman Treasury document. Such a procedure would become
routine in the following centuries751. But Mehmed II was determined to
implement his absolutist rule and fill the Imperial Treasury; to that end, “in [the
year] eight hundred and eighty-three (April 4, 1478 – March 24, 1479) – the
same document shows – 600,000 akçe was set aside for the Imperial Treasury
(hazine-i amire)752. Then in [the month] Zilkade eight hundred and eighty-four
(January 14 – February 12, 1480), for the above-mentioned sum, [the
749 We used the photocopy and the transliteration given by Mustafa A. Mehmet,
op. cit., pp. 271-272. All figures are written in letters in the document.
750 Letopiseþul Cantacuzinesc (The Cantacuzen Chronicle), in Cronicari munteni,
I, ed. M. Gregorian, Bucharest, 1961, p. 85.
751 See Tasin Gemil, Date noi privind haraciul þãrilor române în secolul al XVII-lea
(New Data on the Harach Paid by the Romanian Countries in the XVIIth Century),
in Revista de istorie, no. 8, 1977, p. 1443.
752 Hazine-i amire was the Treasury Department of the Ottoman state, also called
the “Outer Treasury” (Dïþ hazine), as opposed to the “Inner Treasury” (Hazine-i hassa
or Iç hazine) which administered the sultan’s private treasury. This is a clear proof that
– according to the norms of Turkish-Islamic jurisdiction – the Romanian countries’
harach was deposited in the Ottoman public treasury and not in the sultan’s private
treasury, as is sometimes claimed.
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Romanian prince] gave 14,000 Hungarian florins”. In other words, in
1478-1479 the tribute of Wallachia was actually worth 600,000 akçe,
equivalent to 14,000 Hungarian florins in 1480, which means that the
Hungarian florin was calculated at 42.85 akçe753. Soon – the same document
shows – in consequence of a report (arz) sent by Mihaloglu Ali Bey, Sandjak
bey of Nicopole, Sultan Bayezid II “gave up 100,000 akçe”, and afterwards “in
the same year, the Voyevode of Wallachia, who personally came to Istanbul, was
exempted from paying an additional 100,000 akçe; he was exempted 200,000
akçe in total.” Therefore, in 1481-1482, the harach of Wallachia was officially
reduced to 400,000 akçe, which meant 8,791.2 ducats at the contemporary
exchange rate. It was lower than the tribute paid in the times of Vlad the
Impaler. These temporary decreases were undoubtedly caused by the dynastic
crisis in the Ottoman Empire, which broke out immediately after the death of
Mehmed II (May 3, 1481), and the troubles in Wallachia caused by the
repeated interventions of Stephen the Great to install first Mircea and then Vlad
Cãlugãrul (Vlad the Monk) on the princely throne of the principality. The
latter was the Voyevode who went personally to the Porte to pledge allegiance,
and obtained an additional 100,000 akçe decrease of the country’s tribute.
However, another passage in the same document immediately specifies that “in
that year [1482], the harach rose to 600,000 [akçe] again; 50,000 was
exempted, 550,000 remaining. From that time, until the reign of Mihnea [cel
Rãu] (Mihnea the Bad) (1508-1509), they say that they [Wallachian princes]
used to pay 550,000 [akçe]. When the above-mentioned Mihnea acceded to the
princely throne, he sent 600,000 [akçe] [to the Porte]. Then [Neagoe] Basarab
(1512-1521) became Voyevode – the incumbent Voyevode – and he increased
[harach] by 100,000 [akçe], [so that] now the harach is 700,000 [akçe]”. In the
second chapter of this book, we referred to the circumstances which led to this
increase of the Wallachian harach at the beginning of the reign of Neagoe
Basarab. The increase was simply meant – as in the case of Mihnea the Bad –
to win the sultan’s goodwill.
In 1524 Wallachia paid 14,000 ducats as tribute, fourteen years later, in
1538 the tribute rose to 16,000 ducats754, then to 20,000 ducats in
753 This corrects the claim of Mustafa Akdag, op. cit., II, p. 248, that the Hungarian

florin appeared on the Ottoman market only after 1501. The trading rate of this
currency lowered by 1-3 akçe to the Latin (French) (efrenci flori) florin or ducat.
754 M. Berza, Haraciul Moldovei ºi Þãrii Româneºti în sec. XV-XIX (The Harach of
Moldavia and Wallachia in the XVth – XIXth Centuries), in Studii ºi materiale de istorie
medie, II, 1957, p. 18.
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1540-1541755. After this date, Wallachia’s harach increased dramatically: to
50,000 ducats in 1545-1546756, then to 100,000 ducats in 1567-1568, and
finally to 104,000 ducats in 1574-1575757.
The ratio between the nominal and real value of the harach cannot be
known for certain, unless we consider the financial phenomena of the era, in
the Ottoman Empire in particular. The reign of Mehmed II was marked by
real economic prosperity and relative monetary stability. For all this, from the
mid XVth century onwards, the devaluation of the currency began to have an
impact on the Ottoman economy. It is true that this phenomenon grew
slowly in the beginning as compared to the huge scale of the problem in the
latter half of the XVIth century. Thus, the akçe minted in Hegira 855
(1451-1452) was worth 5¼ carat, in 1460-1461, it lowered to 4¾ carat, in
1470-1471 it reached 4¼ carat, while in 1481-1482 it further lowered to 3¾
carat758. The Ottoman akçe (of silver) rates dropped continuously, relative to
gold currency: 1 gold florin was worth 40 akçe in 1462, 45-46 in 1479, 48 in
1486, 49 in 1487, 54 in 1489, 53 in 1503, 54-55 until 1513, 53 in
1513-1514, 50 in 1518, 55 in 1521, 59 in 1526, and 60 between 1531 and
1561759. Therefore, we notice a slight devaluation (by 6-7 akçe) in the times
of Mehmed II, a much bigger devaluation during the reign of Bayezid II (by
9-10 akçe), stagnation and regress of inflation during the short reign of Selim
I, and a very slow devaluation (by 4-5 akçe) during the long reign of
Süleyman the Magnificent. Within less than a century, from 1462 to 1561,
the Turkish currency lost 50% of its real value.
The devaluation of the akçe becomes more obvious if we consider the
continuous reduction of silver in the currency unit of account. From the same
fixed quantity of 100 dirhemi (320.7 grams), as time progressed, more and
more akçe coins were minted:760
755

Mihai Maxim, Regimul economic..., p. 1739.
M. Berindei, G. Veinstein, L’Empire Ottoman et les Pays Roumains,
1544-1545, Paris, 1987, p. 80, question this figure of 50 000 ducats.
757 M. Maxim, op. cit., p. 1739.
758 N. Beldiceanu, Les actes des premiers sultans conservés dans les manuscrits turcs de
la Bibliothèque Nationale à Paris, I, Paris-La Haye, 1960, p. 173.
759 Mustafa Akdag, op. cit., II, pp. 247-248; Ekrem Korlerkïlïç, Osmanlï
Imparatorlugunda para (Money in the Ottoman Empire), Ankara, 1958, pp. 24-36.
760 The table is an extrapolation of the coefficients established by Mustafa Akdag,
op. cit., II, pp. 240-242.
756
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Year
1451
1462
1471
1485
1487
1489
1509
1513
1515
1527
1543
1544
1566
1586
1618

Quantity of akçe
Weight of an
out of 100
akçe (in grams)
dirhemi
280
291
330
350
360
450
426
390
400
454
448
426
450
950
1,000

1.14
1.10
0.97
0.91
0.89
0.71
0.75
0.82
0.80
0.70
0.71
0.75
0.68
0.38
0.30

This table shows that, in reality, gold fell in value relative to silver. Thus,
if in 1462, 1 ducat was equivalent to 44 g of silver, in 1487 it fell to 43.61 g,
in 1489 to 36.34 g, in 1509 to 40.50 g, in 1513 to 43.46 g, and in 1527 to
41.30 g. Only in 1544 did it return to 45 g. The phenomenon had major
repercussions for the free market index process of gold and silver, which were
thus dragged towards parity761. Another change in the respective values of
gold and silver in favour of gold began in the latter half of the XVIth century,
when inflation reached extraordinary proportions, because of the so-called
“price revolution,” and the fact that the Levantine markets were swamped
with Hispanic-American silver. M. Berza noted that from that moment on,
this financial phenomenon “constantly favoured those who paid tribute”762,
all the more so for the Romanian countries, which were allowed to pay the
harach in the currency most advantageous to them.
761
762

See Ömer Barkan, op. cit., pp. 570-576.
M. Berza, op. cit., p. 22.
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This is what the value of Wallachia’s harach looks like through the prism
of the gold-silver rate:763
Real value
Year

1461-1462
1471-1472
1474-1475
1478-1479
1480
1481-1482
1482-1488
1488-1500
1500-1508
1508-1512
1512–1521
1524
1538
1540

Nominal value

In gold
(pieces)

10,000 ducats
10,000
500,000 akçe
11,363
500,000 +
11,111+2,222
100,000 akçe
13,186
600,000 akçe
14,000
14,000 ducats
8,510
400,000 akçe
11,702
550,000 akçe
11,224
550,000 akçe
10,185
550,000 akçe
10,909
600,000 akçe
12,280
700,000 akçe
14,000
14,000 ducats
16,000
16,000 ducats
20,000
20,000 ducats

763

In silver (grams)
440,000
485,000
470,000+94,000
504,000
504,000
380,000
489,000
396,000
412,000
468,000
574,000
584,640
681,600
852,000

We have compiled the table on the data of monetary equivalences and the akçe
weight graph established by Mustafa Akdag, (op. cit., II, pp. 240-242, 247-249), N.
Beldiceanu (op. cit., I, pp. 173-175), and E. Kolerkïlïç (op. cit., pp. 24-35). The values
in this table are purely orientative. In 1488, 1 akçe would buy one of the following
quantities of foods: 0.176-0.200kg butter, or 0.352kg cheese, 0.211kg halva, 0.234
litre olive oil, 2.116 litres sheep’s milk, 0.352 litre honey, 9 eggs, 2.469kg bread,
0.660kg rice, 1.058-1.234kg mutton, or 1.411kg sheep’s yoghurt... (N. Beldiceanu,
op. cit., II (1964), p. 172). For the Romanian market, we illustrate the buying power
of the akçe with the average price of a thoroughbred stallion in Wallachia: 800 akçe
in 1478, 1000 akçe in 1505-1521, 1400 akçe in 1526, 6500 akçe in 1534, 10 000
akçe in 1535-1545; the average price of a draft horse: 300 akçe in 1481-1510, 375
akçe in 1511-1520, 360 akçe in 1521-1530, 675 akçe in 1531-1540, 266 akçe in
1541-1550 (R. Cãmãrãºescu and C. Fotino, op. cit., pp. 232 and 239). See also the
prices at Tulcea, at the beginning of the XVIth century, below).
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The table above points to the slow but sure rise in Wallachia’s harach
during this period, such that it doubled in eight decades. The more significant
changes, in 1512 (106,000 grams of silver), and 1540 (170,400 grams of
silver), and the substantial reduction (124,000 grams of silver) in 1481-1482
(even if it may not have been effective) were primarily politically
motivated764. By contrast, the growth curve of the harach was primarily
determined by economic factors in the following periods, although this does
not exclude political causes (increases caused by the rulers’ own initiatives for
instance). In contrast to the latter half of the XVIth century and to the XVIIth
century, when substantial differences were identified (reaching 43%) between
the nominal and actual value of the harach765, in the period we are examining
764 Mustafa A. Mehmet, op. cit., p. 270, claimed that the increase of 1512 was more
nominal than real, because of the devaluation of the currency at the time. Indeed between
1489 and 1519, prices increased by 132% (Ömer Barkan, op. cit., p. 561), but this
phenomenon was temporary and was a question of supply and demand. It is interesting
to note that the reference years for the fluctuations in Wallachia’s harach (Moldavia’s too)
during this period, that is the years 1481, 1512 and 1545-1546, coincide with or are very
close to the so-called sïvïº years (886/1481, 919/1513 and 953/1546); that is, financial
years with expenses but no revenues. In the introduction we drew attention to this
financial phenomenon, which has not yet been given the consideration which it deserves
by Romanian historiography. It caused great economic, political and social troubles, from
the latter half of the XVIth century. The phenomenon derived from the eleven-day
difference between the solar year (365 days) in which revenues were calculated (the
astronomic cycle), and the lunar year (354 days) in which expenses were calculated. Every
33 years the accumulated difference led to a year without a budget, which had to be
hidden. Until the mid XVIth century, the phenomenon did not create great difficulties
because the Ottomans’ budget was fairly balanced and state hirelings were not too
numerous. It is however known that in 1481 (a sïvïþ year), before his death, Mehmed II
re-valued the Ottoman currency. This resulted in 60 million akçe for the Treasury but
prompted the rebellion of the janissaries, who enthroned Bayezid II on condition that he
did not devalue the coin. Wallachia benefited from these circumstances and obtained a
temporary decrease in harach. The increase of 1512, on the initiative of the ruler (on
advice from the Sandjakbey of Nicopole), can also be linked to the sïvïþ year of 1513. In
1546, the Great Vizier Rüstem Pasha forced all sources of revenue, so one must not
exclude the possibility that the harach increased under the circumstances (Halil
Sahillioglu, Années sïvïº et crises monétaires dans l’Empire ottoman, in Annales. Économies,
Societés, Civilisations, 24 (1969), no. 5, pp. 1070-1091).
765 See Mihai Maxim, op. cit., pp. 1738-1739; Tasin Gemil, op. cit., pp.
1440-1442.
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in this book, the ratio between the nominal value and the actual value of
Wallachia’s harach was fairly constant. This may have been the result of the
Ottoman Empire’s relative financial stability at that time.
These observations hold valid for Moldavia too; originally, its harach to
the Porte amounted to 2,000 ducats, a sum mentioned in a document sent to
Petru Aron by Mehmed II on October 5 [1455]766. In the ‘peace treaty’
(sulhname)767 – which, according to the latest research, dates from the early
months of 1481768 – there is a provision in which the ruler of Moldavia
(Stephen the Great) pledges to “double” (muza’af idüb) “my harach, which,
as has been established, is worth three thousand French florins per year, and
we shall make it six thousand florins...”769. Therefore, after the first payment
in 1456, the harach of Moldavia increased by 1,000 ducats. It is very likely
that this happened when Stephen the Great acceded to the throne in 1457, or
that it was a gesture to secure the ‘benevolence’ of the Porte in 1465, when
Stephen the Great re-conquered Kilia from the Hungarians770.
The same Turkish document we have cited above specifies that “during
the reign of the late Sultan Mehmed Khan, until the year eight hundred and
eighty-five (March 13, 1480 – March 1, 1481), they say (emphasis added) that
the Moldavians paid 5,000 florins every year. In [eight hundred and
eighty]-five, the late Sultan Mehmed raised [the harach] to 6,000 [ducats]771.
Then the late Emperor [Bayezid II ascended the throne on 8 Ramadan 886
(October 31, 1481) and established it at 5,000 florins, but one thousand was
written off. Since then [1512-1515], they have paid 5,000 [ducats] every year.
In the past [in the times of Sultan Mehmed II] they paid [the harach] in
766

Mustafa A. Mehmed, Documente turceºti..., I, p. 1.
Aurel Decei, Tratatul de pace – sulhname – încheiat între sultanul Mehmed al
II-lea ºi ªtefan cel Mare la 1479 (The Peace Treaty – Sulhname – of 1479 between
Sultan Mehmed II and Stephen the Great), in Revista istoricã românã, XV (1945),
fasc. IV, pp. 465-494 (republished in Aurel Decei, Relaþii româno-orientale, Bucharest,
1978, pp. 118-139).
768 The problem is rediscussed by M. Guboglu, op. cit., pp. 104-108, and by ªtefan
S. Gorovei, Moldova în ‘casa pãcii’. Pe marginea izvoarelor privind primul secol de relaþii
moldo-otomane (Moldavia in the “House of Peace”. Some Remarks on the Historical
Sources for the First Century of Moldavian-Ottoman Relations), in Anuarul
Institutului de istorie ºi arheologie ‘A. D. Xenopol,’ Iaºi, XVII (1980), pp. 640-642.
769 Mustafa A. Mehmed, op. cit., I, p. 6.
770 ªt. S. Gorovei, op. cit., p. 641.
771 Of course, reference is made to the ‘peace treaty’ mentioned above.
767
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French [florins]; then, claiming that they could not find them, in the times of
the late Emperor [Bayezid II] they began to pay in Hungarian [florins]”772.
The decrease by 1,000 florins in 1481 was motivated by the same political
conditions applicable in the case of the decrease accepted for Wallachia’s
tribute773. However, as is clear from a contemporary document written by the
Venetian Marino Sanudo in 1503, the harach of Moldavia was set at 4,000
ducats774. The Venetian may have been wrongly informed on the reduction,
which does not feature in the Ottoman treasury document that we have
referred to earlier. The harach may have decreased to 5,000 ducats – if indeed
the figure given by Sanudo is real – in 1512 when Selim acceded to the
Ottoman throne. Since we lack more reliable data from Turkish archives, we
have accepted (with reservations) the information collected from European
sources. Thus in 1514 the Polish king’s envoys to Rome knew that Moldavia
was paying the Ottoman Porte an annual tribute of 8,000 gold ducats775. An
increase of 3,000 gold ducats seems too large for such a short interval of time,
especially since Wallachia’s harach had not undergone any corresponding
change at the time. Nevertheless, there must have been at least an incremental
increase between the 5,000 ducats paid in 1512 and the 10,000 or 12,000
ducats paid at the beginning of the reign of Petru Raresh776. The Sultan’s
772

Mustafa A. Mehmed, Un document turc..., p. 272.
For the exchange rate 1 gold florin = 45-48 akçe, corresponding to the
1479-1486 period, a 1000 florin decrease was equal to 45-48 000 akçe, therefore
almost identical to the decrease accepted for Wallachia’s harach.
774 M. Berza, op. cit., p. 9.
775 Hurmuzaki, Documente, II-3, p. 171; M. Berza, op. cit., p. 9.
776 Hurmuzaki, Documente, Supl. II-1, pp. 66-67. Using this piece of
information, M. Berza, op. cit., p. 10, voiced reservations about it. Indeed, in the
document (which the copyist dated 1532), these sums (10,000 and 12,000 gold
florins) are recorded in the list of the ruler’s annual gifts for the sultan, sent on Saint
George’s Day (“one hundred and twenty thousand aspers (akçes), which is ten
thousand gold florins; he gives another twelve thousand gold florins”). It is hard to
admit that the peshkesh amounted to such values. We believe that in reality, the
copyist may have misread the original text or it may simply be a copying mistake,
because the equivalence of 120,000 akçe and 10,000 gold florins would be impossible.
In fact, the 10,000 or 12,000 akçe may have been the peshkesh due to the sultan,
because later in the same document, it is said that the Great Vizier and the second
Vizier were sent “three thousand asper which make six hundred gold florins” (correct
equivalence: 1 florin = 50 akçe). Nevertheless, the harach of Moldavia at the time
773
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great campaign of 1538 against Moldavia resulted in a substantial increase in
harach; to 15,000 ducats in 1538-1540777. Then, at the beginning of the
second reign of Petru Raresh (1541-1546), Moldavia’s harach suddenly
increased to 30,000 ducats778.
The lack of evidence and reliable data about the gifts (peshkesh) offered to
the sultan and to Ottoman dignitaries by Romanian rulers, in the period we
are studying in this book, can be partially explained by the fact that that gifts
had not become a regular tax yet, officially fixed by normative acts, as would
happen from the latter half of the XVIth century onwards.
The peshkesh (piºkeº) – or gift (hediye) – was equivalent to the feudal gift,
and was offered as a sign of courtesy and respect, or homage and loyalty across
the medieval world. We do not possess concrete data, but it is likely that all
envoys carrying peace messages from the Romanian rulers to the Ottoman
sultans would have accompanied these with gift tributes too. As a matter of
fact, the gift had been offered before the harach was paid to ‘ransom peace’,
because ‘the gift’ held special significance in ancient Turkish culture. “He
who obeys my order, I accept his gifts and consider him my friend” says Oguz
Khan, the legendary hero of Oguznâme, the ancient Turkish epic (IXth –XIth
centuries)779. The dramatic military conflict between Timur and Bayezid
began only after the Ottoman sultan refused to accept the gifts sent to him by
the Tatar (Uzbek) Khan780. The giving and receiving of gifts was a gesture of
friendship and mutual understanding, and through the prism of the
Turkish-Islamic conception – which sought world supremacy and excluded
equality with non-Muslims – it came to signify the offer or acceptance of
vassalage.
must have been higher than 5,000-6,000 gold florins, because in a letter to Sigismund
I, also dated to 1532, Petru Raresh asked him to “contribute five or six thousand
florins to the tribute that [Moldavia] had to pay to the Emperor of Turkey” (in
exchange for Pokucie) (Hurmuzaki, Documente, Supl. II-1, pp. 62 –65).
777 M. Maxim, op. cit., p. 1739.
778 Valeriu Veliman, op. cit., p. 285-301, has demonstrated beyond doubt that the
doubling of Moldavia’s harach was motivated by the concession to the ruler of a zone
around Tighina, which had been annexed by the sultan in 1538.
779 M. Necati Sepetçioglu, Türk destanlarï (Turkish Epics), Istanbul, 1978, p. 49.
780 Aydïn Taneri, Osmanlï Devleti’nin kuruluº döneminde hükümdarlïk
kurumunun geliºmesi ve saray hayatï-teºkilâtï (The Development of the Princely
Institution and Court Organisation during the Formation of the Ottoman State),
Ankara Ünivesitesi Basïmevi, Ankara, 1978, p. 255.
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What gifts Mircea the Old might have sent Bayezid I or Mehmed I, when
agreements were signed with these sultans, we do not know. Perhaps we shall
never know exactly. It is reasonable to assume that they consisted of various
precious objects, richly adorned weapons, and possibly horses, hounds and
birds of prey, or maybe money, as was customary in relations between state
leaders in those times. On their part, the Turks used to honour peace
messengers with lavish gifts, as a sign of their magnanimity and power. The
most precious present that a Turkish-Islamic sovereign would give was a
kaftan lined with precious fur, together with other signs of his goodwill and
authority (banner, cap, drum, saddledhorses, expensive weapons, etc.)781.
Until the mid XVIth century, the peshkeshes which Romanian rulers sent the
Porte had rather been symbolical, an expression of their feudal-vassal homage
and loyalty. They began to acquire intrinsic material value from the 1530s.
The original content of peshkeshes substantially altered, such that their value
increased rapidly, soon overtaking that of the harach782. Peshkeshes had
previously been voluntary and occasional; from the mid XVIth century they
became the norm, and were officially documented. Thus, the data referring to
the nature and the volume of the peshkeshes given by the Romanian rulers to
Ottoman officials from the second half of the XVIth century onwards are
incomparably more available and precise, than for earlier periods.
In the official documents of the XVth century, we can only find such
phrases as “gifts were sent” or “and gifts” [were offered] in addition to the
harach. In the present stage of research at least, the earliest concrete
information about these peshkeshes appears during the rule of Petru Raresh.
From a document, perhaps of 1532, we learn of the gifts the Moldavian
Prince sent the Porte: 12 sable furs, 12 lynx furs, 12 marten furs, 12
thoroughbred horses, and money (see note 113 below), for the sultan; the
Grand Vizier (Ibrahim Pasha), and Second Vizier (Ali Pasha) each received
four sable and four lynx furs, twelve thoroughbred horses and 3,000 akçe.
These gifts were sent to them on Saint George’s Day (April 23). On Holy
Virgin’s Day (August-September) the following were added: four
thoroughbred horses, 8 sable furs, 12 marten furs, 8 lynx furs, and 12 hawks
781 Mehmed I presented the emire of Dülkadir with expensive dinner services, and
Murad II offered his vassal Iskender bey of Karakoyunlu: 10,000 ducats, gold and
silver threaded clothes, jewel-encrusted weapons, golden harnesses, male and female
slaves, etc. (Aydïn Taneri, op. cit., pp. 254-255). See also n. 90, Cap. I (below).
782 See Mihai Maxim, op. cit., pp. 1743-1749.
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for the sultan while the Grand and Second Vizier each received four
thoroughbred horses, two sable furs, two lynx furs, and two hawks783.
Therefore, we should not be surprised at the impressive quantity of expensive
furs which the ruler’s merchant-diplomats brought from Russia, all the more
so as this trade was extremely profitable, and moreover necessary to win the
capricious benevolence of the sultan. In a letter sent to King Sigismund I of
Poland in 1546, the Moldavian Prince wrote: “a year ago we sent our
messenger to Your Majesty, asking for free passage [...] for our envoys whom
we have sent to Moscow, to buy sobol and weasel furs, goshawks and for other
businesses, which we shall give to the Turk, so that we can pay our debt to
the emperor.” Further on in the same document, we learn of the contents of
the transport that the ruler’s men were bringing from Russia, when they were
mugged in Poland: “thirty-six binds of 40 sobol furs each, and another thirty
sobol furs, thirty-six weasel fur coats and two goshawks”784.
Undoubtedly, at least in the 1530s and 1540s, many other gifts were sent
to the Porte on special occasions (enthronements, the sultan’s departure on,
or arrival from campaigns, weddings and baptisms at the Ottoman court,
religious holidays, etc.) and, periodically, to some high Ottoman dignitaries,
or Ottoman commandants near the Romanian borders. In time, these
peshkeshes turned into veritable bribes (rüºvet), particularly after 1517, when
it is said – not without foundation it seems – that the rampant venality and
corruption of the defeated Mamluks’ state apparatus seems to have
encroached upon the Ottoman system until it swallowed it whole785.
783

Hurmuzaki, Documente, Supl. II-1, pp. 66-67. See also note 113 (below).
Ilie Corfus, op. cit., pp. 109-110.
785 Fernand Braudel, Mediterana ºi lumea mediteraneanã în epoca lui Filip al II-lea
(The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II), III,
translated by M. Gheorghe, Editura Meridiane, Bucharest, 1986, pp. 317-318. A
typical case of corruption – which became current practice in relations between the
Romanian countries and the Porte – is revealed by Luca Cârje’s mission to the Polish
Court in December 1522: the Moldavian ruler avoided mounting a military operation
against Transylvania – a campaign which had been repeatedly and categorically
ordered by the sultan in 1521 – by giving “Sinan-bey”, the sultan’s envoy, “six
thousand aspers and five hundred rams, besides other gifts such as golden kaftans, four
hundred thousand aspers [perhaps 40 000], horses and furs” (Mihai Costãchescu,
Documente moldoveneºti de la ªtefãniþã Voievod (1517-1527) (Moldavian Documents
from the Reign of Voyevode Stephen the Young (1517-1527)), Iaºi, 1943, p. 543).
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3. Controlled Trade
For the time being, the scarcity of historical sources does not allow us to
thoroughly study the Romanian countries’ ‘supply obligations’ to the
Ottoman Porte. We have already shown that the cliché of the so-called
“Ottoman commercial monopoly” does not stand up to close criticism.
Naturally, the Porte was interested in the economic aspect of its special kind
of suzerainty over the Romanian countries, from the very beginning. For a
long time, however – since the reign of Süleyman the Magnificent, to be
precise – this interest manifested itself in the larger context of the free trade
between the two sides. Without a doubt, the Ottomans and the Romanians
were tempted to use politics to obtain economic benefits, or on the contrary,
to resort to economic means for political goals. Yet, such actions were never
the rule, they remained rather sporadic, circumstantial cases. Take for
example the attempt that the Wallachian ruler made in 1449 to have a
provision included in the forthcoming Ottoman-Hungarian peace treaty
stipulating that “Wallachia shall pay the Turkish emperor only half of the
usual tribute.” In case this initiative were rejected, the same document stated
clearly and firmly that the “provisions of the peace treaty should be similar to
the provisions of the treaties signed in the times of the illustrious King
Sigismund. Similarly, Wallachia was to pay the whole amount of its tribute in
sheep” (emphasis added)786. It may be understood from this that Wallachia
had previously paid the harach in this way, and that payment in sheep was
advantageous to the Romanian ruler, at least at that time. No doubt, the Porte
had made such arrangements previously, when pressing supply needs forced
it to place urgent orders for food and other products with the Romanian
countries. To date, we know of no such express request to have been
submitted to the Romanian countries, prior to the 1530s, although we may
presume that both principalities, or at least Wallachia, may have received
special and exact orders from the Porte for supplies either for the Ottoman
armies campaigning near their borders, or for Istanbul, with its burgeoning
population.
The outbreak of the great and lengthy conflict between the Ottoman and
Habsburg Empires for world domination, during the reign of Süleyman the
Magnificent, further increased the political, strategic and economic
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importance of the Romanian countries. Because of the long series of
campaigns conducted by Süleyman the Magnificent against the Habsburgs in
the vicinity of the Romanian countries, supply orders became the rule. In the
past the Porte had made such requests in exceptional cases only. “Imposed
sales”, or rather preferential sales to the Porte by the Romanian countries are
well documented only after 1538-1541. In 1542 the ruler of Wallachia was
asked to send 500 horses for the following year’s Ottoman campaign in
Hungary. Starting with 1544, Wallachia and Moldavia were each obliged to
sell the Porte 100,000 sheep every year787. This obligation soon diversified
(salt, fat, wax, honey, cattle, grain, timber, etc.) and grew so much that
temporary export bans were imposed on certain Romanian products that were
essential to the Ottoman capital and army788. We have already shown that
these export interdictions were motivated not only by the needs of the Porte,
as is generally believed, but primarily by the inundation of Levantine markets
with American silver, a phenomenon with far-reaching consequences for the
economies of the region.
The trade conducted and controlled by the Porte and the Romanian rulers
paralleled and complemented free trade. Both forms of trade were regulated
by current prices on the Ottoman markets and by manufacturing prices. All
authorised merchants (usually Greeks, Armenians, Jews, Muslims and so
forth) held fermans stipulating the main terms and conditions for their
transactions, which were usually handled by the ruler’s agents to the Porte
(kapukehaya). These official documents stated the type and quantity of goods
to be transacted, and the acquisition and transport prices. Later on, they also
mentioned the regions of the empire (countries and counties) where licensed
merchants were allowed to trade. Acquisition and transport operations were
assisted and controlled by the ruler’s representatives. Money for acquisitions
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pp. 48-49.
788 As early as the XVth century (perhaps earlier), ‘Wallachian salt’ was a
well-quoted commodity on the Ottoman market. Below is the list of prices for some
foods, according to the register of expenses of the ‘imperial kitchens’ (matbah-i amire),
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was advanced to the Porte by the merchants themselves or by the Romanian
rulers (as part of the harach). This problem however lies beyond the
chronological boundaries of this book.
Before ending, we would like to underline that the question of the
so-called ‘Ottoman monopoly’ over Romanian foreign trade is much more
complex than historians have thus far believed. The problem must be analysed
in the context of continental and intercontinental economic phenomena and
processes. The Turkish-Osman documents introduced in the scientific circuit
in the last decades point to the insubstantiality of such a cliché, and limit the
‘Ottoman commercial monopoly’ only to the right of pre-emption that the
Porte exercised in its trade with the Romanian countries. In other words, to
use a phrase that is now current – if we are permitted to draw such a
comparison – we could say that the Porte granted the Romanian countries the
status of ‘most favoured nation’ in their international commercial relations,
and claimed the right to pre-emption instead.
We hope that future research will come up with more answers, as new
documents and manuscripts, from Turkish archives in particular, are brought
to light. It will undoubtedly determine the true dimensions of the Romanian
countries’ relationship with the Ottoman Porte, no matter how complex and
difficult this may be.
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